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SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

Event Codes

**** Administrator Version: 5.0.0.387

**** common_events version: 5.003
**** mc_events version: 5.023
**** client_events version: 5.002
**** dpn_events version: 5.004


Code | 2 | GENERATED BY: DPN:Unknown | SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** MAIN GSAN PID - %d | CATEGORY: SYSTEM | TYPE: INFORMATION | SEVERITY: 0:OK | DESCRIPTION: | FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL | REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT | NOTES:

Code | 3 | GENERATED BY: DPN:Unknown

AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING
SUMMARY      : SPLITTING INDEX STRIPE #%S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

Code         : 4
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : STARTING DECOMMISSION OF DISK %S[0]
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

Code         : 5
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : STARTING DECOMMISSION OF NODE %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

Code         : 6
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : MALFORMED SERVER MESSAGE: '%S'
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

Code         : 7
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** NODE %S HFSCHECK_COMPLETE FINISHES ROUND %D OF CHECKING, %D TOTAL ERRORS TO DATE,
               ELAPSED TIME: %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
**SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** STARTING MIGRATION OF STRIPE %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** COMPLETED MIGRATION OF STRIPE %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>ABORTED MIGRATION OF STRIPE %S - UNABLE TO PLACE STRIPE</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>COMPLETED DECOMMISSION OF DISK %S[%D]</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes :

Code : 12
Generated By : DPN:Unknown
Summary : CHANGEFILE::KEEPTIMEOK, RUNNING ON NON-LINUX PLATFORM, DON'T KNOW HOW TO CHECK THE MAXIMUM OS SYNC()/FLUSH() INTERVAL. FIX THIS!
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

Notes :

Code : 13
Generated By : DPN:Unknown
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** STRIPE %s WAS ONLINE CHANGING STATE TO OFFLINE
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 14
Generated By : DPN:Unknown
Summary : STRIPE %s WAS NOT ONLINE CHANGING STATE
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 15
Generated By : DPN:Unknown
Summary : NODE %s WAS ONLINE, CHANGING
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 16
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NODE %S WAS OFFLINE, CHANGING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 17
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NODE RESTARTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 18
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVED AVMAINT HFSCHECK MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 19
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVED AVMAINT HFSCHECKSTOP MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 20
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVED AVMAINT DECOMMISSION MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT ONLINE/OFFLINE MESSAGE FROM %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>RECEIVED AVMAINT TESTNODEDISK MESSAGE FROM %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>RECEIVED AVMAINT TESTNODENETWORK MESSAGE FROM %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT EXIT_SERVER MESSAGE FROM %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTES :

CODE : 25
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVED AVMAINT EXIT_DPN MESSAGE FROM %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 26
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT EXIT_DATACENTERS MESSAGE FROM %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 27
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT EXIT_LOCALDATACENTER MESSAGE FROM %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 28
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT EXIT_NODES MESSAGE FROM %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 29
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
### SUMMARY
*** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT EXIT_DISKS MESSAGE FROM %S FOR %D DISKS NODE %S

### CATEGORY
SYSTEM

### TYPE
INFORMATION

### SEVERITY
0:OK

### DESCRIPTION

### FOR WHOM
FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

### REMEDY
CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

### NOTES

---

### CODE
30

### GENERATED BY
DPN:UNKNOWN

### SUMMARY
*** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT EXIT_STRIPES MESSAGE FROM %S

### CATEGORY
SYSTEM

### TYPE
INFORMATION

### SEVERITY
0:OK

### DESCRIPTION

### FOR WHOM
FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

### REMEDY
CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

### NOTES

---

### CODE
31

### GENERATED BY
DPN:UNKNOWN

### SUMMARY
*** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT HEARTBEAT START/STOP MESSAGE FROM %S

### CATEGORY
SYSTEM

### TYPE
INFORMATION

### SEVERITY
0:OK

### DESCRIPTION

### FOR WHOM
FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

### REMEDY
CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

### NOTES

---

### CODE
32

### GENERATED BY
DPN:UNKNOWN

### SUMMARY
RECEIVED AVMAINT GARBAGECOLLECT MESSAGE FROM %S

### CATEGORY
SYSTEM

### TYPE
INFORMATION

### SEVERITY
0:OK

### DESCRIPTION

### FOR WHOM
FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

### REMEDY
CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

### NOTES

---

### CODE
33

### GENERATED BY
DPN:UNKNOWN

### SUMMARY
*** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT READONLY MESSAGE FROM %S

### CATEGORY
SYSTEM

### TYPE
INFORMATION

### SEVERITY
0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 34
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT WRITEABLE MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 35
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CREATED STRIPE %S KIND=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 36
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT FINISHCOPY MESSAGE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 37
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT STARTCOPY MESSAGE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 38
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INDEX STRIPE SPLIT COMPLETE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 39
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ABORTED DECOMMISSION OF DISK %S[%D] DUE TO ERRORS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 40
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ABORTED MIGRATION OF STRIPE %S - FAILED TO MIGRATE STRIPE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 41
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ABORTED MIGRATION OF STRIPE %S - FAILED TO SET STRIPE INFO WITH NEW NODE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 42
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ABORTED MIGRATION OF STRIPE %S - FAILED TO START STRIPE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 43
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMPLETED DECOMMISSION OF NODE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 44
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTARTING DECOMMISSION OF DISK %S[%D]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 45
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTARTING DECOMMISSION OF NODE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 46
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTARTING MIGRATION OF STRIPE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 47
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: SKIPPED DECOMMISSION OF DISK %S[%D] SINCE IT IS ALREADY DECOMMISSIONED
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 48
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: INDEX STRIPE SPLIT COMPLETE #%S, PASS ONE IN %S, PASS TWO IN %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 49
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT GARBAGE COLLECT WITH BACKUPS RUNNING
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 50
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT NOBACKUPS MESSAGE
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:
CODE : 51
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT READMIGRATE MESSAGE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 52
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DISK %D IS TOO FULL TO CREATE NEW STRIPES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 53
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DECOMMISSION OF DISK %S[%D] %D OUT OF %D STRIPES COMPLETE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 54
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CHECKPOINT %S STARTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 55
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CHECKPOINT %S %U OUT OF %U STRIPES COMPLETE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 56
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CHECKPOINT %S COMPLETED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 57
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR SETTING TERMINAL ATTRIBUTES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 58
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR RESTORING TERMINAL ATTRIBUTES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 59
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DOES THIS FILE HAVE NO PERMISSIONS?
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
CODE : 60
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FLAGS.MCSNAME=%S FLAGS.MCSPORT=%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 61
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BAD ARGUMENT IN EXPAND [ D]=%S (SIZE=%D SEP=%C=)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 62
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BLOCK:SPLIT FAILED TO RETRIEVE STD USER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 63
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BLOCK:SPLIT FAILED TO SET STD USER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 64
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT OPEN FILE "\%s\"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 65
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VERSION MISMATCH (%X vs %X) %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 66
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CHECKPOINT SIMPSYNC FAILED %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 67
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INCONSISTENT DISK CONFIGURATION %u %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 68
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CAN'T CREATE ROLLBACK SIGNAL FILE %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 69
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MISSING ROLLBACK SIGNAL FILE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 70
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PIPE FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 71
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR CREATING FILE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 72
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BAD COMMAND %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
NOTES : 

CODE : 73
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CONTROLTEST CAN’T RESOLVE NAME: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 74
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT CONNECT TO %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 75
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PINGTEST CAN’T RESOLVE NAME: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 76
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BAD MESSAGE IN GETHFSVERSION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 77
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: CANNOT CONNECT TO SERVER %S AT %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 78
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** UNIMPLEMENTED CONTROL REQUEST %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 79
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** BAD CONTROL REQUEST %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 80
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** BAD PLACEMODE IN GETMAXPARITY %D
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 81
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** BAD STRIPE KIND IN GETMAXPARITY %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 82
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** NOT ENOUGH SPACE FOR NEW STRIPE %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 83
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** STRIPE AND OTHERSTRIPE ARE STILL ON DISK %D
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 84
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO CREATE PARITY FOR STRIPE %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 85
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: USING HACK SERVER=%D CLIENT=%D %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>86</th>
<th>87</th>
<th>88</th>
<th>89</th>
<th>90</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>SIZE MISMATCH %D %D!=%D</td>
<td>PREV MISMATCH %D %D!=%D</td>
<td>NEXT MISMATCH %D %D!=%D</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** BAD READ IN DEDELETECHUNK - HEADER OFFSET = %LD</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** CHUNK IS ALREADY DELETED OFFSET = %LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 91  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BAD WRITE IN DELETECHUNK - HEADER OFFSET = %LD  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 92  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BAD READ IN GETCHUNK - HEADER  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 93  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BAD READ IN GETCHUNK - DATA  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 94  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T CREATE NEW %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 95  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T GET CHUNK %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 96  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T WRITE TO CHUNK %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 97  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T REMOVE CHUNK %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 98  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T REUSE CHUNK %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 99  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T DELETE CHUNK %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 110  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BAD WRITE IN WRITECHUNK - HEADER  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 111  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BAD READ IN GETCHUNK - DATA  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 112  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T CREATE NEW %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 113  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T GET CHUNK %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 114  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T WRITE TO CHUNK %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 115  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T REMOVE CHUNK %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 116  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T REUSE CHUNK %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 117  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T DELETE CHUNK %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 118  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BAD WRITE IN WRITECHUNK - DATA  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 119  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BAD READ IN GETCHUNK - HEADER  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 120  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T CREATE NEW %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 121  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T GET CHUNK %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 122  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T WRITE TO CHUNK %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 123  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T REMOVE CHUNK %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 124  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T REUSE CHUNK %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 125  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T DELETE CHUNK %S FOR NODE %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 126  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BAD WRITE IN WRITECHUNK - DATA  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 127  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BAD READ IN GETCHUNK - HEADER  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 128  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMAR
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 95
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** %S VALUE = 0x%lx OUT OF RANGE 0x%lx .. 0x%lx
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 96
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** %S VALUE = %ld OUT OF RANGE %ld .. %ld
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 97
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MKNOD(%S, 0x%x, 0x%x) FAILED WITH %d (%d: %s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 98
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED (%d) SETTING OWNER TO %d ON \"%s\" (%d: %s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 99
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED (%d) SETTING PERMISSIONS TO 0%o ON "%s" (%d: %s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 100
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED (%d) SETTING TIMES ON "%s" (%d: %s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 101
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DOMAINLIST EMPTY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 102
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO COPY FROM BUFFER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 103
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MISMATCH %d-1 %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 104
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR READING FILE IN FILEDISK BINHASH %S: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 105
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WINDOWS VERSION OF FILEMAP DOES NOT SUPPORT DUAL ACCESS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 106
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT OPEN FILE %S (%d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 107
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT CREATE FILE MAP %S (%d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
CODE : 108  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : CANNOT MAP FILE %S (%D)  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 109  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : CANNOT CREATE FILE %S (%D)  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 110  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT STAT FILE %S (%D)  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 111  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT TRUNCATE FILE %S (%D)  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 112
**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** FUDPSOCK LISTENER CANNOT CREATE SERVER SOCKET FOR PORT %D
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: ERROR
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION**: FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

**CODE**: 113

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** SOCKET ALREADY DEFINED IN LISTEN %S
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: ERROR
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION**: FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

**CODE**: 114

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** FUDPSOCK SEND CANNOT CREATE TCP SOCKET %S
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: ERROR
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION**: FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

**CODE**: 115

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** ROLLBACK REQUIRES CHECKPOINT TAGNAME
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: ERROR
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION**: FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

**CODE**: 116

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** COMMIT REQUIRES CHECKPOINT TAGNAME
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: ERROR
SUCCESS : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY  : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES   :

CODE : 117
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CAN'T RESTART WITHOUT OLD FLAGS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE   : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY  : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES   :

CODE : 118
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** LOCAL PARITY > 1 NOT IMPLEMENTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE   : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY  : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES   :

CODE : 119
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** GLOBAL PARITY > 2 NOT IMPLEMENTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE   : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY  : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES   :

CODE : 120
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** THREAD POOL EXCEEDS PTHREAD MAX=%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE   : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY  : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES   :
NOTES:

CODE: 121
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** CAN'T BUILD INIT TUNNEL
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 122
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT CREATE SAM SEND SOCKET ON PORT %d
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 123
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT CREATE SAM SERVER ON PORT %d
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 124
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** BAD HFSTIME ON RESTART MINE=%d WORLD=%d
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 125
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** SETSTATE DIDN'T DO THE JOB %S TO %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>INVALID HEX CHARACTER (0x%02X) IN INTVAL</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>WRITEDATATASK FAILED %S WRITING %S AT OFFSET %U</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** DATASTRIPE FAILED TO DO DELETE</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 130
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INDEX STRIPE HEADER READ FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 131
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FINDMATCH CANNOT FIND MATCHBITS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 132
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ADD_HASH_DATA OFFSET IS ZERO %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 133
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ADD_HASH_MULT FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE         : 134
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : CANNOT DELETE INDEXELEMENT BECAUSE MATCHBITS==0
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 135
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO ENTER INDEX ENTER (NULL MSG)
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 136
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO ENTER INDEX ENTER (RECV ERROR)
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 137
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** ENTER INDEX FAILED %S %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 138
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** BOUNDING_INDEX=%D IN_USE(%D) IS %D BUT HASH-%S DATAOFF-%D
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 139
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: ADD_HASH_MULT SAFEWRITE FAILED

CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 140
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** ADD_HASH_MULT ENTER_INDEX FAILED

CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 141
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: INDEXSTRIPE::DELETE_HASH_INDEX STRIPE SPLITTING IN PROGRESS, HASH NOT ON THIS STRIPE

CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 142
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: --ENTER OFFSET IS ZERO %S

CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 143
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : delete_hash_data found hash %s on other stripe
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 144
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LISTBASE:SET empty table or invalid parameter %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 145
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FILE EXCEED MAXIMUM CAPACITY (%d BYTES) FOR CONFIG FILE!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 146
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INDEX_NODE_MAP, %s COMMAND RETURNED %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 147
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INDEX_DATACENTER_NODE, %s COMMAND RETURNED %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 148
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** AGENT_COMMANDS CLEANUP_PIDLOGS() MALFORMED LOG FILE NAME '%s', FULL PATH '%s'!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 149
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** AGENT_COMMANDS CLEANUP_PIDLOGS() MALFORMED DATE IN LOG FILE NAME '%s', DATE '%s'!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 150
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** AGENT_COMMANDS CLEANUP_PIDLOGS() UNABLE TO REMOVE LOG FILE '%s'!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 151
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULD ALLOCATE MEMORY FILE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 152
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** MEMFILE LONREAD OUT OF BOUNDS %d>%ld
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 153
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** LONWRITE OUT OF BOUNDS %d>%ld
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 154
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** WRONG SIZE IN GETSTRIPECNT
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 155
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** TCPSOCK SEND() RETURNED FALSE ON OUR GETNODELIST
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 156
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** TCPSock.Send() returned false on our GETSTRIPELIST
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 157
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** cannot find any nodes
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 158
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** you must specify --nodenum
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 159
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** decommission disk is unimplemented
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 160
**SUMMARY:** *** OBSOLETE *** you must specify --PERCENT=N where 0<=N<=100

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** ERROR

**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES:**

---

**CODE:** 161

**SUMMARY:** *** OBSOLETE *** INVALID MAINT TEST SUBCOMMAND %S

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** ERROR

**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES:**

---

**CODE:** 162

**SUMMARY:** *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR SENDING MAINT COMMAND = %S

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** ERROR

**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES:**

---

**CODE:** 163

**SUMMARY:** AUTHORIZATION/PATH PARAMETERS ARE INVALID.

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** ERROR

**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES:**

---

**CODE:** 164

**SUMMARY:** AUTHORIZED USER NOT SPECIFIED.

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** ERROR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT USE THE --EXPERT FLAG WITHOUT --FORCEADDR</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** SESSIONINFOCOLLECTOR: %s</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** SESSIONINFOCOLLECTOR: CODE=%d %s</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** UNKNOWN EXCEPTION IN SESSIONINFOCOLLECTOR</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTES:

CODE: 169
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: WANTED TO DECOMMISSION NODE %S DISK %D
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 170
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** SENDING GET_INDEX_STRIPE_STATS TO %S%s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 171
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** NODE %S ADDRESS IS ZERO, %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 172
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: STRIPE %S HAS NO OWNER AND IS NOT BEING MIGRATED
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 173
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT CREATE SOCKET ON PORT %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 174
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** WANTED TO GO ONLINE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 175
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : BAD PLACEMODE IN MODEMATCH %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 176
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : SYSINFO IN PERSISTENT ROOT MAP IS NOT HASH VALUE (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 177
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : NODESTATS IN PERSISTENT SYSINFO IS NOT HASH VALUE (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 178
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: NODE MAP IS NOT HASH VALUE (%S)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 179
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: NODESTATS VALUE IS NOT A PERSISTENT HASH (%S)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 180
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: NODESTATS VALUE IS NOT A HASH (%S)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 181
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: UNABLE TO STORE NODESTATS %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:
CODE : 182
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO STORE NODESTATS (UNKNOWN EXCEPTION)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 183
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NODESTAT_THREAD SIGNAL DURING STARTUP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 184
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO GET NODE MAP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 185
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR! PAMI MODULE DOES NOT SUPPORT THIS YET.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 186
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MISSING RECONSTRUCT STRIPE, PARITY=%S PROXY=%S TARGET=%S %S
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CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 187
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : MISSING PROXY FOR TAB=[%S] SAFE=[%S] PARITY=[%S]

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 188
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** XORWRITEPARITY RECONSTRUCT FAILED %S %S

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 189
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** XORWRITEPARITY FAILED %S %S

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 190
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** RECONSTRUCT FAILED IN MIGRATE %S SIZE=%D OFF=%LD

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
CODE : 191
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** WRITE FAILED IN MIGRATE %S SIZE=%D OFF=%LD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 192
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SETTING STATE TO OFFLINE FOR %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 193
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILING PARITY OPERATION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 194
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** NOTIFY ERROR %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE         : 195
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** USER AUTHENTICATION error, USER NAME AND/OR PASSWORD IS INCORRECT.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 196
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** %s(%d) OCCURRED WHILE LOGGING INTO SERVER.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 197
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** PROXYUPDATE should only be called on proxies
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 198
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR RESTORING DIRECTORY %s
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 199
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** RESTORING NON DIRECTORY: %s
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 200
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RWHEADER CHUNK FOUND BUT CAN'T MAKE TPERSISTENTINFO OUT OF IT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 201
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** WRITE FAILED IN MIGRATE %s SIZE=%ld OFF=%ld
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 202
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** WRITE_FORPARITY RECONSTRUCT FAILED %s %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 203
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BAD SHAPE MISMATCH SENDXOR
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 204
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SAMCONN CANNOT OPEN SOCKET ON PORT %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 205
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** GETTUNNELADDR FAILS FOR NODE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 206
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CHECKSHORTCIRCUIT HAS RESPONSE MESSAGE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 207
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO PLACE STRIPE %S, NOT ENOUGH SPACE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 208
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO PLACE STRIPE, NOT ENOUGH SPACE
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 209

SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** MISSING SAMTHREAD FOR %s
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 210

SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T GET USABLE PARITY GROUP AFTER STRIPE WAS OFFLINE STATE=%s %s
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 211

SUMMARY      : SESSIONS IN PERSISTENT SYSINFO IS NOT HASH VALUE (%s)
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 212

SUMMARY      : CLIENT MAP IS NOT HASH VALUE (%s)
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 213
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO STORE SESSION INFO FOR CLIENTID=%S INFO=<%S> %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 214
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO STORE SESSION INFO FOR CLIENTID=%S INFO=<%S> (UNKNOWN EXCEPTION)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 215
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR DURING XMLDOC(STREAM) CONSTRUCTION: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 216
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR DURING XMLDOC(STREAM) CONSTRUCTION: %S %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 217
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNKNOWN ERROR DURING XMLDOC (STREAM) CONSTRUCTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 218
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TSOCKTYPE INVALID SOCKTYPE <%S>
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 219
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TCPSOCK::CHKVER TIMED-OUT READING MESSAGE VERSION NUMBER (WAITED %D SECS) PID=%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 220
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** WINERR = %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 221
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>STATLISTMODULETEST FAILED TO ADD DOUBLE BIGNUM</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>STATLISTMODULETEST FAILED TO GET DOUBLE BIGNUM</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** BAD COMMAND FOR %S STRIPE %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>NO USABLE PARITY GROUP AFTER MEDIA ERROR STRIPE=%S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 226
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** dosyncstripecon, %s, syncstripe() just failed!
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 227
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** parity group already contains stripeid=%s %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 228
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: disk %d is too full to flush linked stripes
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 229
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** timed-out waiting for syncthread.commit()
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td><strong>OBSOLETE</strong> CANWRITE TIMED OUT</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td><strong>OBSOLETE</strong> SEND MISMATCH %d %d (%d %s)</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td><strong>OBSOLETE</strong> NBYTES IS NOT SIZEOF PACKLEN_T (%d)</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td><strong>OBSOLETE</strong> TCPSOCKIMPL::RECVFROM BAD MESSAGE LEN=%d</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>FIREWALL RULES FORBID PERMISSION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 235
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TEXTLIST EMPTY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

Code : 236
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Error (%d) creating thread.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 237
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Cannot create thread (%d) %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 238
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** THREADSLEEP ERROR RES=%d ERRNO=%d %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom: Field Support Personnel

REMEDI: Contact Product Support

NOTES:

CODE: 239

GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** WANTED TO SHUTDOWN TUNNEL TO %S

CATEGORY: SYSTEM

TYPE: ERROR

SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:

For Whom: Field Support Personnel

REMEDI: Contact Product Support

NOTES:

CODE: 240

GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** CAN'T CREATE TUNNEL CLIENT TO %S

CATEGORY: SYSTEM

TYPE: ERROR

SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:

For Whom: Field Support Personnel

REMEDI: Contact Product Support

NOTES:

CODE: 241

GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** CAN'T START CLIENT

CATEGORY: SYSTEM

TYPE: ERROR

SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:

For Whom: Field Support Personnel

REMEDI: Contact Product Support

NOTES:

CODE: 242

GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** ROUTOUTBOUND LOCAL %S

CATEGORY: SYSTEM

TYPE: ERROR

SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:

For Whom: Field Support Personnel

REMEDI: Contact Product Support

NOTES:
CODE : 243
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** TUNNEL RECEIVER TCP TIMEOUT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 244
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NULL MESSAGE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 245
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SEND RETURNS FALSE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 246
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** TUNNEL TCP SEND TIMED OUT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 247
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TUNNELMANAGER::STARTCLIENT ODD TUNNEL PORT=\d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>WARNING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>TUNNELMANAGER::STARTCLIENT CAN'T START CLIENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** OUTGOING LOCAL MESSAGE TO %s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** OUTGOING LOCAL MESSAGE FROM %s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** NULL OR ERROR MESSAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 252
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HANDLEFATAL NOT EXITING PID=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 253
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PORT IS ZERO IN SENDTO %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 254
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID BLOCK TYPE DETECTED IN DELETE FUNCTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 255
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR CREATING FILE %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 256
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SOMETHING ABOUT MEMCMP FAILING?
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 257
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : READ THE WRONG TABLE?
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 258
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : THIS HAS BEEN MOVED INTO A SEPARATE DATASTRIPE OPERATION.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 259
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : USERLIST EMPTY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 260
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT REGISTER CLASS %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 261
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT CREATE WINDOW %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 262
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BAD ARGUMENT IN EXPAND [%D]=%S (SIZE=%D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 263
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** XMLDOC(ROOTNAME) CONSTRUCTION: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 264
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** XMLDOC(ROOTNAME) CONSTRUCTION: CODE=%D %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 265
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNKNOWN ERROR DURING XMLDOC(ROOITNAME) CONSTRUCTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 266
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** XMLDOC(STREAM) CONSTRUCTION: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 267
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** XMLDOC(STREAM) CONSTRUCTION: CODE=%d %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 268
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BOUNDING_INDEX=%LD IN_USE(%LD) IS %D BUT HASH=%s DATAOFF=%LD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 269
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** INVALID OR MISSING MAINT TEST SUBCOMMAND '%s'
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 270
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** BAD LOOKUP %s = %d
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 271
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** RESTDIR SHOULD SKIP %s
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 272
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** PROCESSEVENT: FAILED TO CREATE EVENT '%s'
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 273
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : UNABLE TO CREATE PARITY FOR STRIPE %s ERR=%s
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

NOTES :

CODE : 274

GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CAN'T CREATE NEW STRIPE WHILE READONLY

CATEGORY : SYSTEM

TYPE : ERROR

SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

NOTES :

CODE : 275

GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CAN'T START STRIPE %S ERR=%S

CATEGORY : SYSTEM

TYPE : ERROR

SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

NOTES :

CODE : 276

GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CAN'T SET STRIPE ONLINE %S ERR=%S

CATEGORY : SYSTEM

TYPE : ERROR

SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

NOTES :

CODE : 277

GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** WIN32_STREAM_ID ON READ BOUNDARY PATH =%S

CATEGORY : SYSTEM

TYPE : ERROR

SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

NOTES :
CODE : 278
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING FILE IN FILESTREAM BINHASH %S: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 279
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** NETWORK CONFIG ERROR: CURRENT HOST IS LOCALHOST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 280
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BAD XML STRING %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 281
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DECOMMISSION: YOU MUST SPECIFY --NODENUM
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 282
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DECOMMISSION: BAD NODEID `%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 283
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** WRITE FAILED IN MIGRATE %S G=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 284
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RECONSTRUCT FAILED IN MIGRATE %S G=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 285
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SYNCTO FAILED %S FROM %S BECAUSE CHANGELOG HAS MISSING ENTRIES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 286
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** IO ERROR (%S=%D) DURING FLUSH FOR %S ON DISK #%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 287
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** TAR HEADER SIZE = %d
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 288
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** PROCESSEVENT: FAILED TO CREATE EVENT '%s' %d
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 289
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** ... LOG HAS (%s)
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 290
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** ... STRIPE HAS (HASH=%s STRIPE=%s OFFSET=%ld SIZE=%ld)
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :
CODE : 291
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** KEEPOPENTEST FAILED -- LENGTH %d != %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 292
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** KEEPOPENTEST FAILED -- MEMCMP '%s' != '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 293
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** STREAM_START != BACKUP_DATA_START %ld %ld
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 294
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : GSAN::BUILDINITTUNNEL NODE HAS NO GETTABLES PARTNER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 295
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : INIT_EXCEPTION CAUGHT UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 296
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** AGENT_COMMANDS cleanup_logs() unable to remove file '%%'!
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 297
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** TUNNELTASK::BUILDENDPOINTS, can't start tunnel server endpoint
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 298
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** TUNNELTASK::BUILDENDPOINTS, can't start tunnel client endpoint %s -> %s
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 299
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** TUNNELTASK::BUILD_TUNNEL, can't negotiate tunnel contractor
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** ...RECONSTRUCTED CXOR HEAD %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** ... SELF CXOR HEAD %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** SAFEPARITYSTRIPED::SYNCSTR KnP—CANNOT SYNC STRIPED %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** MESSAGE EXCEEDED RETRY COUNT IN RETRY.CPP %D COUNT=%D</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE ***</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMMARY: SAFESTRIPE::SYNCSTRIPE-- CANNOT Sync stripe %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 305
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: SAMRECV::PROCESSMESSAGE MISSING SAMTHREAD FOR %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 306
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: SERVLOOP::TICKETLOGIN ticket no longer valid %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 307
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** SERVLOOP::TICKETLOGIN hash does not match server: %s != %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 308
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** SERVLOOP::TICKETLOGIN bad session ticket %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 309
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UPDATESTRIPE %S FAILS ON SAFESTRIPE %S BECAUSE ALREADY SYNCING ANOTHER STRIPE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 310
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PARITYSTRIPE::RECONSTRUCT READ %S FAILED: NOT USABLE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 311
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SYNCSTRIPECONTROLLER::DOSYNCSTRIPEC0N, %S, SYNCSTRIPE() JUST FAILED!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 312
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ATTEMPT TO WAIT ON DETACHED THREAD '%S'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
CODE : 313
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** TUNNELMANAGER::INITCLIENT CAN’T CREATE TUNNEL CLIENT TO %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 314
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TUNNELMANAGER::INITCLIENT CAN’T START CLIENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 315
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TUNNELMANAGER::ROUTEOUTBOUND DROPPING MESSAGE TO DATACENTER %s %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 316
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HANDLEFATAL EXITING THREAD PID=%d, SIG=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 317
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INVALID MASTER DATACENTER %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 318
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ***REALLY BIG DIRELEM LISTING.SIZE=%d DELTA=%d NAME=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 319
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** IO ERROR (%s-%d) DURING FLUSH FOR %s ON DISK #d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 320
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INTERNAL ERROR: DIRELEM > 32000 BYTES: LISTING.SIZE=%d DELTA=%d NAME=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 321
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SYNCSTRIPE %s FAILS ON SAFESTRIPE %s BECAUSE ALREADY SYNCING ANOTHER STRIPE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 322
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CHECKREFS ISPRESENT RETURNS NULL %s MAIN=%s KIND=%s CLIENT=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 323
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CHECKREFS ISPRESENT RETURNS FAIL %s MAIN=%s KIND=%s CLIENT=%s CODE=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 324
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HANDLEFATAL ABORTING PROGRAM PID=%d, SIG=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 325
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** OUT OF MEMORY FOR CACHE FILE %s SIZE %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>326</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** nbackmain %s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>FOR WHOM FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL REMEDY CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT NOTES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>327</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** nbackmain handled unknown exception</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>FOR WHOM FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL REMEDY CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT NOTES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>328</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** Message timed out (could not be sent) in retry.cpp %d count=%d</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>FOR WHOM FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL REMEDY CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT NOTES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>329</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** canwrite timed out</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>FOR WHOM FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL REMEDY CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT NOTES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>TUNNELTCPSENDER::BODY SEND RETURNS FALSE I=%d %s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL REMEDY CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT NOTES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CODE:** 331

*GENERATED BY:* DPN:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY:** TUNNELTCPSENDER::BODY SEND TIMED OUT I=%D %s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CODE:** 332

*GENERATED BY:* DPN:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY:** *** OBSOLETE *** I=%D IMAGE=%s DC=%s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CODE:** 333

*GENERATED BY:* DPN:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY:** *** OBSOLETE *** I=%D J=%D IMAGE=%s NODEID=%s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CODE:** 334

*GENERATED BY:* DPN:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY:** *** OBSOLETE *** I=%D J=%D K=%D IMAGE=%s NODEID=%s
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 335
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CHECKPOINT %S DISK %U STRIPE NOT FOUND %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 336
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : APPLOG IS NOT HASH VALUE (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 337
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO STORE LOG INFO %S %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 338
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO STORE LOG INFO %S (UNKNOWN EXCEPTION)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 339
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CREATING LOG FOR %S HASH=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 340
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT CONNECT TO SERVER %S AT %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 341
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULD NOT CREATE SOCKET TO %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 342
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SYNCTASK FLUSHCHANGELOG FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 343
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** GLOBAL PARITY > 4 NOT IMPLEMENTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>344</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** BAD VISIT CONVERSION</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** BAD VISIT VALUE %d</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** BAD VISIT ORDERING %d</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** BAD SAFEREALLOC ASSUMPTION OLDSIZE=%d NEWSIZE=%d OLDPTR=%p NEWPTR=%p</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 348

**GENERATED BY** : DPN:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY** : TCPSOCKIMPL::SENDFUNC WAITWRITEABLE TIMED OUT

**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM

**TYPE** : WARNING

**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION** :

**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 349

**GENERATED BY** : DPN:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY** : *** OBSOLETE *** CAN'T CREATE NEW STRIPE WHILE %S

**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM

**TYPE** : WARNING

**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION** :

**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 350

**GENERATED BY** : DPN:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY** : *** OBSOLETE *** NOT ENOUGH SPACE FOR NEW STRIPE

**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM

**TYPE** : WARNING

**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION** :

**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 351

**GENERATED BY** : DPN:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY** : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T CREATE NEW %S FOR NODE %S

**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM

**TYPE** : WARNING

**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION** :

**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 352
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CP %s %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 353

GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LN %s %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 354

GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MV %s %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 355

GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** STORAGE THRESHOLD PASSED: SERVER HAS CHANGED TO READONLY MODE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 356

GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** STORAGE THRESHOLD PASSED: UNABLE TO SET READONLY MODE (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEQEUAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 357
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** STORAGE THRESHOLD PASSED: UNABLE TO SET READONLY NODE (UNKNOWN)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 358
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** NODE %s IS MORE THAN %d PERCENT FULL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 359
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** STORAGE USAGE REDUCED: RESET READWRITE IF APPROPRIATE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 360
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MULTISOCK::PROCESSMESSAGE ERROR IN SOCK::RECV ERROR=%d ERRNO=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE : 361
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SYNCHWAITLIST::WAIT TIMEOUT %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 362
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT ALLOCATE POOL SPACE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 363
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT SHUTDOWN WHILE GARBAGE COLLECT IS RUNNING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 364
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MALFORMED XML ERROR IN %s, LINE %d, CHAR %d: %s "%s"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 365
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
### Event Code Listing

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR DURING XMLDOC(STREAM) CONSTRUCTION

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: WARNING

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**:

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES**:

**CODE**: 366

**GENERATED BY**: DPN:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** DATAREFERENCEDLOG::CHECKNEXTCHUNK UNREFERENCED DATA CHUNK (HASH=%S

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: WARNING

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**:

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES**:

**CODE**: 367

**GENERATED BY**: DPN:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT READSYNC MESSAGE

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION

**SEVERITY**: 0:OK

**DESCRIPTION**:

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES**:

**CODE**: 368

**GENERATED BY**: DPN:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: PARITYELEM::ADD PARITY GROUP ALREADY CONTAINS STRIPEID=%S %S

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: WARNING

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**:

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES**:

**CODE**: 369

**GENERATED BY**: DPN:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** WRITELOG::VISIT %S TRUNCATED LOGSIZE=%LD LOGOFFSET=%D ENTRYLEN=%D ENTRY=%S

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: WARNING

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

NOTES:

CODE: 370

GENERATED BY: DPN: UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: SENDERTASK::EXECUTE CANNOT GET NODEELEM FOR NODEID=%S STRIPEID=%S %S

CATEGORY: SYSTEM

TYPE: WARNING

SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

NOTES:

CODE: 371

GENERATED BY: DPN: UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** DOMAP::MMAP(START=%P SIZE=%D PROT=%X FLAG=%X FDESC=%D OFFSET=%D TOTAL=%D) => RET=%P [ERRNO=%D %S]

CATEGORY: SYSTEM

TYPE: WARNING

SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:

LOW MEMORY: THE SERVER WAS UNABLE TO MAP A FILE INTO MEMORY. THIS CAN OCCUR WHEN AVAILABLE MEMORY IS LOW OR MEMORY HAS BECOME FRAGMENTED.

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

NOTES:

CODE: 372

GENERATED BY: DPN: UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: HASH REFERENCED BUT NOT DEFINED %S

CATEGORY: SYSTEM

TYPE: ERROR

SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:

THE CLIENT REFERENCED DATA THAT IT EXPECTS TO BE ON THE SERVER BUT IS NOT. THIS COULD BE EITHER A CLIENT OR SERVER PROBLEM.

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

REMEDY: EXAMINE RECENT SERVER HFSCHECK LOGS FOR POSSIBLE INTERNAL ERRORS. IF THERE ARE NO HFSCHECK ERRORS AND THIS ERROR OCCURRED DURING A BACKUP THEN CHECK FOR CORRUPTION OF THE CACHE FILE(S) ON THE ASSOCIATED CLIENT. POSSIBLY USE THE --REPAIRCACHE OPTION ON THE CLIENT TO REPAIR A CORRUPTED CACHE AND RETRY THE BACKUP. CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

NOTES:

CODE: 373

GENERATED BY: DPN: UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** INDEX STRIPE HEADER READ EXTRA DATA NOT ZERO

CATEGORY: SYSTEM

TYPE: ERROR

SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 374
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DESIRED POSITION LATER HASH=%S BASE=%D I=%D INSERT=%LD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 375
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SEND MISMATCH %D %D %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 376
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DUMPDB SIZE=%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 377
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT READ FILE CMNODES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
Code : 378
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S - WINDOWS STRUCTURED EXCEPTION %S IN THREAD ID %LD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

Code : 379
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %D: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

Code : 380
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SAFEUNMAP %S MUNMAP(%P, %D) => %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

Code : 381
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MESSAGE TIMED OUT (COULD NOT BE SENT) IN RETRY.CPP %D COUNT=%D DELAY=%G
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

Code : 382
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CATCOUNT %D != %D %S %S %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY      : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 383
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : RETRY COUNT EXCEEDED, I/O OPERATION FAILS

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY      : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 384
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** FILEIMPL::READ PREAD ERROR %D (%S) FD=%d BUF=%p LEN=%u OFFSET=%u RETRY=%d

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY      : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 385
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** FILEIMPL::WRITE PWRITE RETURNED ERRNO %D (%S) FD=%d BUF=%p LEN=%u OFFSET=%u RETRY=%d

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY      : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 386
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : FILEIMPL::APPEND WRITE RETURNED ERRNO %D (%S) FD=%d BUF=%p LEN=%u RETRY=%d

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
CODE : 387
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FILEIMPL::APPEND PWRITE RETURNED ERRNO %d (%s) FD=%d BUF=%p LEN=%u OFFSET=%u RETRY=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 388
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FILEIMPL::SYNC RETURNED ERRNO %d (%s) FD=%d RETRY=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 389
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FILEIMPL::TRUNCATE RETURNED ERRNO %d (%s) FD=%d LEN=%u RETRY=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 390
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT GARBAGECOLLECT MESSAGE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
SEQMENT EVENT CODE LISTING

CODE : 391
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT SETSTATE MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 392
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVED AVMAINT SUSPENDDISPATCHER MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 393
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVED AVMAINT RESUMEDISPATCHER MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 394
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT NOBACKUPS MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 395
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT READMIGRATE MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 396
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT READSYNC MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 397
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVED AVMAINT CHECKPOINT MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 398
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVED AVMAINT CHECKPOINTRM MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 399
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT SETMASTERDC MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 400
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVED AVMAINT KILLSSESSION MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 401
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** STRIPE %S IS OFFLINE: REBUILD REQUIRED BEFORE CHECKPOINT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 402
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** I/O ERROR READING STRIPE %S (%S): REBUILD REQUIRED BEFORE CHECKPOINT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 403
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** GCSTATUS SENDMULTIPLE FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 404
**AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING**

---

**SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

**Summary**: *** OBSOLETE *** GCSTATUS FAILED FOR %s

**Category**: System

**Type**: Error

**Severity**: 2:Process

**Description**: 

**For Whom**: Field Support Personnel

**Remedy**: Contact Product Support

**Notes**: 

**Code**: 405

**Summary**: COMMUNICATION ERROR KILLING GARBAGE COLLECT DURING SHUTDOWN

**Category**: System

**Type**: Warning

**Severity**: 2:Process

**Description**: 

**For Whom**: Field Support Personnel

**Remedy**: Contact Product Support

**Notes**: 

**Code**: 406

**Summary**: TIMEOUT ERROR KILLING GARBAGE COLLECT DURING SHUTDOWN

**Category**: System

**Type**: Warning

**Severity**: 2:Process

**Description**: 

**For Whom**: Field Support Personnel

**Remedy**: Contact Product Support

**Notes**: 

**Code**: 407

**Summary**: STRIPEDNS::SETSTATE ATTEMPT TO SET MANAGESTRIPE OFFLINE

**Category**: System

**Type**: Warning

**Severity**: 2:Process

**Description**: 

**For Whom**: Field Support Personnel

**Remedy**: Contact Product Support

**Notes**: 

**Code**: 408

**Summary**: *** OBSOLETE *** BAD VALUE FOR COUNT

**Category**: System

**Type**: Error
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 409
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT GARBAGE COLLECT A CAT SERVER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 410
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT GARBAGE COLLECT WITH READONLY SYSTEM
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 411
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVED AVMAINT GCKILL MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 412
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVED AVMAINT GETREFBY MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
NOTES : 

CODE : 413
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : RECEIVED AVMAINT REBUILDSTRIPE MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES : 

CODE : 414
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** TUNNELMANAGER::ROUTEOUTBOUND, RETRYING MESSAGE TO DATACENTER %S %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES : 

CODE : 415
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : CAN'T CREATE NEW STRIPE WHILE MODE=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES : 

CODE : 416
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** STRIPESTARTER::EXECUTE SETRUNLEVEL EXCEPTION %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES : 

CODE : 417
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** STRIPESTARTER::EXECUTE SETRUNLEVEL UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 418
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** GSAN::INITRUNLEVEL UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 419
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** GSAN::GO SETRUNLEVEL UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 420
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** GSAN::GO EXCEPTION %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 421
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** GSAN::GO UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY    : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES     :

CODE      : 422
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : *** OBSOLETE *** HEARTBEAT::COMPLETEPARITY STRIPEID=%S ERROR=%S
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : WARNING
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY    : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES     :

CODE      : 423
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : error deleting stripe %S
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY    : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES     :

CODE      : 424
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : received AVMAINT SETACCESSMODE MESSAGE FROM %S MODE=%S REPAIR=%D
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : INFORMATION
SEVERITY  : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY    : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES     :

CODE      : 425
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : received AVMAINT REQUESTRUNLEVEL MESSAGE FROM %S RUNLEVEL=%S
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : INFORMATION
SEVERITY  : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY    : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES     :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>426</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>SERVLOOP::EXECUTE RECEIVED UNKNOWN REQUEST %S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>427</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** CAN'T CREATE STRIPE AFTER 10 TRIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>428</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>PROC FILE TOO LARGE PATH=%S SIZE=%D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>429</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** BAD REFERENCE (%S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>430</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** HASH MISMATCH IN GETCHUNK STRIPE=%S OFF=%LU HINT=%D KIND=%S SIZE=%D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 431
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DISKWARNING (%U%%) IS LARGER THAN DISKREADONLY (%U%%)

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 432
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : userdatastripe::cmdmovgetlink namelist rec is already marked for 'move in progress'

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 433
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : beattask::sendheartbeat failed %s

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 434
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : stripedns::setstate ignored attempt to set current node offline

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
CODE : 435
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GARBAGE COLLECT ABORTED BECAUSE DISK MORE THAN %U%% FULL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 436
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ACCESSMODEMANAGER::CHECK MISMATCH MODE=%S CURR=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 437
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** GSAN_FLAGS_INFO::PROCESSPARITYGROUPS MAXMISSINGPARITY=%D GREATER THAN MAXDIMPARITY=%D (CHANGED MAXMISSINGPARITY=%D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 438
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RUNLEVELMANAGER::CHECK RUNLEVEL=%S CURR=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE: 439
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: TCPSOCKIMPL::SENDMSG WAITWRITEABLE TIMED OUT
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 440
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: TUNNELTCPSERVER::CONNECT FAILED %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 441
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: SOCK::RECV RECV_CRC_ERROR %X != %X %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: NETWORK CRC ERROR OCCURRED. THE CRC CHECKSUM OF A MESSAGE HEADER WAS INCORRECT. THIS WARNING INDICATES THAT THERE IS A NETWORKING ISSUE.
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: IF THIS WARNING OCCURS REPEATEDLY ON THE SAME NODE THEN IT MAY BE AN INDICATION OF A HARDWARE (NIC) PROBLEM, A BAD OR LOOSE NETWORK CABLE OR OTHER NETWORKING PROBLEM.
NOTES:

CODE: 442
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** TOO MANY STRIPES ARE DOWN: SERVER HAS CHANGED TO READONLY MODE
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 443
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GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** TOO MANY STRIPES ARE DOWN: UNABLE TO SET READONLY MODE (%s)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 444
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** TOO MANY STRIPES ARE DOWN: UNABLE TO SET READONLY MODE (UNKNOWN)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 445
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: FUDPSOCK::SEND BAD ADDR=%s %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 446
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: GSAN_FLAGS_INFO::PROCESSPARITYGROUPS MINSTRIPESTOWRITE=%D
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 447
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** <0447>3WARE RAID CONTROLLER ERROR: %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 448
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** <0448>3WARE RAID CONTROLLER WARNING: %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 449
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** <0449>3WARE RAID CONTROLLER INFORMATION: %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 450
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: GSAN::RESTART IPADDR CHANGED OLD=%s NEW=%s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 451
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: HEARTBEAT HAS CHANGED MODE TO %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:
NOTES :

CODE : 452
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HEARTBEAT WAS UNABLE TO SET MODE TO %S (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 453
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HEARTBEAT WAS UNABLE TO SET MODE TO %S (UNKNOWN)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 454
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** OFFLINETASK::EXECUTE EXCEPTION %S NODEID=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 455
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** OFFLINETASK::EXECUTE UNKNOWN EXCEPTION NODEID=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 456
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** NODEBEAT::OFFLINE NO THREADS AVAILABLE TO TAKE NODE %S OFFLINE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 457
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TUNNELBEAT::CHECKTUNNEL WANTED TO SHUTDOWN TUNNEL TO %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 458
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** KERNEL ERROR: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 459
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LOGFILETHREAD::BODY CAN’T MONITOR %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 460
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVED AVMAINT REQUESTCONFIG MESSAGE FROM %S VALUES=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 461  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : SERVTASKWAITLIST::SIGNAL NOT IN PROGRESS  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 462  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : TUNNELUDPRECEIVER::GET DROPPING OUTGOING LOCAL MESSAGE TO %S  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 463  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : TUNNELUDPRECEIVER::GET DROPPING OUTGOING LOCAL MESSAGE FROM %S  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 464  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : BALANCE ABORTED MOVING STRIPE %S - FAILED TO ALLOCATE LOCAL SPACE  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :
CODE : 465
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BALANCE ABORTED MOVING STRIPE %s - FAILED TO MOVE STRIPE FROM OLD NODE %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 466
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BALANCE ABORTED MOVING STRIPE %s - FAILED TO START STRIPE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 467
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BALANCE ABORTED MOVING STRIPE %s - FAILED TO MIGRATE STRIPE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 468
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BALANCE RELOCATED STRIPE %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 469
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DATAREFERENCEDLOG::CHECKNEXTCHUNK ENTIRE STRIPE UNREFERENCED CHUNK WAS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  
CODE : 470  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MANAGESTRIPE::SENDHEADER SETHFS_CREATETIME FAILED %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  
CODE : 471  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MANAGESTRIPE::SENDHEADER PRIME_COMPLETE FAILED %S  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  
CODE : 472  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MANAGESTRIPE::SENDHEADER SETGSANCONFIG FAILED %S  

CATEGORY :  
TYPE :  
SEVERITY :  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  
CODE : 473  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : DISKINFO::FREESPACE FREED TOO MUCH  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 474
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** STRIPEDNS::STARTMODTIMEMONITORING ALREADY STARTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 475
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PARITYELEM::CANADDPARITY PARITY GROUP ALREADY CONTAINS STRIPEID=%S %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 476
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STRIPEMAN::DELETESTRIPE %S NOT FOUND
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 477
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** STRIPEMAN::DELETESTRIPE FREESTRIPE %S FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 478
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : GSAN::RUN CANNOT SAVE FLAGS TO %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 479
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SERVER DOES NOT SUPPORT DYNAMIC CONFIG CHANGES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 480
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** HEARTBEAT::DPNTIMECHECK RETRYING DPN TIME CHECK MYTIME=%LU
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 481
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** AGENT_GEN_SPANLINE: MALFORMED WORKORDER: DIRECTIVES.ISNULL=%D, TARGETS.ISNULL=%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 482
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : BALANCEBEAT::MOVESTRIPESERVER_EXCEPTION %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 483
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BALANCEBEAT::MOVESTRIPE EXCEPTION %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 484
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BALANCEBEAT::MOVESTRIPE UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 485
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BALANCEMANAGER::MOVE BAD STRIPEID=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 486
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BALANCE ABORTED MOVING STRIPE %s - UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
 reportedly 0.0 s.

Consider the following options:
- Increase the number of threads or adjust thread priority.
- Review the disk I/O patterns to optimize performance.
- Upgrade to a more powerful machine.

If the issue persists, please contact your system administrator and provide the following details:
- System configuration
- Any recent changes or updates
- Stack trace (if available)

For further assistance, please refer to the Avamar documentation or contact Avamar support.

Thank you for using Avamar 5.0.

Best regards,
[Your Name]
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SAMTHREAD::WAITSHUTDOWN TIMED OUT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 492

GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : SETTING STATE TO OFFLINE AFTER MEDIA ERROR STRIPE=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 493

GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** HFSCHECKRESULTS::MERGE, IN CHECKPOINT %s, THIS (%s) TRIED TO MERGE WITH (%s) BUT THE
UNIQUESTARTTIME FIELDS DIFFER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 494

GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : PARITYSTRIPE::JOINPARITY MULTIPLE PARITY MEMBERS ON SAME NODE PARITY=%s SAFE=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 495

GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : SAMTHREAD::WAITSHUTDOWN TIMED OUT STRIPEID=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
**Type**: WARNING  
**Severity**: 2:PROCESS  
**Description**: FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
**Remedy**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
**Notes**:  

**Code**: 496  
**Generated By**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**Summary**: *** OBSOLETE *** DATAREFERENCEDLOG::CHECKNEXTCHUNK DUPLICATE DATA CHUNK STRIPE=%S %S  
**Category**: SYSTEM  
**Type**: WARNING  
**Severity**: 2:PROCESS  
**Description**: FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
**Remedy**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
**Notes**:  

**Code**: 497  
**Generated By**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**Summary**: *** OBSOLETE *** 3-WARE RAID CONTROLLER ERROR: %S  
**Category**: SYSTEM  
**Type**: ERROR  
**Severity**: 2:PROCESS  
**Description**: FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
**Remedy**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
**Notes**:  

**Code**: 498  
**Generated By**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**Summary**: *** OBSOLETE *** GSAN::RESTART HFSPORT CHANGED OLD=%U NEW=%U  
**Category**: SYSTEM  
**Type**: INFORMATION  
**Severity**: 0:OK  
**Description**: FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
**Remedy**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
**Notes**:  

**Code**: 499  
**Generated By**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**Summary**: *** OBSOLETE *** STRIPESTARTER::NEXTRUNLEVEL SETRUNLEVEL UNKNOWN EXCEPTION  
**Category**: SYSTEM  
**Type**: WARNING  
**Severity**: 2:PROCESS  
**Description**: FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 500
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BAD XML STRING NODEID=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 501
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BAD XML STRING DC=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 502
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** NODEBEAT::NEXTRUNLEVEL SETRUNLEVEL UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 503
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVERTABLELISTS::SENDHEADER SETHFS_CREATETIME FAILED %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 504
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : servertablelists::sendheader primecomplete failed %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 505
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : servertablelists::sendheader setgsanconfig failed %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 506
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** checkrefs ispresent returns fail %s main=%s kind=%s code=%s client=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 507
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : servloop::ticketlogin hash does not match
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 508
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : servloop::ticketlogin bad sessionticket (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 509
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : RECEIVED AVMAINT STRIPESTATE MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 510
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : RECEIVED AVMAINT SETNODESTATE MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 511
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : THREADBASE::KICK ERNNO=%D (%S) TID=%D PID=%D
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 512
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : THREADBASE::KICK, PTHREAD_KILL GAVE ERROR %D, %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :
CODE : 513
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TUNNELBEAT::DEBUGTUNNELCHECK TUNNELS NOT BEING CREATED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 514
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NUMBER OF HFSCHECK CXORSET PARTITIONS (%D) CANNOT EXCEED 5
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 515
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** KERNEL INFO: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 516
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** XHEADER SIZE = %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 517
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>518</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT OPEN DIRECTORY %S (%D)</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>519</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>CANNOT OPEN FILE %S (%D)</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** READ ERROR (%D)</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>521</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT RECONNECT TO SERVER %S AT %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 522
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** CHECKREFS BAD OFFSET MAINHASH=%S KIND=%S OFFSET=%U DATASIZE=%U
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 523
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** CHECKREFS BAD SIZE MAINHASH=%S KIND=%S OFFSET=%U DATASIZE=%U
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 524
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: GSAN::GETMAINADDR ATTACH HAS CURRENT HOST FOR MAINHOST
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 525
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** GSAN::GETMAINADDR INIT HAS DIFFERENT MAINHOST %S (%S)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:
CODE : 526
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NODEADRDList::REFRESHADDRDATA CANNOT CONNECT ADDR=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 527
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NODEADRDList::REFRESHADDRDATA GETDISPATCHERLIST ERROR %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 528
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ASCDAPP::REQUESTHANDLER::EXECUTE IGNORING MESSAGE WITH MSGFLAG_RECVERROR SET
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 529
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ASCD SHUTDOWN REQUESTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 530
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HFSPORT=%d encrypt=[%s] symdir=[%s] probefile=[%s]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 531
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ASCDAPP::RUN ACCEPT RETURNED NULL

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 532
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REQUEST FROM %S

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 533
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ASCDAPP::RUN TCP TIMEOUT

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 534
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ASCDAPP::RUN %S

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 535
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ASCDAPP::RUN UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 536
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ASCD FINISHED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 537
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR CONNECTING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 538
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CTYPE IS NOT A RECOGNIZED COMPOSITE TYPE: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 539
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** "%S": INTERNAL UNCOMPRESS FAILURE, DATA NOT RESTORED CORRECTLY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 540
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BN_SEC_T:APPEND INVALID PARAMETER (TOO LONG)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 541
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ACCESSMODESCOPE::ACCESSMODESCOPE IGNORED %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 542
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ACCESSMODESCOPE::ACCESSMODESCOPE IGNORED UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 543
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ASCDAFP::SERVERLISTENER::DOREQUEST BAD REQUEST %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>WARNING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** ASCDAPP::REQUESTHANDLER::EXECUTE TCP TIMEOUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** ASCDAPP::REQUESTHANDLER::EXECUTE %s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** ASCDAPP::REQUESTHANDLER::EXECUTE UNKNOWN EXCEPTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>ASCDAPP::BODY ACCEPT RETURNED NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY : 
NOTES :

CODE : 548
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ASCDAPP::BODY %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 549
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ASCDAPP::BODY unknown exception
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 550
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ASCDAPP::BODY done
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 551
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SENDERTASK::SENDERTASK not forcing controller message %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 552
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** AVTERA INVALID SUBCOMMAND: '%S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CATEGORY: SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TYPE: ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>553</td>
<td>SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** AVFS UNABLE TO CONNECT TO %S, SLEEPING %LD SECONDS BEFORE RETRYING...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CATEGORY: SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TYPE: WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>554</td>
<td>SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** INTERNAL WARNING: DIRELEM &gt; 32000 BYTES: LISTING.SIZE=%D DELTA=%D NAME=%S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CATEGORY: SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TYPE: ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>555</td>
<td>SUMMARY: CKTASK::WAITCOMPLETE UNKNOWN STATUS DOC=%S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CATEGORY: SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TYPE: WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 557
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CONFIGTHREAD::GETCONFIG COULD NOT CONNECT TO LEADADDR=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 558
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CONFIGTHREAD::GETCONFIG COULD NOT OPEN SOCKET S=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 559
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DATAstripe::CRUNCH UNABLE TO COPY CHUNKID=%U NEWOFFSET=%LU %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 560
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DATAstripe::HANDLEMSG[CHUNKOFFSETCONVERSION] INCONSISTENT STATE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
CODE : 561
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DATASTRIPE::TRYDELETECHUNK ALREADY DELETED OFFSET = %LD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 562
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DATASTRIPEMANAGER::TDELETETHREAD::FLUSH FAILED STRIPEID=%S RESPONSE=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 563
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HFSATOMDATASTRIPEMANAGER::DELETECHUNKS FAILED DATASTRIPEID=%S SIZE=%
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 564
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HFSATOMDATASTRIPEMANAGER::CONVERTCHUNKS FAILED DATASTRIPEID=%S SIZE=%
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 565
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** DELETESTRIPED:DELETETBUFFER:CHUNKOFSSETCONVERSION END NO MATCHING OFFSET=%U
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: 
FOR WHOM: 
REMEDY: 
NOTES: 

CODE: 566
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: DISKNORMALDELTA (%U%%) IS LARGER THAN DISKREADONLY (%U%%)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: 
FOR WHOM: 
REMEDY: 
NOTES: 

CODE: 567
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** DISKNORMALDELTA (%
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: 
FOR WHOM: 
REMEDY: 
NOTES: 

CODE: 568
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: STORAGE THRESHOLD PASSED: SERVER HAS CHANGED TO NORMAL MODE
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: 
FOR WHOM: 
REMEDY: 
NOTES: 

CODE: 569
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: STORAGE THRESHOLD PASSED: UNABLE TO SET NORMAL MODE (%S)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>570</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>STORAGE THRESHOLD PASSED: UNABLE TO SET NORMAL MODE (UNKNOWN)</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>571</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>DISKBEAT::CHECKALLDISKS EXCEPTION %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>572</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>FILEIMPL::READ READ ERROR %d (%s) fd=fd buf=bp len=lu retry=rd</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>573</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** FILEIMPL::TRUNCATE RETURNED ERRNO %d (%s) len=lu retry=rd %s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Code : 574
Generated By : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : GSAN::RUNDISPATCHER SETHFSPORT FAILED HFSPORT=%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom :
Remedy :
NOTES :

Code : 575
Generated By : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : GSAN::RUNDISPATCHER SETHFSPORT FAILED SSLPORT=%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom :
Remedy :
NOTES :

Code : 576
Generated By : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE SET [%S]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom :
Remedy :
NOTES :

Code : 577
Generated By : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : SETSTATE DID NOT SET STRIPE %S TO %S STATE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom :
Remedy :
NOTES :

Code : 578
Generated By : DPN:Unknown
Summary: *** OBSOLETE *** HFSCHECKRESULTS::MERGE, in checkpoint %S, this (%S) tried to merge with (%S) but the uniqquestarttime fields differ
Category: SYSTEM
Type: INFORMATION
Severity: 0:OK
Description:
For Whom:
Remedy:
Notes:

Code: 579
Generated By: DPN:UNKNOWN

Summary: *** OBSOLETE *** INDEXSTRIPE::INITDATA %S INDEXSTRIPE HEADER IS UNINITIALIZED
Category: SYSTEM
Type: WARNING
Severity: 2:PROCESS
Description:
For Whom:
Remedy:
Notes:

Code: 580
Generated By: DPN:UNKNOWN

Summary: INDEXSTRIPE::HANDLE_INDEXSWEEP %S EXCEPTION %S
Category: SYSTEM
Type: WARNING
Severity: 2:PROCESS
Description:
For Whom:
Remedy:
Notes:

Code: 581
Generated By: DPN:UNKNOWN

Summary: INDEXSTRIPE::HANDLE_INDEXSWEEP %S UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
Category: SYSTEM
Type: WARNING
Severity: 2:PROCESS
Description:
For Whom:
Remedy:
Notes:

Code: 582
Generated By: DPN:UNKNOWN

Summary: INDEXSTRIPE::SPLIT_BLOCK %S moved %d index entries to other
Category: SYSTEM
Type: INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 583
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INDEXSTRIPE::TESTINTEGRITY %S EXCEPTION %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 584
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INDEXSTRIPE::TESTINTEGRITY %S UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 585
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LICENSE HAS BEEN RENEWED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 586
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LICENSEMANAGER::CONFIGCHANGE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
CODE : 587
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LICENSEMANAGER::CONFIGCHANGE UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 588
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LICENSE EXPIRES IN LESS THAN 24 HOURS (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 589
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LICENSE EXPIRES IN %D DAYS (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 590
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** LICENSE HAS EXPIRED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 591
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>LICENSEMANAGER::SETEXPIRATION %s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>LICENSEMANAGER::SETEXPIRATION unknown exception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>MANAGESTRIPE::HANDLE_SAVEHINTLIST SIZE MISMATCH CONNID= [%S] CHUNKTYPE=%s DATASIZE=%u SIZE=%u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>RUNLEVELBEAT::BODY SETRUNLEVEL UPGRADE unknown exception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>RUNLEVELBEAT::BODY SETRUNLEVEL DOWNGRADE unknown exception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DESCRIPTION: SAFESTRIPE::FIXPARITY CANNOT FIX POSSIBLE BROKEN PARITY RELATIONSHIP
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION: *** OBSOLETE *** SERVACCEPT::REOPEN CANNOT UPDATE ASCD SOCKTYPE=%S PORTID=%U
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION: SERVACCEPT::REOPEN MISSING THREAD SOCKTYPE=%S OLDPORT=%U NEWPORT=%U
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION: SERVERTABLELISTS::SENDHEADER RESTENCRIPTION FAILED %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
Code : 600
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : SERVLOOP::CHECKREFS BAD SIZE MAINHASH=%s ITER=[%s]
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 601
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** SERVLOOP::CHECKREFS ISPRESENT RETURNS NULL %s INDEX=%s MAIN=%s KIND=%s CLIENT=%s
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 602
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** SERVLOOP::CHECKREFS ISPRESENT RETURNS FAIL %s MAIN=%s KIND=%s MSG=[%s] CLIENT=%s
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 603
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** SERVLOOP::CHECKREFS SKIPPING HINTLIST COMPSIZE=%u HASHLEN=%u INDEX=%s MAIN=%s KIND=%s CLIENT=[%s]
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 604
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>605</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>RECEIVED HFSCHECKSTOP MESSAGE FROM GSAN</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CODE : 605</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>606</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMaint SUSPENDSCHED MESSAGE FROM %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CODE : 606</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>607</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMaint QUITSCHED MESSAGE FROM %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CODE : 607</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>608</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMaint REQUESTSCHED MESSAGE FROM %S SCHED=(%S)</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CODE : 608</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>609</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>RECEIVED AVMAINT TESTINTEGRITY MESSAGE FROM %S: STRIPEID %S REPAIR %S TIMEOUTSECS %D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** RECEIVED AVMAINT STARTOFFSETCONVERSION MESSAGE FROM %S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>611</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** SERVMAIN::SAVECOMPOSITERINTS FUNNY HASH INDEX=%U SIZE=%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>612</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** SERVMAIN::SAVECOMPOSITERINTS HINTLIST INDEX=%U SIZE=%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Code** : 613
**Generated By** : DPN:UNKNOWN
**Summary** : STRIPEDNS::SETSTATE CANNOT CHANGE STATE OF NODE %S FROM %S TO %S
**Category** : SYSTEM
**Type** : WARNING
**Severity** : 2:PROCESS
**Description** :
**For Whom** :
**Remedy** :
**Notes** :

**Code** : 614
**Generated By** : DPN:UNKNOWN
**Summary** : STARTED REBUILDING %S AFTER FAILED INTEGRITY TEST
**Category** : SYSTEM
**Type** : INFORMATION
**Severity** : 0:OK
**Description** :
**For Whom** :
**Remedy** :
**Notes** :

**Code** : 615
**Generated By** : DPN:UNKNOWN
**Summary** : STRIPES OF UNKNOWN STATE AFTER FAILED INTEGRITY TEST: REPAIR NOT ATTEMPTED
**Category** : SYSTEM
**Type** : WARNING
**Severity** : 2:PROCESS
**Description** :
**For Whom** :
**Remedy** :
**Notes** :

**Code** : 616
**Generated By** : DPN:UNKNOWN
**Summary** : *** OBSOLETE *** NO GOOD STRIPES AFTER FAILED INTEGRITY TEST: REPAIR NOT ATTEMPTED
**Category** : SYSTEM
**Type** : WARNING
**Severity** : 2:PROCESS
**Description** :
**For Whom** :
**Remedy** :
**Notes** :

**Code** : 617
**Generated By** : DPN:UNKNOWN
**Summary** : *** OBSOLETE *** TOO MANY BAD STRIPES (%U) AFTER FAILED INTEGRITY TEST: REPAIR NOT ATTEMPTED
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 618
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : STRIPE %S FAILED INTEGRITY TEST

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 619
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : DATASTRIPEMANAGERVECT::DELETECHUNKS MISSING DATASTRIPEMANAGER STRIPEID=%S DISKID=%U

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 620
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : TCHUNKLIST::ACTIVATE BAD DESCRIPTOR CHUNKID=%U MAXLEN=%U DESC=%S

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 621
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : TCHUNKLIST::REMOVE ALREADY DELETED CHUNKID=%U %S

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 622
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : tchunklist::remove bad write chunkid=%U IOG=%S %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 623
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** tchunklist::copy unable to move chunkid=%U newoffset=%LU
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 624
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** tchunklist::copy unable to copy chunkid=%U newoffset=%LU
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 625
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : cpszched::execute no threads available
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 626
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GCSCHEDTYPE::EXECUTE NO THREADS AVAILABLE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 627
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO CHECKPOINT RULE IN CURRENT MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 628
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO GARBAGE COLLECT RULE IN CURRENT MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 629
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO HFSCHECK RULE IN CURRENT MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 630
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TSCHEDTASK::EXECUTE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 631
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TSCHEDTASK::EXECUTE ALREADY IN PROGRESS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 632
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** AXIONFS UNABLE TO CONNECT TO %S, SLEEPING %LD SECONDS BEFORE RETRYING...
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 633
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BALANCEMANAGER::BALANCECONTEXT::STARTCHANGE FAILED TO PREPARE STRIPE %S FOR MIGRATION ERR=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 634
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DATASTRIPE::INIT %S FREEBYTECOUNT TOO LARGE %D > %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
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REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 635
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DATASTRIPE::INIT ERRORS IN FREE LIST HEADER FOR STRIPE %S (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :

CODE : 636
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DATASTRIPE::CRUNCH UNABLE TO COPY CHUNKID=%U %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :

CODE : 637
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DATASTRIPE::REMOVEMISSING CONVERSION CHUNKS TOTAL=%U MISSING=%
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :

CODE : 638
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DELETESTRIPE::DELETEBUFFER::CHUNKOFFSETCONVERSION NO MATCHING OFFSET=%U
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :

CODE : 639
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STORAGE THRESHOLD PASSED: SERVER HAS CHANGED TO ADMIN MODE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 640
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STORAGE THRESHOLD PASSED: UNABLE TO SET ADMIN MODE (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 641
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STORAGE THRESHOLD PASSED: UNABLE TO SET ADMIN MODE (UNKNOWN)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 642
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GSAN VERSION %s BUILT %s MSG FORMAT %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 643
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INDEXSTRIPE::HANDLE_ADD_HASH_DATA HASH IS ZERO
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 644
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVMAIN::LMOPEN FAILED TO CONNECT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 645
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TCRUNCHCONTEXT::FLUSH FAILED %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 646
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PARSE ERROR IN %S ON LINE %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 647
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ACCESSMODECONTEXT::STARTCHANGE CLIENTID=%S ROOT-%S CLIENTIP-%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 648
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR OPENING CLIP ID %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 649
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING FILE_DATA IN NEW FORMAT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 650
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING DIR_ELEMENTS TAG
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 651
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING CLIP_INFO TAG
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 652
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>*** OBSOLETE *** LS: UNABLE TO INITIALIZE LIST OF ROOT CLIP IDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>*** OBSOLETE *** LS: UNABLE TO FIND ROOT CLIP ID %s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>*** OBSOLETE *** PATH NOT FOUND '%s'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>*** OBSOLETE *** INVALID PATH '%s'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>*** OBSOLETE *** READ_PARTIAL(%,%) FAILED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 657
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING FILE %D, OFFSET %LLD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 658
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING FILE IN CENTERA_CACHE CalCHASH
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 659
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CENTERA CACHE SIGNATURE MISMATCH, ORDINAL %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 660
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO OPEN /DATA01/Centera_HASH_DATA
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 661
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CENTERA CACHE FORMAT VERSION MISMATCH, ORDINAL %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 662
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CENTERA CACHE ORDINAL MISMATCH, ORDINAL %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 663
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CENTERA CACHE CREATION MISMATCH, ORDINAL %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 664
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CENTERA CACHE FILE SIZE MISMATCH, ORDINAL %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 665
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CENTERA CACHE OFFSET MISMATCH, ORDINAL %D
CATEGORY       : SYSTEM
TYPE           : ERROR
SEVERITY       : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION    :
FOR WHOM       :
REMEDY         :
NOTES          :

CODE           : 666
GENERATED BY   : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY        : *** OBSOLETE *** CENTERA CACHE TOTAL_ENTRIES MISMATCH, ORDINAL %d

CATEGORY       : SYSTEM
TYPE           : ERROR
SEVERITY       : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION    :
FOR WHOM       :
REMEDY         :
NOTES          :

CODE           : 667
GENERATED BY   : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY        : *** OBSOLETE *** CENTERA CACHE TOTAL_ENTRIES MISMATCH

CATEGORY       : SYSTEM
TYPE           : ERROR
SEVERITY       : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION    :
FOR WHOM       :
REMEDY         :
NOTES          :

CODE           : 668
GENERATED BY   : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY        : *** OBSOLETE *** INVALID ENTRY IN %s

CATEGORY       : SYSTEM
TYPE           : ERROR
SEVERITY       : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION    :
FOR WHOM       :
REMEDY         :
NOTES          :

CODE           : 669
GENERATED BY   : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY        : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO OPEN FILTER FILE %s

CATEGORY       : SYSTEM
TYPE           : ERROR
SEVERITY       : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION    :
FOR WHOM       :
REMEDY         :
NOTES          :
**SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

**CODE 670**

**GENERATED BY:** DPN:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY:** *** OBSOLETE *** NO FILTERS FOUND IN FILTER FILE %S

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** ERROR

**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:**

**REMEDY:**

**NOTES:**

**CODE 671**

**GENERATED BY:** DPN:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY:** *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING/ALLOCATING FILTERS

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** ERROR

**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:**

**REMEDY:**

**NOTES:**

**CODE 672**

**GENERATED BY:** DPN:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY:** *** OBSOLETE *** CENTERAFS UNABLE TO CONNECT TO %S, SLEEPING %LD SECONDS BEFORE RETRYING...

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** WARNING

**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:**

**REMEDY:**

**NOTES:**

**CODE 673**

**GENERATED BY:** DPN:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY:** *** OBSOLETE *** CENTREPLACNT: WRITE FAILED

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** ERROR

**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:**

**REMEDY:**

**NOTES:**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>674</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated by</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** BAD PHASE (%D) IN CENTREPLDIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>675</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated by</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** CENTREPLDIR: WRITE FAILED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>676</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated by</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** CENTREPLFILE: WRITE FAILED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>677</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated by</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** dpncheckmanager::predictor::writepredictorfile open failed %s (%s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>678</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated by</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** readalt: Error reading alternate stream name length (%u != %Zu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** READALT: Error reading alternate stream name (%D != %D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>680</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** READALT: Error reading alternate stream length (%d != %d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>681</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** READALT: Error reading alternate data (%d != %d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>682</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** READDATA: Error reading file data (%d != %d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY : 
NOTES :

CODE : 683 
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN 
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** READ_HEADER: ERROR READING TAR FILE (NBYTES=%D NOT 512) 
CATEGORY : SYSTEM 
TYPE : ERROR 
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS 
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 684 
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN 
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** READ_HEADER LOGIC ERROR, NOT AT HEADER! 
CATEGORY : SYSTEM 
TYPE : ERROR 
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS 
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 685 
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN 
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** READ_HEADER: ERROR READING OBJECT NAME (%D != %D) 
CATEGORY : SYSTEM 
TYPE : ERROR 
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS 
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 686 
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN 
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** READ_HEADER: ERROR READING EXTENDED ATTRIBUTES (%D != %D) 
CATEGORY : SYSTEM 
TYPE : ERROR 
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS 
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 687
**SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

**SUMMARY**

*** OBSOLETE *** READDIR: Error reading hard link (%LLD != %LLD)

**CATEGORY**

SYSTEM

**TYPE**

ERROR

**SEVERITY**

2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**

FOR WHOM:

REMEDY:

NOTES:

**CODE**

688

**SUMMARY**

*** OBSOLETE *** READDIR: Error reading symbolic link (%LLD != %LLD)

**CATEGORY**

SYSTEM

**TYPE**

ERROR

**SEVERITY**

2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**

FOR WHOM:

REMEDY:

NOTES:

**CODE**

689

**SUMMARY**

*** OBSOLETE *** CREATE: Unable to open tarfile %s

**CATEGORY**

SYSTEM

**TYPE**

ERROR

**SEVERITY**

2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**

FOR WHOM:

REMEDY:

NOTES:

**CODE**

690

**SUMMARY**

*** OBSOLETE *** CREATE: Unable to stat srcdir %s

**CATEGORY**

SYSTEM

**TYPE**

ERROR

**SEVERITY**

2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**

FOR WHOM:

REMEDY:

NOTES:

**CODE**

691

**SUMMARY**

*** OBSOLETE *** CREATE: Error: srcdir %s is not a directory

**CATEGORY**

SYSTEM

**TYPE**

ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 692
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CREATE: UNABLE TO WRITE END OF STREAM MARKER 1
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 693
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CREATE: UNABLE TO WRITE END OF STREAM MARKER 2
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 694
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CREATE: UNABLE TO WRITE HEADER FOR SRCDIR
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 695
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CREATE: UNABLE TO WRITE SRCDIR PATH TO STREAM
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 696
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : VALIDATEDNS::DPNTIMECHECK RETRYING DPN TIME CHECK MYTIME=\%LU
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 697
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULD NOT OPEN \%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 698
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NODESTATCACHE::BODY \%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 699
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NODESTATCACHE::BODY UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 700
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO CREATE CENTERADIR FROM POOL AND CLIP_INFO:%S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 701
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: ERROR READING FIRST BLOCK!
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 702
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: ERROR READING FIRST BLOCK OF TAPE!
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 703
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: ERROR READING TAPE BLOCK!
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 704
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: UNEXPECTED DESCRIPTOR BLOCK TYPE \"%C%C%C\"!
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 705  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: Error reading SSET block!  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 706  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: Error reading tape block!  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 707  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: Error reading filemark!  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 708  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: Unexpected MTF major version!  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  
CODE : 709
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: Error traversing to end of descriptor block!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 710
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: Reading from stream not implemented!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 711
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: fseek failed zeroing access time, errno = %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 712
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: fwrite failed zeroing access time, errno = %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 713
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: fflush failed zeroing access time, errno = %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMedy :
NOTES :

CODE : 714
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: ERROR TRAVERSING TO END OF %S!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMedy :
NOTES :

CODE : 715
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: ERROR TRAVERSING TO END %S!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMedy :
NOTES :

CODE : 716
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MTF READ CANCELLED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMedy :
NOTES :

CODE : 717
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: ERROR READING TAPE!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>718</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** MTF: ILLEGAL READ REQUEST (%u BYTES)!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>719</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** MTF: ERROR TRAVERSING STREAM!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>720</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** MTF: ERROR SKIPPING STREAM!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>721</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** MTF: ERROR SEEKING NEXT STREAM!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Code : 722
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: COMPRESSED STREAMS ARE NOT SUPPORTED!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

Code : 723
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: SPARSE STREAMS ARE NOT SUPPORTED!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

Code : 724
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MTF: ERROR WRITING FILE!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

Code : 725
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : FAILURE TO CONSTRUCT ENCODED (%d) USTRING - %s.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

Code : 726
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : WRITELOG::VISIT %s TRUNCATED MAXOFFSET-%
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 727
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO OPEN %s FILE '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 728
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** AVFASTFEED_STATUS FAILED TO OPEN %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 729
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CHECKPOINT::VALIDATE OPEN FAILED %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 730
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** A FAST DSAPI ERROR OCCURRED: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 731
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** %d,%d: Wrong1: %d != %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 732
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** %d,%d: Wrong2: end of buf %d+%d != %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 733
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** %d,%d: Wrong3: %d != %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 734
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** %d,%d: Wrong4: %d != %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 735
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** , LINE %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 736
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RAMFS::TESTAVAILABLE NO SPACE LEFT IN RAMFS KIND=%s BYTESNEEDED=%u %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 737
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVLOOP::CHECKREFS COMPSIZE=%u TOO LARGE MAINHASH=%s ITER=[%s]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 738
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVLOOP::HANDLE_GARBAGE_COLLECT NO THREADS AVAILABLE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 739
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVED AVMAINT KILLSSESSIONLIST MESSAGE FROM %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :

CODE       : 740
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : RECEIVED AVMAINT RMHASH MESSAGE FROM %s
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : INFORMATION
SEVERITY    : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :

CODE       : 741
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : *** OBSOLETE *** SERVMAIN::SAVECOMPOSITEHINTS BAD CHUNK ENTRY SIZE \iter=[\%s]
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : WARNING
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :

CODE       : 742
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : *** OBSOLETE *** STRIPEFILE::TRUNCATE CANNOT OPEN %s
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : WARNING
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :

CODE       : 743
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : TESTINTEGRITY INCONSISTENT: PARITY INDICATES %s IN ERROR, TESTING INDICATES %s
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : WARNING
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :
NOTES : 

CODE : 744
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TESTINTEGRITY INCONSISTENT: PARITY %S INDICATES %S IN ERROR BUT IS NOT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 745
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-360 MSG 745
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 746
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-360 MSG 746
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 747
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-360 MSG 747
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 748
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-360 MSG 748
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 749
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-360 MSG 749
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 750
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-360 MSG 750
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 751
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-360 MSG 751
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 752
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-360 MSG 752
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 753
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ACCESSMODECHANGE::RESET IGNORED %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 754
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ACCESSMODECHANGE::RESET IGNORED UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 755
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INTERNAL WARNING: DIRELEM > 32000 BYTES: LISTING2.SIZE=%D DELTA=%D NAME=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 756
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DATASTRIPEMANAGER::CONVERT CHUNKS FAILED DATASTRIPEID=%S SIZE=%
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 757
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DELETESTRIPES::NEWBUFFER FULL SIZE=%
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 758
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT RESTORE MAC OS X SPECIFIC SECURITY ON "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 759
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SEEKBUF: ERROR: UNKNOWN WHENCE!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 760
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SEEKBUF: SEEK ERROR (%LLD != %LLD)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 761
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** READALT: NON-TEST MODE NOT IMPLEMENTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 762
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** readdata: NON-TEST MODE NOT IMPLEMENTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 763
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO WRITE HEADER FOR SUBDIR %S AT LEVEL %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 764
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO WRITE NAME '%s' TO STREAM
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 765
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** read_header: STREAM OFFSET %lld != COMPUTED OFFSET %lld
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
**CODE**: 766  
**GENERATED BY**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** read_header: bad checksum in header  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: ERROR  
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION**:  
**FOR WHOM**:  
**REMEDY**:  
**NOTES**:  

**CODE**: 767  
**GENERATED BY**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** test: unable to open tarfile %s, %d, %s  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: ERROR  
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION**:  
**FOR WHOM**:  
**REMEDY**:  
**NOTES**:  

**CODE**: 768  
**GENERATED BY**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** emctarpipe::fill_emc_header() for %s has hard_links count %d, restoring as symlink instead of hard link  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: WARNING  
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION**:  
**FOR WHOM**:  
**REMEDY**:  
**NOTES**:  

**CODE**: 769  
**GENERATED BY**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: LICENSE IS NO LONGER SUSPENDED  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: INFORMATION  
**SEVERITY**: 0:OK  
**DESCRIPTION**:  
**FOR WHOM**:  
**REMEDY**:  
**NOTES**:  

---
Code : 770
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** LICENSE CANNOT BE VERIFIED
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 771
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** UTILITY NODE CANNOT BE REACHED
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 772
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** LICENSE SERVER CANNOT BE CONTACTED
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 773
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** PINGSOCK::SEND SENDTO FAILED (%s)
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 774
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : PINGSOCK::SEND MALFORMED PACKET SS=%d LEN=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 775
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PINGSOCK::RECV FAILED (%S)

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 776
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PINGSOCK::RECV TOO SMALL BYTES=%D

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 777
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RWINDEXSTRIPED::READATOMIC HELD BACK APPENDS FOR %S ARE GONE

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 778
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RWINDEXSTRIPED::CHECKHOLDBACKAPPENDS FAILED TO SAVE APPENDS FOR %S ERR=%S

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE : 779
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RWINDEXSTRIPE::APPENDATOMIC HELD BACK APPENDS DISCARDED FOR %S AFTER SPLIT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE : 780
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVERTABLELISTS::SENDHEADER SETDISPATCHER FAILED %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE : 781
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVLOOP::HANDLE_HASHREMOVE ERROR FLUSHING DELETESTRIPE %S ERR=%S OFFSETS=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE : 782
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVLOOP::HANDLE_HASHREMOVE ERROR DELETING %S DATASTRIPE=%S ERR=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:
CODE : 783
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TCHUNKLIST::VALIDATELIST OVERLAPPING FREE CHUNKID=%U %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 784
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WRITELOG::CHECKEOF FAILED FD=%S HEADER=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 785
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-370 MSG 785
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 786
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-370 MSG 786
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 787
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-370 MSG 787
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR  
Severity : 2:PROCESS  
Description :  
For Whom :  
Remedy :  
Notes :  

**CODE : 788**  
**GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN**  
**SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-370 MSG 788**  
**CATEGORY : SYSTEM**  
**TYPE : ERROR**  
**SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS**  
**DESCRIPTION :**  
**FOR WHOM :**  
**REMEDY :**  
**NOTES :**  

**CODE : 789**  
**GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN**  
**SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-370 MSG 789**  
**CATEGORY : SYSTEM**  
**TYPE : ERROR**  
**SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS**  
**DESCRIPTION :**  
**FOR WHOM :**  
**REMEDY :**  
**NOTES :**  

**CODE : 790**  
**GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN**  
**SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-370 MSG 790**  
**CATEGORY : SYSTEM**  
**TYPE : ERROR**  
**SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS**  
**DESCRIPTION :**  
**FOR WHOM :**  
**REMEDY :**  
**NOTES :**  

**CODE : 791**  
**GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN**  
**SUMMARY : ASCDAPP::BODY NO THREADS AVAILABLE %S**  
**CATEGORY : SYSTEM**  
**TYPE : WARNING**  
**SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS**  
**DESCRIPTION :**  
**FOR WHOM :**  
**REMEDY :**  
**NOTES :**
REMEDY   :
NOTES    :

CODE    : 792
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ASCDAPP::GETPORTCONFIG GETDPNINFO ERROR %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE    : WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY   :
NOTES    :

CODE    : 793
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ASCDAPP::GETPORTCONFIG GETDPNINFO XML ERROR %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE    : WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY   :
NOTES    :

CODE    : 794
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ASCDAPP::STARTCLIENT %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE    : WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY   :
NOTES    :

CODE    : 795
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ASCDAPP::STARTCLIENT UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE    : WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY   :
NOTES    :

CODE    : 796
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ASCDAPP::STARTCLIENTLISTENERS CANNOT START CLIENT LISTENERS YET
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 797

SUMMARY : ASCD VERSION %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 798

SUMMARY : LOGBEAT::UPDATESCANNER NO THREADS AVAILABLE LOGFILE=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 799

SUMMARY : UTILITY NODE CANNOT BE CONTACTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 800

SUMMARY : LICENSE SERVER CANNOT BE CONTACTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 801
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : PINGSOCK::SEND SENDTO FAILED DEST=%S (%S)
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 802
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : SERVMAIN::GETNODESTATUS MISSING NODEID=%S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 803
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : TLOGSCANFILE::TLOGSCANFILE MISSING LOGFILE ATTRIBUTE
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 804
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : TLOGSCANFILE::TLOGSCANFILE MISSING INDEX ATTRIBUTE
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES :

CODE : 805
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TLOGSCANFILE::TLOGSCANFILE MISSING PATTERN(s) LOGFILE=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 806
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TLOGSCANFILE::TLOGSCANFILE NOT READABLE LOGFILE=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 807
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TLOGSCANFILELIST::TLOGSCANFILELIST INVALID XML DOCUMENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 808
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TLOGSCANFILELIST::TLOGSCANFILELIST MISSING LOGSCANFILELIST ELEMENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 809
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TLOGSCANFILELIST::TLOGSCANFILELIST DUPLICATE PATHNAME LOGFILE=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 810
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TLOGSCANFILELIST::TLOGSCANFILELIST DUPLICATE INDEX LOGFILE=%S INDEX=%U
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 811
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TLOGSCANPATTERN::TLOGSCANPATTERN MISSING SEVERITY ATTRIBUTE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 812
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TLOGSCANPATTERN::TLOGSCANPATTERN MISSING PATTERN ATTRIBUTE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 813
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TLOGSCANPATTERN::TLOGSCANPATTERN INVALID SEVERITY=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 814
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: TLOGSCANPATTERN::TLOGSCANPATTERN INVALID PATTERN=[%S] ERROR=[%S]
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 815
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: CGSAN::DOSHUTDOWN %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 816
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: CGSAN::DOSHUTDOWN UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 817
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: DATASTRIPES::HANDLEMSG[STRIPECONVERSION] INCONSISTENT STATE
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:
CODE         : 818
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : DPNCHECKMANAGER::START_CGSAN NO THREADS AVAILABLE
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 819
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : DPNCHECKPREDICTOR::WRITEPREDICTORFILE OPEN FAILED %S (%S)
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 820
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING ALTERNATE STREAM NAME LENGTH
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 821
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING ALTERNATE STREAM NAME
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 822
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING ALTERNATE STREAM LENGTH
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 823
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING ALTERNATE DATA
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 824
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING FILE DATA
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 825
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING TAR FILE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 826
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** LOGIC ERROR, NOT AT HEADER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
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For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 827
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING OBJECT NAME
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 828
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING EXTENDED ATTRIBUTES
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 829
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING HARD LINK
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 830
Generated By : DPN:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR READING SYMBOLIC LINK
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :
CODE : 831
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO OPEN TARFILE %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 832
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO STAT SRCDIR %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 833
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR: SRCDIR %s IS NOT A DIRECTORY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 834
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO WRITE END OF STREAM MARKER 1
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 835
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO WRITE END OF STREAM MARKER 2
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>836</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** read_header: Stream offset %lld != computed offset %lld</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>837</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** read_header: Error reading TAR file (nbytes=%d not 512)</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>838</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** read_header: Did not get 1024 zeros at EOF (pos=%d instead of 512)</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>839</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** read_header: Expected 1024 bytes at EOF (cuoff=%lld, nbytes=%d instead of 512)</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 840
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** read_header: CUROFF (%LLD) != file position (%LLD)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 841
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** read_header: ERROR: EXTRA DATA IN STREAM AT OFF=%LLD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 842
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** read_header LOGIC ERROR, NOT AT HEADER!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 843
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** read_header: BAD CHECKSUM IN HEADER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 844
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** read_header: header version is "%2.2s" instead of "53"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 845
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** read_header: ERROR reading object name (%d != %d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 846
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** read_header: ERROR reading extended attributes (%d != %d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 847
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** list->offset:%s != foend:%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 848
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : unknown stripe kind '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 849
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : unknown file type '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 850
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : unknown defect type '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 851
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : unknown mangle type '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 852
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : unknown region type '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
CODE : 853
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : COULD NOT OPEN %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 854
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : MANGLING %s WITH TRUNCATION SIZE=%u
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 855
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : MANGLING %s WITH FILE DELETION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 856
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : MANGLING %s WITH %s OFFSET=%u SIZE=%u
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 857
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : NO HEADER FOR %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 858
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : --COUNT MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 859
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : --SIZE MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO FOR BEGIN REGION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 860
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : --SIZE MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO FOR END REGION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 861
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : --SIZE MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO FOR SPEC REGION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 862
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : --OFFSET MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO FOR SPEC REGION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 863
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S IS NOT ACCESSIBLE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 864
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO GSAN DATA PARTITIONS FOUND
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 865
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO FILES TO MANGLE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 866
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SETTING MAX OPEN FILES (%LU / %LU) FAILED WITH ERROR %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 867
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MISSING EXPIRES IN GSAN LICENSE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 868
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MISSING PROTECTED-DATA-MAX IN GSAN LICENSE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 869
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MISSING ACCOUNT-ID IN GSAN LICENSE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 870
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MISSING ASSET-NAME IN GSAN LICENSE %S
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE : 871
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MISSING ASSET=REFERENCE-ID IN GSAN LICENSE %s

Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE : 872
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DESIRED POSITION LATER HASH=%s BASE=%d I=%d INSERT=%d

Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE : 873
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LICENSEBEAT::TESTLICENSE LICENSE NEVER EXPIRES

Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE : 874
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LICENSE MISSING ITEMS

Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 875
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** SERVLOOP::CHECKREFS EMPTY COMPOSITE MAINHASH=%S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 876
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: RECEIVED AVMAINT STARTCONVERSION MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 877
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** TCPSOCKIMPL::RECVFROM NBYTES IS NOT SIZEOF PACKLEN_T (%D)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 878
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** TCPSOCKIMPL::RECVFROM BAD MESSAGE LEN=%D MAXMESSAGESIZE=%U
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:
CODE : 879
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMPLETED AUTOMATIC STRIPE REPAIR STRIPEID=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 880
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HFSCHECK REPORTED ERROR, BUT TESTINTEGRITY DISAGREES STRIPEID=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 881
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HFSCHECK ERROR STRIPEID=%S %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 882
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** "%"U STRIPE(S) WITH ERRORS, BUT AUTO-REPAIR IS DISABLED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 883
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** TOO MANY STRIPES (%
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>WARNING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>884</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>THINTCACHE::INSERT HINT MISMATCH HASH=%S DATASTRIPID=%S CHUNKID=%U HINT=%S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>885</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** THINTCACHE::INSERT FUNNY HASH COMPHASH=%S ITER=[%S] INDEX=%U SIZE=%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>886</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>THINTCACHE::INSERT HINTLIST COMPHASH=%S ITER=[%S] INDEX=%U SIZE=%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>887</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>THINTCACHE::INSERT BAD CHUNK ENTRY SIZE COMPHASH=%S ITER=[%S]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 888  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : SAAS: TRANSLATE ADDRESS RETURNED %D  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 889  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ENCRYPT FAILED WITH %D  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 890  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DECRYPT FAILED WITH %D  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 891  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** LICENSE IS INVALID  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 892
SEQUEENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** NDMP_HISTORY::PROCESSHIST::READ_AND_ENTER_XML UNABLE TO FIND PARENT NODE:%D IN HISTORY TREE FOR ELEMENT %D TO INCREASE NCHIDREN DONE

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 893
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PARSESTREAM::PARSEHEADER_EMCTAR SHOULD REALLY BE USING MAKEDEV(DEVMAJOR, DEVMINOR) TO SYNTHESIZE RDEV VALUE.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 894
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BACKSTREAMDIR::REQUEST_HISTORY %P REQUEST COUNT %D, NOT REQUESTING AGAIN!

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 895
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** READDIR: FOUND NAME '%S' WHICH DOES NOT LOOK LIKE A FILE SYSTEM PATH!

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 896
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** CHECK_MESSAGES TRYING TO ENTER GETNDMPHIST MESSAGE FOR STREAMOFFSET '%S' BUT A MESSAGE ALREADY EXISTED!

CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 897
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** NDMP_HISTORY::PROCESSHIST::READ_AND_ENTER_XML CREATED NEW ELEM ¶P FOR %D SINCE HISTORYTREE LOOKUP RETURNED NULL, BUT ENTER_IF_UNDEF GIVES OLDELEM ¶P

CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 898
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** CHECK_COMPLETE ELEM->NCHILDRENDONE > NCHILDRENREQUIRED FOR ELEM:%P

CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 899
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** NDMP_HISTORY::PROCESSHIST::CHECK_COMPLETE %S BUT NCHILDRENREQUIRED:%D

CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 900
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** NDMP_HISTORY::PROCESSHIST::DELETE_CHILD_INODES CALLED WITH INODENUM:%U, BUT HISTORYTREE.LOOKUP(%U) == NULL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 901
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 901
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 902
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 902
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 903
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 903
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 904
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 904
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 905
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 905
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 906
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 906
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 907
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 907
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 908
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 908
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
SEQENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

CODE : 909
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 909
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 910
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 910
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 911
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 911
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 912
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 912
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 913
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 913
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>914</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 914</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>915</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>ACCESSMODECONTEXT::SHOWSESSIONINFO CLIENTID=%s ROOT=%s CLIENTIP=%s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>916</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** ASCDAPP::SERVERLISTENER::INITLICENSE LICENSE KEY IS EMPTY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>917</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>BALANCEMANAGER::MOVE RESERVED=%U SIZEMB=%U</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 918
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CHECKPOINTMANAGER::DISKTASK::DO_STRIPES MISSING STRIPEID=%S DISKID=%U TAGNAME=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 919
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CHECKPOINTMANAGER::PROGRESSMONITOR::WAIT_COMPLETE CHECKPOINT STALLED WAITED=%LD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 920
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CHECKPOINTMANAGER::PROGRESSMONITOR::WAIT_COMPLETE CHECKPOINT WAS SLOW WAITED=%LD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 921
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** "%S": INTERNAL UNCOMPRESS/DECRYPT FAILURE, DATA NOT RESTORED CORRECTLY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 922
SUMMARY: DATASTRIPE::INIT %S FREEBYTECOUNT TOO LARGE %U > %U
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 923
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** DATASTRIPE::HANDLEMSG[ACTIVATEPROXY] TIMING PROBLEM ELAPSED=%.4F ACTIVESTART=%.4F
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 924
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: DATASTRIPEMANAGER::TCRUNCHTHREAD::RESTORE NO STATE KIND=%S DISKID=%U
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 925
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: DIRELEM ERROR:%S "%S\", LASTERROR=%D (%S)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 926
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: CANNOT RESTORE NETWARE FILE ATTRIBUTES "%S\"
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CODE**: 927  
**GENERATED BY**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: DISKNORMALDELTA (%U%%) NOW LARGER THAN DISKREADONLY (%U%%)  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: WARNING  
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION**:  
**FOR WHOM**:  
**REMEDY**:  
**NOTES**:  

**CODE**: 928  
**GENERATED BY**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: EVENTMANAGER::POST MISMATCH EVENT=%S COUNTER=%S  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: WARNING  
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION**:  
**FOR WHOM**:  
**REMEDY**:  
**NOTES**:  

**CODE**: 929  
**GENERATED BY**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: FILEIMPL::READ PREAD ERROR %D (%S) FD=%d BUF=%p LEN=%u OFFSET=%"LL"u RETRY=%d  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: WARNING  
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION**:  
**FOR WHOM**:  
**REMEDY**:  
**NOTES**:  

**CODE**: 930  
**GENERATED BY**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: FILEIMPL::WRITE PWRITE RETURNED ERRNO %d (%S) FD=%d BUF=%p LEN=%u OFFSET=%"LL"u RETRY=%d  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: INFORMATION  
**SEVERITY**: 0:OK  
**DESCRIPTION**:  
**FOR WHOM**:  
**REMEDY**:  
**NOTES**:  

**SEVERITY** : 0:OK  
**DESCRIPTION** :  
**FOR WHOM** :  
**REMEDY** :  
**NOTES** :
NOTES :

CODE : 931
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FILEIMPL::APPEND PWRITE RETURNED ERRNO %d (%s) FD=%d BUF=%d LEN=%lu OFFSET=%"LL"u RETRY=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 932
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FILEIMPL::TRUNCATE RETURNED ERRNO %d (%s) LEN=%"LL"u RETRY=%d %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 933
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FILEIMPL::EXTEND XFSCTL FAILED ERROR=%s FD=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 934
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FILEIMPL::EXTEND NWRITE=%u OFFSET=%u
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 935
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DOMAP::MMAP(START=%P SIZE=%"LL"U PROT=%X FLAG=%X FDESC=%D OFFSET=%D TOTAL=%D) => RET=%P [ERRNO=%D %S]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 936
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SKIPPING MANGLING OF RANDOM REGION FILE=%S OFFSET=%U SIZE=%U
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 937
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GSAN::GSAN CORE DUMPS ARE ENABLED FOR THE GSAN
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 938
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HFSCHECKRESULTS::MERGE, IN CHECKPOINT %S, THIS %S TRIED TO MERGE WITH %S BUT THE UNIQUESTARTTIME FIELDS DIFFER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 939
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LICENSE HAS EXPIRED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

CODE : 940
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : LICENSE CANNOT BE VERIFIED AND HAS BEEN SUSPENDED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 941
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : UTILITY NODE CANNOT BE CONTACTED: LICENSE WILL BE SUSPENDED IN %D HOURS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 942
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : LICENSE SERVER CANNOT BE CONTACTED: LICENSE WILL BE SUSPENDED IN %D HOURS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 943
GENERATED BY : DPN:Unknown
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** LICENSEMANAGER::FINDLICENSESERVER LICENSE FILE NOT PRESENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 944
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** LICENSEVALIDATOR::STATUS MISMATCH EXPIRATION=%LU KEY=%LU
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 945
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S WILL EXPIRE IN %U HOURS (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 946
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S WILL EXPIRE IN %U DAYS (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 947
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S EXPIRED %U HOURS AGO (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 948
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S EXPIRED %U DAYS AGO (%S)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CODE:** 949  
**GENERATED BY:** DPN:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY:** COMMAND FAILED BECAUSE THESE CONFIG VALUES DO NOT MEET THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>950</td>
<td>DPN:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>0 &lt; DISKWARNING(%U) &lt; DISKREADONLY(%U) &lt; DISKNOGC(%U) &lt; DISKNOCREATE(%U)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM  
**TYPE:** ERROR  
**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION:**  
**FOR WHOM:**  
**REMEDY:**  
**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 951  
**GENERATED BY:** DPN:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY:** CANNOT PARSE RETURNED CONFIG VALUES

**CODE:** 952  
**GENERATED BY:** DPN:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY:** *** OBSOLETE *** BACKUP TARGET "\%S\" IS INVALID BECAUSE IT DOESN'T EXIST OR IT'S PATH TRAVERSES AN NTFS DIRECTORY JUNCTION - IT WILL BE EXCLUDED FROM THIS BACKUP

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM  
**TYPE:** ERROR  
**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION:**  
**FOR WHOM:**  
**REMEDY:**  
**NOTES:**
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 953
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** NTSECURITY ERROR:%s "%s" , LASTERROR=%d (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 954
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** THE CONTENT BELOW THE REPARSE POINT AT "%s" CAN BE BACKED UP DIRECTLY AT THE SOURCE WHICH IS "%s"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 955
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** A REPARSE POINT (TYPE:%X) WAS DETECTED AT %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 956
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO CREATE DIRECTORY "%s" BECAUSE A NON DIRECTORY OBJECT WITH THE SAME NAME IS PRESENT. SECURITY ON THIS OBJECT WAS MODIFIED BY RESTORE ATTEMPT.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
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CODE : 957
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO CREATE DIRECTORY \\%S\\ BECAUSE A NON DIRECTORY OBJECT WITH THE SAME NAME IS PRESENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 958
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT RESTORE %S BECAUSE A PRE-EXISTING DIRECTORY HAS THE SAME NAME
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 959
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT RESTORE %S BECAUSE A PRE-EXISTING REPARSE POINT HAS THE SAME NAME
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 960
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT RESTORE %S BECAUSE IT IS IN OFFLINE STORAGE (WITH A PRE-EXISTING FILE OF SAME NAME)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
**Code**: 961  
**Generated By**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**Summary**: *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO LOCK %S  
**Category**: SYSTEM  
**Type**: WARNING  
**Severity**: 2:PROCESS  
**Description**:  
**For Whom**:  
**Remedy**:  
**Notes**:  

**Code**: 962  
**Generated By**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**Summary**: *** OBSOLETE *** PERFBEAT::BUFFER::UNSAFEALLOC CANNOT ALLOCATE BUFFER NEWSIZE=%U  
**Category**: SYSTEM  
**Type**: WARNING  
**Severity**: 2:PROCESS  
**Description**:  
**For Whom**:  
**Remedy**:  
**Notes**:  

**Code**: 963  
**Generated By**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**Summary**: SERVER NODE %S IS SWAPPING: CHECK CONFIGURATION  
**Category**: SYSTEM  
**Type**: WARNING  
**Severity**: 2:PROCESS  
**Description**:  
**For Whom**:  
**Remedy**:  
**Notes**:  

**Code**: 964  
**Generated By**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**Summary**: PERFBEAT::SWAPCHECKER::CHECK %S  
**Category**: SYSTEM  
**Type**: WARNING  
**Severity**: 2:PROCESS  
**Description**:  
**For Whom**:  
**Remedy**:  
**Notes**:  

**Code**: 965  
**Generated By**: DPN:UNKNOWN  
**Summary**: PERFBEAT::SWAPCHECKER::CHECK UNKNOWN EXCEPTION  
**Category**: SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 966
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PERFBEAT::RESTORE DEVNAME MISMATCH OLDNAME=%s DEV=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 967
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PERFBEAT::READDEV READ MISMATCH BYTESREAD=%
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 968
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PERFBEAT::OUTOFTOLERANCE MBPERSEC=%2f AVERAGE=%2f
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 969
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PERFBEAT::CHECK %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
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REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 970  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : PERFBEAT::CHECK UNKNOWN EXCEPTION  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 971  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : PERFBEAT::CHECKLIMITS COULD NOT OPEN FILE %S  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 972  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : PERFBEAT::CHECKLIMITS FILE %S IS TOO BIG  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 973  
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : PERFBEAT::CHECKLIMITS FILE %S DOES NOT CONTAIN A DECIMAL VALUE (%S)  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 974
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PERFBTEAT::BODY CAN'T INIT DEVICE DISKID=%U
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 975
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** OFFICE XML ZIP DETECTED %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 976
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESTDATA: BACKUPREAD CONTENT NOT VALID
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 977
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INSERTING SEGMENT @%F (%F BYTES) THAT OVERLAPS A PREVIOUSLY INSERTED SEGMENT @ %F
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 978
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INTERNAL WARNING: VERY LARGE AMOUNT OF PENDING DATA QUEUED %.0FMB, (%.0FMB SPAN), %.0MB PROCESSED, %.0F BYTES MISSING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>979</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** PROCESSED %fByte segment at %f, overlapping following %fByte segment at %f</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>980</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>SAMCONN::DPNTIMECHECK RETRYING DPN TIME CHECK MYTIME=%Lu</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>981</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>SERVERFILE::COPYTOLOGDIR SOURCE DOES NOT EXIST SRC=%S DEST=%S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>982</td>
<td>DPN:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** SERVLOOP::REQTIMESCOPE NAME=%S TOTAL=%Lu</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 983
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVLOOP::CHECKREFS COMPSIZE=%u TOO LARGE MAXCOMPSIZE=%u MAINHASH=%S ITER=[%S]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 984
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SERVLOOP::CHECKREFS EMPTY COMPOSITE MAINHASH=%S KIND=%s COMPSIZE=%u DATASIZE=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 985
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVLOOP::CHECKREFS MISSING RESPONSE HASH=%S MAINHASH=%S KIND=%s CLIENT=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 986
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVLOOP::CHECKREFS ISPRESENT FAILED HASH=%S MAINHASH=%S KIND=%s MSG=[%s] CLIENT=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 987
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: SERVLOOP::CHECKREFS EXTRA RESPONSE MAINHASH=%S KIND=%S CLIENT=%S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 988
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: SERVLOOP::CHECKREFS SIZE MISMATCH MAINHASH=%S KIND=%S COMPSIZE=%U HINTSIZE=%U CLIENT=%S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 989
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: RECEIVED AVMAINT LICENSE MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 990
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: RECEIVED AVMAINT LOGSCAN MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 991
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: NO STRIPE CONVERSION NECESSARY
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
**SEVERITY** : 0:OK  
**DESCRIPTION** :  
**FOR WHOM** :  
**REMEDY** :  
**NOTES** :  

**CODE** : 992  
**GENERATED BY** : DPN:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY** : RECEIVED AVMAINT CRUNCHSTATE MESSAGE FROM %S  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : INFORMATION  
**SEVERITY** : 0:OK  
**DESCRIPTION** :  
**FOR WHOM** :  
**REMEDY** :  
**NOTES** :  

**CODE** : 993  
**GENERATED BY** : DPN:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY** : SERVMAIN::GETCRUNCHSTATUS MISSING NODEID=%S  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : WARNING  
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION** :  
**FOR WHOM** :  
**REMEDY** :  
**NOTES** :  

**CODE** : 994  
**GENERATED BY** : DPN:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY** : *** OBSOLETE *** TCPSOCK::CHKVER MSG_SETUP_NO_CRC WAS SET  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : WARNING  
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION** :  
**FOR WHOM** :  
**REMEDY** :  
**NOTES** :  

**CODE** : 995  
**GENERATED BY** : DPN:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY** : *** OBSOLETE *** TCPSOCK::CHKVER MSG_SETUP_NEW_CHKSUM WAS NOT SET  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : WARNING  
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION** :  
**FOR WHOM** :  
**REMEDY** :  
**NOTES** :
NOTES:

CODE: 996
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: SSLCONTEXT::CHECK_GLOBAL_CONTEXT_STRUCT(%S) MISMATCH COMPARING %P WITH %P (%
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 997
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** CENTRAL DIRECTORY HDR TRANSFORM DETECTED A CORRUPTED ZIP FILE, (%S) WAS IN CENTRAL
DIRECTORY BUT NOT PRESENT IN DATA STREAM
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 998
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** ZIP ARCHIVE CENTRAL DIRECTORY IS MISSING MANDATORY END RECORD
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 999
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: STRIPE::INIT %S RESERVED = 0
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 1000
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**SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

---

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** STRIPE::INIT %S STRIPE TOO LARGE KINDLEN=%U MAXLEN=%U STRLEN=%U MSLEN=%U
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: WARNING
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 
**REMEDY**: 
**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 1001

---

**SUMMARY**: IGNORED ATTEMPT TO ADD PARITY WHEN THERE ARE LESS THAN FOUR NODES
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: WARNING
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 
**REMEDY**: 
**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 1002

---

**SUMMARY**: STRIPFIL::EXTEND RAMEOF=%U RAMSIZE=%U NBYTES=%U %S
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: WARNING
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 
**REMEDY**: 
**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 1003

---

**SUMMARY**: TGSANCONFIGDATA::UPGRADE DISK LIMIT CONFIG VALUES DO NOT MEET THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA:
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: WARNING
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 
**REMEDY**: 
**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 1004

---

**SUMMARY**: %U STRIPE(S) WITH ERRORS, BUT AUTO-REPAIR IS DISABLED
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: WARNING
SEVERITY   : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :

CODE       : 1005
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : TOO MANY STRIPES (%U) FOR AUTO-REPAIR (MAX=%U)
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : WARNING
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :

CODE       : 1006
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : PDHLookupPerfNameByIndex failed with %LX.
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :

CODE       : 1007
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : PDHEnumObjectItems(2) failed with %LX.
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : WARNING
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :

CODE       : 1008
GENERATED BY: DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : UNABLE TO ALLOCATE BUFFERS
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
CODE : 1009
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PdhEnumObjectItems failed with %LX.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1010
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PdhOpenQuery failed with %LX.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1011
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PdhOpenQuery CPU usage failed with %LX.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1012
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PdhMakeCounterPath CPU usage failed with %LX.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1013
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PDHADD_COUNTER CPU USAGE FAILED WITH %LX.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1014
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PDHOPENQUERY MEMORY USAGE FAILED WITH %LX.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1015
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PDHMAKE_COUNTER_PATH MEMORY USAGE FAILED WITH %LX.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1016
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PDHADD_COUNTER MEMORY USAGE FAILED WITH %LX.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1017
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO FIND PROCESS IN WINDOWS PERFORMANCE MONITOR USING PROCESS DATA HELPER.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : UNABLE TO FIND OUR PROCESS UNDER PROCESS OBJECT IN WINDOWS PERFORMANCE MONITOR USING PROCESS DATA HELPER. CPU usage and MEMORY usage will be logged as zero. THE STATUS OF THE PerfProc EXTENSIBLE PERFORMANCE COUNTER CAN BE CHECKED USING THE MICROSOFT RESOURCE KIT EXCTRLST.EXE UTILITY.

FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1018
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PDHCollectQueryData CPU USAGE FAILED WITH %LX.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1019
GENERATED BY : DPN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PDHCollectQueryData MEMORY USAGE FAILED WITH %LX.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1020
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TCPSOCK::CHKVER MSG_ACCEPT_NO_CRC WAS SET
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1021
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TCPSOCK::CHKVER MSG_ACCEPT_NEW_CHKSUM WAS NOT SET
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
CODE : 1022
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TCPSOCKIMPL::RECVFROM WRONG SIZE NBYTES=%D ADDR=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1023
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TCPSOCKIMPL::RECVFROM BAD LENGTH LEN=%D MAXMESSAGESIZE=%U ADDR=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1024
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UDPSOCKIMPL::OPEN FAILED TO GET OLD FLAGS S=%D %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1025
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UDPSOCKIMPL::OPEN FAILED TO SET CLOSE-ON-EXEC S=%D %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1026
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO COLLECT PERFORMANCE DATA ON THIS MACHINE  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 1027  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : FAILED TO LOAD ~/.SSH/DPNID  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 1028  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : CHANGING OPERATIONAL MODE - NOW %S  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 1029  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : AUTORESTART TRANSITIONING FROM %S TO %S  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 1030  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : GSAN %S RUNNING. SHOULD NOT BE  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
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SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1031
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PROCESS_GSAN_UP: UNKNOWN GSAN %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1032
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AUTORESTART OPERATIONAL MODE IS %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1033
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REQUESTHANDLER::EXECUTE IGNORING MESSAGE WITH MSGFLAG_RECVERROR SET
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1034
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REQUESTHANDLER::EXECUTE TCP TIMEOUT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1035
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REQUESTHANDLER::EXECUTE %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1036
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REQUESTHANDLER::EXECUTE UNKNOWN EXCEPTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1037
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT START CLIENT LISTENERS YET
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1038
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVERLISTENER::INITLICENSE LICENSE KEY IS EMPTY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1039
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : serverlistener::doRequest bad request %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1040
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : cannot create checkpoint %s on node %s because a disk is suspended
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1041
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : datastripe::setactive timing problem elapsed=%.4f activestart=%.4f
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1042
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : fudpsock::listener::initialize ignored bad priv=%d addr=%s sock=[%s]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1043
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : gcmontask::execute garbage collection aborted controller=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:

REMEDY:

NOTES:

CODE: 1044
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: FAILED TO NOTIFY ASCD WE ARE %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:

REMEDY:

NOTES:

CODE: 1045
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: FAILED TO NOTIFY ASCD %S IS DOWN
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:

REMEDY:

NOTES:

CODE: 1046
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: 1 <= PERFSUSPENDLIMIT(%U) < PERFRESUMELIMIT(%U) <= 100
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:

REMEDY:

NOTES:

CODE: 1047
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: PARITYstripe::init %S SKIPPING PROXY INIT DURING PARITY GROUP UPDATE
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:

REMEDY:

NOTES:
CODE : 1048
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PERFBEAT::BUFFER::UNSAFEALLOC BUFFER SIZE (%U) TOO LARGE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1049
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PERFBEAT::BUFFER::UNSAFEALLOC BUFFER SIZE (%U) NOT MULTIPLE OF %U
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1050
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PERFBEAT::BUFFER::UNSAFEALLOC CANNOT ALLOCATE BUFFER MEMSIZE=%U
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1051
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TPERFSTATECHANGER::EXECUTE %S DISKID=%U NEWSTATE=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1052
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TPERFSTATECHANGER::EXECUTE UNKNOWN DISKID=%U NEWSTATE=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1053
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PERFBEAT::TPERFSTATE::STARTCHANGE NO THREADS AVAILABLE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1054
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SKIPPED SUSPENDING DISK %U SINCE IT IS NOT ONLINE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1055
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SKIPPED SUSPENDING DISK %U SINCE SUSPEND IS NOT ALLOWED NOW
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1056
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SKIPPED RESUMING DISK %U SINCE IT IS NOT SUSPENDED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE : 1057
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY : skipped resuming disk %u since resume is not allowed now
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE : 1058
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY : PERFBEAT::TPERFSTATE::CHANGED FAILED STATE=%s DISKID=%u
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE : 1059
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY : PERFBEAT::READDEV STARTIOCOUNT=%"LL"u ENDIOCOUNT=%"LL"u
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE : 1060
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY : PERFBEAT::OUTOFTOLERANCE MASK=%s AVERAGE=%2F LIMIT=%4F MBPSECONDS=%2F
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :
CODE : 1061
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PERFBEAT::BODY CANNOT INIT DEVICE DISKID=%U
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1062
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REFBYCACHE::GENERATECACHE ERROR ENCOUNTERED DURING REFBY, ABORTING REFBY LOOKUP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1063
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REFBYCACHE::DOHASHREMOVE ERROR FLUSHING DELETESTRIPE %S ERR=%S OFFSETS=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1064
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REFBYCACHE::DOREFBY REMOVE ERROR DELETING %S DATASTRIPE=%S ERR=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1065
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REFBYCACHE::DOREFBY ERROR ENCOUNTERED DURING SEND, ABORTING REFBY LOOKUP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1066</td>
<td>CLIENT:Unknown</td>
<td>REFBYCACHE::DOSEND EMPTY PIECE ENCOUNTERED, ABORTING</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1067</td>
<td>CLIENT:Unknown</td>
<td>REFBYCACHE::DOSEND NO REFERENCES FOUND FOR CURRENT HASH, ABORTING</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1068</td>
<td>CLIENT:Unknown</td>
<td>REFBYCACHE::DOSEND ERRORS WERE ENCOUNTERED DURING REFBY ERRORS=%D</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1069</td>
<td>CLIENT:Unknown</td>
<td>REFBYCACHE::DELETEBACKUP GOT ERROR RESPONSE WHEN DELETING BACKUP M=%S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 1070
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REFBYCACHE::DONOTIFY COULD NOT APPEND BACKUP INFORMATION TO THE PERSISTENT STORE AM=[%S]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1071
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVACCEPT::REOPEN CANNOT UPDATE ASCD SOCTYPE=%S PORTID=%U: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1072
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVED AVMAINT FINDBADHASES MESSAGE FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1073
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVLOOP::HANDLE_FINDBADHASES REFBYCACHE IS BAD, ABORTING RES=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1074
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY : Client:Unknown
SUMMARY : ServLoop::Handle_FindBadHashes ReFByCache Results Too Big, Not Sending
CATEGORY : System
TYPE : Warning
SEVERITY : 2:Process
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1075
GENERATED BY : Client:Unknown
SUMMARY : Received AvMaint RemoveBadHashes Message From %s
CATEGORY : System
TYPE : Information
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1076
GENERATED BY : Client:Unknown
SUMMARY : Received AvMaint CancelRemoveBadHashes Message From %s
CATEGORY : System
TYPE : Information
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1077
GENERATED BY : Client:Unknown
SUMMARY : Received AvMaint Autorestart Message From %s
CATEGORY : System
TYPE : Information
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1078
GENERATED BY : Client:Unknown
SUMMARY : QSock::Execute Invalid Source Address SrcIPAddr=%s Socket=%s
CATEGORY : System
TYPE : Warning
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

CODE : 1079
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STRIPE::RESERVEDPATCH %S STRIPE TOO LARGE KINDLEN=%U MAXLEN=%U STRLEN=%U MSLEN=%U
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1080
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STRIPE::INIT %S MISSING FILE, SETTING STATE TO OFFLINE MEDIA ERROR
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1081
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STRIPE::HANDLEMSG STRIPE %S IS OFFLINE: REBUILD REQUIRED BEFORE CHECKPOINT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1082
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STRIPE::HANDLEMSG STRIPE %S IS SUSPENDED: WAIT FOR RESUME BEFORE CHECKPOINT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
CODE : 1083
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RETURNING DISK %d ON NODE %s TO %s STATE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1084
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CHANGING DISK %d ON NODE %s TO %s STATE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1085
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STRIPEMAN::GCCLEANUP LOCAL SEND FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1086
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TLOGSCANPATTERN::TLOGSCANPATTERN MISSING EXCLUDE PATTERN ATTRIBUTE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1087
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TLOGSCANPATTERN::TLOGSCANPATTERN INVALID EXCLUDE PATTERN=[%s] ERROR=[%s]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1088
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WRITELOG::SYNCSTRIPE NOT CORRUPTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1089
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 1089
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1090
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 1090
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1091
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 1091
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1092</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 1092</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1093</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 1093</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1094</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 1094</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1095</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 1095</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 1096
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 1096
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1097
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 1097
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1098
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 1098
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 1099
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 1099
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 4000
GENERATED BY : GSAN:HFSCHECK_CRON
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** HFSCHECK_CRON: STARTING ROLLBACK OF CHECKPOINT $CHKPT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.  
NOTES :  

CODE : 4001  
GENERATED BY : GSAN:HFSCHECK_CRON  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** HFSCHECK_CRON - RESTARTING $ROLLBACKDIR DPN OF $CHKPT  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.  
NOTES :  

CODE : 4002  
GENERATED BY : GSAN:GSAN  
SUMMARY : STARTING HFSCHECK  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION : STARTING HFSCHECK  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.  
NOTES :  

CODE : 4003  
GENERATED BY : GSAN:GSAN  
SUMMARY : COMPLETED HFSCHECK OF %CHECKPOINT%  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION : HFSCHECK COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY WITH NO ERRORS OR ALL ERRORS WERE AUTOMATICALLY REPAIRED.  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.  
NOTES :  

CODE : 4004  
GENERATED BY : GSAN:GSAN  
SUMMARY : HFSCHECK OF $CHKPT FAILED ON ERROR: $ERROR  

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION : HFSCHECK FAILED DUE TO ONE OR MORE ERRORS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4005</td>
<td>GSAN:HFSCHECK_CRON</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** HFSCHECK_CRON - HFSCHECK of $CHKPT PASSTHROUGH ${TYPE} ${MESSAGE}</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>This can happen when checking on a reduced number of nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4006</td>
<td>GSAN:GSAN</td>
<td>HFSCHECK of $%CHECKPOINT% TERMINATED INCOMPLETELY ($%COUNT% STRIPES LEFT TO CHECK) BUT WITH NO ERRORS</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>This can happen when checking on a reduced number of nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4007</td>
<td>GSAN:HFSCHECK_CRON</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** HFSCHECK_CRON - COMPLETED $FINALCHECKTYPE CHECK OF $CHKPT</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>The check that has just completed without errors was a reduced or partial check.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4008</td>
<td>GSAN:HFSCHECK_CRON</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** HFSCHECK_CRON - TOO MANY RUNNING SESSIONS ($SESSION_COUNT) &gt; 2, DO HFSCHECK LATER</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE         : 4009
GENERATED BY : GSAN:HFSCHECK_CRON
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** HFSCHECK_CRON - SERVER IS TOO FULL, $PERCENT_USED % > 90%, DELETE CHECKPOINTS AND DO HFSCHECK LATER
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 4010
GENERATED BY : GSAN:HFSCHECK_CRON
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** HFSCHECK_CRON - STRIPES IN ERROR: $GLBSTRIPES
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  : THIS IS A LIST OF STRIPES IN WHICH ERRORS HAVE BEEN FOUND
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 4011
GENERATED BY : GSAN:HFSCHECK_CRON
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** HFSCHECK_CRON - NO CHECKPOINTS TO CHECK
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  : CANNOT CHOOSE A CHECKPOINT SINCE ALL CHECKPOINTS, IF ANY, ARE ALREADY CHECKED
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 4012
GENERATED BY : GSAN:HFSCHECK_CRON
SUMMARY      : HFSCHECK TESTED $GLBMAXERRORS STRIPE(S) AND REPAIRED $ERRORS STRIPE(S)
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  : OF THE GIVEN NUMBER OF STRIPES TESTED, THE SUPPLIED NUMBER WAS CORRECTED.
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 4100
GENERATED BY : GSAN:HFSCHECK_KILL
SUMMARY      : HFSCHECK_KILL - STARTING TERMINATION OF HFSCHECK_CRON JOB
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>THE HFSCHECK_KILL SCRIPT HAS BEEN RUN TO TERMINATE THE RUNNING HFSCHECK_CRON JOB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>NO ACTION REQUIRED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>4101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>GSAN:HFSCHECK_KILL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>HFSCHECK_KILL - COMPLETED TERMINATION OF HFSCHECK_CRON JOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>THE HFSCHECK_KILL SCRIPT HAS COMPLETED TERMINATING THE RUNNING HFSCHECK_CRON JOB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>NO ACTION REQUIRED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>4200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>GSAN:GSAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>STARTING GARBAGE COLLECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>STARTING GARBAGE COLLECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>NO ACTION REQUIRED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>4201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>GSAN:GSAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>COMPLETED GARBAGE COLLECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>NO ACTION REQUIRED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>4202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>GSAN:GSAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>FAILED GARBAGE COLLECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 4203
GENERATED BY: GSAN:gsan
SUMMARY: GARBAGE COLLECTION SKIPPED BECAUSE BACKUPS IN PROGRESS
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 4204
GENERATED BY: GSAN:gsan
SUMMARY: GARBAGE COLLECTION SKIPPED BECAUSE DAILY QUOTA REACHED
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 4300
GENERATED BY: GSAN:gsan
SUMMARY: STARTING CHECKPOINT MAINTENANCE
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 4301
GENERATED BY: GSAN:gsan
SUMMARY: COMPLETED CHECKPOINT MAINTENANCE
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:
CODE    : 4302
GENERATED BY  : GSAN:GSAN
SUMMARY     : FAILED CHECKPOINT MAINTENANCE
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY      : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES       :

CODE    : 4303
GENERATED BY  : GSAN:CP_CRON
SUMMARY     : *** OBSOLETE *** CP_CRON - MC CHECKPOINT TASK FAILED
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY      : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES       :

CODE    : 4304
GENERATED BY  : GSAN:CP_CRON
SUMMARY     : *** OBSOLETE *** CP_CRON - EM CHECKPOINT TASK FAILED
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY      : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES       :

CODE    : 4400
GENERATED BY  : SER:check.dpn.d/init.d/monservices
SUMMARY     : SYSTEM "INIT" (MASTER) PROCESS IS NOT RUNNING
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY      : REBOOT THE SYSTEM
NOTES       :

CODE    : 4401
GENERATED BY  : SER:check.dpn.d/init.d/monservices
SUMMARY     : *** OBSOLETE *** SYSTEM "SYSLOGD" (SYSTEM LOG) PROCESS IS NOT RUNNING
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : AS ROOT RUN COMMAND "/ETC/INIT.D/SYSLOGD RESTART"
Notes :

Code : 4402
Generated By : SER:CHECK.DPN.D/INIT.D/MONSERVICES
Summary : SYSTEM "KLOGD" (KERNEL LOG) PROCESS IS NOT RUNNING
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : AS ROOT RUN COMMAND "/ETC/INIT.D/KLOGD RESTART"
Notes :

Code : 4403
Generated By : SER:CHECK.DPN.D/INIT.D/MONSERVICES
Summary : SYSTEM "NAMED" (DNS) PROCESS IS NOT RUNNING
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : AS ROOT RUN COMMAND "/ETC/INIT.D/NAMED RESTART"
Notes :

Code : 4404
Generated By : SER:CHECK.DPN.D/INIT.D/MONSERVICES
Summary : SYSTEM "SENDMAIL" PROCESS IS NOT RUNNING OR NOT ACCEPTING CONNECTIONS
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : (1) USE "PS AUXWW" TO CHECK SENDMAIL STATUS; (2) USE "UPTIME" TO CHECK SYSTEM LOAD AVERAGE; (3) AS ROOT RUN COMMAND "/ETC/INIT.D/SENDMAIL RESTART"
Notes :

Code : 4405
Generated By : SER:CHECK.DPN.D/INIT.D/MONSERVICES
Summary : SYSTEM "CROND" (TIMED PROCESS LAUNCHER) PROCESS IS NOT RUNNING
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : AS ROOT RUN COMMAND "/ETC/INIT.D/CROND RESTART"
NOTES :

CODE : 4406
GENERATED BY : SER:CHECK.DPN.D/INIT.D/MONSERVICES
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SSHD (SECURE SHELL SERVICE) IS NOT RUNNING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : AS ROOT RUN COMMAND "/ETC/INIT.D/SSHD RESTART"
NOTES :

CODE : 4407
GENERATED BY : SER:CHECK.DPN.D/INIT.D/MONSERVICES
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** NTPD (NETWORK TIME SYNCHRONIZATION) SERVICE IS NOT RUNNING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : AS ROOT RUN COMMAND "/ETC/INIT.D/NTPD RESTART"
NOTES :

CODE : 4408
GENERATED BY : SER:CHECK.DPN.D/INIT.D/MONSERVICES
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DHCPD (DYNAMIC HOST CONFIGURATION) SERVICE IS NOT RUNNING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : AS ROOT RUN COMMAND "/ETC/INIT.D/DHCPD RESTART"
NOTES :

CODE : 4409
GENERATED BY : SER:CHECK.DPN.D/INIT.D/MONSERVICES
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** HTTPD (WEB SERVER) IS NOT RUNNING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : AS ROOT RUN COMMAND "/ETC/INIT.D/HTTPD RESTART"
NOTES :
CODE : 4411
GENERATED BY : SER:CHECK.DPN.D/INIT.D/MONSERVICES
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** LM (LOGIN MANAGER) SERVICE IS NOT RUNNING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : IF EXTERNAL AUTHENTICATION (E.G. NIS/YP) IS REQUIRED FOR AUTHENTICATION, THEN AS ROOT RUN COMMAND "/ETC/INIT.D/LM RESTART"
NOTES :

CODE : 4412
GENERATED BY : SER:CHECK.DPN.D/INIT.D/MONSERVICES
SUMMARY : PORTMAP (REMOTE PROCEDURE CALL MAPPING) SERVICE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : IF NIS/YP IS REQUIRED FOR AUTHENTICATION THEN AS ROOT RUN COMMAND "/ETC/INIT.D/PORTMAP RESTART"
NOTES :

CODE : 4413
GENERATED BY : SER:CHECK.DPN.D/INIT.D/MONSERVICES
SUMMARY : YPBIND (NIS/YP CLIENT) SERVICE IS NOT RUNNING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : IF NIS/YP IS REQUIRED FOR AUTHENTICATION THEN AS ROOT RUN COMMAND "/ETC/INIT.D/YPBIND RESTART"
NOTES :

CODE : 4414
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : USER-SPECIFIED LILO CONFIGURATION FILE DOESN'T EXIST OR ISN'T READABLE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CORRECT THE INVOCATION OF COPY-ATA-DRIVE.
NOTES :

CODE : 4415
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : A SHELL COMMAND RETURNED ERROR STATUS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : none - a more specific error or warning should follow this.
NOTES :

CODE : 4416
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : you must run this program as root

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : apply "su - root" or equivalent before running COPY-ATA-DRIVE.
NOTES :

CODE : 4417
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : A REQUIRED PROGRAM WAS NOT FOUND

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. REVIEW THE LOGGED WARNING MESSAGE TO FIND OUT WHAT PROGRAM IS MISSING, AND MAKE THAT PROGRAM AVAILABLE.
NOTES :

CODE : 4418
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : INTERNAL ERROR - OUTPUT OF "MOUNT" ISN'T RECOGNIZED BY REGULAR EXPRESSION

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THE COPY-ATA-DRIVE PROGRAM MAY NEED CORRECTION.
NOTES :

CODE : 4419
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : INTERNAL ERROR - WARNING MESSAGE OUTPUT ROUTINE WAS CALLED WITHOUT A NUMERIC ERROR CODE

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THE COPY-ATA-DRIVE PROGRAM MAY NEED CORRECTION.
NOTES :

CODE : 4420
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : INTERNAL ERROR - ERROR MESSAGE OUTPUT ROUTINE WAS CALLED WITHOUT A NUMERIC ERROR CODE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THE COPY-ATA-DRIVE PROGRAM MAY NEED CORRECTION.
NOTES :

CODE : 4421
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : MISCELLANEOUS WARNINGS FOR DEBUG MODE ONLY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NOTE THIS CONDITION FOR DEBUGGING PURPOSES.
NOTES :

CODE : 4422
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : INTERNAL ERROR: BOGUS INDEX VALUE FOR @SOURCE_PARTITION ARRAY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THE COPY-ATA-DRIVE PROGRAM MAY NEED CORRECTION.
NOTES :

CODE : 4423
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : A LINUX DATA PARTITION ON THE SOURCE DRIVE ISN'T MOUNTED - ASSUMING A FILE SYSTEM TYPE THAT MAY OR MAY NOT BE CORRECT.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : MOUNT THE MISSING FILESYSTEM.
NOTES :

CODE : 4424
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : A SOURCE PARTITION'S ID ISN'T OF A SUPPORTED TYPE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2: PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CALL SUPPORT. THE COPY-ATA-DRIVE PROGRAM MAY NEED TO BE MODIFIED TO SUPPORT A NEW DRIVE PARTITION ID.
NOTES :

CODE : 4425
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : HDPARM OUTPUT ISN'T RECOGNIZED - ASSUMING A LOW DRIVE READ TIMING VALUE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2: PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CALL SUPPORT. THE COPY-ATA-DRIVE PROGRAM MAY NEED TO BE ADAPTED TO SUPPORT NEW HDPARM OUTPUT, OR HDPARM MAY SIMPLY NOT BE RETURNING EXPECTED INFORMATION BECAUSE COPY-ATA-DRIVE ISN'T RUNNING AS ROOT.
NOTES :

CODE : 4426
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO ESTIMATE TIMEOUT VALUE FOR A SOURCE PARTITION - THERE IS INFORMATION MISSING OR INCORRECT ABOUT THE DATA PARTITION.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2: PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CALL SUPPORT. THERE MIGHT BE SOME PROBLEM WITH THE SOURCE DATA. CHECK TO SEE WHAT IS PRINTED BY THE "HDPARM" AND "DF" COMMANDS.
NOTES :

CODE : 4427
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : INTERNAL ERROR: FEWER PARTITIONING INSTRUCTIONS WERE GENERATED THEN THERE SHOULD HAVE BEEN
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2: PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CALL SUPPORT. THE COPY-ATA-DRIVE PROGRAM MAY NEED CORRECTION; CHECK THE OUTPUT OF "SFDISK -L".
NOTES :
CODE : 4428
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : GROWING DESTINATION PARTITION BY 1 MB BECAUSE AN ATTEMPT TO CREATE A FILESYSTEM ON THAT PARTITION ENCOUNTERED "SHORT WRITE" ERRORS.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION NECESSARY; COPY-ATA-DRIVE IS ATTEMPTING TO COMPENSATE FOR THIS PROBLEM.
NOTES :

CODE : 4429
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : THERE WAS AN ERROR EXIT FROM MKFS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THERE MAY BE A PROBLEM WITH THE DESTINATION HARD DRIVE.
NOTES :

CODE : 4430
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : COPY-ATA-DRIVE WAS UNABLE TO READ THE ORIGINAL /ETC/FSTAB FILE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. CHECK FOR EXISTENCE OF THE ORIGINAL /ETC/FSTAB FILE ON THE PRIMARY SYSTEM DRIVE.
NOTES :

CODE : 4431
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : COPY-ATA-DRIVE ENCOUNTERED A PROBLEM WHILE CREATING A NEW /ETC/FSTAB FILE ON THE DESTINATION DRIVE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THE FILE SYSTEM MIGHT BE FULL OR OUT OF INODES.
NOTES :

CODE : 4432
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY: COPY-ATA-DRIVE WAS UNABLE TO READ THE ORIGINAL /ETC/LILO.CONF FILE
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CALL SUPPORT. CHECK FOR EXISTENCE OF THE ORIGINAL /ETC/LILO.CONF FILE ON THE PRIMARY SYSTEM DRIVE.
NOTES:

CODE: 4433
GENERATED BY: SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE

SUMMARY: NO BIOS DEVICE HAS BEEN DEFINED FOR THE SOURCE DRIVE
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: INCLUDE A CORRECT BIOS DEVICE WITH COPY-ATA-DRIVE'S --BIOS OPTION.
NOTES:

CODE: 4434
GENERATED BY: SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE

SUMMARY: THERE WAS A PROBLEM CREATING A NEW LILO CONFIGURATION FILE
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CALL SUPPORT. THE FILE SYSTEM MIGHT BE FULL OR OUT OF INODES.
NOTES:

CODE: 4435
GENERATED BY: SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE

SUMMARY: BIOS DEVICE MUST BE ONE OR TWO HEX DIGITS
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CORRECT THE ARGUMENT TO --BIOS IN THE INVOCATION OF COPY-ATA-DRIVE.
NOTES:

CODE: 4436
GENERATED BY: SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE

SUMMARY: BOOT PARTITION SPECIFIER MUST BE NUMERIC
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : correct the argument to --root in the invocation of COPY-ATA-DRIVE.
NOTES :

CODE : 4437
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : root partition specifier must be numeric
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : correct the argument to --root in the invocation of COPY-ATA-DRIVE.
NOTES :

CODE : 4438
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : unrecognized command line option
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : correct the invocation of COPY-ATA-DRIVE; use --help for a list of available command line options.
NOTES :

CODE : 4439
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : source and destination devices must differ
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : correct the invocation of COPY-ATA-DRIVE.
NOTES :

CODE : 4440
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : required programs are missing
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : ensure that COPY-ATA-DRIVE has the correct program locations and that the programs exist in those locations.
NOTES :
CODE         : 4441
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY      : DON'T KNOW THE BLOCKSIZE FOR ONE OF THE PARTITIONS
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2: PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CALL SUPPORT. THE OUTPUT FORMAT OF "SFDISK -L" MAY HAVE CHANGED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 4442
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY      : UNEXPECTED # BLOCKS VALUE IN SFDISK OUTPUT
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2: PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CALL SUPPORT. THE OUTPUT FORMAT OF "SFDISK -L" MAY HAVE CHANGED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 4443
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY      : UNEXPECTED PARTITION ID IN SFDISK OUTPUT
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2: PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CALL SUPPORT. THE OUTPUT FORMAT OF "SFDISK -L" MAY HAVE CHANGED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 4444
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY      : TIMEOUT ON HDPARM
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2: PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CALL SUPPORT. THERE MAY BE A PROBLEM WITH THE PRIMARY SYSTEM DISK DRIVE.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 4445
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** A LOG MESSAGE INDICATES THAT THE PREVIOUS ATTEMPT TO COPY A PARTITION FAILED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CALL SUPPORT. EITHER THE SOURCE OR DESTINATION DRIVES MAY BE HAVING PROBLEMS.
NOTES :

CODE : 4446
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : A TEST DUMP OF THE SOURCE DEVICE TO /DEV/NULL TIMED OUT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CALL SUPPORT. THE PRIMARY SYSTEM DISK DRIVE MAY BE HAVING PROBLEMS.
NOTES :

CODE : 4447
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : A TEST DUMP OF THE SOURCE DEVICE TO /DEV/NULL FAILED WITH A NON-ZERO EXIT STATUS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CALL SUPPORT. THE PRIMARY SYSTEM DISK DRIVE MAY BE HAVING PROBLEMS.
NOTES :

CODE : 4448
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : AN ATTEMPT TO UNMOUNT A DESTINATION PARTITION TIMED OUT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CALL SUPPORT. THE BACKUP SYSTEM DISK DRIVE MAY BE HAVING PROBLEMS.
NOTES :

CODE : 4449
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : AN ATTEMPT TO UNMOUNT A DESTINATION PARTITION FAILED WITH A NON-ZERO EXIT STATUS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THE BACKUP SYSTEM DISK DRIVE MAY BE HAVING PROBLEMS.
NOTES :

CODE : 4450
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : AN ATTEMPT TO TURN OFF SWAPPING ON THE DESTINATION DRIVE TIMED OUT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : IN /ETC/FSTAB DISABLE SWAPPING ON PARTITIONS OTHER THAN THE PRIMARY SYSTEM DRIVE AND REBOOT.
NOTES :

CODE : 4451
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : AN ATTEMPT TO TURN OFF SWAPPING ON THE DESTINATION DRIVE FAILED WITH A NON-ZERO EXIT STATUS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : IN /ETC/FSTAB DISABLE SWAPPING ON PARTITIONS OTHER THAN THE PRIMARY SYSTEM DRIVE AND REBOOT.
NOTES :

CODE : 4452
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO CREATE A FILESYSTEM ON DESTINATION DRIVE AFTER 32 REPARTITIONINGS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THERE MAY BE SOMETHING WRONG WITH THE BACKUP SYSTEM DRIVE.
NOTES :

CODE : 4453
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : MISSING PARTITIONING INSTRUCTIONS FOR SFDISK
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. CHECK THE OUTPUT OF "SFDISK -L".
NOTES :
CODE : 4454
GENERATED BY : SER:copy-ata-drive
SUMMARY : FAILED PARTITION NUMBER OUT OF RANGE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THIS SHOULD NOT HAPPEN.
NOTES :

CODE : 4455
GENERATED BY : SER:copy-ata-drive
SUMMARY : MKFS IMPOSSIBLY FAILED ON ZERO-SIZE PARTITION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THIS SHOULD NOT HAPPEN.
NOTES :

CODE : 4456
GENERATED BY : SER:copy-ata-drive
SUMMARY : PROBLEM OPENING PIPE FOR OUTPUT TO SFDISK
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. SYSTEM RESOURCES MAY HAVE BEEN EXHAUSTED, REQUIRING A REBOOT.
NOTES :

CODE : 4457
GENERATED BY : SER:copy-ata-drive
SUMMARY : PROBLEM WRITING TO PIPE TO SFDISK
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. SYSTEM RESOURCES MAY HAVE BEEN EXHAUSTED, REQUIRING A REBOOT.
NOTES :

CODE : 4458
GENERATED BY : SER:copy-ata-drive
SUMMARY : PROBLEM WRITING TO PIPE TO SFDISK
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CALL SUPPORT. SYSTEM RESOURCES MAY HAVE BEEN EXHAUSTED, REQUIRING A REBOOT.
Notes :

Code : 4459
Generated By : SER:Copy-ATA-drive
Summary : AN ATTEMPT TO PARTITION DESTINATION DRIVE TIMED OUT
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CALL SUPPORT. THERE MAY BE SOMETHING WRONG WITH THE BACKUP SYSTEM DRIVE.
Notes :

Code : 4460
Generated By : SER:Copy-ATA-drive
Summary : PROBLEM OPENING LOG FILE FOR APPEND
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CALL SUPPORT. SYSTEM RESOURCES MAY HAVE BEEN EXHAUSTED.
Notes :

Code : 4461
Generated By : SER:Copy-ATA-drive
Summary : PROBLEM RUNNING MKFS
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CALL SUPPORT.
Notes :

Code : 4462
Generated By : SER:Copy-ATA-drive
Summary : PROBLEM CLOSING LOG FILE
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY**: Call Support. System resources may have been exhausted.

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 4463
**GENERATED BY**: SER:CopyingATA-Drive
**SUMMARY**: An attempt to create a filesystem on the destination drive timed out
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: ERROR
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION**: 
**FOR WHOM**: Field Support Personnel
**REMEDY**: Call Support. There may be a problem with the backup system drive.
**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 4464
**GENERATED BY**: SER:CopyingATA-Drive
**SUMMARY**: An attempt to create a filesystem on the destination drive failed with non-zero exit status
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: ERROR
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION**: 
**FOR WHOM**: Field Support Personnel
**REMEDY**: Call Support. There may be a problem with the backup system drive.
**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 4465
**GENERATED BY**: SER:CopyingATA-Drive
**SUMMARY**: An attempt to create a filesystem on the destination drive failed with non-zero exit status
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: ERROR
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION**: 
**FOR WHOM**: Field Support Personnel
**REMEDY**: Call Support. There may be a problem with the backup system drive.
**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 4466
**GENERATED BY**: SER:CopyingATA-Drive
**SUMMARY**: An attempt to tune a filesystem on the destination drive timed out
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: ERROR
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION**: 
**FOR WHOM**: Field Support Personnel
**REMEDY**: Call Support. There may be a problem with the backup system drive.
**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 4467
**SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

**SUMMARY**: AN ATTEMPT TO TUNE A FILESYSTEM ON THE DESTINATION DRIVE FAILED WITH NON-ZERO EXIT STATUS

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY**: CALL SUPPORT. THERE MAY BE A PROBLEM WITH THE BACKUP SYSTEM DRIVE.

**CODE**: 4468

**GENERATED BY**: SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE

**SUMMARY**: AN ATTEMPT TO INITIALIZE THE SWAP PARTITION ON THE DESTINATION DRIVE TIMED OUT

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY**: CALL SUPPORT. THERE MAY BE A PROBLEM WITH THE BACKUP SYSTEM DRIVE.

**CODE**: 4469

**GENERATED BY**: SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE

**SUMMARY**: AN ATTEMPT TO INITIALIZE THE SWAP PARTITION ON THE DESTINATION DRIVE FAILED WITH NON-ZERO EXIT STATUS

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY**: CALL SUPPORT. THERE MAY BE A PROBLEM WITH THE BACKUP SYSTEM DRIVE.

**CODE**: 4470

**GENERATED BY**: SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE

**SUMMARY**: AN ATTEMPT TO COPY A PARTITION TIMED OUT

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY**: CALL SUPPORT. EITHER THE PRIMARY OR BACKUP SYSTEM DRIVES MAY BE HAVING PROBLEMS.

**CODE**: 4471

**GENERATED BY**: SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE

**SUMMARY**: AN ATTEMPT TO COPY A PARTITION FAILED WITH A NON-ZERO EXIT STATUS

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : call Support. Either the primary or backup system drives may be having problems.
NOTES :

CODE : 4472
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : An attempt to update FSTAB on the destination drive timed out
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : call Support. Either the primary or backup system drives may be having problems.
NOTES :

CODE : 4473
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : An attempt to update FSTAB on the destination drive failed with non-zero exit status.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : call Support. The destination filesystem may be out of resources or the backup system drive may be having problems.
NOTES :

CODE : 4474
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : The newly generated LILO.CONF file wasn't found
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : call Support. The destination boot filesystem on the backup system disk may be having problems.
NOTES :

CODE : 4475
GENERATED BY : SER: COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : An attempt to run LILO on the destination drive timed out
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : call Support. The destination drive may be having problems.
NOTES       :

CODE         : 4476
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY      : An attempt to run LILO on the destination drive failed with a non-zero exit status.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM      : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY       : call Support. The destination drive may be having problems, or the LILO configuration may be incorrect.
NOTES        :

REMEDY       : call Support. The destination drive may be having problems.
NOTES       :

CODE         : 4477
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY      : Source and destination must be different devices
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM      : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY       : correct the invocation of COPY-ATA-DRIVE so that source and destination drives are different.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 4478
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY      : Whole device names mustn't end with a digit
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM      : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY       : correct the invocation of COPY-ATA-DRIVE so that drive specifiers look like "HDA" or "HDE".
NOTES        :

CODE         : 4479
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY      : Internal error - warning message output routine was called with a missing "MSG" argument
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM      : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY       : call Support. The copy-ATA-DRIVE program may need correction.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 4480
BEGIN SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

CODE : 4481
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : INTERNAL ERROR - WARNING MESSAGE OUTPUT ROUTINE WAS CALLED WITH A MISSING "REMEDY" ARGUMENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THE COPY-ATA-DRIVE PROGRAM MAY NEED CORRECTION.
NOTES :

CODE : 4482
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : INTERNAL ERROR - ERROR MESSAGE OUTPUT ROUTINE WAS CALLED WITH A MISSING "MSG" ARGUMENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THE COPY-ATA-DRIVE PROGRAM MAY NEED CORRECTION.
NOTES :

CODE : 4483
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PROBLEM OPENING DUMP LOG FILE FOR READING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. A FILESYSTEM MAY BE OUT OF RESOURCES OR THE PRIMARY SYSTEM DRIVE MAY BE HAVING PROBLEMS.
NOTES :

CODE : 4484
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : NO MOUNT POINT FOR DEVICE - CAN’T CHECK FILESYSTEM INTEGRITY.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
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SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : MOUNT THE DATA PARTITION SO THAT IT CAN BE CHECKED BEFORE IT'S COPIED.
NOTES :

CODE : 4485
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : NO MOUNT POINT FOR SOURCE DEVICE - CAN'T COPY FILESYSTEM.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : MOUNT THE DATA PARTITION SO THAT IT CAN BE COPIED.
NOTES :

CODE : 4486
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO READ A LILO CONFIGURATION FILE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. CHECK FOR THE EXISTENCE OF THAT FILE ON THE PRIMARY SYSTEM DRIVE.
NOTES :

CODE : 4487
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : NO MOUNT POINT MATCHES LILO IMAGE OR INITRD PATH
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THE LILO CONFIGURATION FILE ON THE PRIMARY SYSTEM DRIVE MAY BE INCORRECT.
NOTES :

CODE : 4488
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : IMAGE OR INITRD PATH MATCHES ROOT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THE LILO CONFIGURATION FILE ON THE PRIMARY SYSTEM DRIVE MAY BE INCORRECT.
NOTES :

CODE : 4489
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : NO MOUNT POINTS FOUND FOR LILO
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THE LILO CONFIGURATION FILE ON THE PRIMARY SYSTEM DRIVE MAY BE INCORRECT.
NOTES :

CODE : 4490
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : NO DEVICE FOUND THAT CORRESPONDS TO MOUNT POINT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THE LILO CONFIGURATION FILE ON THE PRIMARY SYSTEM DRIVE MAY BE INCORRECT.
NOTES :

CODE : 4491
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : A PREVIOUSLY UNMOUNTED FILESYSTEM WOULD NOT MOUNT PROPERLY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : APPLY FSCK TO THE AFFLICTED FILESYSTEM
NOTES :

CODE : 4492
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY : PROBLEM RUNNING FSCK COMMAND ON TARGET PARTITION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CALL SUPPORT. THERE MAY BE A PROBLEM WITH THE TARGET DRIVE.
NOTES :

CODE : 4493
GENERATED BY : SER:COPY-ATA-DRIVE
SUMMARY      : A FILESYSTEM CHECK ON A PARTITION TIMED OUT
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CALL SUPPORT. THERE MAY BE A PROBLEM WITH THE DRIVE.
NOTES        :
CODE         : 4494
GENERATED BY : SER:CHECK.DPN.D/INIT.D/MONSERVICES

SUMMARY      : SYSTEM "SENDMAIL" PROCESS IS NOT RUNNING
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : AS ROOT RUN COMMAND "/ETC/INIT.D/SENDMAIL RESTART".
NOTES        :
CODE         : 4495
GENERATED BY : SER:CHECK.DPN.D/INIT.D/MONSERVICES

SUMMARY      : SYSTEM "SENDMAIL" PROCESS IS NOT ACCEPTING CONNECTIONS
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : (1) USE "/PS ADWXX" TO CHECK SENDMAIL STATUS; (2) USE "/UPTIME" TO CHECK SYSTEM LOAD AVERAGE.
NOTES        :
CODE         : 4600
GENERATED BY : GSAN:REPL_CRON

SUMMARY      : REPL_CRON - STARTING REPLICATION (PID=\$\$)
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : ALL USERS
REMEDY       : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES        :
CODE         : 4601
GENERATED BY : GSAN:REPL_CRON

SUMMARY      : REPL_CRON - COMPLETED REPLICATION (PID=\$\$)
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION: REPLICATION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY. ALL SELECTED BACKUPS HAVE BEEN REPLICATED TO THE TARGET SERVER.

FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 4602
GENERATED BY: GSAN:REPL_CRON
SUMMARY: REPL_CRON - FAILED REPLICATION (PID=$$)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: REPLICATION PROCESS FAILED WITH AN UNEXPECTED ERROR. EXAMINE THE SOURCE SERVER'S REPLICATION LOG FILE (.../VAR/CRON/REPLICATE.LOG) FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 4603
GENERATED BY: GSAN:REPL_CRON
SUMMARY: REPL_CRON - REPLICATION TIMED-OUT
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: REPLICATION PROCESS TIMED-OUT. THE REPlicATOR EXCEEDED ITS MAXIMUM TIME LIMIT. EXAMINE THE SOURCE SERVER'S REPLICATION LOG FILE (.../VAR/CRON/REPLICATE.LOG) FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND CONSIDER INCREASING THE --TIMEOUT OPTION SPECIFIED IN .../ETC/REPL_CRON.CFG

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 4610
GENERATED BY: MCS:METADATA_CRON
SUMMARY: METADATA_CRON - STARTING METADATA COLLECTION (PID=$$)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 4611
GENERATED BY: MCS:METADATA_CRON
SUMMARY: METADATA_CRON - COMPLETED METADATA COLLECTION (PID=$$)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
For Whom : ALL USERS
Remedy : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
Notes :

Code : 4612
Generated By : MCS:METADATA_CRON
Summary : METADATA_CRON - FAILED METADATA COLLECTION (PID=$$)
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 4613
Generated By : MCS:METADATA_CRON
Summary : METADATA_CRON - SOME FILES WERE SKIPPED INDEXING BACKUP $LABELNUM FOR CLIENT $CLIENT
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description : THE CLIENT BACKUP HAS FILES WITH INVALID UNICODE CHARACTERS IN THE FILENAME. THESE FILES WERE SKIPPED WHILE INDEXING. THE FILES THAT WERE SKIPPED ARE LISTED IN /USR/LOCAL/AVAMAR/VAR/CRON/METADATA.LOG. ALL OTHER FILES FROM THE BACKUP WERE PROPERLY INDEXED.
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 4620
Generated By : GSAN:UNKNOWN
Summary : METADATA_CRON: STARTING ARCHIVE TO CENTERA (PID=$$)
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom : ALL USERS
Remedy : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
Notes :

Code : 4621
Generated By : GSAN:UNKNOWN
Summary : METADATA_CRON: COMPLETED ARCHIVE TO CENTERA (PID=$$)
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom : ALL USERS
Remedy : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 4622
GENERATED BY: GSAN:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: METADATA_CRON: FAILED ARCHIVE TO CENTERA (PID=$$)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5000
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: BOTH --ID AND --USERNAME HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED. USING "%S" FOR USERNAME
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5001
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: BOTH --ID AND --DOMAIN HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED. USING "%S" FOR DOMAIN
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5002
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: BOTH --ID AND --HOMEACNT HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED. USING "%S" FOR HOMEACNT
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5003
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5004</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>SPECIFIED ACCOUNT (%S) DOES NOT FALL WITHIN THE CURRENT AUTHORIZATION DOMAIN (%S).</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5005</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>ERROR SETTING TERMINAL ATTRIBUTES FOR PASSWORD PROMPT.</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5006</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>ACNTMGR::HASACCESS INVALID EXECUTABLE</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5007</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>ACNTMGR::HASACCESS WARNING - EXECUTABLE (%S) HAS INVALID PERMISSIONS</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5008
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** LOGGING TO %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5009
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SPECIFY MANAGEMENT CONSOLE SERVICES IPADDR AND PORT WITH --MCSADDR AND --MCSPORT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5010
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PROCESSING MESSAGE '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5011
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNKNOWN MESSAGE TYPE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
Code : 5012
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** TYPE '%s'
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 5013
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : UNKNOWN MESSAGE
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 5014
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : ERROR IN WORKORDER MESSAGE - MISSING FIELDS PID AND/OR WID.
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 5015
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : SESSION TICKET DID NOT COME FROM WORKORDER. TICKET CHECKSUM='%s', CHECKSUM FROM WORKORDER='%s'
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 5016
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** UNKNOWN CHILD '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5017
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO WRITE SESSIONTICKET FILE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5018
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SESSION ID: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5019
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BAD SLEEP MESSAGE - NO DURATION GIVEN - DEFAULTING TO %d SECS.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5020
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OPEN FILE AGENT IS INSTALLED, BUT DLL (%s) VERSION (%s) DOES NOT MATCH INSTALL VERSION (%s). SOME FILES MAY NOT BE BACKED UP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
### Code 5021
**Description:** To avoid the above error, please use Add/Remove Programs in the Control Panel to remove 'CDP Open Transaction Manager' and reboot.

**Category:** SYSTEM
**Type:** INFORMATION
**Severity:** 0:OK

### Code 5022
**Description:** Then use the Client*.exe Windows installer to update the installation, selecting 'Yes' for the prompt to install OTM and reboot again.

**Category:** SYSTEM
**Type:** INFORMATION
**Severity:** 0:OK

### Code 5023
**Description:** Open File Agent is installed, but DLL version (%$) does not match driver version (%$) minus build number. Some files may not be backed up.

**Category:** SYSTEM
**Type:** ERROR
**Severity:** 2:PROCESS

### Code 5024
**Description:** Some other application has installed a version of CDP's Open Transaction Manager which may be incompatible with Client software.

**Category:** SYSTEM
**Type:** INFORMATION
**Severity:** 0:OK
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5025
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : THE OTM DRIVER INSTALLATION HAS BEEN REMOVED FROM THIS CLIENT.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5026
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OPEN FILE AGENT IS INSTALLED, BUT A REBOOT IS REQUIRED BEFORE IT CAN BE USED. SOME FILES MAY NOT BE BACKED UP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5027
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OPEN FILE AGENT IS NOT RUNNING PROPERLY. TRY REINSTALLING IT. SOME FILES MAY NOT BE BACKED UP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5028
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OPEN FILE AGENT IS NOT RUNNING PROPERLY. OTMISINSTALLED() RETURNED 0x%x. SOME FILES MAY NOT BE BACKED UP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

CODE : 5029
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FREEZEVOLIMPL::FREEZE() INTERNAL ERROR: source volume letter 'c' out of range
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5030
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** OPEN FILE AGENT INTERNAL ERROR: translate_path('%s') volume letter 'c' out of range
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5031
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BROWSE SUPPORT OF PLUGIN "%s" IS NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5032
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BROWSING "%s"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5033
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO OPEN DIRECTORY '%s' (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5034
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DIRPATH(%S) == CACHEDIR(%S) ? %D

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5035
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** TRYING TO BROWSE A FILE THIS IS TOO BIG %S:%S

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5036
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO REGISTER %S

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5037
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ILLEGAL PLUGIN NAME - FORMAT IS EXENAME-OS

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5038</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>Error sending message %s</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>2:Process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5039</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>Invalid message</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>2:Process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5040</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** Unable to wake up agent</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>2:Process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5041</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** Closing listen sock</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE       : 5042
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** closing custom sock
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE       : 5043
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** CLIENT ID (CID) = %s
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE       : 5044
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT REGISTER AGENT.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE       : 5045
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT REGISTER PLUGIN.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE       : 5046
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR PROCESSING MESSAGE
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5047
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO ADD CLIENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5048
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ADDED CLIENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5049
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO ADD PLUGIN
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5050
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ADDED PLUGIN
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5051
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : UNABLE TO ADD WORKORDER
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5052
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : ADDED WORKORDER
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5053
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : UNABLE TO ADD ADHOC
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5054
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : ADDED ADHOC
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5055
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT connect to %S. Use --mcsaddr or --mscport to specify host.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5056
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SUCCESSFULLY connected to %S.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5057
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CLOSED connection
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5058
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE to connect to server "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5059
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE to connect, sleep(%D) then retrying
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO SEND MESSAGE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5061
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO RESPONSE TO MESSAGE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5062
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : <5062>\%s\%
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5063
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** <5063>\%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
NOTES : 

CODE : 5064
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT OPEN FILE "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5065
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CREATING NEW CACHE FILE %S (%S BYTES)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5066
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CREATING NEW LOCAL CACHE IN %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5067
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : VERSION MISMATCH (%X VS %X) %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5068
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Version mismatch (%X vs %X): Recreating local cache file %s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>5069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Summary                          | Writing cache file %s                                       |
| Category                        | SYSTEM                                                      |
| Type                            | INFORMATION                                                |
| Severity                        | 0:OK                                                       |
| Description                     |                                                             |
| For Whom                        | FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL                                    |
| Remedy                          | CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT                                     |
| Notes                           |                                                             |
| Code                            | 5070                                                       |
| Generated By                    | CLIENT:UNKNOWN                                             |

| Summary                          | *** OBSOLETE *** Error occurred in command.                |
| Category                        | SYSTEM                                                      |
| Type                            | ERROR                                                      |
| Severity                        | 2:PROCESS                                                  |
| Description                     |                                                             |
| For Whom                        | FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL                                    |
| Remedy                          | CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT                                     |
| Notes                           |                                                             |
| Code                            | 5071                                                       |
| Generated By                    | CLIENT:UNKNOWN                                             |

| Summary                          | Failed to access account.                                  |
| Category                        | SYSTEM                                                      |
| Type                            | ERROR                                                      |
| Severity                        | 2:PROCESS                                                  |
| Description                     |                                                             |
| For Whom                        | FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL                                    |
| Remedy                          | CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT                                     |
| Notes                           |                                                             |
| Code                            | 5072                                                       |
| Generated By                    | CLIENT:UNKNOWN                                             |

| Summary                          | Client user Failed to locate backup.                       |
| Category                        | SYSTEM                                                      |
| Type                            | ERROR                                                      |
| Severity                        | 2:PROCESS                                                  |
| Description                     |                                                             |
| For Whom                        |                                                             |
| Remedy                          |                                                             |
| Notes                           |                                                             |
| Code                            | 5072                                                       |
| Generated By                    | CLIENT:UNKNOWN                                             |
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5073
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: RESTORE FAILED (FROMPATH:%D)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5074
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: CANNOT USE --VERBOSE WITH --TO-STDOUT
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5075
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: OLD ACCOUNTING NO LONGER SUPPORTED
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5076
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: RANDCHUNK: No --RANDBSEED=<SEED> SPECIFIED FOR RANDCHUNK VALIDATE
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:
CODE : 5077
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RANDCHUNK mode: Setting random seed to %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5078
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : YOU MUST SPECIFY ONE OF --CREATE (-C), --EXTRACT (-X), --LIST (-T), --BACKUPS, --VALIDATE, --SHOWLOG OR --DELETE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5079
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXTREMELY LARGE NUMBER OF ENTRIES (%d) IN "%s". CONSIDER REDUCING COUNT TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5080
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SPECIAL FILE '%s' NOT RESTORED. USE --RESTORESYSTEM AS ROOT TO RESTORE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5081
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SPECIAL FILE '%S' NOT RESTORED. USE --RESTORESYSTEM AS ROOT TO RESTORE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5082
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WORKORDER %S CANCEL %S STARTED MESSAGE SENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5083
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WORKORDER %S CANCEL %S %D %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5084
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SENDING %S TO SERVER (%D BYTES)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5085
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HASH NOT FOUND %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5086
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : NO SERVER ADDRESS SPECIFIED. REINSTALL SOFTWARE OR ADD --SERVER= ADDRESS.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5087
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : USER AUTHENTICATION ERROR, MISSING USERNAME.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5088
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : MISSING USER ACCOUNT AUTHENTICATION DIRECTORY.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5089
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : USER AUTHENTICATION ERROR, PASSWORD IS MISSING.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :
CODE : 5090
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO OBTAIN A LIST OF ARCHIVES (ERRCODE: %D %S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5091
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** NO BACKUPS FOUND FOR THIS USER.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5092
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO CONNECT, SLEEP 30 MIN THEN RETRYING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5093
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** WAITING ON LISTEN THREAD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5094
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO FIND CONFIGURATION IN THE REGISTRY.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5095
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO FIND CONFIGURATION STRING IN REGISTRY.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5096
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO FIND AVTAR ENTRY IN THE REGISTRY.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5097
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO FIND AVTAR AUTOBACKUP STRING IN REGISTRY.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5098
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SYSDIR: %S (%D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: Contact Product Support
Notes:

Code: 5099
Generated By: CLIENT:Unknown
Summary: *** OBSOLETE *** AUTOBACKUP AND RMANCFG FLAGS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.
Category: SYSTEM
Type: ERROR
Severity: 2:PROCESS
Description:
For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: Contact Product Support
Notes:

Code: 5100
Generated By: CLIENT:Unknown
Summary: <5100>STATUS %S, %S%S%S (%S%S, %.2F%% NEW) %sMB %.0F%% CPU %s %s%s
Category: SYSTEM
Type: INFORMATION
Severity: 0:OK
Description:
For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: Contact Product Support
Notes:

Code: 5101
Generated By: CLIENT:Unknown
Summary: UNABLE TO OPEN FILE "%S"
Category: SYSTEM
Type: ERROR
Severity: 2:PROCESS
Description:
For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: Contact Product Support
Notes:

Code: 5102
Generated By: CLIENT:Unknown
Summary: *** OBSOLETE *** CLIENTID (CID) = "%S" WRITTEN TO "%S"
Category: SYSTEM
Type: INFORMATION
Severity: 0:OK
Description:
For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: Contact Product Support
Notes:
CODE : 5103
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT READ TICKET FROM DISK:%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5104
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SESSION TICKET READ FROM '%s' TICKET:%s HASH:%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5105
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT WRITE TICKET TO DISK:%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5106
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SESSION TICKET WRITTEN TO '%s' TICKET:%s HASH:%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5107
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVER READ-ONLY, RETRYING, %d SECONDS LEFT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5108
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVER READ-ONLY, CLOSING CONNECTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5109
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVER ERROR, RETRYING, %D SECONDS LEFT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5110
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVER ERROR, CLOSING CONNECTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5111
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S(%D) TRYING TO GET PREVIOUS BACKUP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY        : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5112
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT CONNECT TO SERVER "%S"
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5113
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : NOT TRAVERSING MOUNT POINT "%S"
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5114
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : UNABLE TO OPEN EXCLUDE FILE "%S"
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5115
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : CHECKING MOUNT POINT "%S", TYPE:%S, STATUS:%S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5116
**SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

**GENERATED BY:** Client: Unknown

**SUMMARY:** *** OBSOLETE *** TRAVERSING UNKNOWN FILE SYSTEM ON %s, TYPE=%s, REASON=%s

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** INFORMATION

**SEVERITY:** 0: OK

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:** Field Support Personnel

**REMEDY:** Contact Product Support

**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 5117

**GENERATED BY:** Client: Unknown

**SUMMARY:** CANNOT READ FILE %s OFFSET %s

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** ERROR

**SEVERITY:** 2: PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:** Field Support Personnel

**REMEDY:** Contact Product Support

**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 5118

**GENERATED BY:** Client: Unknown

**SUMMARY:** CANNOT OPEN FILE %s (%d)

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** ERROR

**SEVERITY:** 2: PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:** Field Support Personnel

**REMEDY:** Contact Product Support

**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 5119

**GENERATED BY:** Client: Unknown

**SUMMARY:** CANNOT STAT FILE %s (%d)

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** ERROR

**SEVERITY:** 2: PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:** Field Support Personnel

**REMEDY:** Contact Product Support

**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 5120

**GENERATED BY:** Client: Unknown

**SUMMARY:** CANNOT OPEN FILE %s (ERRNO:%d)

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** ERROR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5121</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** %S: INCREASING SIZE OF LOCALISPRESIDENT CACHE FROM %D ELEMENTS TO %.0F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5122</td>
<td>%S: CACHE RESIZE COMPLETE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5123</td>
<td>INVALID HEX CHARACTER (0x%02X) IN INTVAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5124</td>
<td>INVALID HEX CONTENT. STRING MUST CONTAIN A MULTIPLE OF 2 CHARACTERS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 5125
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INVALID SESSION TICKET
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5126
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** LOGIN ERROR %D: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5127
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED INITIAL HANDSHAKE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5128
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID ACCOUNT: REF{%S}
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5129
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** AUTHORIZED USER NOT SPECIFIED.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5130
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** AUTHORIZATION PASSWORD NOT SPECIFIED.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5131
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** %s, USE ONE OF: %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5132
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO OPEN DIRECTORY "\%s\"
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5133
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** EXCLUDING "\%s\" FROM BACKUP.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5134
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXCLUDING FILE "%S" (%.0F BYTES) BECAUSE IT EXCEEDS MAXIMUM FILE SIZE OF %.0F
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5135
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NOT TRAVERSING INTO %S (%$) - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5136
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO OPEN "%S" (INSUFFICIENT PRIVILEGES).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5137
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : <5137>UNABLE TO OPEN "%S" (%S).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5138
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BACKING UP "%s" PARTITION "%s" MAY RESULT IN AN INCOMPLETE BACKUP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5139
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : <5139> FILE ACCESS ERROR "%s" (%s).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5140
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CFMERGE - COMMONALITY FACTOR MERGE - UNABLE TO OPEN P_SCAN.DAT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5141
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SENDING WRAPUP NUMBYTES:%0.1F NEWBYTES:%0.1F TO %s:%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5142
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** CURRENT USER IS NOT PART OF THE BACKUP OPERATORS GROUP. SOME FILES MAY FAIL TO BACKUP PROPERLY.

CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5143
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** STARTING SNAP UP AT %S AS \"%S\" ON \"%S\" (%S) [%S]
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5144
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** NO P_SCAN.DAT CACHE FILE TO MERGE!
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5145
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: CHANGING TO DIRECTORY \"%S\".
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5146
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO CHANGE TO DIRECTORY \"%S\".
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

Severities

SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

Code : 5147
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INVALID BACKUP TARGETS.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

Code : 5148
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MUST SPECIFY DIRECTORY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

Code : 5149
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO OPEN "%S" FOR ARCHIVING.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

Code : 5150
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKING UP A SINGLE FILE "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5151</th>
<th>Generated By: Client:Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Scanning &quot;%s&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>Field Support Personnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>Contact Product Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5152</th>
<th>Generated By: Client:Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** Snap up of &quot;%s&quot; on server &quot;%s&quot; for %s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>Field Support Personnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>Contact Product Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5153</th>
<th>Generated By: Client:Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** Cannot run multiple utars at the same time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>Field Support Personnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>Contact Product Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5154</th>
<th>Generated By: Client:Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** Cannot run two backups at the same time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>Field Support Personnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>Contact Product Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Code   | 5155          | Generated By: Client:Unknown  |
Avamar 5.0 • Event Codes Listing

Summary: <5155> Backup aborted. No backup created.
Category: SYSTEM
Type: ERROR
Severity: 5:PROCESS_FATAL
Description:
For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: Contact Product Support
Notes:

Code: 5156
Generated By: CLIENT:Unknown
Summary: <5156> Backup #%d timestamp %s, %s files, %s%% (%s files, %s, %.2f%% new)
Category: SYSTEM
Type: INFORMATION
Severity: 0:OK
Description:
For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: Contact Product Support
Notes:

Code: 5157
Generated By: CLIENT:Unknown
Summary: <5157> Partial backup #%d timestamp %s, %s files, %s%% (%s files, %s, %.2f%% new)
Category: SYSTEM
Type: INFORMATION
Severity: 0:OK
Description:
For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: Contact Product Support
Notes:

Code: 5158
Generated By: CLIENT:Unknown
Summary: *** OBSOLETE *** Unable to locate previous backup
Category: SYSTEM
Type: ERROR
Severity: 2:PROCESS
Description:
For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: Contact Product Support
Notes:

Code: 5159
Generated By: CLIENT:Unknown
Summary: *** OBSOLETE *** nbackonefile called on a directory %s.
Category: SYSTEM
Type: ERROR
Severity: 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5160
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** GETHASHDATA RETURNS ERROR %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5161
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** GETHASHDATA SIZE MISMATCH %D %D %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5162
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** GETHASHDATA DATA MISMATCH %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5163
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP COMPLETE, WRAPPING-UP SESSION WITH SERVER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5164
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COMMENT FILE "%S" NOT FOUND.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5165
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RCLIMIT::GET FAILED TO RETRIEVE RESOURCE LIMITS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5166
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RCLIMIT::GET FAILED TO SET RESOURCE LIMIT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5167
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : <5167>PERMISSION DENIED BY SERVER: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5168
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** KEEPING EXISTING FILE: %S
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5169
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INVALID ENCRYPTION TYPE "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5170
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MESSAGE CONNECTION REFUSED FROM SERVER, TOO MANY CONNECTIONS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5171
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MESSAGE VERSION MISMATCH, SRV=%D, CLI=%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5172
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PATH TOO LONG, FILE NOT INCLUDED IN TAR STREAM: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5173
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : LINK PATH TOO LONG, FILE NOT INCLUDED IN TAR STREAM: %S => %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5174
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : READING %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5175
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** WRITING RESULTS TO "%S"
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5176
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** E-MAILING RESULTS TO %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE : 5177
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR %d occurred executing "%s"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5178
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DETECTED DISABLED ACCOUNT. "%s" SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM THE SCRIPT MANUALLY.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5179
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** WARNING! DOMAIN OR MACHINE WAS INADVERTENTLY ENABLED!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5180
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED TO RETRIEVE BACKUP LIST FROM ACCOUNT '%s' (ERROR CODE %d %s).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5181
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DID YOU SPECIFY THE ACCOUNT (--ACNT) CORRECTLY?
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5182
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO ADD MATCHING BACKUP TO LIST.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5183
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO BACKUPS WITH A LABEL MATCHING '%S' OR BACKUPTAG '%S' OR LABELNUM %D WERE FOUND.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5184
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO MATCHING BACKUPS FOUND.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5185
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : "%S" PATH NOT FOUND IN BACKUP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5186
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : \"$s\" not found in backup. (\$e)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 5187
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Path \"$s\" not found in backup (errorcode \$e).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 5188
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Extracting a directory to stdout is not yet implemented
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 5189
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Error restoring path \"$s\" to \"$s\".
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 5190
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SUMMARY: INFO NOT FOUND FOR THIS BACKUP.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5191

SUMMARY: COULD NOT CREATE DIRECTORY "\%s" (%s).
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5192

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO PROPERLY RESTORE PERMISSIONS FOR DIRECTORY \"%s\".
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5193

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** CURRENT USER IS NOT PART OF THE BACKUP OPERATORS GROUP. SOME FILES MAY FAIL TO RESTORE PROPERLY.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5194

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** RESTORING FROM PATH \"%s\".
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5195
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PATH "%S" NOT FOUND IN BACKUP. (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5196
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PERMISSION DENIED TO RESTORE TO "%S".
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5197
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESTORING FILES TO DIRECTORY "%S".
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5198
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESTORE FAILED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5199
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESTORE OF "%S" FAILED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5200
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO MATCHING BACKUPS FOUND.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5201
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR IN WORKORDER MESSAGE - MISSING PID.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5202
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR IN WORKORDER MESSAGE - MISSING WID.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5203
**SEQENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

**AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING**

**SUMMARY**

* *** OBSOLETE *** BROWSE FILE DOES NOT MATCH ALLOWABLE DIRECTORYS %S != %S %S %S

**CATEGORY**

* SYSTEM

**TYPE**

* ERROR

**SEVERITY**

* 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**

* FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
* REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
* NOTES:

**CODE**: 5204

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** AGENT_COMMANDS::REGISTER_AGENT(%D, '%S') '%S'

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION

**SEVERITY**: 0:OK

**DESCRIPTION**

* FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
* REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
* NOTES:

**CODE**: 5205

**SUMMARY**: HFSADDR NOT RETURNED BY MCS

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**

* FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
* REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
* NOTES:

**CODE**: 5206

**SUMMARY**: UNABLE TO REGISTER PLUGIN %S

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**

* FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
* REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
* NOTES:

**CODE**: 5207

**SUMMARY**: MESSAGE ERROR:%D %S

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: WARNING
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5208</td>
<td>Code: 5208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generated by: Client: Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summary: Unknown error from MCS %d:%s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Category: System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type: Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severity: 2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For whom: Field support personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remedy: Contact product support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notes:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5209</td>
<td>Code: 5209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generated by: Client: Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summary: UNSPECIFIED CACHE DIRECTORY, SET WITH --CACHEDIR=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Category: System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type: Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severity: 2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For whom: Field support personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remedy: Contact product support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notes:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5210</td>
<td>Code: 5210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generated by: Client: Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summary: BINDIR:'%s'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Category: System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type: Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severity: 0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For whom: Field support personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remedy: Contact product support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notes:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5211</td>
<td>Code: 5211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generated by: Client: Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summary: VARDIR:'%s'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Category: System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type: Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severity: 0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For whom: Field support personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remedy: Contact product support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTES :

CODE : 5212
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SYSDIR:'%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5213
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AUTHORIZED USER NOT SPECIFIED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5214
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AUTHORIZATION PASSWORD NOT SPECIFIED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5215
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO CHANGE TO DIRECTORY "%s".
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5216
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5217</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** must specify directory</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5218</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** Unable to open &quot;%s&quot; for snap-up.</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5219</td>
<td>UNABLE TO ENTER DEFAULT EXCLUDE LIST</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5220</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** Work context terminated</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY  : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES   :

CODE     : 5221
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO CONNECT TO %S
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY  : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES   :

CODE     : 5222
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT RUN MULTIPLE UTARS AT THE SAME TIME
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY  : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES   :

CODE     : 5223
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : UNABLE TO OPEN FILENAME CACHE IN DIRECTORY '%S'
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY  : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES   :

CODE     : 5224
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : CANNOT RUN TWO BACKUPS AT THE SAME TIME
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY  : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES   :
CODE : 5225
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO OPEN HASH CACHE IN DIRECTORY '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5226
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR IN FLAG %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5227
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT WRITE WORKORDER TO DISK FILE '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5228
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WORKORDER WRITTEN TO '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5229
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO PARSE WORKORDER.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  
CODE : 5230  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : ERROR DUPLICATE WORKORDER RECEIVED = %S ALREADY IN PROGRESS.  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  
CODE : 5231  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO OPEN FILE FOR BROWSE '%S'  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  
CODE : 5232  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DIRPATH(%S) --vardir(%S) ? %D  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  
CODE : 5233  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : BROWSE FILE DOES NOT MATCH ALLOWABLE DIRECTORIES %S != %S %S %S  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5234</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>CANNOT REGISTER PLUGIN %s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL, REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT, NOTES:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5235</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT REGISTER AGENT, GOING BACK TO SLEEP.</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL, REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT, NOTES:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5236</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>CANNOT REGISTER PLUGINS.</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL, REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT, NOTES:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5237</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>CONNECTION KILLED.</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL, REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT, NOTES:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE         : 5238
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO INITIATE SESSION WITH SERVER
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5239
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : CANNOT RUN MULTIPLE CLIENTS AT THE SAME TIME
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5240
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** COULD NOT CREATE %s MUTEX (ERROR: %d)
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5241
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : LOGGING TO %s
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5242
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : CANNOT READ TICKET FROM DISK FILE '%s'
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5243
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : CANNOT WRITE TICKET TO DISK FILE '%S'
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5244
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : UNABLE TO OPEN DIRECTORY "%S" (%S).
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5245
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : INCLUDING "%S" IN BACKUP.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5246
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : TRAVERSING EXCLUDED DIRECTORY "%S"
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5247
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXCLUDING "$S" FROM BACKUP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5248
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO ENTER INCLUDE LIST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5249
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR IN TARGET/EXCLUDE/INCLUDE LIST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5250
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT COMPLETE A COMPLETE ROOT.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5251
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Accounting system "$/s"  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : Contact Product Support  
NOTES : 

CODE : 5252  
SUMMARY : RANDCHUNK DATA NOT ATOMIC  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : Contact Product Support  
NOTES : 

CODE : 5253  
SUMMARY : RANDCHUNK VALIDATE MISMATCH %s OUTDATA.SIZE=%d COMPAREDATA.SIZE=%d  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : Contact Product Support  
NOTES : 

CODE : 5254  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Connection refused by Server  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : Contact Product Support  
NOTES : 

CODE : 5255  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** %s-%d, overflows %d bytes TAR field, file not included in TAR stream: %s  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5256
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID USER ID %D CHANGED TO 99: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5257
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID GROUP ID %D CHANGED TO 99: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5258
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** STARTING %s AT %s (LOCALTIME) ON "%s" [%s]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5259
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTORING BACKUP TO DIRECTORY "\%s\"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
NOTES :

CODE : 5260
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTORING FILES FROM "%S" TO DIRECTORY "%S".
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5261
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5262
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S COMPLETED%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5263
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S OF "%S" FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5264
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : <5264>WORKORDER RECEIVED: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5265
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO WRITE SESSIONTICKET FILE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5266
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXECUTABLE NAME: (%s)%s, INTERFACE: %s, PLUGINPORT: %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5267
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %s OF "%s" COMPLETED%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5268
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** AGENT_COMMANDS::GETSERVERPORTFROMRANGE() WSAERR = %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5269
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** AGENT_COMMANDS::GETSERVERPORTFROMRANGE() CONNECT RETURNS %d ERRNO=%d %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5270
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT CREATE LISTEN PORT (%d) - EXITING!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5271
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AGENT_LISTENWORKER::BODY() CAUGHT EXCEPTION - CLEANING UP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5272
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLIENT UNKNOWN TO MCS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
Code      : 5273
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY     : INVALID MESSAGE. '%s'
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY      : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES       :

Code      : 5274
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY     : *** OBSOLETE *** SERVER IN READONLY MODE. SERIAL=%D
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : WARNING
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY      : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES       :

Code      : 5275
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY     : AVSPAWN::KILL() TERMINATEPROCESS() FAILED %D %D
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY      : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES       :

Code      : 5276
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY     : PROCSSEVENT::PROCSSEVENT() SetSecurityDescriptorDacl() GOT %D
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY      : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES       :

Code      : 5277
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY     : PROCSSEVENT::PROCSSEVENT() INITIALIZESECURITYDESCRIPTOR() GOT %D

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5278
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : PROCESSEVENT::PROCESSEVENT() LOCALALLOC() GOT %d

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5279
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : UNABLE TO OPEN WORKORDER FILE '%s'

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5280
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : UNABLE TO PROCESS WORKORDER

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5281
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : CONTROLTHREAD::BODY() RECV NULL MESSAGE

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5282
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CONTROLTHREAD::BODY() RECV RECVERROR %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5283
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CONTROLTHREAD::BODY() CAUGHT EXCEPTION, RESTARTING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5284
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** WININFO::GET_LOCAL_DRIVES() RETURNED %d & %d, ERRNO %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5285
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WININFO::GET_LOCAL_DRIVES() RETURNED %d, ERRNO %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5286
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S: INCREASING SIZE OF FILE CACHE FROM %D ELEMENTS TO %.0F (%S BYTES).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5287
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ESTIMATED RESTORE SIZE IS %.0FK.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5288
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVER RESPONSE LIST DIFFERENT LENGTH: SENT %D, RECEIVED %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5289
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLIENT RESTORE FAILED TO LOCATE BACKUP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5290
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLIENT PIPE FAILED TO LOCATE BACKUP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>5291</td>
<td>Code: 5291, Generated by: unknown</td>
<td>Field Support Personnel</td>
<td>Contact Product Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>Summary: Estimated size for &quot;%s&quot; is %s</td>
<td>Field Support Personnel</td>
<td>Contact Product Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>Code: 5292, Generated by: unknown</td>
<td>Field Support Personnel</td>
<td>Contact Product Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>5293</td>
<td>Code: 5293, Generated by: unknown</td>
<td>Field Support Personnel</td>
<td>Contact Product Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>5294</td>
<td>Code: 5294, Generated by: unknown</td>
<td>Field Support Personnel</td>
<td>Contact Product Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Code : 5295
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : STARTING %S AT %S AS \"%s\" ON \"%s\" (%S) [%S]
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :

For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 5296
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** ESTIMATED SIZE IS %.0fK
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :

For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 5297
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** BACKUPS FOR %S AS OF %S
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :

For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 5298
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** FREEZEVOL::TRANSLATE_PATH('%S') CAN'T GET FULL PATH %D
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :

For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :
CODE : 5299
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FREEZEVO: :TRANSLATE_PATH('%S') COULDN'T FIND ':'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5300
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S: INCREASING SIZE OF LOCAL ISPRESENT CACHE FROM %D ELEMENTS TO %.0F (%S BYTES).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5301
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AGENT_MAIN::SCAN_PROCESSES() ITERATECALLBACK ADDING NEW WORKORDER FOR PROCID %D (0x%x) '%S' CREATED %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5302
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MCWORKORDER::BODY() %S SPAWN FAILED %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5303
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MCWORKORDER::BODY() %S PROCESS OBJECT NOT ALLOCATED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : WARNING
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 5304
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY** : *** OBSOLETE *** MCWORKORDER::BODY() %S WAIT RETURNED %D %D
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : WARNING
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 5305
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY** : UNABLE TO CONNECT TO CONTROL PORT TO STOP '%S'
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : WARNING
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 5306
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY** : INVALID BACKUP TARGETS: %S
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : ERROR
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 5307
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY** : INVALID TARGET/EXCLUDE/INCLUDE LIST
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : ERROR
**SEVERITY** : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
CODE : 5308  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : FAILED TO INITIATE SESSION WITH SERVER  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 5309  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SNAP UP TARGETS ARE %S  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 5310  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : ACK - NO MAIN  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 5311  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PROCCTL::WINPSINTERFACE CONSTRUCTOR -  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 5312
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNKNOWN OS VERSION IN PROCCNTL::WINPSINTERFACE CONSTRUCTOR
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5313
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COMMAND FAILED (%D ERROR%S, %D WARNING%S, EXIT CODE %D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5314
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Command %s (%s_EXIT CODE %d: %s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5315
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Command completed with %d WARNING%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5316
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Open File Agent is installed, but a reboot is required
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5317
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Open File Agent is not installed even though the related
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5318
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** exiting listen thread
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5319
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REGISTRATION OF PLUGINS COMPLETE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5320
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVED FROM MCS#%D:%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5321
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO CONNECT TO MANAGEMENT CONSOLE (%S), SLEEP %D MINUTES, %D SECONDS BEFORE RETRY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5322
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXITING AVAGENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5323
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** OPEN FILE AGENT IS INSTALLED, BUT A REBOOT IS REQUIRED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5324
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANCEL RECEIVED DURING FREEZE ATTEMPT, ABORTING FREEZE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5325
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : No Open File Agent installed. Some files may not be backed up.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY : Contact Product Support
NOTES :

CODE : 5326
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Open File Agent: Freeze cache file '%s', freezing volumes %s.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY : Contact Product Support
NOTES :

CODE : 5327
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Open File Agent: Could not gain exclusive access (error=%d).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY : Contact Product Support
NOTES :

CODE : 5328
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : <5328>Open File Agent timeout: Waited %d seconds for system to stabilize for %d seconds. Some files may not be backed up.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY : Contact Product Support
NOTES :

CODE : 5329
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Received '%s' creating freezevol event
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5330
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OPEN FILE AGENT: VOLUMES FROZEN.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5331
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OPEN FILE AGENT ERROR '\$s' OCCURRED DELETING SNAPSHOT.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5332
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** OPEN FILE AGENT INTERNAL ERROR: ERROR %d OCCURRED GETTING FULL PATH FOR ('%s')
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5333
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** OPEN FILE AGENT INTERNAL ERROR: TRANSLATE_PATH('%s') COULDN'T FIND SUITABLE ':'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
NOTES :

CODE : 5334
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVSPAWN::WAIT() %D ATTEMPT TO WAIT ON SELF!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5335
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVSPAWN::WAIT() ATTEMPT TO WAIT RETURNED %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5336
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO RESOLVE MCS SERVER NAME "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5337
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO RESOLVE NAME "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5338
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** client_agent::terminate() KILLING WORKORDER '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5339
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CONNECTION TO %s LOST, REBUILDING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5340
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Unable to resolve server name \"%s\"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5341
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Cannot write connection table file: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5342
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Open file agent is not running properly. OTM:isInstalled() returned 0x%x.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM   : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY     : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES      :

CODE       : 5343
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO RENAME TICKET FILE '%S' TO '%S'!
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : WARNING
SEVERITY   : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM   : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY     : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES      :

CODE       : 5344
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : *** OBSOLETE *** COULDN'T OPEN REGISTRY EXCLUDE LIST - HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\%S
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : WARNING
SEVERITY   : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM   : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY     : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES      :

CODE       : 5345
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : CANNOT RUN MULTIPLE AVTARS AT THE SAME TIME
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : ERROR
SEVERITY   : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM   : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY     : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES      :

CODE       : 5346
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : *** OBSOLETE *** %S=%%LLD, OVERFLOWS %D BYTE TAR FIELD, FILE NOT INCLUDED IN TAR STREAM: %S
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : WARNING
SEVERITY   : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM   : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY     : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES      :
CODE         : 5347
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : A TARGET DIRECTORY MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR CROSS-TARGET RESTORES
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5348
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** YOU MUST SPECIFY A FILENAME WHEN USING THE --FROM-STDIN FLAG
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5349
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** SNAP UP OF STDIN ON SERVER "%S" FOR %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5350
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** MAIN: CONNECTION CLOSED %D %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5351
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : MAIN: UNHANDLED INTERNAL EXCEPTION %S
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Code** : 5352

**Generated By** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**Summary** : MAIN: UNHANDLED STANDARD EXCEPTION %s

**Category** : SYSTEM

**Type** : ERROR

**Severity** : 5:PROCESS_FATAL

**Description** :

**For Whom** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**Remedy** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**Notes** :

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Code** : 5353

**Generated By** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**Summary** : MAIN: UNHANDLED UNKNOWN EXCEPTION

**Category** : SYSTEM

**Type** : ERROR

**Severity** : 5:PROCESS_FATAL

**Description** :

**For Whom** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**Remedy** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**Notes** :

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Code** : 5354

**Generated By** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**Summary** : YOU MUST SPECIFY A FILE TO RESTORE WHEN USING --TO-STDOUT

**Category** : SYSTEM

**Type** : ERROR

**Severity** : 2:PROCESS

**Description** :

**For Whom** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**Remedy** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**Notes** :

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Code** : 5355

**Generated By** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**Summary** : *** OBSOLETE *** AGENT MAINAPP() RETURNING WITH EXITCODE %d

**Category** : SYSTEM

**Type** : INFORMATION

**Severity** : 0:OK

**Description** : 
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5356
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** REGISTRATION OF CLIENT COMPLETE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5357
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ILLEGAL PLUGIN NAME
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5358
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** REGISTRATION OF PLUGINS COMPLETE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5359
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** NEW CLIENT ID IS %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING 368
CODE          : 5360
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : AGENT LISTENING(%S) ON INTERFACE '%S' ADDRESS %S PORT %D.
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM       : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY         : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES         :

CODE          : 5361
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : *** OBSOLETE *** AGENT_LISTENWORKER::BODY() - WINDOWS STRUCTURED EXCEPTION %s IN THREADID %LD
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : WARNING
SEVERITY      : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM       : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY         : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES         :

CODE          : 5362
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : *** OBSOLETE *** AGENT_LISTENWORKER TRACE %D: %S
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : WARNING
SEVERITY      : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM       : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY         : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES         :

CODE          : 5363
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : SKIPPING REGISTRATION, NO MCS NAME
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM       : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY         : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES         :

CODE          : 5364
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : *** OBSOLETE *** AGENT_MAIN::run() NULL RESPONSE TO SEND
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>WARNING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>5365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>CANNOT CONNECT TO %$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| CODE       | 5366                                  |
| GENERATED BY| CLIENT:UNKNOWN                        |
| SUMMARY    | *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO CONNECT, SLEEP %d MIN THEN RETRYING |
| CATEGORY   | SYSTEM                                |
| TYPE       | INFORMATION                           |
| SEVERITY   | 0:OK                                  |
| DESCRIPTION|                                       |
| FOR WHOM   | FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL               |
| REMEDY     | CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT               |
| NOTES      |                                       |

| CODE       | 5367                                  |
| GENERATED BY| CLIENT:UNKNOWN                        |
| SUMMARY    | *** OBSOLETE *** CONTROLTHREAD::BODY() - WINDOWS STRUCTURED EXCEPTION %S IN THREADID %LD |
| CATEGORY   | SYSTEM                                |
| TYPE       | WARNING                               |
| SEVERITY   | 2:PROCESS                             |
| DESCRIPTION|                                       |
| FOR WHOM   | FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL               |
| REMEDY     | CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT               |
| NOTES      |                                       |

| CODE       | 5368                                  |
| GENERATED BY| CLIENT:UNKNOWN                        |
| SUMMARY    | *** OBSOLETE *** CONTROLTHREAD TRACE %D: %S |
| CATEGORY   | SYSTEM                                |
| TYPE       | WARNING                               |
| SEVERITY   | 2:PROCESS                             |
| DESCRIPTION|                                       |
| FOR WHOM   | FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL               |
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5369
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT WRITE CONNECTION TABLE FILE "%s" ERROR %d: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5370
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WIN_EXCEPTION::UBACKTRACE() CANNOT OPEN STACK WALKING DLL.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5371
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNHANDLED EXCEPTION %s [0x%x], STACK TRACE:
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5372
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %d: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5373
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %d USER %s PATTERN ENTERED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5374
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %d USER %s PATTERNS ENTERED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5375
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %3d MATCHES FOR %s PATTERN "%s".
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5376
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** %3d MATCHES FOR %s PATTERN %s.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5377
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RUNNING AVTAR PROCESS LOCK FILE DETECTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5378
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** NBACKMAIN - WINDOWS STRUCTURED EXCEPTION %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5379
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** NBACKMAIN TRACE %D: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5380
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT WRITE PROCESS LOCK FILE '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5381
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO CREATE DIRECTORY \"%S\".
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
NOTES :

CODE : 5382
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** %S INTERRUPTED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5383
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INTERRUPTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5384
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RETRYING ADD_HASH, serial=%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5385
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GOT NAMES - TRYING TO PRINT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5386
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Too many network errors occurred while attempting to rebuild connection %d, aborting

Network error occurred: Rebuilding connection %d
Reconnected to server %s
Rebuild login failed, aborting
Rebuild of connection %d complete

Too many network errors occurred while attempting to rebuild connection %d, aborting
Network error occurred: Rebuilding connection %d
Reconnected to server %s
Rebuild login failed, aborting
Rebuild of connection %d complete
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5391</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>CANNOT CONNECT TO SERVER &quot;%S&quot;</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
<td>FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NOTES :</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5392</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** SERVER HAS TEMPORARILY GONE READ-ONLY (%D SECONDS)</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NOTES :</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5393</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** SERVER NOT RESPONDING (POSSIBLE NETWORK CONGESTION?) (%D SECONDS)</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NOTES :</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5394</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** SERVER IS BACK (%D SECONDS)</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NOTES :</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5400
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INTERNAL CONNECTION ERROR %S, ABORTING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5401
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** NOT TRAVERSING REPARSE POINT "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5402
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT CONNECT TO %S:%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5403
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DAEMONIZE ATTEMPT FAILED %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM       : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY         : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES          :

CODE           : 5404
GENERATED BY   : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY        : *** OBSOLETE *** DAEMONIZED
CATEGORY       : SYSTEM
TYPE           : INFORMATION
SEVERITY       : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION    :
FOR WHOM       : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY         : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES          :

CODE           : 5405
GENERATED BY   : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY        : AVAGENT RETURNING WITH EXITCODE %d
CATEGORY       : SYSTEM
TYPE           : INFORMATION
SEVERITY       : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION    :
FOR WHOM       : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY         : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES          :

CODE           : 5406
GENERATED BY   : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY        : *** OBSOLETE *** REGISTRATION OF CLIENT COMPLETE.
CATEGORY       : SYSTEM
TYPE           : INFORMATION
SEVERITY       : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION    :
FOR WHOM       : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY         : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES          :

CODE           : 5407
GENERATED BY   : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY        : ERROR PROCESSING MESSAGE
CATEGORY       : SYSTEM
TYPE           : ERROR
SEVERITY       : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION    :
FOR WHOM       : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY         : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES          :
CODE : 5408
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNAUTHORIZED MESSAGE DETECTED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5409
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STOPPING PLUGIN SUB-PROCESSES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5410
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STOPPING LISTEN THREAD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5411
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INTRTHREAD::BODY() - WINDOWS STRUCTURED EXCEPTION %S IN THREADID %LD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5412
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INTRTHREAD TRACE %D: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5413</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5414</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5415</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5416</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Code 5413**

**Generated By:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**Summary:** INTRTHREAD::BODY() CAUGHT EXCEPTION - CLEANING UP

**Category:** SYSTEM

**Type:** ERROR

**Severity:** 2:PROCESS

**Description:**

**Code 5414**

**Generated By:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**Summary:** CANNOT ESTABLISH CONNECTION WITH SERVER AT %S:%D

**Category:** SYSTEM

**Type:** ERROR

**Severity:** 2:PROCESS

**Description:**

**Code 5415**

**Generated By:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**Summary:** NOT TRAVERSING REPARSE POINT "%S", REPARSE TRAVERSAL LIMIT OF %D EXCEEDED

**Category:** SYSTEM

**Type:** INFORMATION

**Severity:** 0:OK

**Description:**

**Code 5416**

**Generated By:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**Summary:** USER NOT AUTHORIZED TO PERFORM REQUESTED OPERATION

**Category:** SYSTEM

**Type:** ERROR

**Severity:** 5:PROCESS_FATAL

**Description:**
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5417
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DAEMONIZED AS PROCESS ID %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5418
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DAEMONIZED AGENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5419
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT CREATE LISTEN PORT (%D) - EXITING THREAD!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5420
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TERMINATING PLUGINCONTROL THREAD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5421
**SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

**5422**

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** EXITING WORK REQUEST SESSION

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION

**SEVERITY**: 0:OK

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 5422

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** CLIENT_AGENT::TERMINATE() NOT KILLING WORKORDER '%S'

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: WARNING

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 5423

**SUMMARY**: FATAL EXIT FROM AGENT

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 5424

**SUMMARY**: CANCELED BY USER ('%d'), EXITING.

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION

**SEVERITY**: 0:OK

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 5425

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO CREATE LISTEN THREAD OR CONTACT MCS, EXITING

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5426</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** ERROR occurred reading flag file &quot;%s&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5427</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** CONTROLTHREAD: WINDOWS STRUCTURED EXCEPTION %s IN THREADID %ld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5428</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>CONTROLTHREAD: CAUGHT EXCEPTION, RESTARTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5429</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>UNKNOWN STATUS MESSAGE TYPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTES :

CODE : 5430
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNKNOWN WORK REQUEST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5431
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESET COMPLETE, ENTERING LISTEN MODE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5432
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CHANGING MCS ADDRESS '4S' -> '4S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5433
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CHANGING MCS PORT %D -> %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5434
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MCS unknown, entering listen mode.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5435
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXITING WORK REQUEST SESSION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5436
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HOSTNAME unknown
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5437
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : hostname:'%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5438
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LOADED %d EXCLUDE PATTERNS FROM WINDOWS %s REGISTRY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5439
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO ENTER EXCLUDE LIST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5440
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO EXECUTE PLUGIN FOR WORKORDER:%S, SPAWN FAILED WITH %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5441
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WORKORDER %S STARTED MESSAGE SENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5442
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ALREADY HAVE AN MCS (%S:%D), IGNORING %S:%D_WAKE UP PARAMETER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5443</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** NO MCS defined, waiting for register wakeup message</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5444</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** SKIPPING REGISTRATION, looking for MCS request workorder</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5445</td>
<td>INTERNAL CYCLE ERROR: %s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5446</td>
<td>INVALID CHUNKER OPTIONS: MINCHUNKSIZE=%d &lt;= THRESHOLD=%d &lt;= MAXCHUNKSIZE=%d</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5447</td>
<td>CANNOT RUN MULTIPLE AVAGENTS AT THE SAME TIME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM
**TYPE:** ERROR
**SEVERITY:** 5:PROCESS_FATAL
**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 5448
**GENERATED BY:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY:** RUNNING AVAGENT PROCESS LOCK FILE DETECTED
**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM
**TYPE:** ERROR
**SEVERITY:** 5:PROCESS_FATAL
**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 5449
**GENERATED BY:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY:** NO EXECUTABLE ASSOCIATED WITH PID %S.
**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM
**TYPE:** ERROR
**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 5450
**GENERATED BY:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY:** NO EXECUTABLE DEFINED FOR PID %S
**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM
**TYPE:** WARNING
**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 5451
**GENERATED BY:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY:** FAILED TO GET PLUGIN '%S' VERSION WITH %S
**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM
**TYPE:** ERROR
**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION:**
CODE : 5452
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** STANDARD ERROR OUTPUT FROM PLUGIN '%S' VERSION CHECK
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5453
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLIENT ID ERASED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5454
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MCS ADDRESS ERASED, ENTERING LISTEN MODE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5455
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** LOOKING FOR PLUGINS IN %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5456
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Registering plugin %s with executable %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5457
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NON-COMPLIANT PLUGIN PID-ORDINAL %d IN %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5458
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PLUGIN %s VERSION %s REGISTERED SUCCESSFULLY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5459
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLIENT MESSAGE RECEIVED: '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5460
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNKNOWN CLIENT MESSAGE TYPE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5461</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client: Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** WORKORDER RECEIVED: '%S' %S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5462</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client: Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>ERROR IN WORKORDER MESSAGE - MISSING CID.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5463</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client: Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>ERROR IN WORKORDER %S MESSAGE - MISSING PID.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5464</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client: Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>INVALID BROWSE REQUEST %S (%d)%S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5465
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CLIENT REGISTRATION UPDATED %S %S(%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5466
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** REGISTRATION ERROR: NULL MESSAGE RECEIVED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5467
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT CREATE LISTEN PORT (%D) - WAITING 30 MINUTES, POSSIBLE ALTERNATE AVAGENT RUNNING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5468
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RETRYING CREATE OF LISTEN PORT (%D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5469
AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING

SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

CODE : 5470
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UPDATING REGISTRATION INFORMATION WITH THE MCS (%s), PAGING ENABLED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5471
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UPDATING REGISTRATION INFORMATION WITH THE MCS (%s), PAGING DISABLED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5472
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REGISTERING WITH THE MCS (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5473
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NULL MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM MCS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5474
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO OPEN %S FILE '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5475
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXITING PLUGINCONTROL THREAD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5476
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LISTENING FOR PLUGIN ON PORT %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5477
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PLUGIN CONTROL SOCKET IS CLOSED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
NOTES :

CODE : 5478
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BACK FROM ACCEPT, LIFE IS GOOD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5479
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CLOSING PLUGINCONTROL LISTEN SOCK
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5480
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CLOSING PLUGINCONTROL CUSTOM SOCK
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5481
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** AGENT NOT KILLING WORKORDER '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5482
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: AGENT ATTEMPTING SKILL OF WORKORDER "S"
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5483
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** WAITING FOR PLUGIN SUB-PROCESSES TO STOP
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5484
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: ALL PLUGIN SUB-PROCESSES DID NOT STOP, KILLING SUB-PROCESSES
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5485
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: WAITING FOR PLUGIN SUB-PROCESSES TO BE KILLED
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5486
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: ALL PLUGIN SUB-PROCESS COULD NOT BE KILLED, TRYING SURE KILL
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5487</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CODE: 5487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SUMMARY: WAITING FOR PLUGIN SUB-PROCESSES TO BE SURE KILLED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CATEGORY: SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TYPE: INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEVERITY: 0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5488</td>
<td>CODE: 5488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SUMMARY: AGENT COULD NOT STOP ALL WORKORDERS, EXITING ANYWAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CATEGORY: SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TYPE: ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5489</td>
<td>CODE: 5489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SUMMARY: --INIT AND --UNINIT OPTIONS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CATEGORY: SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TYPE: ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEVERITY: 5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5490</td>
<td>CODE: 5490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** STARTING LOAD OF USER/GROUP DATABASE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CATEGORY: SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TYPE: INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEVERITY: 0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOTES:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 5491
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FINISHED LOAD OF USER/GROUP DATABASE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5492
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CORRUPTED LOCAL CID: ID="%S", HFSADD="%S", HFSID="%S" READ FROM "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5493
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO CREATE CID FILE "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5494
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MALFORMED SESSION TICKET FILE '%S' RECEIVED FROM MCS (TICKET='%S', HASH='%S')
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5495
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID CONTROL PORT (%D) SPECIFIED.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>ERROR</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>5:PROCESS_FATAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CODE : 5496
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXTERNAL CANCEL RECEIVED, STARTING SHUTDOWN PROCESS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>INFORMATION</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>0:OK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CODE : 5497
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT CREATE SERVER SOCKET FOR CONTROL PORT %D. CONTROL PORT DISABLED.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>WARNING</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>2:PROCESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CODE : 5498
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT WRITE DISPATCHER TABLE FILE %S (%S).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>WARNING</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>2:PROCESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CODE : 5499
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INTERNAL ERROR (%S): TOTAL OF %D CHUNKS UNFLUSHED, CURBYTES=%S, MAXBYTES=%S ENDIN=%S ENDOFF=%S
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** FILEPIPEBASE:~FILEPIPEBASE: UNFLUSHED ENTRY POS=%D OFFSET=%S SIZE=%D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5501</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** I/O ERROR: UNABLE TO %S &quot;%s&quot;. - %s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5502</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** COULD NOT CREATE ENCRYPTED FILE DURING RESTORE: %S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5503</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** COULD NOT CREATE FILE DURING RESTORE: %S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>5504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>OPEN FILE AGENT: COULD NOT GAIN EXCLUSIVE ACCESS '%S'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5505</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>OPEN FILE AGENT ERROR: '%S'. SOME FILES MAY NOT BE BACKED UP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5506</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>UNABLE TO ALLOCATE CONTROL PORT FOR WORKORDER %S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5507</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO RENAME FILE '%S' TO '%S'!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5508</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** MCWORKORDER::BODY() %S WAIT '%S', PROCESS '%S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING**
TYPE          : WARNING
SEVERITY      : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM      : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY        : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES         :

CODE          : 5509
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : WORKORDER %S SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM      : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY        : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES         :

CODE          : 5510
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : UNABLE TO LOGIN TO MAPI, REMAINING OPEN FOR AVAGENT CONNECTIONS
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : ERROR
SEVERITY      : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM      : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY        : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES         :

CODE          : 5511
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : INVALID MESSAGE %S
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : ERROR
SEVERITY      : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM      : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY        : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES         :

CODE          : 5512
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : UNKNOWN MESSAGE %S
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : ERROR
SEVERITY      : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM      : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5513
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PLUGIN_CONTROL::BODY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5514
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PLUGIN_CONTROL CANNOT CONNECT TO AGENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5515
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** OPENED SUCCESSFULLY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5516
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR PROCESSING MESSAGE %D:%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5517
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : "%S" Server error %s occurred restoring chunk %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5518
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : "%S" Server data error restoring chunk %s (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5519
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Not restoring (HIDDEN): %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5520
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Not restoring (SYSTEM): %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5521
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Not restoring (TEMPORARY): %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5522
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTORE WAS NOT ABLE TO REAPPLY SECURITY DUE TO LACK OF SUPPORT IN TARGET FILE SYSTEM: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5523
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVRUNNER RETURNING WITH EXITCODE %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5524
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT RUN MULTIPLE RUNNERS AT THE SAME TIME
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5525
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RUNNING RUNNER PROCESS LOCK FILE DETECTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES : 

CODE : 5526
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : appname:','%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5527
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : cid,'%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5528
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO EXECUTE SCRIPT '%s', SPAWN FAILED '%d'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5529
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : '%s' PROCESS OBJECT NOT ALLOCATED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5530
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %s SPAWN RETURNED %d ERROR %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5531
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO SPAWN %s ERRORCODE:%d(%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5532
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SCRIPT "%s" STARTED CALLING WAIT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5533
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PROCESS FINISHED "%s": EXIT_CODE %d, ERRNO %d %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5534
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PLUGIN MISMATCH "%s" VERSES "%s".
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5535
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** EXAMINED SELECTION(s) WITH %s IN %s FILES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5536
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESTORED %s FROM SELECTION(s) WITH %s IN %s FILES %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5537
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP FROM %s HOST %s (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5538
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP #%d#%s TIMESTAMP %s, %s FILES, %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE         : 5539
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** %S, SCHEDULED TO EXPIRE %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5540
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** %S, NO SCHEDULED EXPIRATION
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5541
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : INSUFFICIENT PRIVILEGE TO VIEW CONTENTS
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5542
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : RESTORE WAS NOT ABLE TO REAPPLY SECURITY ON %D DIRECTORIES AND %D FILES DUE TO LACK OF SUPPORT IN TARGET FILE SYSTEM
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5543
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SUMMARY : RESTORE WAS NOT ABLE TO REAPPLY SECURITY ON %D DIRECTORIES DUE TO LACK OF SUPPORT IN TARGET FILE SYSTEM
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5544
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTORE WAS NOT ABLE TO REAPPLY SECURITY ON %D FILES DUE TO LACK OF SUPPORT IN TARGET FILE SYSTEM
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5545
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CACHE FILE %S NOT COMPLETE, NOT WRITING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5546
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CACHE UPDATE COMPLETE %S (%3.1fMB OF %.0fMB MAX)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5547
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WRITE TO CACHE %S RETURNED '%S', CLEARING HEADER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5548
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S: AUTOMATIC CACHE FLUSH OF %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5549
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SUCCESSFULLY LOGGED INTO CAT SERVER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5550
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SUCCESSFULLY LOGGED INTO SERVER%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5551
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND LINE: %S %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5552
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CONNECTING TO SERVER (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5553
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CONNECTING TO ALL NODES (MAXCONN=%D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5554
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CONNECTING TO ONE NODE IN EACH DATACENTER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5555
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CONNECTING TO NEAREST DATACENTER (MAXCONN=%D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5556
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CONNECTING TO A SINGLE NODE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5557
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO CONNECTIONS AVAILABLE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5558
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CONNECTION %D NOT AVAILABLE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5559
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TRYING CONNECTION %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5560
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CONNECTED TO NODE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: Contact Product Support
Notes:

Code: 5561
Generated By: Client:Unknown
Summary: Loaded dispatcher table %s
Category: System
Type: Information
Severity: 0:OK
Description:

For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: Contact Product Support
Notes:

Code: 5562
Generated By: Client:Unknown
Summary: %s: Trying %s
Category: System
Type: Information
Severity: 0:OK
Description:

For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: Contact Product Support
Notes:

Code: 5563
Generated By: Client:Unknown
Summary: *** OBSOLETE *** %s: Connected to %s
Category: System
Type: Information
Severity: 0:OK
Description:

For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: Contact Product Support
Notes:

Code: 5564
Generated By: Client:Unknown
Summary: Requesting dispatcher table and create time
Category: System
Type: Information
Severity: 0:OK
Description:

For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: Contact Product Support
Notes:
CODE : 5565
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DISPATCHER TABLE IS EMPTY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5566
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TABLE: %d NODEBITS, %d BYTES, CREATE TIME: %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5567
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OBSOLETE DISPATCHER TABLE FILE REMOVED: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5568
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WRITING DISPATCHER TABLE %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5569
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DETERMINING NEAREST OF %d DATACENTERS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CODE**: 5570
**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY**: DATACENTER %D PING TIME %.3F MS
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: INFORMATION
**SEVERITY**: 0:OK
**DESCRIPTION**: 
**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 5571
**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY**: NEAREST DATACENTER IS %D: %S
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: INFORMATION
**SEVERITY**: 0:OK
**DESCRIPTION**: 
**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 5572
**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** ADDING %S %S "%S"
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: INFORMATION
**SEVERITY**: 0:OK
**DESCRIPTION**: 
**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 5573
**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY**: LOADED CACHE FILE %S (%S BYTES)
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM
**TYPE**: INFORMATION
**SEVERITY**: 0:OK
**DESCRIPTION**: 
**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5574
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: INTERNAL ERROR: FILEPIPE UNFLUSHED DATA %D: OFFSET=%.0F SIZE=%D BACKUPSTREAM=%D
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5575
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: LOADING LOCAL FILESYSTEM INFORMATION
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5576
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: MOUNT POINT "%S", TYPE=%S, DEV=%D
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5577
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: FREEZE PARAMETERS: TIMEOUT=%D SECS, WAIT=%D SECS, CACHESIZE=%dMB
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5578
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OPEN FILE AGENT INTERFACE SHUTTING DOWN.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5579
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FREEZEVOL::FREEZEVOL(): MORE THAN ONE FREEZEVOL OBJECT CREATED AT ONCE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5580
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LOGGING IN ON CONNECTION %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5581
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LOGGING IN ON CONNECTION %d WITH SESSION TICKET
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5582
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LOGIN SUCCESSFUL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5583
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LOGIN USER: "%S", DOMAIN: "%S", ACCOUNT: "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5584
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO RENAME LOG FILE '%S' TO '%S' - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5585
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SUCCESSFULLY LOGGED INTO CAT SERVER WITH SEND DATA MODE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5586
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LOADING CACHE FILES FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE         : 5587
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : UPDATING CACHE FILES IN %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5588
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : CREATING PROCESS LOCK FILE "%S", PID=%LD
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5589
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : CANCEL ON WORKORDER "%S" NOT RUNNING.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5590
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : UNABLE TO SPAWN PLUGIN FOR BROWSING %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5591
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      :
CATEGORY     :
TYPE         :
SEVERITY     :
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5592</td>
<td>AVSPAWN::CHANGE_PRIORITY(%D) PROCESS %D NOT RUNNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5593</td>
<td>AVSPAWN::CHANGE_PRIORITY(%D) PROCESS %D RECEIVED %S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5594</td>
<td>WAITING FOR PLUGIN SUB-PROCESSES TO STOP - TIMEOUT %D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5595</td>
<td>KEEPING EXISTING (OPEN) FILE BECAUSE BACKUP ISN’T NEWER: %S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5596
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULD NOT CREATE (RENAMED) FILE DURING RESTORE: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5597
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STARTED AGENT PLUGIN ON PORT %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5598
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WORKORDER "%S" NON-ZERO EXIT STATUS '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5599
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** OPENED SUCCESSFULLY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5600
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTORING FILE %S AS %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5601
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** KEEPING EXISTING FILE (NOT OLDER THAN BACKUP): %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5602
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** KEEPING EXISTING FILE: %S BECAUSE IT HAS HIDDEN ATTRIBUTE SET
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5603
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** KEEPING EXISTING FILE: %S BECAUSE IT HAS SYSTEM ATTRIBUTE SET
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5604
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT RESTORE FILE DUE TO NAME COLLISION: %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5605
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : OPEN FILE %S HAS BEEN QUEUED FOR RESTORE FROM TEMPORARY FILE %S DURING NEXT SYSTEM REBOOT, BUT ORIGINAL READONLY ATTRIBUTE WILL BE REMOVED

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5606
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : OPEN FILE %S HAS BEEN QUEUED FOR RESTORE FROM TEMPORARY FILE %S DURING NEXT SYSTEM REBOOT

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5607
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : OPEN FILE %S COULD NOT BE QUEUED FOR RESTORE FROM TEMPORARY FILE %S (ERROR %S)

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5608
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : OPEN FILE %S HAS BEEN PRESERVED, RESTORED VERSION WAS RENAMED TO %S

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5609</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>TCPSOCK::GETSERVERPORTFROMRANGE(), FAILED TO ALLOCATE SOCKET, '%S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5610</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>TCPSOCK::GETSERVERPORTFROMRANGE() CONNECT RETURNS '%S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5611</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT WRITE TO DEBUG FILE %S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5612</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>READING CID '%S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES:**

---

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES:**

---

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES:**

---
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5613</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>UNABLE TO OPEN CID FILE %S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5614</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>CID = %S FOR &quot;%S&quot; (%S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5615</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>WRITING CID '%S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5616</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>READING SESSION TICKET '%S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5617</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>WRITING SESSION TICKET '%S'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5618
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO REGISTER WITH MCS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5619
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REGISTRATION OF CLIENT AND PLUGINS COMPLETE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5620
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UPDATING IP ON MCS CURRIP:%s != REGISTERED_IP:%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5621
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LISTEN PORT NOT OPENED, IP/PORT NOT SENT TO MCS, BROWSING DISABLED FOR THIS CLIENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
CODE : 5622
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Requesting server create time
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

CODE : 5623
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Server create time: %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

CODE : 5624
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Dispatcher table is up-to-date
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

CODE : 5625
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : wininfo::get_local_drives() returned %d and %d, errno %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5626
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NULL RESPONSE MESSAGE SENDING WRAPUP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5627
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REMOVING \"%S\" - FILE COULD NOT BE FULLY RESTORED DUE TO ERROR.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5628
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ACCOUNT MANAGER [%s]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5629
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COMMAND LINE: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5630
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PROCESSING COMMAND: %s [%d]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5631
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COMMAND COMPLETE (%0.3F SECONDS)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5632
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** AUTH-ID: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5633
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PATH: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5634
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CHECKING PASSWORD RETRY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
CODE : 5635
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CONNECTING TO SERVER (%S:%D) AT %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5636
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PROCESSING %S COMMAND
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5637
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SENDING REQUEST TO ADD BACKUP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5638
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SENDING REQUEST FOR BACKUP LIST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5639
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** SENDING REQUEST FOR AUTHENTICATION DOMAIN LIST
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5640

GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** SENDING REQUEST FOR USER LIST
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5641

GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** SENDING REQUEST TO CREATE NEW ACCOUNT
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5642

GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** SENDING REQUEST TO CREATE NEW MACHINE
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5643

GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** CHANGING MACHINE NAME TO LOWER CASE: %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
CODE : 5644
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CREATING SCRIPT OF ACCOUNTING DATABASE: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5645
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SKIPPING UNUSED ACCOUNT.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5646
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** WRITING SCRIPT \"%s\", TARGET PATH=\"%s\"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5647
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COMPLETED SCRIPT.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5648
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CONNECTING TO %S, EXPERT=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5649
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MAINTENANCE UTILITY [%S]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5650
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CAPACITY WARNING: THE FILE CACHE IS FULL; FILECACHEMAX=%.0FMB, SHOULD BE AT LEAST %.0FMB
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5651
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DONE CHECKING MOUNT POINTS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5652
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NOT TRAVERSING INTO %S (%S) - %S (POSSIBLE AUTOMOUNT DIRECTORY)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5653
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** OBTAINING LIST OF LOCAL USERS AND GROUPS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5654
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DELETED CACHE FILE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5655
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DELETE OF CACHE FILE %S FAILED (ERRNO=%D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5656
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CACHED HASH NOT FOUND ON SERVER %S, #%d, SENT (%S), RECEIVED (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5657
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CHECKING %d ELEMENTS IN %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5658
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** %d OF %d ELEMENTS CHECKED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5659
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DONE. CHECKED %d OF %d (%4.2F%) ELEMENTS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5660
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO INITIALIZE SOCKET LIBRARY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5661
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REBUILD ATTEMPT %d FOR CONNECTION %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5662
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CONTROLTHREAD::BODY() RECV TCP TIMEOUT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5663
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FOUND A FILE SYSTEM MOUNT POINT THAT IS NOT A DIRECTORY (%s)!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5664
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SSL CERTIFICATE/KEY NOT FOUND OR INVALID.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5665
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SSL VERIFY PATHS NOT FOUND OR INVALID.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5666
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO RETRIEVE BACKUP LIST (ERROR CODE %d %s).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5667
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %d BACKUPS FOUND FOR CLIENT "%s"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5668
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED TO LOGIN TO TARGET DPN
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5669
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO LOGIN TO TARGET DPN (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
CODE : 5670
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT RUN TWO REPLICATES AT THE SAME TIME
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5671
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REPLICATING BACKUP %d, LABEL "%s", %0FK
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5672
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT RECORD BACKUP ON TARGET SERVER (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5673
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %sBackup #%u timestamp %s created
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5674
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT LOCATE REQUESTED BACKUP FOR REPLICATION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5675
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REPLICATED %D OF %D BACKUPS (%D ERROR%S) FOR CLIENT "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5676
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PREFETCH CACHELEVEL=%D COUNT=%D BYTES=%.0F
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5677
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REJECTING CONNECTION TO INCORRECT SINGLE-NODE SERVER (CONNECTED TO %S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5678
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RETRYING CONNECTION WITHOUT DISPATCHER TABLE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5679
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : THE CAT SERVER DOES NOT SUPPORT THIS OPERATION.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5680
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** KEEPING EXISTING FILE (MODIFY DATE/TIME MATCHES BACKUP): %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5681
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULD NOT OBTAIN COUNT OF BACKUPS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5682
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DETECTED DISABLED ACCOUNT: \"%S\". CANNOT COPY CONTENTS.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
CODE      :  5683
GENERATED BY    :  CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      :  *** OBSOLETE  *** COULD NOT GET USERS FOR ACCOUNT "%S"
CATEGORY :  SYSTEM
TYPE         :  ERROR
SEVERITY     :  2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM      :  FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       :  CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE      :  5684
GENERATED BY    :  CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      :  *** OBSOLETE  *** COULD NOT GET CONTACT INFO FOR ACCOUNT "%S"
CATEGORY :  SYSTEM
TYPE         :  ERROR
SEVERITY     :  2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM      :  FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       :  CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE      :  5685
GENERATED BY    :  CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      :  *** OBSOLETE  *** COULD NOT GET ACCOUNT LIST FOR ACCOUNT "%S"
CATEGORY :  SYSTEM
TYPE         :  ERROR
SEVERITY     :  2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM      :  FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       :  CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE      :  5686
GENERATED BY    :  CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      :  *** OBSOLETE  *** PREFETCH %d HASHES IN %.0F SECONDS
CATEGORY :  SYSTEM
TYPE         :  INFORMATION
SEVERITY     :  0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM      :  FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       :  CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE      :  5687
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ILLEGAL SEQUENCE NUMBER %d, MUST BE POSITIVE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5688
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LOADING HASH CACHE %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5689
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UPDATING CACHE FILE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5690
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COMMUNICATION ERROR: COULD NOT SEND PING TO SERVER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5691
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COMMUNICATION ERROR: NO PING RESPONSE FROM SERVER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5692</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** INVALID PING RESPONSE FROM SERVER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5693</td>
<td>LOCAL CLIENT TIME AND SERVER TIME ARE SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT (DELTA=.4F SECS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5694</td>
<td>FAILED INITIAL HANDSHAKE, TRYING AGAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5695</td>
<td>FINAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTES:

CODE: 5696
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: LOGIN ERROR: SPECIFIED PATH MUST BE A MACHINE, NOT A DOMAIN
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5697
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: SUPPRESSING EXTERNAL NAME SERVICE QUERIES FOR UIDS AND GIDS
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5698
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: SOURCE (%S) AND DESTINATION (%S) DPNS ARE THE SAME! REPLICATION ABORTING.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5699
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO REGISTER, NO RESPONSE FROM MCS AT %S:%D
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5700
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5701</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** Unable to register %s/%s with MCS %s:%d, MCS returned error code %d, '%s'</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5702</td>
<td>NON-COMPLIANT PLUGIN FILE %s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5703</td>
<td>COMMAND LINE: %s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5704</td>
<td>FATAL SERVER ERROR OCCURRED (%s), ABORTING EXECUTION (%s)</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>5705</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>UPDATING IP ON MCS LOCALIP:%S != REGISTERED_IP:%S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description :</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes :</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5706</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>WORKORDER RECEIVED ON LISTENPORT - IGNORING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5707</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>CANNOT LOAD OPEN FILE AGENT DLL FROM INSTALLATION.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5708</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>OPEN FILE AGENT APPEARS TO BE INSTALLED, BUT CANNOT LOAD DLL. SOME FILES MAY NOT BE BACKED UP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING
CODE         : 5709
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : THEN USE THE CLIENT*.exe WINDOWS INSTALLER TO RE-INSTALL THE INSTALLATION, SELECTING 'YES' FOR THE PROMPT TO INSTALL OTM AND REBOOT AGAIN.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5710
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** READ "%S"
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5711
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT RESTORE TO "%S" - PERMISSION DENIED.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5712
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** INTERNAL ERROR: %.0f TOTAL < %.0f PRIMARY BYTES
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5713
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : CONNECTION BOUNCED BY SERVER, PAUSING %D SECONDS BEFORE RETRYING
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5714
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT CREATE OUTPUT SCRIPT FILE "%S"
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5715
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : ADDING %S TO THE AVOID MOUNT LIST
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5716
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : ADDING "\%S\" TO FILESYSTEMS TO EXPLICITLY TRAVERSE.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5717
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : ADDING "\%S\" TO FILESYSTEMS TO EXPLICITLY IGNORE.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5718
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SETTING MOUNT TYPE '%s' TO DEFAULT_BACKUP BECAUSE IT IS ROOT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5719
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FORWARDING ADHOC TO MCS: '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5720
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO WAIT FOR PLUGIN PROCESS %d %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5721
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ISSUING SYSTEM CALL ::KILL(%d, %d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5722
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CACHE HEADER ERROR: ENTRY %d IS TAGGED VALID, BUT IT IS NOT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5723
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO CONNECT TO MANAGEMENT CONSOLE (%s), PAUSING %d SECONDS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5724
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NOT WRITING DISPATCHER TABLE FOR SINGLE NODE SERVER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5725
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WORKORDER \"%s\" WAIT RETURNED \"%s\"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5726
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ABORTING BACKUP DUE TO ERROR (%d:%s)
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5727
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : PARSING DUMP STREAM FORMAT

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5728
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** BACKUP_FILE RETURNS %S %S %D

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5729
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : INCOMPATIBLE BACKUP TYPES.

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5730
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : ENTERING INCLUDE/EXCLUDE RULES.

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5731
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: NOT USING INCLUDE/EXCLUDE LIST
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5732
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: RECEIVED CONTROLPORT %D FROM PLUGIN
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5733
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: UNABLE TO ALLOCATE UTAR_CONTROL OBJECT
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5734
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: FAILED TO RECORD BACKUP (%S). IS SERVER READ-ONLY? DO USER PRIVILEGES PERMIT BACKUPS?
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:
CODE : 5735
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : I/O ERROR: UNABLE TO %s "\%s\" (\%s).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5736
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : I/O ERROR: UNABLE TO %s "\%s\" (\%s).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5737
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : I/O ERROR: UNABLE TO %s "\%s\" (\%s).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5738
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULD NOT GET DOMAIN LIST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5739
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INFORMING AGENT CONTROLTHREAD ALLOCATED PORT %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>5740</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>SENDING CONTROLPORT TO AGENT %D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>5741</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** UTAR_CONTROL::BODY START</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>5742</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** REGISTRATION OF CLIENT %S WITH MCS %S:%D SUCCESSFUL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>5743</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>PLUGIN NUMBER MISMATCH %D AND %D FOR PLUGIN %S (PIN %S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5744
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : IGNORING PLUGIN FILE %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5745
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CURRENTENV_TO_ASSOC(): GETENVIRONMENTSTRINGS FAILED. %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5746
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLEAR_ENV(): UNSETENV() RETURNED %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5747
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ADD_TO_ENV(): SETENV() RETURNED %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5748
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5749</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>MISSING header for dump format read</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>Contact Product Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5750</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>LOST in dump stream....</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>Contact Product Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5751</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>UNABLE to read file data in dump stream</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>Contact Product Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5752</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>UNEXPECTED value in c_data[%d] %d</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>Contact Product Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UNABLE to read stream</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>Contact Product Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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458
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5753
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : USING OFS MAGIC???
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5754
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SWAPPING BYTES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5755
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SWAPPING BYTES - USING OFS MAGIC???
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5756
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BAD MAGIC NUMBER (%d) IN DUMP STREAM.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5757
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT DECODE STREAM, MAGIC NUMBER INVALID %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5758
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNKNOWN RECORD TYPE (%D) IN NDMP DUMP STREAM, ABORTING.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5759
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ACK! NO ROOT!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5760
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ***********************************************CANNOT FIND ROOT***********************************************
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5761
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
null direlemp in backdumpdir is bad???

WARNING: Unknown SSL option "%s", ignored.

*** OBSOLETE *** utar_control cannot connect to agent

*** OBSOLETE *** No backups to replicate.

SWAPPING BYTES
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5766
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO FIND INODE 2 (ROOT) IN DUMP STREAM, ABORTING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5767
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** A FILE NAMED "%s" UNDER PATH "%s" HAS UNMAPPABLE CHARACTER(S) (DESIGNATED BY 'C').
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5768
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DISPATCHER TABLE %s IS MALFORMED; WILL RECREATE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5769
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FILECACHE IS DISABLED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE: 5770
GENERATED BY: CLIENT: UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: HASHCACHE IS DISABLED.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0: OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5771
GENERATED BY: CLIENT: UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: CLIENT SIDE CACHE FILES ARE TURNED OFF
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0: OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5772
GENERATED BY: CLIENT: UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: PROCESS FAILED \"%s\": EXIT_CODE %d, ERRNO %d %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2: PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5773
GENERATED BY: CLIENT: UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: PROCESS FINISHED \"%s\"
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0: OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5774
GENERATED BY: CLIENT: UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: INTERNAL ERROR: BACKTREE: ADD_HASH TIMEOUT ERROR
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CATEGORY : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes : 

Code : 5775
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : INTERNAL ERROR: BACKTREE: BAD RESPONSE %S %D %S

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 5776
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : INTERNAL ERROR: ADD_HASH GOT NOT FOUND %S %S

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 5777
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : INTERNAL ERROR: ADDMULTHASHDATA FAILED

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 5778
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : INTERNAL ERROR: ADDMULTHASHDATA GOT NOT FOUND

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5779
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INTERNAL ERROR: ADDHASHBLOCK error %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5780
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INTERNAL ERROR: ADDHASHMULTIPLE is NULL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5781
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** LOG FILE MAINTENANCE IN %s (EVERY %d SECONDS).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5782
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SYSTEM MEMORY SIZE OF %d MB IS LESS THAN RECOMMENDED MINIMUM OF %d MB
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5783
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PROCESS DATASIZE LIMIT OF %d MB IS LESS THAN RECOMMENDED MINIMUM OF %d MB
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5784
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PLUGIN INFO REFRESH
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5785
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WORKORDER %s MESSAGE - INVALID PID '%s'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5786
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PLEASE CHECK THAT THIS CLIENT HAS A PLUGIN INSTALLED TO HANDLE THE WORKORDER DATASET.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5787
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WORKORDER %s STARTED MESSAGE SENT - WORKORDER REJECTED. %s.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE       : INFORMATION
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM   : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy     : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES      :

CODE       : 5788
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : UNABLE TO BROWSE NDMP %d
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy      : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES       :

CODE       : 5789
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : ERROR BROWSING NDMP%s
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : WARNING
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy      : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES       :

CODE       : 5790
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : STANDARD ERROR STDOUT_DATA FROM PLUGIN '%s' VERSION CHECK
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : WARNING
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMedy      : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES       :

CODE       : 5791
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : AGENT_GEN_SPANLINE: MALFORMED WORKORDER: DIRECTIVES.ISNULL=%D, TARGETS.ISNULL=%D
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>5792</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO GET '%S' VERSION WITH %s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>5793</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** PROCESS '%S' RETURNED %d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>5794</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** NEW SPAWN WORKED!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>5795</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>REGISTRATION (TESTMODE) OF PLUGIN%S COMPLETE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>5796</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: AGENT_TRANSFER(LOCAL): %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5797
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: AGENT_TRANSFER::BODY() NULL RESPONSE TO TRANSFER REQUEST
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5798
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: AGENT_TRANSFER(REMOTE): NULL ERROR DESCRIPTION
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5799
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: AGENT_TRANSFER(REMOTE): %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5800
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: BROWSE_EXCHANGE::DIR
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5801
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BROWSE_EXCHANGE::DIR--
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5802
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DOIT++
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5803
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR WRITING %D-BYTE HEADER TO CACHE FILE %S. POSSIBLY OUT OF DISK SPACE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5804
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO INITIALIZE SOCKET LIBRARY (CALL 1)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
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470
CODE : 5805
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO INITIALIZE SOCKET LIBRARY (CALL 2)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5806
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DATA MAY BE RECLAIMED BY GC SINCE REPLICATED ROOTHASH WAS NOT ENTERED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5807
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : READING PREVIOUS BACKUP TO MERGE WITH INCREMENTAL STREAM
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5808
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PREVIOUS BACKUP READ SUCCESSFULLY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5809
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO READ PREVIOUS BACKUP TO MERGE WITH INCREMENTAL STREAM. PLEASE DO A FULL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5810
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NOT TRAVERSING DRIVE '%S' KIND '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5811
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TRAVERSING DRIVE '%S' KIND '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5812
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HRLOOKUPROOTFOLDER GETPROPS=MAPI_E_NOT_FOUND
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5813
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EDKLET::HRLOOKUPROOTFOLDER MAPI_E_NOT_FOUND
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5814
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: EDKLET::HRMAPIFINDFOLDER FAILED !LPCBEID || !LPPEID %X - %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5815
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: EDKLET::HRMAPIFINDFOLDER FAILED !LPFOLDER %X - %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5816
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: EDKLET::HRMAPIFINDFOLDER GETHIERARCHYTABLE %X - %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5817
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: EDKLET::HRMAPIFINDFOLDER HRQUERYALLROWS %X - %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:
CODE : 5818
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EDKlet::HRMAPIFINDFOLDER MAPIAllocateBuffer %X %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5819
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EDKlet::MYHRMAPIOpenFolderEx2 OpenEntry failed %X %S %X %D %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5820
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EDKlet::HRMAPIFINDSUBFOLDEREx LPCBEID= NULL || LPFEID=NULL %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5821
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EDKlet::HRMAPIFINDSUBFOLDEREx HrStrToAll=%X %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5822
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EDKlet::HRMAPIFINDSUBFOLDEREx HrMAPIFindFolder=%X %S %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5823
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EDKlet::HrMAPIFindSubFolderEx OpenEntry=%X %s %d %X %s

CODE : 5824
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EDKlet::HrMAPIFindFolderEx LPCBEID=NULL || LPPEID=NULL %s

CODE : 5825
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EDKlet::HrMAPIFindFolderEx lPMdb=NULL %s

CODE : 5826
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EDKlet::HrMAPIFindFolderEx HrLookupRootFolder=%X %s
CODE : 5827
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EDKLET::HRMAPIFINDFOLDEREX OPENENTRY=%X %S %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5828
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EDKLET::HRMAPIFINDFOLDEREX uLObjType != MAPI_FOLDER uLObjType=%X %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5829
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EDKLET::HRMAPIFINDFOLDEREX HRMAPIFINDSUBFOLDEREX=%X %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5830
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EDKLET::myHRMAPIOPENFOLDEREX HRMAPIFINDFOLDEREX failed %X %S %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5831
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EDKLET::MYHRMAPIOpenFolderEx OpenEntry failed %X %X %D %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5832
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FILE %S IS A DEVICE FILE. IGNORING FILE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5833
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OPEN FILE AGENT: UNFREEZING VOLUMES.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5834
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OPEN FILE AGENT: VOLUMES UNFROZEN.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5835
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INTERNAL ERROR: Server returned bad indexmap: dcbits=%d, matchbits=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE       : ERROR
SEVERITY   : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM   : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY     : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES      :

CODE       : 5836
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : *** OBSOLETE *** MAPISESSION::INIT STARTING
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : WARNING
SEVERITY   : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM   : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY     : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES      :

CODE       : 5837
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : MAPISESSION::INIT MAPILOGONEX( PROFILE="%s", PASSWORD="%s" ) FAILED %X - %s
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : ERROR
SEVERITY   : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM   : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY     : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES      :

CODE       : 5838
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : MAPISESSION::INIT GETSERVERDN FAILED %X - %s
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : ERROR
SEVERITY   : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM   : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY     : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES      :

CODE       : 5839
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : SERVER NAME = %s
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : INFORMATION
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM   : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5840
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MESSAGE STORE NAME = %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5841
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIBASE::OPENIPMFOLDER=%X %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5842
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR IN MAPISESSION::OPENDEFAULTSTORE %X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5843
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MAPIBASE::OPENSTOREANDFOLDER... COULDN'T FIND MAILBOX=<EMPTY>
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5844
SEQEENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIBASE::OPENSTOREANDFOLDER... COULDN'T FIND MAILBOX=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5845
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIBASE::OPENSTOREANDFOLDER... HRMAILBOXLOGON=%s %X %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5846
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIBASE::OPENSTOREANDFOLDER... MYHRMAPIOpenFolderEx=%s %X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5847
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIBASE::OPENSTOREANDFOLDER... OPENIPMFOLDER= MISSING @PR_IPM_SUBTREE IN %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5848
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIBASE::OPENSTOREANDFOLDER... OPENIPMFOLDER= %X %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
**SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 5849
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY** : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR IN MAPIBASE::RESOLVEALIAS %X
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : ERROR
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 5850
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY** : ERROR IN MAPISESSION::MYOPENSESSIONOBJECT %X
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : ERROR
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 5851
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY** : error in myGetServerDN, cProps != 1
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : ERROR
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 5852
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY** : error in myGetServerDN, lpHomeMTA != NULL
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : ERROR
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5853
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR IN MAPISESSION::MYGETSERVERDN %X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5854
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR IN MAPISESSION::GETMAILBOXTABLE %S %X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5855
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIBASE::SETUP_MAILBOX_TABLE()
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5856
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO GET USER LIST FROM EXCHANGE SERVER - ACCESS DENIED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5857
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : USER MUST BE A MEMBER OF `EXCHANGE DOMAIN SERVERS' TO PERFORM BACKUP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5858
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO GET USER LIST FROM EXCHANGE SERVER %X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5859
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO POTABLE->SEEKROW (BOOKMARK_BEGINNING EXCHANGE SERVER %X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5860
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO POTABLE->SETCOLUMNS EXCHANGE SERVER %X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5861
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INIT %S = %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM  :  FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY    :  CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES     :

CODE       :  5862
GENERATED BY :  CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    :  ERROR IN MAPIWALK::MAPIWALK GetMailboxTable 1 %X %S
CATEGORY   :  SYSTEM
TYPE       :  ERROR
SEVERITY   :  2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM  :  FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY    :  CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES     :

CODE       :  5863
GENERATED BY :  CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    :  *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR IN MAPIWALK::MAPIWALK GetPublicFoldersTable 1 %X
CATEGORY   :  SYSTEM
TYPE       :  ERROR
SEVERITY   :  2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM  :  FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY    :  CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES     :

CODE       :  5864
GENERATED BY :  CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    :  MAPIWALK::MAPIWALK HAVE KEY FOR %S
CATEGORY   :  SYSTEM
TYPE       :  WARNING
SEVERITY   :  2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM  :  FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY    :  CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES     :

CODE       :  5865
GENERATED BY :  CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    :  *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR IN MAPIWALK::MAPIWALK OpenStoreAndFolder 1 %X
CATEGORY   :  SYSTEM
TYPE       :  WARNING
SEVERITY   :  2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM  :  FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY    :  CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES     :
CODE         : 5866
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : ERROR IN MAPIWALK::MAPIWALK OpenStoreAndFolder %S %X %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5867
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : ERROR IN MAPIWALK::MAPIWALK %S %X %S PATH=%S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5868
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : ERROR IN MAPIWALK::MAPIWALK %P
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5869
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : ERROR IN MAPIWALK::MAPIWALK %S %X %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5870
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : MAPIWALK::GETNEXT PRows=%D %X %S

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5871
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : MAPIWALK::GETNEXT TSTATE=%D HR=%X

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5872
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : ERROR IN MAPIWALK::TREEWALKIMPL::GETHIERARCHYTABLE %X

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5873
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : ERROR IN MAPIWALK::TREEWALKIMPL::SEEKROW %X

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5874
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : MAPIWALK::TREEWALKIMPL::PROPSToDIRELEM INVALID ARG pROWS == NULL

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5875</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** Mailbox=%s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5876</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** Big problems strName=%s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5877</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** MESSAGE=NULL</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5878</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** MESSAGE=%s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**CODE** : 5879
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:Unknown
**SUMMARY** : *** OBSOLETE *** mapiwalk::treenwalkimpl::PropToDirelem %s %d
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : WARNING
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 5880
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:Unknown
**SUMMARY** : *** OBSOLETE *** tag[%d]=%X %s
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : WARNING
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 5881
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:Unknown
**SUMMARY** : ERROR in mapiwalk::treenwalkimpl::BuildFolderPath %X
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : ERROR
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 5882
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:Unknown
**SUMMARY** : INVALID WORKORDER ID IN ACKNOWLEDGE MESSAGE
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : ERROR
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
**REMEDY** : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 5883
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:Unknown
**SUMMARY** : UNABLE TO ALLOCATE WRAPUP MESSAGE
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5884
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TRYING TO SEND ANOTHER WRAPUP FOR WORKORDER %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5885
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** --MAPI SPECIFIED, DISABLING VOLUME FREEZE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5886
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DATA MAY BE RECLAIMED BY GC SINCE BACKUP ROOTHASH WAS NOT ENTERED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5887
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : POSSIBLE WINDOWS DOMAIN CONTROLLER ISSUE: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5888
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PROCESSLOCK ERROR: COULD NOT OBTAIN CURRENT PROCESS INFORMATION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5889
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FATAL SIGNAL %d IN PID %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5890
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HANDLEFATAL: ABORTING PROGRAM WITH CODE %d, PID=%d, SIG=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5891
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HANDLEFATAL: EXITING THREAD PID=%d, SIG=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5892
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** REPLICATE SOURCE PATH="\%S\"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5893
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** STRANGE DRIVE LETTER '\%C' (0x%x) IN PATH '%S'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5894
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** NON-DIRECTORY SEPARATOR BEFORE DRIVE LETTER IN PATH '%S'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5895
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PATH '%S' BEGINNING WITH COLON.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5896
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO BACKUP INFORMATION FOUND.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5897</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5898</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5899</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5900</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedies</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td>Remedies</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td>Remedies</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td>Remedies</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** RESTRICTION: CANNOT RESTORE MORE THAN ONE DIRECTORY TO 'DUMP' FORMAT</td>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>WAITING ON PORT %D FOR A WORKORDER FROM AVAGENT</td>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT CONNECT TO AGENT TO RECEIVE WORKORDER</td>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>WORKORDER RECEIVED:%S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTES :

CODE : 5901
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO BROWSE EXCHANGE %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5902
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR BROWSING EXCHANGE%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5903
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** AGENT_GEN_SPAWNLINE::EXCHANGE_DB_ARGS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5904
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INITIALIZING NETAPP ACL BITMAP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5905
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SUMMARY : INCREMENTAL FLAGS: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5906
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CONNECTION TO SERVER LOST, ABORTING SESSION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5907
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MISSING --LABEL:1=<LABEL> FLAG. A BASE BACKUP MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR THIS INCREMENTAL.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5908
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MODIFICATION TIME FOR ENCRYPTED FILE "%s" CANNOT BE RESTORED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5909
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SIGNAL %d CAUGHT, STARTING SHUTDOWN
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5910
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPISTREAM::CREATETNEF OPENENTRY FAILED %X - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5911
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPISTREAM::CREATETNEF MAKE_STREAM FAILED %X - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5912
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPISTREAM::CREATETNEF MSG_TO_STREAM FAILED %X - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5913
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MAPISTREAM::CREATETFNEF POSTREAM->COMMIT FAILED %X - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 5914
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MAPISTREAM::MSG_TO_STREAM %S FAILED %X - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5915
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ONLY FREEING 1 ROW OF %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5916
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXECUTING %S '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5917
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACK FROM %S, EXIT CODE %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5918
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXECUTION OF %S EXITED WITH FAILURE %D
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5919</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5920</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5921</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5922</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Whom**: Field Support Personnel

**Remedy**: Contact Product Support

**Notes**: 

**CODE**

**GENERATED BY**: Client:Unknown

**SUMMARY**

**CATEGORY**

**TYPE**

**SEVERITY**

**DESCRIPTION**

**FOR WHOM**

**REMEDY**

**NOTES**
 FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL 
 REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT 
 NOTES :

 CODE : 5923 
 GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN 
 SUMMARY : PLUGIN DISABLED BY MCS %s,%s. 
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM 
 TYPE : WARNING 
 SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS 
 DESCRIPTION :

 FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL 
 REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT 
 NOTES :

 CODE : 5924 
 GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN 
 SUMMARY : UNABLE TO DETERMINE PLUGIN VERSION FOR %s PIN FILE %s 
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM 
 TYPE : ERROR 
 SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS 
 DESCRIPTION :

 FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL 
 REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT 
 NOTES :

 CODE : 5925 
 GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN 
 SUMMARY : SERVER %s IS IN READ-ONLY MODE 
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM 
 TYPE : ERROR 
 SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL 
 DESCRIPTION :

 FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL 
 REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT 
 NOTES :

 CODE : 5926 
 GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN 
 SUMMARY : WAITING FOR SERVER %s TO LEAVE READ-ONLY MODE 
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM 
 TYPE : INFORMATION 
 SEVERITY : 0:OK 
 DESCRIPTION :

 FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL 
 REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT 
 NOTES :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5927</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>XMLSTATUS_PLUGIN(%D, %D) RECV TCP TIMEOUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5928</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>REGISTRATION OF PLUGIN%s SUCCESSFUL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5929</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>NO PLUGINS REGISTERED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5930</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** COMMENCING DAILY UPDATE TO THE ADMINISTRATOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>5931</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>MISSING PLUGINID IN SERVER RESPONSE, %S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Generated By</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5932</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5933</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5934</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5935</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

NOTES :

CODE : 5936
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PLUGIN VERSION %S FOUND FOR %S PLUGIN
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5937
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PLUGIN %S DISABLED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5938
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO READ PREVIOUS DUMP TO MERGE WITH INCREMENTAL.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : S:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5939
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : END OF DUMP STREAM REACHED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5940
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SNAPPING UP DIRECTORIES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5941
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DIRECTORIES SNAPPED UP SUCCESSFULLY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5942
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : READING DIRECTORIES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5943
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STRANGE INODE FOUND - IS DIRECTORY AND SYMLINK%S--------
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5944
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** A FILE NAMED "%S" UNDER PATH "%S" HAS UNMAPPABLE CHARACTER(S) (DESIGNATED BY '%C').
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

Severities:

- 0:OK
- 2:PROCESS
- 5:PROCESS_FATAL

Description:

- For whom: Field Support Personnel
- Remedy: Contact Product Support
- Notes: 

Code: 5945

Summary: *** OBSOLETE *** The key for encrypted file "%S" is unavailable. The modification time cannot be restored and this file is not usable on this client.

Category: SYSTEM
Type: WARNING

Code: 5946

Summary: File system character encoding is %S.

Category: SYSTEM
Type: INFORMATION

Code: 5947

Summary: *** OBSOLETE *** File system character encoding %d not supported on this client.

Category: SYSTEM
Type: ERROR

Code: 5948

Summary: *** OBSOLETE *** Failure to construct encoded (%d) ustring - %s.

Category: SYSTEM
Type: ERROR

AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING
CODE : 5949
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP FILE SYSTEM CHARACTER ENCODING IS %S.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5950
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT CONNECT TO AGENT %S TO RECEIVE WORKORDER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5951
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INVALID ENCODING (%D) DETECTED - '%%s'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5952
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AN ENCODING (%D) TRANSLATION RETURNED %S.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5953
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: UNABLE TO ALLOCATE WIDE STRING OF LENGTH %d.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5954
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** SLEEPING %d secs
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5955
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: SLEEP INTERRUPT - WAKING UP.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5956
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: ATTEMPTING TO TERMINATE WORKORDER "%s"
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 5957
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: WORKORDER %s STARTED: %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5958
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BROWSING LOGS FOR WORKORDER "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5959
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BROWSE %S started: %S%S%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5960
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AGENT_LISTEN: SOCK IS CLOSED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5961
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WAKE UP MESSAGE RECEIVED (QUERY WORK FROM %S:%D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
CODE : 5962
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WAKE UP MESSAGE RECEIVED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5963
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AGENT WILL AUTOMATICALLY RE-UPDATE TO THE ADMINISTRATOR SOME TIME AFTER %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5964
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REQUESTING WORK FROM %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5965
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMENCING DAILY UPDATE TO THE ADMINISTRATOR, NEXT UPDATE AT %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5966
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BROWSING DIRECTORY "%S" %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5967
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DIRECTORY "%S" RETURNED %D FILES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5968
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TRYING TO BROWSE A FILE THAT IS TOO BIG %S:%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5969
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HOST "%S": %D CPU, %D MB, RUNNING AS "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5970
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO REGISTER %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5971
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO REGISTER, NO RESPONSE FROM ADMINISTRATOR %S:%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5972
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO REGISTER %S/%S WITH ADMINISTRATOR %S:%D '%S' (%D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5973
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WINDOWS RESTRICTION: CANNOT READ ENCRYPTED FILE WITH OTM, USING REGULAR FILE SYSTEM: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5974
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ENCRYPTEDFILE::READCHUNK FAILED pBuf=%X, pBytesReturned=%X, bufSize=%d, m_pvContext=%X, m_write_mode=%d, m_callback retval=%d: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5975
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ENCRYPTEDFILE::WRITECHUNK FAILED M_pvContext=%x, M_write_mode=%d, M_callback retval=%d: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5976
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIFILESTREAM::WRITEFILENEXT impl->POSTREAM==NULL NAME=%S %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5977
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIFILESTREAM::READFILENEXT impl->POSTREAM==NULL NAME=%S %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5978
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIFILESTREAM::~MAPIFILESTREAM() impl->POSTREAM==NULL %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5979
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** MAPIMEMSTREAM::CREATE IMPL->POSTREAM->SEEK FAILED %X - %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5980
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY      : MAPISTREAM::STREAM_TO_MSG EXTRACTPROPS FAILED %X - %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5981
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY      : MAPI_E_CORRUPT_DATA
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5982
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY      : MAPIFILESTREAM::MAPIFILESTREAMIMPL::MAKE_STREAM CREATESTREAMONHGLOBAL FAILED %X - %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 5983
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** WORKORDER %S DONE WITH STATUS '%S', %S.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5984
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NULL RESPONSE FROM CONTROLPORT EXIT REQUEST FOR '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5985
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ATTEMPTING TO %s WORKORDER '%s' PROCID %d RET %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5986
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO OPEN HASH CACHE IN DIRECTORY '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5987
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FILE SYSTEM CHARACTER ENCODING %d NOT SUPPORTED ON THIS CLIENT.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
Code : 5988
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESTRICTION: CANNOT RESTORE MORE THAN ONE DIRECTORY OR FILE IN THIS MODE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

Code : 5989
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID NDMP BROWSING XML LINE '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

Code : 5990
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID EXCHANGE BROWSING XML LINE '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

Code : 5991
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR FOUND IN BACKUP NUMBER %d, SKIPPING TO NEXT BACKUP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

Code : 5992
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR FOUND IN BACKUP NUMBER %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5993
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %s%s: Connected to %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5994
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ACQUIRED DISPATCHER TABLE, RECONNECTING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5995
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Log files in \"%s\" will be checked every %d seconds.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 5996
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : <5996>Sleeping %d seconds
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
### CODE 5997
- **FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
- **REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
- **NOTES:**

- **CODE:** 5997
- **GENERATED BY:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN
- **SUMMARY:** MAPISESSION::INIT
- **CATEGORY:** SYSTEM
- **TYPE:** INFORMATION
- **SEVERITY:** 0:OK
- **DESCRIPTION:**
- **FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
- **REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
- **NOTES:**

### CODE 5998
- **FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
- **REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
- **NOTES:**

- **CODE:** 5998
- **GENERATED BY:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN
- **SUMMARY:** FAILURE TO INITIALIZE MAPI WITH --MAPI FLAGS
- **CATEGORY:** SYSTEM
- **TYPE:** ERROR
- **SEVERITY:** 5:PROCESS_FATAL
- **DESCRIPTION:**
- **FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
- **REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
- **NOTES:**

### CODE 5999
- **FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
- **REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
- **NOTES:**

- **CODE:** 5999
- **GENERATED BY:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN
- **SUMMARY:** *** OBSOLETE *** LOGGING INTO MAILBOX = %S FOLDER = %S
- **CATEGORY:** SYSTEM
- **TYPE:** INFORMATION
- **SEVERITY:** 0:OK
- **DESCRIPTION:**
- **FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
- **REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
- **NOTES:**

### CODE 6000
- **FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
- **REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
- **NOTES:**

- **CODE:** 6000
- **GENERATED BY:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN
- **SUMMARY:** MAPIBASE::OPENSTOREANDFOLDER... HRMAILBOXLOGON=%S %S
- **CATEGORY:** SYSTEM
- **TYPE:** INFORMATION
- **SEVERITY:** 0:OK
- **DESCRIPTION:**
- **FOR WHOM:** FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
- **REMEDY:** CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
- **NOTES:**
CODE : 6001
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** MAPIFILESTREAM::MAPIFILESTREAM() IMPL->POSTREAM==NULL %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6002
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MSG SAME %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6003
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MSG %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6004
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FOLDER %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6005
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPISTREAM::CREATETNEF POSTREAM->SEEK FAILED %X - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
SEQUNENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6006
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPISTREAM::FIND_ITEM FOLDER NOT FOUND
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6007
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPISTREAM::FIND_ITEM FIND_ITEM_BY_KEY FAILED MAPI_E_NOT_FOUND - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6008
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPISTREAM::FIND_ITEM FIND_ITEM_BY_KEY FAILED %X - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6009
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPI MESSAGE FOUND (%D) - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
SUCCESS

CODE : 6010
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPISTREAM::STREAM_TO_MSG %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6011
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIWALK::MAPIWALK PATH=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6012
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR IN MAPIWALK::MAPIWALK OPENSTOREANDFOLDER %S FOLDER not FOUND %X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6013
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAILBOX=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6014
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIWALK::TREENWALKIMPL::PROPSTODIRELEM EMBEDDED \ in strName=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6015
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIWALK::TREENWALKIMPL::PROPSTODIRELEM FOLDER=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6016
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** USING PR_DISPLAY_NAME
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6017
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** USING PR_SUBJECT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6018
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : USING PR_MESSAGE_CLASS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
9619

6020

6021

6022
Notes :

Code : 6023
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : CURRENT USER (%s) COULD NOT ENABLE SE_BACKUP_NAME PRIVILEGE. SOME FILE CONTENTS CANNOT BE BACKED UP
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 6024
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : COULD NOT RESTORE ALL ACCESS PRIVILEGES ON "%s"
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 6025
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : COULD NOT RESTORE ALL ACCESS PRIVILEGES ON FILE "%s"
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 6026
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** USTRING::SPRINTFVA CALL BUFFER OVERFLOW...TRUNCATING
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 6027
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: CURRENT USER (%S) COULD NOT ENABLE SE_RESTORE_NAME PRIVILEGE. SOME FILES MAY FAIL TO RESTORE PROPERLY.

CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 6028
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: FAILED TO RUN '%S' %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 6029
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** EXITING LOG FILE MAINTENANCE THREAD.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 6030
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: CANNOT EXECUTE %S SCRIPT: NAME CANNOT INCLUDE A DIRECTORY PATH ("%S")
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 6031
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: BEGIN STDOUT FROM %S:
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 6032  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : END OF STDOUT  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 6033  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : BEGIN STDERR FROM %S:  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 6034  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : END OF STDERR  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  

CODE : 6035  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : RECEIVED '%S' CREATING FREEZEVL ERROR EVENT  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
NOTES :  
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Code : 6036
Generated By : Client:Unknown
Summary : OTM reported an error '%s'
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : Field Support Personnel
Remedy : Contact Product Support
Notes :

Code : 6037
Generated By : Client:Unknown
Summary : Open File Agent attempt to retrieve error code returned '%s'
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : Field Support Personnel
Remedy : Contact Product Support
Notes :

Code : 6038
Generated By : Client:Unknown
Summary : OTM is reporting an error '%s', shutting down
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : Field Support Personnel
Remedy : Contact Product Support
Notes :

Code : 6039
Generated By : Client:Unknown
Summary : Cannot enable ndmcontrol mode, fd3 not passed
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : Field Support Personnel
Remedy : Contact Product Support
Notes :

Code : 6040
Generated By : Client:Unknown
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** Maximum buffer size exceeded in ustring::sprintfva()
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6041
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO INODE FOR FILE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6042
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT ENABLE NDMPCONTROL MODE, FD3 COULD NOT BE OPENED (errno=%d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6043
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CHECKSUM MISMATCH: CORRUPTED CACHE FILE %S BEING CLEARED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6044
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CACHE FILE FOR "%S" IS LOCKED, PROBABLY DUE TO ANOTHER REPLICATION -- ABORTING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6045
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** IGNORING FORCED UPDATE, NO ADMINISTRATOR
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6046
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COMMENCING FORCED UPDATE TO THE ADMINISTRATOR
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6047
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FORCED UPDATE %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6048
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BROWSE '%s' OF PID %s STARTED: %s%s%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 6049
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AGENT REINITIALIZING PLUGINCONTROL FOR PORT %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6050
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PLUGIN MESSAGES DEQUEUE TIMED OUT AFTER SUCCESSFUL PEEK
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6051
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO PROPERLY RE-REGISTER AGENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6052
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXITING UPDATE THREAD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6053
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR TRYING TO UPDATE MCS WITH NEW IP ADDRESS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>6054</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>DUPLICATEHANDLE FOR INHERITANCE FAILED WITH '%S'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>6055</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>WAITFORINPUTIDLE FAILED WITH '%S' - THIS FUNCTION IS KNOWN TO BE SCREWY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>6056</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>CANNOT RECONNECT TO SERVER &quot;%S&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>6057</td>
<td></td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>COMMUNICATION ERROR: COULD NOT SEND REQUESTCONNECTION TO SERVER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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528
CODE : 6058
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMUNICATION ERROR: REQUESTCONNECTION ERROR RESPONSE FROM SERVER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6059
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMUNICATION ERROR: COULD NOT SEND OPENCONNECTION TO SERVER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6060
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMUNICATION ERROR: OPENCONNECTION ERROR RESPONSE FROM SERVER %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6061
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMUNICATION ERROR: COULD NOT SEND REBUILDCONNECTION TO SERVER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6062
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CODE : 6063
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMUNICATION ERROR: COULD NOT CREATE CONNECTION TO SERVER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6064
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMUNICATION ERROR: UNABLE TO REBUILD CTL CONNECTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6065
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMUNICATION ERROR: UNABLE TO REBUILD CONNECTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6066
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVED '%S' CREATING FREEZEVOL ABORT EVENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEQENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6067
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OPEN FILE AGENT: Unknown input volume path structure '%s'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6068
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR '%s' getting OTM volume stats from volume '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6069
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OPEN FILE AGENT ERROR '%s' occurred freeing volume '%s'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6070
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MICROSOFT VSS IS NOT AVAILABLE ON THIS SYSTEM; CHECKING FOR OTM TO FREEZE VOLUMES.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
CODE : 6071
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : VSS: VSSAPI DLL VERSION QUERY FAILED WITH %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6072
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS EXCEPTION CODE 0x%x THROWN
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6073
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : VOLUME MAP ALREADY EXISTS IN FREEZEVOL CONSTRUCTOR!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6074
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : VSS SNAPSHOT SET CREATION SUCCESSFUL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6075
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>*** OBSOLETE *** VSS SNAPSHOT CREATION FAILED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>6076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>VSS WAITING ONE MINUTE FOR SNAPSHOT RESOURCES TO BECOME AVAILABLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>6077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>FREEZE VOLUMES ATTEMPTING FAILOVER...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>6078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>FREEZEVOL::ENTER_ASSOC UNABLE TO ALLOCATE VOLUME MAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>6079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>STRIPPING ENTRY ID AND NAME FOLDER=%s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>6079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 6080
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: MAPISTREAM::MAKE_STREAM ALLOCATING %D BYTES FOR STREAM
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 6081
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** SYSTEM STATE BACKUP SUPPORTED ONLY ON WINDOWS-NT4 AND LATER
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 6082
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: BACKUP SYSTEM STATE OPTION ONLY APPLIES TO WINDOWS, IGNORED.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 6083
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: BACKED-UP %S IN %3.2F MINUTES: %S/HOUR (%S FILES/HOUR)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:
CODE : 6084
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TRAVERSING EXCLUDED DIRECTORY \"%s\"(%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6085
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXCLUDING \"%s\" (%s) FROM RESTORE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6086
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ----#####---- SIZE:%D PLUGINFLAG:%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6087
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO EXECUTABLE SPECIFIED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDI : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6088
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** TRANSLATE_PATH INTERNAL ERROR: ERROR %D OCCURRED GETTING FULL PATH FOR ('%S')
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6089
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** TRANSLATE_PATH INTERNAL ERROR: TRANSLATE_PATH('%s') COULDN'T FIND SUITABLE ':'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6090
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTORED %s IN %3.2F MINUTES: %s/HOUR (%s FILES/HOUR)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6091
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: INSTANCE ALREADY AlLOCATED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6092
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: VSSAPI DLL NOT LOADED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
**NOTES**:  

**CODE**: 6093  
**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: CoInitializeEx failed with %s  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: ERROR  
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION**:  

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
**NOTES**:  

**CODE**: 6094  
**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: CoInitializeSecurity failure with %s  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: ERROR  
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION**:  

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
**NOTES**:  

**CODE**: 6095  
**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: VSSAPI Get Proc Address failed with %s  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: ERROR  
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION**:  

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
**NOTES**:  

**CODE**: 6096  
**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: CreateVssBackupComponents failed with %s  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: ERROR  
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION**:  

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL  
**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT  
**NOTES**: 
CODE : 6097
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: INITIALIZEForBackup failed with %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6098
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: SetBackState failed with %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6099
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: INSTANCE ALLOCATION FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6100
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: %s failed with '%$s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6101
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: %s Wait failed with '%$s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 6102
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: %s QueryStatus failed with '%s'
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 6103
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: %s QueryStatus returned '%s'
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 6104
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** ExpandEnvironmentStringsW failed with '%s'
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes :

Code : 6105
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** GetVolumePathName failed '%s'
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Contact Product Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Remedy:** Contact Product Support

**Notes:**

**Code:** 6106

**Generated By:** Client: Unknown

**Summary:** *** OBSOLETE *** GetVolumePathName not defined

**Category:** SYSTEM

**Type:** ERROR

**Severity:** 2: PROCESS

**Description:**

**For Whom:** Field Support Personnel

**Remedy:** Contact Product Support

**Notes:**

**Code:** 6107

**Generated By:** Client: Unknown

**Summary:** *** OBSOLETE *** Cannot find anymore a backslash in path %s.

**Category:** SYSTEM

**Type:** ERROR

**Severity:** 2: PROCESS

**Description:**

**For Whom:** Field Support Personnel

**Remedy:** Contact Product Support

**Notes:**

**Code:** 6108

**Generated By:** Client: Unknown

**Summary:** *** OBSOLETE *** Unexpected error: cannot add volume %s to the snapshot set.

**Category:** SYSTEM

**Type:** ERROR

**Severity:** 2: PROCESS

**Description:**

**For Whom:** Field Support Personnel

**Remedy:** Contact Product Support

**Notes:**

**Code:** 6109

**Generated By:** Client: Unknown

**Summary:** *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: GetWriterMetadata failed with '%s'

**Category:** SYSTEM

**Type:** ERROR

**Severity:** 2: PROCESS

**Description:**

**For Whom:** Field Support Personnel

**Remedy:** Contact Product Support

**Notes:**

**Code:** 6110
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: GetIdentity failed with '%s'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 6111
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: GetFileCounts failed with '%s'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 6112
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: FreeWriterMetadata failed with '%s'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 6113
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: GetWriterStatusCount failed with '%s'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 6114
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: GetWriterStatus failed with '%s'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>6115</th>
<th>GENERATED BY:</th>
<th>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</th>
<th>SUMMARY:</th>
<th>*** OBSOLETE *** VSS: StartSnapshotSet failed with '%s'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>TYPE:</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>SEVERITY:</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM:</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>REMEDY:</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>6116</th>
<th>GENERATED BY:</th>
<th>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</th>
<th>SUMMARY:</th>
<th>*** OBSOLETE *** VSS: Already have some snapshot IDs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>TYPE:</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>SEVERITY:</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM:</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>REMEDY:</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>6117</th>
<th>GENERATED BY:</th>
<th>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</th>
<th>SUMMARY:</th>
<th>*** OBSOLETE *** VSS: IsVolumeSupported '%s' failed with '%s'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>TYPE:</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>SEVERITY:</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM:</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>REMEDY:</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>6118</th>
<th>GENERATED BY:</th>
<th>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</th>
<th>SUMMARY:</th>
<th>*** OBSOLETE *** VSS: Volume %s is not supported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>TYPE:</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>SEVERITY:</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM:</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>REMEDY:</td>
<td>CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTES: 

CODE: 6119
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: AddToSnapshotSet '%s' failed with '%s'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 6120
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: GetSnapshotProperties failed with '%s'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 6121
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: GetWriterComponentsCount failed with '%s'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 6122
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: GetWriterComponents failed with '%s'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 6123
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: GetComponentCount failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6124
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: GetWriteInfo failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6125
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: GetComponent failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6126
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: GetLogicalPath failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6127
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: GetComponentType failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT NOTES :

CODE : 6128 GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: GetComponentName failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM TYPE : ERROR SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT NOTES :

CODE : 6129 GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: SetBackupSucceeded failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM TYPE : ERROR SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT NOTES :

CODE : 6130 GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: DeleteSnapshots failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM TYPE : ERROR SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT NOTES :

CODE : 6131 GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** VSS: Attempt to delete snapshot (%d) may not have deleted all snapshots (%d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM TYPE : ERROR SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT NOTES :
CODE : 6149
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : <6149>ERROR SUMMARY: %D ERROR%S: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6160
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : IGNORING '%S' COMMAND, NO ADMINISTRATOR
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6161
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMENCING %S TO THE ADMINISTRATOR
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 6162
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND '%S' TO ADMINISTRATOR %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6163
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REGISTRATION ERROR: MCS RETURNED ERROR CODE %D, '%S'
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom   :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy     :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes      :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CODE**: 6164

**GENERATED BY**: Client:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: REGISTRATION ERROR: CLIENT ID(CID) MISSING FROM RESPONSE. (%S)

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

---

**CODE**: 6165

**GENERATED BY**: Client:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: REGISTRATION ERROR: BAD STATUS CODE %S FOR MESSAGE (%S)

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

---

**CODE**: 6166

**GENERATED BY**: Client:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: REGISTRATION ERROR: ERROR NUM:%D

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

---

**CODE**: 6167

**GENERATED BY**: Client:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: WINDOWS FILE PROTECTION ONLY AVAILABLE ON Windows

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

---
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 6168  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : RESTORED FILES WILL BE LIMITED TO %0.PMB DUE TO AIX FILESIZE LIMIT (SEE 'MAN ULIMIT')  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 6169  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : COULD NOT FIND NTQUERYOBJECT ENTRY POINT IN NTDLL.DLL  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 6170  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : COULD NOT FIND RTLUNICODESTRING ENTRY POINT IN NTDLL.DLL  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 6171  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR OPENING PATH '%S' - '%S'  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  
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CODE : 6172
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BUILDING FREEZE VOLUME LIST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6173
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : VOLUME '%S' HAS BEEN EXCLUDED FROM THE FREEZE VOLUME LIST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6174
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR CONFIGURING MESSAGE SERVICE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6175
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR GETTING IPROFADMIN INTERFACE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6176
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR CREATING PROFILE() FAILED %X - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6177
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PROFILE ALREADY EXISTS, DELETING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6178
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR DELETING PROFILE() FAILED %X - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6179
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR GETTING IMsgServiceAdmin interface failed %X - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6180
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR CREATING EXCHANGE MESSAGE SERVICE. %X - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :

AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6181
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR GETTING MESSAGE SERVICE TABLE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6182
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : hRes = 0x%X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6183
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ILLEGAL NAMED PIPE DIRECTION SPECIFIED IN NAMEDPIPE '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6184
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO CREATE NAMED PIPE '%s' BECAUSE OF '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6185
Illegal direction specified in named pipe '%s' creation

CloseHandle failed with '%s'

Unable to connect named pipe '%s' because of '%s'

Unable to open named pipe '%s' because of '%s'

FlushFileBuffers failed with '%s'
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SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6190
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DisconnectNamedPipe failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6191
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Could not open system state file "%s"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6192
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Could not open system state "%s"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6193
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Error occurred processing "%s"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
CODE : 6194
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR OCCURRED AT END OF "\%s\"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6195
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** --REPAIRCACHE SPECIFIED, DISABLING VOLUME FREEZE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6196
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Windows System State backup successful
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6197
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Windows System State backup failed (code %d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6198
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Not restoring (Windows File Protection): %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6199
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Excluding "%s" from listing.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6200
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Non-empty alternate location '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6201
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** get_component_info %s %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6202
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** get_component_info: comparing %s %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6203
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : <6203>PROCESSING SYSTEM STATE FILE \"%S\"
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6204
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : <6204>PROCESSED SYSTEM STATE: %D DATASETS, %D FILE HEADERS.
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6205
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : <6205>%D ENTRIES ADDED TO FILE CACHE
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6206
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : <6206>%D ENTRIES ADDED TO ISPRESENT CACHE
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :
CODE : 6207
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : <6207> MISMATCHING CIDS %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6208
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : <6208> TIMEOUT WHILE BROWSING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6209
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID BROWSE REQUEST (MISMATCHED CIDS) (%d)%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6210
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO REGISTER '%s' WITH MCS AT %s:%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6211
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESET MESSAGE RECEIVED, TERMINATING PLUGINS
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : INFORMATION
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM   : 
REMEDY     : 
NOTES      : 

CODE       : 6212
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : KILL MESSAGE RECEIVED

CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : INFORMATION
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM   : 
REMEDY     : 
NOTES      : 

CODE       : 6213
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : MAPI SESSION WAS NOT INITIALIZED!

CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : ERROR
SEVERITY   : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM   : 
REMEDY     : 
NOTES      : 

CODE       : 6214
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : INCOMPATIBLE SERVER: REQUESTCONNECTION DID NOT RETURN ENCRYPTED PORT (%S).

CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : ERROR
SEVERITY   : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM   : 
REMEDY     : 
NOTES      : 

CODE       : 6215
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : INTERNAL: EXTREMELY HIGH FILE DESCRIPTOR: %d (%S)

CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : WARNING
SEVERITY   : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
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FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6216
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: OPEN FILE AGENT DETECTED (DLL v%x, driver v%x)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6217
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: ++MAPISESSION::~MAPISESSION()
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6218
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: MAPISESSION::~MAPISESSION() poSession->Release();
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6219
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: MAPISESSION::~MAPISESSION() last_poFolder->Release();
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6225</td>
<td>CAN'T OPEN TARGET %s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6226</td>
<td>REPLACING EXISTING SYMBOLIC LINK &quot;%s&quot; WITH FILE. USE --DEREFERENCE TO INDIRECT THROUGH SYMBOLIC LINKS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6227</td>
<td>COULD NOT DELETE EXISTING SYMBOLIC LINK &quot;%s&quot; (%s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6228</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** VSS: ASSUMING VOLUME %s IS NOT SUPPORTED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6229
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MISMATCHING CIDS - '%s' VS. '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6230
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %s RETURNED %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6231
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %s COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6232
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OPERATION COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6233
SUMMARY      : OPERATION TERMINATED WITH ERROR %X, %s
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6234
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : YOU MUST SELECT STORAGE GROUPS INDIVIDUALLY.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6235
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : AVEXCHANGE %s - %s
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6236
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : VERSION: %s
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6237
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : BUILD DATE: %s %s
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
Sequence Event Code Listing

- Code: 6238
  - Generated By: Client: Unknown
  - Summary: Command Line Options to be Used
  - Category: System
  - Type: Information
  - Severity: 0: OK
  - Description:
  - For Whom:
  - Remedy:
  - Notes:

- Code: 6239
  - Generated By: Client: Unknown
  - Summary: %s
  - Category: System
  - Type: Information
  - Severity: 0: OK
  - Description:
  - For Whom:
  - Remedy:
  - Notes:

- Code: 6240
  - Generated By: Client: Unknown
  - Summary: Error loading Exchange Backup DLL %X
  - Category: System
  - Type: Information
  - Severity: 0: OK
  - Description:
  - For Whom:
  - Remedy:
  - Notes:

- Code: 6241
  - Generated By: Client: Unknown
  - Summary: For Exchange 5.5 check for C:\WINNT\System32\EDBBCLI.DLL
  - Category: System
  - Type: Information
  - Severity: 0: OK
  - Description:
  - For Whom:
  - Remedy:
  - Notes:
CODE : 6242
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FOR EXCHANGE 2000/2003 CHECK FOR EXCHANGE INSTALL\BIN\ESEBCLI2.DLL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6243
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO BACKUP TYPE SPECIFIED, TO PERFORM A BACKUP PLEASE SPECIFY A BACKUP TYPE (/T:)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6244
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SNAPPING UP BOTH INFORMATIONSTORE AND DIRECTORY NOT ALLOWED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6245
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SNAPPING UP INFORMATIONSTORE, DO DIRECTORY SEPARATELY.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6246
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : A STORAGE GROUP/INSTANCE MUST BE SPECIFIED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6247
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVEXCHANGE CLIENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6248
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** EcDoHbESEBackupPrepare error %d.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6249
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PREFLIGHT = %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6250
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DATABASE #%d of %d %s.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
**Sequential Event Code Listing**

**Code**: 6251  
**Generated By**: Client: Unknown  
**Summary**: %s: IS NOT MOUNTED, IT WILL NOT BE BACKED UP.  
**Category**: SYSTEM  
**Type**: INFORMATION  
**Severity**: 0: OK

**Code**: 6252  
**Generated By**: Client: Unknown  
**Summary**: FILE_COUNT = %d  
**Category**: SYSTEM  
**Type**: INFORMATION  
**Severity**: 0: OK

**Code**: 6253  
**Generated By**: Client: Unknown  
**Summary**: ERROR: COULD NOT FIND STORAGE GROUP %s.  
**Category**: SYSTEM  
**Type**: INFORMATION  
**Severity**: 0: OK

**Code**: 6254  
**Generated By**: Client: Unknown  
**Summary**: LOG %d = %s  
**Category**: SYSTEM  
**Type**: INFORMATION  
**Severity**: 0: OK
CODE : 6255
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NUMBER OF LOGS = %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6256
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %s:
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6257
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ECDOBACKUPFILE %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6258
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FILE SIZE = %12I64d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6259
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GUID = %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6260
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR WRITING BF

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6261
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR WRITING BF 2

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6262
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR WRITING BF 3

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6263
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR WRITING BF 4

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom : 
Remedy : 
Notes : 

CODE : 6264
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR writing BF 5
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE : 6265
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR writing BF 6
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE : 6266
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : File Size (read) = %12I64d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE : 6267
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Redirecting Stdin failed
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :
CODE : 6268
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DUPLICATEHANDLE FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6269
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REDIRECTING STDOUT FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6270
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CREATEPROCESS(%S,%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6271
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RE-REDIRECTING STDIN FAILED %X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6272
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RE-REDIRECTING STDOUT FAILED %X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>ERROR</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>2:PROCESS</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>6273</td>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>Summary: Not started.</td>
<td>CATEGORY: SYSTEM</td>
<td>TYPE: ERROR</td>
<td>SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>6274</td>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>Summary: BACKUP_STREAM::WRITEFILE( Total %12I64d ) %8d/sec</td>
<td>CATEGORY: SYSTEM</td>
<td>TYPE: INFORMATION</td>
<td>SEVERITY: 0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>6275</td>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>Summary: WAIT_ABANDONED</td>
<td>CATEGORY: SYSTEM</td>
<td>TYPE: ERROR</td>
<td>SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>6276</td>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>Summary: WRITEFILE WAIT_TIMEOUT</td>
<td>CATEGORY: SYSTEM</td>
<td>TYPE: ERROR</td>
<td>SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 6277
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WAITFORSINGLEOBJECT %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6278
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP_STREAM::READFILE( TOTAL %12I64d ) %8d/sec
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6279
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP_STREAM::TERMINATE()
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6280
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP_STREAM::TERMINATE() CLOSING FILE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6281
Summary : backup_stream::terminate() terminating AVTAR
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6282

Summary : backup_stream::terminate() AVTAR not running
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6283

Summary : GetExitCodeProcess( %p, %d ) = %d
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6284

Summary : waited too long for AVTAR to finish terminating ....
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6285

Summary : waiting for AVTAR to finish, sleeping 5 seconds....
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
CODE : 6286
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP_STREAM:~BACKUP_STREAM( TOTAL %12I64d ) %8d/sec
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6287
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ELASPED TIME = %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6288
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %s=%s(0x%xh)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6289
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULDN'T LOAD LIBRARY EDBBCLI.DLL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 
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NOTES :

CODE : 6290
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : g_crReadHintSize=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6291
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : pvBuffer (%d)=%X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6292
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO QUERY PERFORMANCE COUNTER: %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6293
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OPEN FAILED:%s %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6294
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKING UP %S size = %I64D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6295
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : READ FAILED:%S %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6296
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** READ %I64D BYTES FROM THE FILE, %3.3FS %F KB/SECOND.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6297
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OPERATION FAILED %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6298
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ABOUT TO CALL HRBACKUPCLOSE(%X)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6299
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Close failed:%s %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL

DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6300
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : free(%X)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK

DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6301
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : return %X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK

DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6302
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : File size mismatch read %I64d != Filesize %I64d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL

DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE        : 6303
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : HRBackupPrepare( %s,%s,%d,%X )-%X %s
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
SEVERITY    : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE        : 6304
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : HRBackupGetDatabaseNames returned %d ATTACHMENTS
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : INFORMATION
SEVERITY    : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE        : 6305
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : Error in HRBackupGetBackupLogs %X
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
SEVERITY    : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE        : 6306
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : Total number of logs = %d
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : INFORMATION
SEVERITY    : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE        : 6307
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : All logs and files backed up.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6308
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO TRUNCATE LOG: %D (%X).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6309
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO READ LOG HEADERS FROM Backup file %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6310
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO READ ALL OF LOG HEADER FROM Backup file
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6311
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO READ BACKUP HEADERS FROM Backup file: %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
CODE : 6312
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP SIGNATURE DOES NOT MATCH, BACKUP IS PROBABLY CORRUPT %X %X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6313
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO READ LOG HEADERS FROM BACKUP FILE: %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6314
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FILE SIGNATURE DOES NOT MATCH, BACKUP IS PROBABLY CORRUPT %X %X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6315
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LOG SIGNATURE DOES NOT MATCH, BACKUP IS PROBABLY CORRUPT %X %X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6316</td>
<td>PRINT_MAP++ %s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6317</td>
<td>INDEX=%d</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6318</td>
<td>OLD=%s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6319</td>
<td>NEW=%s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6320</td>
<td>PRINT_MAP--</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>6321</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>UNABLE TO READ FILE NAME FROM BACKUP FILE: %D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>6322</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>RESTOREFILE, FILE NAME = %s SIZE = %I64d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>6323</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>COULD NOT FIND LOG DIRECTORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>6324</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>DON'T SUPPORT INEXACT MATCH IN DATABASE DIRECTORY YET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6325
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : szFileName = %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6326
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : szNewFileName = %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6327
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO OPEN %s. MAKE SURE THE STORE SERVICE HAS BEEN STOPPED BEFORE RESTORING.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6328
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO OPEN FILE %s FOR RESTORE: %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6329
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CREATED FILE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6330
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO ALLOCATE BUFFER FOR FILE RESTORE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6331
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO READ FROM RESTORE FILE: %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6332
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO WRITE TO RESTORED FILE: %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6333
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO WRITE ALL BYTES TO RESTORED FILE: %D, WROTE %D SHOULD HAVE %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6334
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : delete_with_wildcards( %s )
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6335
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DELETE %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6336
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : szRestoreAnnotation = %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6337
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Server=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
CODE : 6338
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO CONNECT TO RESTORE PROVIDER ON SERVER %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6339
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TOTAL FILE = %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6340
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DATABASE NAME = %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6341
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NOW PERFORMING COMPONENT SPECIFIC RESTORATION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6342
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO QUERY DATABASE LOCATIONS ON %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 6343
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : szCheckpointDir = %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 6344
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : szLogPath = %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 6345
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : szBackupLogPath = %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 6346
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR ALLOCATING MEMORY FOR RESTORE MAP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6347</td>
<td>UNABLE TO RESTORE FILE.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6348</td>
<td>LOG FILES = %d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6349</td>
<td>LOG FILES REMAINING %d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6350</td>
<td>GENLOW = %x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : ERROR
SEVERITY   : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM   :
REMEDY     :
NOTES      :

CODE       : 6356
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : RESTORE COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : INFORMATION
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM   :
REMEDY     :
NOTES      :

CODE       : 6357
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : UNABLE TO READ HEADERS FROM BACKUP FILE %D
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : ERROR
SEVERITY   : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM   :
REMEDY     :
NOTES      :

CODE       : 6358
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : UNABLE TO READ ALL OF HEADER FROM BACKUP FILE ASK=%D READ=%D
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : ERROR
SEVERITY   : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM   :
REMEDY     :
NOTES      :

CODE       : 6359
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : *** OBSOLETE *** RESTORE_FILE %S
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : INFORMATION
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6360
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FILESIZE %12I64d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6361
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SKIP_FILE = TRUE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6362
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SKIP_FILE = FALSE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6363
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HrESERestoreOpenFile returned hrRestoreAtFileLevel
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
Code : 6364
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : H\RESTOREOPENFILE FAILED %d
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6365
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** SHORT READ OF %d BYTES REMAINING %12I64d
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6366
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : READS = %d
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6367
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : TOTAL BYTES READ = %12I64d
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6368
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : TOTAL BYTES WRITTEN = %12I64d
Category : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6369</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>YOU MUST SET THE RESTORE LOG PATH WITH -T {E.g. -T:&quot;C:\TMP&quot;}</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6370</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>BACKUP SIGNATURE DOES NOT MATCH, BACKUP IS PROBABLY CORRUPT %X %X %C %C %C %C</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6371</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>BAD BACKUP VERSION IS %D, SHOULD BE %D</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6372</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>BACKUP FILES = %D</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDIY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 6373  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : COULD NOT READ DATABASE NAME  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDIY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 6374  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : START SERVICE %S  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDIY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 6375  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : USING RECOVERY STORAGE GROUP  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDIY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 6376  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : SERVER =%S  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDIY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 6377
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Annotatio=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom :
Remedy :
NOTES :

CODE : 6378
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Instance=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom :
Remedy :
NOTES :

CODE : 6379
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LogPath=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom :
Remedy :
NOTES :

CODE : 6380
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : File number=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom :
Remedy :
NOTES :

CODE : 6381
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Backup file signature does not match, backup is probably corrupt %x %x %c %c %c %c
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
CODE  : 6382
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : File    = %s
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE     : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE  : 6383
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : File size  = %12I64d
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE     : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE  : 6384
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : *** OBSOLETE *** FOUND A PUB DATABASE, SKIPPING...%s
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE     : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE  : 6385
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : USING HrESERestoreAddDatabaseNS
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE     : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY : 
NOTEs : 
NOTES :

CODE : 6386
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DATABASE FILE=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6387
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GUID=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6388
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DIDN'T ADD DATABASE FILE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6389
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **********************************
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6390
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : LOG NUMBER=%D
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6391
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : FILE = %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6392
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : HrESERestoreSaveEnvironment
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6393
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** HrESERestoreComplete( %s, %s, %s, %d )
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6394
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : HrESERestoreClose(RESTORE_CLOSE_ABORT)
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>6395</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>6396</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>6397</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>6398</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION :</td>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM :</td>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY :</td>
<td></td>
<td>NOTES :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY :</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>SUMMARY :</td>
<td>HRESERESTORECLOSE(RESTORE_CLOSE_NORMAL)</td>
<td>CATEGORY :</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>TYPE :</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY :</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>DESCRIPTION :</td>
<td></td>
<td>FOR WHOM :</td>
<td></td>
<td>REMEDY :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY :</td>
<td>STATUS = %s</td>
<td>CATEGORY :</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>TYPE :</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>SEVERITY :</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY :</td>
<td>STOPPING %s</td>
<td>CATEGORY :</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>TYPE :</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>SEVERITY :</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY :</td>
<td>BYTES_NEEDED = %d</td>
<td>CATEGORY :</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>TYPE :</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>SEVERITY :</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 6399
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BYTES_PASSED = %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDI :
NOTES :

CODE : 6400
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DEPENDANT SERVICE#%D %S DISPLAY NAME=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDI :
NOTES :

CODE : 6401
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WAITING...
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDI :
NOTES :

CODE : 6402
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TIMED OUT WAITING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDI :
NOTES :

CODE : 6403
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STARTING %S
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CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6404
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : IGNORING CONFIG FILES

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6406
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Timed-out (%d secs) waiting on PING response from server

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6407
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Error querying table for new message service.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6408
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : deleteprofile %s

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6409</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>MAPISESSION::MAPIinitialize() failed %X - %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6410</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>++MAPISESSION::reinit()</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6411</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>--3MAPISESSION::~MAPISESSION()</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6412</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>--2MAPISESSION::~MAPISESSION()</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 6413
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : --1MAPISESSION::~MAPISESSION()
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6414
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIBASE:OPENSTOREANDFOLDER CALLING REINIT, RESETTING open_folder_cnt=%d, login_cnt=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6415
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LOGGING INTO cnt=%d mailbox=%s folder=%s last=%s poStore=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6416
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIBASE:OPENSTOREANDFOLDER... HRMailboxLogoff=%s %X %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6417
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : myHRMAPIOpenFolderEx = %s %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
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TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6418
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SKIPPING %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6419
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GETCONTENTSTABLE() FAILED %X - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6420
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REINIT(); INT OPEN_FOLDER_CNT = %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6421
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GETHIERARCHYTABLE() FAILED %X - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6422
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Error GetMailboxTable() failed %X - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6423
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Error GetPublicFolderTable() failed %X - %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6424
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TAG[%D]=%X %S=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6425
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : System State backup supported only on Windows-2000 and later
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6426
GENERATED BY : Client:Unknown
SUMMARY : Done loading cache files
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6427
GENERATED BY : Client:Unknown
SUMMARY : File system character encoding is %d - NT 4 allowance.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6428
GENERATED BY : Client:Unknown
SUMMARY : Retrieved incorrect data from source: redo:%d kind:%s size:%d computed %s, requested %s, msg.hash %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6429
GENERATED BY : Client:Unknown
SUMMARY : Retrieved incorrect data from server: redo:%d kind:%s size:%d computed %s, requested %s, msg.hash %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6430
GENERATED BY : Client:Unknown
SUMMARY : Only one file restored to Standard Output
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY    : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

Code          : 6431
Generated By  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary       : ERRORS OCCURRED, SESSION FAILED
Category      : SYSTEM
Type          : ERROR
Severity      : 2:PROCESS
Description   :
For Whom      :
Remedy        :
Notes         :

Code          : 6432
Generated By  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary       : EXCEPTION THROWN hrStatus=\%X
Category      : SYSTEM
Type          : ERROR
Severity      : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
Description   :
For Whom      :
Remedy        :
Notes         :

Code          : 6433
Generated By  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary       : EXCEPTION THROWN error=\%X
Category      : SYSTEM
Type          : ERROR
Severity      : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
Description   :
For Whom      :
Remedy        :
Notes         :

Code          : 6434
Generated By  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary       : RESTORE FILE RETURNING \%X
Category      : SYSTEM
Type          : ERROR
Severity      : 2:PROCESS
Description   :
For Whom      :
Remedy        :
Notes         :
NOTES :

CODE       : 6435
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : NOT STARTING SERVICE %S BECAUSE OF ERROR DURING RESTORE
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
SEVERITY    : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :

CODE       : 6436
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : --ERASE_EXISTING IS NOT IMPLEMENTED FOR EXCHANGE 2000/20003
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
SEVERITY    : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :

CODE       : 6437
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO CoInitialize: 0x%x
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
SEVERITY    : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :

CODE       : 6438
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : *** OBSOLETE *** NAME=%s
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : INFORMATION
SEVERITY    : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :

CODE       : 6439
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** INCLUDES NOT SUPPORTED IN SQL PLUGIN
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6440
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** EXCLUDES NOT SUPPORTED IN SQL PLUGIN
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6441
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: ERROR PARSING WORKORDER DIRECTIVES. FOUND ELEMENT NAMED '%s'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6442
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: UNKNOWN WORKORDER XML ELEMENT '%s'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6443
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** SQLCONNECT.RESTORE() NOT IMPLEMENTED
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
Sequential Event Code Listing

Description:  
For Whom:  
Remedy:  
Notes:  

Code: 6444  
Generated By: Client: Unknown  
Summary: Plugin exited with '%s'  
Category: SYSTEM  
Type: INFORMATION  
Severity: 0:OK  
Description:  
For Whom:  
Remedy:  
Notes:  

Code: 6445  
Generated By: Client: Unknown  
Summary: No processing for virtual device data!  
Category: SYSTEM  
Type: ERROR  
Severity: 2:PROCESS  
Description:  
For Whom:  
Remedy:  
Notes:  

Code: 6446  
Generated By: Client: Unknown  
Summary: SQL VDI transfer of '%s' to '%s' successful  
Category: SYSTEM  
Type: INFORMATION  
Severity: 0:OK  
Description:  
For Whom:  
Remedy:  
Notes:  

Code: 6447  
Generated By: Client: Unknown  
Summary: SQL VDI transfer file cannot process '%s'  
Category: SYSTEM  
Type: ERROR  
Severity: 2:PROCESS  
Description:  
For Whom:  
Remedy:  
Notes:  
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CODE         : 6448
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** %s. SPECIFIED OPTION %d
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6449
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** ATTEMPT TO BROWSE INTO SQL DATABASE '%s'
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6450
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : PLUGIN MISMATCH %d VERSES %d.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6451
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : AVSQL RETURNING WITH EXITCODE %d
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6452
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : SQL COMMAND "%s" FAILED WITH THE FOLLOWING MESSAGES
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6453
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : SQL COMMAND "%S" RESULTED IN THE FOLLOWING MESSAGES

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6454
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : SQLCOMMAND::BODY() CAUGHT EXCEPTION - CLEANING UP

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6455
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : SQL check_server CoInitializeEx failed with '%S'

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6456
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** SQL connect CoCreateInstance failed with '%S'

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :
CODE : 6457
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SQL connect Connect failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6458
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SQL connect %s returned error %d: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6459
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQLDMO connect QueryInterface error %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6460
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Possible start/stop of SQL server during connect
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 6461
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQLDMO connect QueryInterface caught exception
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6462
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : POSSIBLE START/STOP OF SQL SERVER AFTER CONNECT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6463
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQLCONNECTIMPL_DMO Backup CoCreateInstance failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6464
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQLCONNECTIMPL_DMO Backup QueryInterface failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6465
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQLCONNECTIMPL_DMO Backup FindConnectionPoint failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
Type        : ERROR
Severity    : 2:PROCESS
Description : 
For Whom    : 
Remedy      : 
Notes       : 

Code        : 6466
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : SQLCONNECTIMPL_DMO BACKUP ADVISE FAILED WITH '%s'
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
Severity    : 2:PROCESS
Description : 
For Whom    : 
Remedy      : 
Notes       : 

Code        : 6467
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : CALLING SQLBACKUP OF DATABASE '%s' TO %s(s) '%s'
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : INFORMATION
Severity    : 0:OK
Description : 
For Whom    : 
Remedy      : 
Notes       : 

Code        : 6468
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : SQL: BACKUP(): UNKNOWN STORAGE TYPE %d
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
Severity    : 2:PROCESS
Description : 
For Whom    : 
Remedy      : 
Notes       : 

Code        : 6469
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : SQL: BACKUP() WRONG METHOD FOR VIRTUAL DEVICE
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : ERROR
Severity    : 2:PROCESS
Description : 
For Whom    : 
Remedy      : 
Notes       : 

REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6470
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQLCONNECTIMPL_DMO BACKUP FAILED WITH '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6471
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQLCONNECTIMPL_DMO UNADVISE FAILED WITH '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6472
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQL VDI TRANSFER FAILED WITH %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6473
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SQLVDI::PERFORMTRANSFER UNEXPECTED TERMINATION %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6474
Sequential Event Code Listing

Generated By : Client:Unknown
Summary : CoInitializeEx failed with '%s'
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6475
Generated By : Client:Unknown
Summary : CoCreateInstance failed with '%s'
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6476
Generated By : Client:Unknown
Summary : Check registration of SQLVDI.DLL and value of IID
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6477
Generated By : Client:Unknown
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** SQLVDI: VDS::CREATE of %s failed with '%s'
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6478
Generated By : Client:Unknown
Summary : VDS::GETCONFIG failed with '%s'
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6479
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TIMED OUT. WAS MICROSOFT SQLServer RUNNING?
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6480
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : VDS::OPENDEVICE FAILED WITH '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6481
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HANDLING HUGE DIRECTORY: INODE=%D, %D BYTES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6482
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HANDLING HUGE DIRECTORY: "%S", INODE=%D, %D 512K BLOCKS, %D BYTES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6483
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S NAME=%S FLAGS=%X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6484
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLUSTER RESOURCE TYPE = %3d %12S NAME = %S STATE=%S, OWNED = %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6485
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLUSTER RESOURCE TYPE = %3d %12S NAME = %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6486
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVER=%S FROM HrESEBackupRestoreGetNodes
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6487
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLUSTER NAME =%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6488
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLUSTER SIZE =%X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6489
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLUSTER MAJOR VERSION =%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6490
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLUSTER MINOR VERSION =%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6491
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLUSTER VENDOR =%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
SEQENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

CODE : 6492
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLUSTER VERSION =%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6493
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVER=%s FROM CLUSTER NAME (GETCLUSTERINFORMATION)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6494
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMPUTER NAME =%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6495
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WE ARE THE ACTIVE CLUSTER NODE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 6496
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVER=%S FROM COMPUTER NAME
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6497
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SET TO SKIP BACKUP ON PASSIVE CLUSTER NODE, EXITING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6498
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SET TO SKIP BACKUP ON ACTIVE CLUSTER NODE, EXITING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6499
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ECDoHrESEBackupPrepare error %X.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6500
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HrESEBackupPrepare( %s, %s )
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6501
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WAITED %d SECONDS FOR AVTAR TO COMPLETE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6502
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %s-%s(0x%xh)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6503
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FLAGS.INSTANCE=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6504
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DDNSToBackup=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6505
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DOING SELECTIVE RESTORE ON %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6506
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : THISMDB=%s TMPMDB=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6507
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HRESERESTORECOMPLETE( %s, %s, %s, %X )
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6508
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : <6508>STREAM PROCESSING ABORTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE          : 6509
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : SUCCESSFULLY LOGGED INTO SERVER
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM      :
REMEDY        :
NOTES         :

CODE          : 6510
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : COMMUNICATION ERROR: COULD NOT SEND GETDPNINFO TO SERVER
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM      :
REMEDY        :
NOTES         :

CODE          : 6511
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : TIMED-OUT (%D SECS) WAITING ON GETDPNINFO RESPONSE FROM SERVER
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM      :
REMEDY        :
NOTES         :

CODE          : 6512
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : COMMUNICATION ERROR: NO GETDPNINFO RESPONSE FROM SERVER
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM      :
REMEDY        :
NOTES         :

CODE          : 6513
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : INVALID GETDPNINFO RESPONSE FROM SERVER
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6514
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: INVALID GETDPNINFO DATA FROM SERVER
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6515
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: FAILED TO GET LOCALE INFORMATION - %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6516
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: STANDARD ERROR GETTING LOCALE INFORMATION '\%S'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6517
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** \"%S\": INTERNAL UNCOMPRESS FAILURE, DATA NOT RESTORED CORRECTLY
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6518
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ReadHintSize %d < 8192, Setting ReadHintSize = 8192
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6519
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ReadHintSize %d is not a multiple of 4096, rounding up to nearest multiple
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6520
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ReadHintSize is now %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6521
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Error occurred EC error=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6522
**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: ERROR OCCURED HRESULT ERROR=%d

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**:

**FOR WHOM**:

**REMEDY**:

**NOTES**:

**CODE**: 6523

---

**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: PLUGINS MESSAGE RECEIVED

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION

**SEVERITY**: 0:OK

**DESCRIPTION**:

**FOR WHOM**:

**REMEDY**:

**NOTES**:

**CODE**: 6524

---

**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: WORKORDER CONTAINED REGISTER REQUEST

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION

**SEVERITY**: 0:OK

**DESCRIPTION**:

**FOR WHOM**:

**REMEDY**:

**NOTES**:

**CODE**: 6525

---

**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: RETRYING REGISTER

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION

**SEVERITY**: 0:OK

**DESCRIPTION**:

**FOR WHOM**:

**REMEDY**:

**NOTES**:

**CODE**: 6526

---

**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: %s: USING %s

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6527
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIBASE::OPENSTOREANDFOLDER... HRMAILBOXLOGON LOGIN_CNT=%D FOLDER_OPEN_CNT=%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6528
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTORING DIRECTORY %S AS %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6529
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GET_NAME_FROM_CLUSTER_RESOURCE( PARTIAL_NAME = '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6530
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NAME = %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
CODE : 6531
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** LEFT_PAREN_POS = %D RIGHT_PAREN_POS = %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6532
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STRIPPING LEFT & RIGHT PAREN
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6533
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** HOSTNAMELIST: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6534
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** TCP TIMEOUT ON RECEIVE SEND ACK (SECONDS %d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6535
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: RETURNING NAME = '%S'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6536
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: ECDoBackup RETURNING %D
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6537
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: HRBackupTruncateLogs COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6538
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: CONTROL CHARACTER IN IDENTIFIER '%S', CHAR %D, INDEX [%D]
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6539
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: REQUESTING ADDRESS FROM %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
Description :  
For Whom :  
Remedy :  
Notes :  

Code : 6540  
Generated By : Client:Unknown  
Summary : Request failed, looks like this is a pre-v3.0 server  
Category : SYSTEM  
Type : INFORMATION  
Severity : 0:OK  
Description :  
For Whom :  
Remedy :  
Notes :  

Code : 6541  
Generated By : Client:Unknown  
Summary : Timed-out waiting for initial response from server (step=%D)  
Category : SYSTEM  
Type : INFORMATION  
Severity : 0:OK  
Description :  
For Whom :  
Remedy :  
Notes :  

Code : 6542  
Generated By : Client:Unknown  
Summary : Attempting connection build to %s  
Category : SYSTEM  
Type : INFORMATION  
Severity : 0:OK  
Description :  
For Whom :  
Remedy :  
Notes :  

Code : 6543  
Generated By : Client:Unknown  
Summary : Unable to obtain access token for process %d  
Category : SYSTEM  
Type : WARNING  
Severity : 2:PROCESS  
Description :  
For Whom :  
Remedy :  
Notes :  
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CODE : 6544
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INTERNAL WARNING: VERY LARGE NUMBER OF ENTRIES ON TODO QUEUE (%d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6545
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LOOP %d: SIZE MISMATCH (%d SHOULD BE %d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6546
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WE ARE A PASSIVE CLUSTER NODE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6547
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RETURNING NAME = '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6548
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ECDoBackup returning %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6549
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HRBACKUPTRUNCATELOGS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6550
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTORING FROM AN INCREMENTAL BACKUP

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6551
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTORING FROM A FULL BACKUP

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6552
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CONTROL CHARACTER IN IDENTIFIER '%S', CHAR %D, INDEX [%D]

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
CODE : 6553
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQL command "$s" resulted in the following messages and SQL server shut down
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6554
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : skipping %12I64d bytes
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6555
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : problem adding database, skipping...%s, hr=%X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6556
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : cmdlineopt:%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6557</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>CONNECTING WITH NTAUTH %D, SERVER '%S', LOGIN '%S', PW '%S'</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6558</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** CMDLINE BROWSE RETURNING: %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6559</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>CMDLINE BROWSE RETURNING NUL</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6560</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>SQLCONNECT VERSION %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6561</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>SQLCONNECT APPLICATION %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6562
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQLCONNECT MAJOR VERSION %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6563
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CAUGHT Exception trying to disconnect
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6564
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WAITING %d SECONDS BEFORE CONNECT RETRY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6565
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO EXECUTE CTL PLUGIN FOR WORKORDER:%S, SPAWN FAILED WITH %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
CODE: 6566
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** SUP IS BEING OVERWRITTEN!
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6567
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO OPEN FOR READING "%s". (OR STDIN:%d)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6568
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: INTERNAL WARNING: VERY LARGE NUMBER OF ENTRIES ON TODO QUEUE (%d)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6569
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** PUSH_BACK %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6570
Sequential Event Code Listing

Generated By: Client:Unknown
Summary: SQL get_installed_instance_list CoInitializeEx failed with '%s'
Category: System
Type: Error
Severity: 2:Process
Description:
For Whom:
Remedy:
Notes:

Code: 6571
Generated By: Client:Unknown
Summary: SQL get_installed_instance_list CoCreateInstance failed with '%s'
Category: System
Type: Error
Severity: 2:Process
Description:
For Whom:
Remedy:
Notes:

Code: 6572
Generated By: Client:Unknown
Summary: SQL listinstalledinstances failed with '%s'
Category: System
Type: Error
Severity: 2:Process
Description:
For Whom:
Remedy:
Notes:

Code: 6573
Generated By: Client:Unknown
Summary: *** OBSOLETE *** sqlconnect::get_instance_info() installed instances %d
Category: System
Type: Information
Severity: 0:Ok
Description:
For Whom:
Remedy:
Notes:

Code: 6574
Generated By: Client:Unknown
Summary: *** OBSOLETE *** \tFOUND instance '%s'
Category: System
Type: Information
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6575
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SQL GET_INSTANCE_LIST CoInitializeEx failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6576
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SQL GET_INSTANCE_LIST CoCreateInstance failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6577
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** SQL LISTAVAILABLESQLSERVERS failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6578
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Requesting address from %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6579
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REQUEST FAILED, LOOKS LIKE THIS IS A PRE-V3.0 SERVER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6580
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TIMED-OUT WAITING FOR INITIAL RESPONSE FROM SERVER (STEP=%D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6581
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ATTEMPTING CONNECTION BUILD TO %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6582
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REQUESTING CONNECTION LIST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6583
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TCP TIMEOUT ON RECEIVE SEND ACK (SECONDS %d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6584
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TCP TIMEOUT ON RECEIVE ACK (SECONDS %d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6586
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NETWORK BANDWIDTH THROTTLING IS ENABLED, LIMITING TO APPROX. %.3f MBPS (%s/sec)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6587
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CPU THROTTLING IS ENABLED, LIMITING CPU USAGE TO APPROX. %d%%
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6590
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CPU TIME: POLLINTERVAL=%d, POLLS=%d, WALLCLOCK=%0.2f, ELAPSED=%0.2f CPU=%0.2f, USAGE=%0.1f%%, DELAYING %d ms
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6593
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CAPACITY WARNING: THE FILE CACHE IS FULL; FILECACHEMAX=%.0FMB, %D ENTRIES OVERFLOWED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6600
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PARENT=\%0.2F, CHILD=\%0.2F
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6601
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HOSTNAMELIST: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6602
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO UPDATE_REGISTER %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
CODE : 6603
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO BROWSE REPL %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6604
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR BROWSING REPL%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6605
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID REPL BROWSING XML LINE '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6606
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO BROWSE DB2 %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6607
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR BROWSING DB2’s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6608
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID DB2 BROWSING XML LINE '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6609
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UN-REGISTERING WITH THE MCS (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6610
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ****** CURRENT MCS NAME '%S' ******
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6611
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NEW CLIENT ID IS %S, MCSADDR IS %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6612
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: ---- TRYING TO SWITCH MCS'S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6613
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: CTL: UNABLE TO ALLOCATE BROWSE MANAGER FOR %S:%S(%S)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6614
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: CTL: UNABLE TO FIND FILESYSTEM PLUGIN FOR PROGRESS REPORT
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6615
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: CTL: UNABLE TO ALLOCATE BROWSE MANAGER - %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:
CODE          : 6616
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : CTL: CANCEL ON WORKORDER "%S" NOT RUNNING.
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : ERROR
SEVERITY      : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM       :
REMEDY         :
NOTES          :

CODE          : 6617
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : STARTING CTL CANCEL OF WORKORDER "%S".
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM       :
REMEDY         :
NOTES          :

CODE          : 6618
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : CTL: UNABLE TO START BACKUP FOR WORKORDER %S (%S)
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : ERROR
SEVERITY      : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM       :
REMEDY         :
NOTES          :

CODE          : 6619
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : CTL: NO EXECUTABLE ASSOCIATED WITH PID %S.
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : ERROR
SEVERITY      : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM       :
REMEDY         :
NOTES          :

CODE          : 6620
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : CTL: ERROR DUPLICATE WORKORDER RECEIVED - %S ALREADY IN PROGRESS.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6621</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>CTL: UNABLE TO CANCEL PLUGIN %S:%S (%S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6622</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>SWITCHING TO FAILOVER MCS '%S:%D'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6623</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>SWITCHING TO PRIMARY MCS '%S:%D'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6624</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>ATTEMPTED CONNECTION FROM NON-LOCALHOST IP ADDRESS - %S != '%S'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 6625
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO WAKE UP AGENT1
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6626
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AGENT MAIN: CLIENT ID (CID) = %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6627
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CHECKING VERSION OF PLUGIN '%s', EXECUTABLE NAME '%s' (MODE:%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6628
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AGENT UPDATE: CLIENT ID (CID) = %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 6629
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TOO MANY ARGUMENTS IN COMMANDLINE, UNABLE TO ADD "\%s\"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6630
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NULL DIKELMP IN BACNAXIONFSDIR IS BAD???
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6631
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FOUND %D ORPHANED IN THE DUMP STREAM
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6632
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AFTER TRAVERSE %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6633
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : READING ACLS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Code**: 6634
**Generated By**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**Summary**: READING/WRITING FILES
**Category**: SYSTEM
**Type**: INFORMATION
**Severity**: 0:OK
**Description**:  
**For Whom**:  
**Remedy**:  
**Notes**:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>6635</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>INODE REVISITED %D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Code**: 6636
**Generated By**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**Summary**: FOUND ORPHANED INODE IN DUMP STREAM INODE:%D NAME:'%S'(%S) FILESIZE:%S HASH:%S
**Category**: SYSTEM
**Type**: ERROR
**Severity**: 2:PROCESS
**Description**:  
**For Whom**:  
**Remedy**:  
**Notes**:  

**Code**: 6637
**Generated By**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**Summary**: IGNORING STRANGE BROWSE MESSAGE:%S
**Category**: SYSTEM
**Type**: ERROR
**Severity**: 2:PROCESS
**Description**:  
**For Whom**:  
**Remedy**:  
**Notes**:  

---
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REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6638
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND LINE PARAMETERS ARE NOT ALLOWED: (%d)'%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6639
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAIL! loop %d: hash=%s, addr=%p
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6640
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RUNNING IN PROGRESS MODE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6641
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT CREATE %s mutex (error: %s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6642
**SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

**SUMMARY** : *** OBSOLETE *** ***** CLIENT WORKORDERID:'%s' PLUGINID:'%s'
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : INFORMATION
**SEVERITY** : 0:OK
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** :
**REMEDY** :
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 6643
**SUMMARY** : SENDING WRAPUP MESSAGE TO AGENT
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : INFORMATION
**SEVERITY** : 0:OK
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** :
**REMEDY** :
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 6644
**SUMMARY** : WRITING WRAPUP TO ALG FILE FOR AGENT TO READ
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : INFORMATION
**SEVERITY** : 0:OK
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** :
**REMEDY** :
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 6645
**SUMMARY** : NOT SENDING WRAPUP ANYWHERE.
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : INFORMATION
**SEVERITY** : 0:OK
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** :
**REMEDY** :
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 6646
**SUMMARY** : CLIENT::RUN_IN_CTL_MODE NO CONTEXT DEFINED, UNABLE TO RUN IN CTL MODE
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : ERROR
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SeVERITY      : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION   :
For Whom      :
Remedy       :
NOTES        :

CODE          : 6647
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : UNABLE TO CONNECT TO %S%S
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : ERROR
SEVERITY      : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION   :
For Whom      :
Remedy       :
NOTES        :

CODE          : 6648
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : SUCCESSFULLY CONNECTED TO %S%S
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   :
For Whom      :
Remedy       :
NOTES        :

CODE          : 6649
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : WAITING ON PERFORM_COMMAND_QUEUE DEQUEUE
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   :
For Whom      :
Remedy       :
NOTES        :

CODE          : 6650
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : STARTING PARALLEL TRACK %D FOR "%S"
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   :
For Whom      :
Remedy       :
NOTES        :
NOTES :

CODE : 6651
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED TO RETRIEVE BACKUP LIST FROM DST {ERROR CODE %D %S}.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6652
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** %D BACKUPS FOR "%S\" ARE ALREADY ON TARGET (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6653
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP %D IS ALREADY ON TARGET SERVER, BUT NOT FOR THIS ACCOUNT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6654
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REPLICATING BACKUP %D, LABEL "%S\", %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6655
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6656</td>
<td>INTERNAL: CTL KEY CALLED ON OBJECT WHICH DOES NOT HAVE A CONNECTION!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6657</td>
<td>UNABLE TO CONNECT TO %S FOR CTL MESSAGES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6658</td>
<td>TCP TIMEOUT ON GREETING CTL ACK RECEIVE (SECONDS %D)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUMMARY**
- REPLICATE INTERRUPTED.
- REPLICATE FAILED
- INTERNAL: CTL KEY CALLED ON OBJECT WHICH DOES NOT HAVE A CONNECTION!
- UNABLE TO CONNECT TO %S FOR CTL MESSAGES
- TCP TIMEOUT ON GREETING CTL ACK RECEIVE (SECONDS %D)

**CATEGORY**
- SYSTEM
- SYSTEM
- SYSTEM
- SYSTEM

**TYPE**
- ERROR
- ERROR
- WARNING
- ERROR

**SEVERITY**
- 2:PROCESS
- 2:PROCESS
- 2:PROCESS
- 2:PROCESS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6660</td>
<td>INTERNAL: CTL send has empty MID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6661</td>
<td>TCP TIMEOUT on greeting CTL receive (seconds %d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6662</td>
<td>INTERNAL: CTL connection with no state</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6663</td>
<td>INTERNAL: INVALID CTL message in send %s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 6664
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INTERNAL: CTL RECEIVED EMPTY MID
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6665
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TCP RECEIVE TIMEOUT IN CTL (SECONDS %d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6666
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INTERNAL: UNABLE TO SEND CTL MESSAGE (N=%d, RETCODE=%d, ERRNO=%d): %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6667
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO SEND CTL MESSAGE (N=%d, RETCODE=%d, ERRNO=%d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6668
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SEND CTL SOCKET IS CLOSED (RETCODE=%d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6669
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INTERNAL: INVALID CTL MESSAGE. '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6670
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INTERNAL: UNABLE TO RECEIVE CTL MESSAGE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6671
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT CREATE CTL LISTEN PORT (%d) - WAITING 30 MINUTES, POSSIBLY AN APPLICATION IS ALREADY USING THE PORT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6672
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RETRYING CREATE OF CTL LISTEN PORT (%d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
**Code**: 6673
**Generated By**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**Summary**: CTL LISTENING ON PORT %D
**Category**: SYSTEM
**Type**: INFORMATION
**Severity**: 0:OK
**Description**: 

**Code**: 6674
**Generated By**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**Summary**: CTL LISTEN: SOCKET IS CLOSED.
**Category**: SYSTEM
**Type**: INFORMATION
**Severity**: 0:OK
**Description**: 

**Code**: 6675
**Generated By**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**Summary**: --> ATTEMPTED CTL LISTEN CONNECTION FROM NON-LOCALHOST IP ADDRESS - %S != '%S'
**Category**: SYSTEM
**Type**: INFORMATION
**Severity**: 0:OK
**Description**: 

**Code**: 6676
**Generated By**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**Summary**: NULL CTL MESSAGE RECEIVED ON NON-TERMINATED QUEUE
**Category**: SYSTEM
**Type**: ERROR
**Severity**: 2:PROCESS
**Description**: 

CODE : 6677
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR PROCESSING CTL MESSAGE "\%s\"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6678
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CTL: UNABLE TO CANCEL TIMED-OUT PLUGIN:%s WORKORDER:%s, KILLING PROCESS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6679
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CTL/MCS: NULL OR EMPTY MESSAGE RECEIVED ON NON-TERMINATED QUEUE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6680
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CTL/MCS: UNABLE TO SEND MESSAGE TO MCS %s(%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6681
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CTL/MCS: NULL OR EMPTY MESSAGE AFTER TRANSLATE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>ERROR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CODE 6682**
- **Generated By**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
- **Summary**: UNABLE TO ALLOCATE CTL/MCS SEND THREAD OBJECT!
- **Category**: SYSTEM
- **Type**: ERROR
- **Severity**: 2:PROCESS
- **Description**:  
- **For Whom**:  
- **Remedy**:  
- **Notes**:  

**CODE 6683**
- **Generated By**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
- **Summary**: CTL/MCS: CANNOT CONNECT TO %S.
- **Category**: SYSTEM
- **Type**: ERROR
- **Severity**: 2:PROCESS
- **Description**:  
- **For Whom**:  
- **Remedy**:  
- **Notes**:  

**CODE 6684**
- **Generated By**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
- **Summary**: UNABLE TO EXECUTE PLUGIN (%S) FOR WORKORDER %S, SPAWN FAILED WITH %S
- **Category**: SYSTEM
- **Type**: ERROR
- **Severity**: 2:PROCESS
- **Description**:  
- **For Whom**:  
- **Remedy**:  
- **Notes**:  

**CODE 6685**
- **Generated By**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
- **Summary**: BROWSE PROCESS %D (%S) STARTED
- **Category**: SYSTEM
- **Type**: INFORMATION
- **Severity**: 0:OK
- **Description**:  
- **For Whom**:  
- **Remedy**:  
- **Notes**:  
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REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6686
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PROCESS %d (%s) FOR WORKORDER %s STARTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6687
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BROWSE PROCESS %d (%s) FINISHED (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6688
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PROCESS %d (%s) FINISHED (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6689
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CTL WORKORDER "%s\" WAIT RETURNED %s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6690
### Event Code Listing

- **Event Code 6691**
  - **Summary:** CTL: SUP is being overwritten!
  - **Category:** SYSTEM
  - **Type:** WARNING
  - **Severity:** 2:PROCESS
  - **Description:**
  - **For Whom:**
  - **Remedy:**
  - **Notes:**

- **Event Code 6692**
  - **Summary:** CTL: LISTEN is being overwritten!
  - **Category:** SYSTEM
  - **Type:** WARNING
  - **Severity:** 2:PROCESS
  - **Description:**
  - **For Whom:**
  - **Remedy:**
  - **Notes:**

- **Event Code 6693**
  - **Summary:** *** OBSOLETE *** empty file name path=%s
  - **Category:** SYSTEM
  - **Type:** INFORMATION
  - **Severity:** 0:OK
  - **Description:**
  - **For Whom:**
  - **Remedy:**
  - **Notes:**

- **Event Code 6694**
  - **Summary:** Not creating drive/volume/server designator '%s'
  - **Category:** SYSTEM
  - **Type:** INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6695</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>OPEN FILE AGENT: Freeze cache directory '%s' does not exist, using OFA default</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>OPEN FILE AGENT: Freeze cache directory '%s' does not exist, using OFA default</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6696</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>VSS EXCEPTION CODE 0x%X THROWN DELETING OBJECT - '%s'</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>VSS EXCEPTION CODE 0x%X THROWN DELETING OBJECT - '%s'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6697</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>VSS EXCEPTION CODE 0x%X THROWN CREATING OBJECT - '%s'</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>VSS EXCEPTION CODE 0x%X THROWN CREATING OBJECT - '%s'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6698</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>VSS EXCEPTION CODE 0x%X THROWN FREEZING VOLUMES - '%s'</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>VSS EXCEPTION CODE 0x%X THROWN FREEZING VOLUMES - '%s'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 6699
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ENABLING VSS TRACING DEBUG MESSAGES (ONLY APPEAR IF DEBUG ENABLED).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6700
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : VSS EXCEPTION CODE 0x%x THROWN MARKING BACKUP COMPLETE - '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6701
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NEWPATH '%s', ABS '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6702
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PATH '%s', SUBPATH '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6703
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PATH2 '%S', SUBPATH2 '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6704
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PATH3 '%S', PARENT '%S', PARENT-PARENT '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6705
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PATH4 '%S', PARENT '%S', PARENT-PARENT '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6706
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PPPATH4 '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6707
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FGETS FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE     : 6708
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : NEWPATH '%S', IE %D ABS %D HE %D ""%S"
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : INFORMATION
SEVERITY  : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE     : 6709
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : %D GET(%D) '%S' %LU
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : INFORMATION
SEVERITY  : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE     : 6710
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : ERROR OCCURRED %S
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE     : 6711
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : STARTING LOG FILE MAINTENANCE IN "%S"
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : INFORMATION
SEVERITY  : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 6712
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LOG FILE MAINTENANCE COMPLETE, %d FILE(s) REMOVED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6713
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ROW = %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6714
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NAME = %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6715
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INST_KEY = %x
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6716
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DEFAULT = %x
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6717
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIBASE::OPENSTOREANDFOLDER( %S, %D )
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6718
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NAME = %S PATH = %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6719
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPISTREAM::MSG_TO_STREAM POMSG->OPENATTACH HP=%X POMSG=%P
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6720
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MAPIBASE pSTORE=%F pTABLE=%F p_FOLDER=%F
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6721
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ATTACHMENTS_OPEN=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6722
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNHANDLED ATTACHMENT METHOD - ATTACH_BY_REFERENCE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6723
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PATH = %s NAME = %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6724
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNHANDLED ATTACHMENT METHOD=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE         : 6725
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : MAPISTREAM::MSG_TO_STREAM (%S) FAILED %X - %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6726
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : MYISTREAM::RELEASE() ref_count = %D
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6727
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : MYISTREAM::SEEK(%D>2)
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6728
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : MYISTREAM::COPYTO()
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6729
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : MYISTREAM::COMMIT()
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6730
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MYISTREAM::REVERT()
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6731
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MYISTREAM::LOCKREGION()
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6732
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MYISTREAM::UNLOCKREGION()
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6733
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MYISTREAM::STAT()
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6734
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : myIStream::Clone()
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6735
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR IN mapiwalk::mapiwalk OpenStoreAndFolder %s Folder not found %x
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6736
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : mapiwalk::mkfldf %s
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6737
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : mapiwalk::mkfldr CreateFolder %s=%d
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6738
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GetPublicFoldersTable
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6739
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Error in mapiwalk::treewalkimpl::GetPublicFoldersTable %X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6740
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Using Pr_Display_Name_W
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6741
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Using Pr_Subject_W
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6742
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : mapiwalk::treewalkimpl::PropsToDirelem Item=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

Code : 6743
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : EMPTY NAME IN MAPIWALK::GETNEXT PATH=%s
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6744
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : PROCESS LOCK FOUND, NOT STARTING WORKORDER UNTIL RESOURCES ARE FREED
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6745
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : PROCESS LOCK WAS FREED, STARTING WORKORDER
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6746
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : VERY LARGE DIRECTORY: "%s"
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :
NOTES : 

Code : 6747
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** PROCESSING PART OF LARGE DIRECTORY: "\%s\" (PROCESSED %lld BYTES IN %d FILES)
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description : 
For Whom : 
Remedy : 
Notes : 

Code : 6748
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : ENTRY "\%s\" FOR COMMENT FILE "\%s\" ALREADY EXISTS, THIS ENTRY IGNORED.
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description : 
For Whom : 
Remedy : 
Notes : 

Code : 6749
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** COMMENT ENTRY "\%s\" FILE "\%s\" NOT FOUND.
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description : 
For Whom : 
Remedy : 
Notes : 

Code : 6750
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** APPENDING TO BACKUP WITH BACKUP TIME = %lld
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description : 
For Whom : 
Remedy : 
Notes : 

Code : 6751
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO PROGRESS - UNABLE TO GET PROGRESS, EXITING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6752
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FLAG --MAPI SPECIFIED, DISABLING VOLUME FREEZE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6753
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FLAG --FROM-STDIN SPECIFIED, DISABLING VOLUME FREEZE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6754
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FLAG --REPAIRCACHE SPECIFIED, DISABLING VOLUME FREEZE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6755
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : A FILE NAME MUST BE SPECIFIED WHEN USING THE --FROM-STDIN FLAG
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
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DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6756
GENERATED BY : Client:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ONLY ONE FILE NAME CAN BE SPECIFIED WHEN USING THE --FROM-STDIN FLAG (ARGS="%S")
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6757
GENERATED BY : Client:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : YOU MUST SPECIFY A FILE, NOT A DIRECTORY, WHEN USING THE --FROM-STDIN FLAG
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6758
GENERATED BY : Client:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP TIME = %S FOR %S BACKUP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK

DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6759
GENERATED BY : Client:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : APPENDING "\%s\" TO BACKUP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK

DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
Code : 6760
Generated By : CLIENT:Unknown
Summary : Beginning backup of axionfs write data
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6761
Generated By : CLIENT:Unknown
Summary : May only specify one of 'backup', 'restore', or 'validate'.
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6762
Generated By : CLIENT:Unknown
Summary : Must specify one of 'backup', 'restore', or 'validate'.
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6763
Generated By : CLIENT:Unknown
Summary : CTL: Unable to browse NDMP, code=%d
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 6764
Generated By : CLIENT:Unknown
Summary : CTL: Error browsing NDMP's
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6765
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CTL: INVALID NDMP BROWSING XML LINE '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6766
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO CONNECT TO %S.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6767
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SUCCESSFULLY CONNECTED TO %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6768
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTORING SYMBOLIC LINK %S AS %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>6769</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>ERROR DELETING EXISTING FILE %S WHEN RESTORING SYMBOLIC LINK (%S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>6770</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>ERROR RESTORING SYMBOLIC LINK %S (%S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>6771</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>UNABLE TO CREATE UEVENT OBJECT - '%S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>6772</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>UNABLE TO SET UEVENT OBJECT - '%S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 6773
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO RESET UEVENT OBJECT - '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6774
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO PULSE UEVENT OBJECT - '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6775
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UPATH_BASE::OPERATOR/() '%S' / '%S' - PATH TO APPEND IS NOT RELATIVE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6776
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TO_ABSOLUTE_PATH_UPATH_WIN() INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED GETTING FULL PATH FOR ('%S') - '%%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6777
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT TRANSLATE RELATIVE PATH '%S' TO ABSOLUTE PATH, PROCEEDING WITH RELATIVE PATH
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
WARNING

**SUMMARY:** *** OBSOLETE *** Querying if location %s already exists

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** INFORMATION

**SEVERITY:** 0:OK

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:**

**REMEDY:**

**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 6778

**GENERATED BY:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN

---

INFORMATION

**SUMMARY:** *** OBSOLETE *** Location %s already exists as \"%s\"

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** INFORMATION

**SEVERITY:** 0:OK

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:**

**REMEDY:**

**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 6779

**GENERATED BY:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN

---

INFORMATION

**SUMMARY:** Backup #d%s timestamp %s

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** INFORMATION

**SEVERITY:** 0:OK

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:**

**REMEDY:**

**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 6780

**GENERATED BY:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN

---

ERROR

**SUMMARY:** Unable to create restore directory \"%s\".

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** ERROR

**SEVERITY:** 5:PROCESS_FATAL

**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:**

---

AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6782
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT CREATE DIRECTORY \"%s\" FOR RESTORE (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6783
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT RESTORE TO \"%s\" (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6784
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ILLEGAL REQUEST MESSAGE TO TAR_COMMANDS '\%s'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6785
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO TRANSLATE MESSAGE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6786
SUMMARY : WORKORDER INFORMATION RECEIVED AND PARSED VIA CTL:%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6787
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INTERNAL: CTL CANCEL TO SEND ACK
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6788
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FOUND UNKNOWN SECTION '%s' IN WORKORDER, IGNORING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6789
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LEFT_PAREN_POS = %d RIGHT_PAREN_POS =%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6790
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** STRIPPING LEFT & RIGHT PAREN
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6791
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WE ARE A PASSIVE CLUSTER NODE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6792
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FLAGS.ARG = %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6793
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FLAGS.ARGS[%d] = %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6794
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FLAGS.ANNOTATION = %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES : 

CODE       : 6795
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : FLAGS.INSTANCE   - %s
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : INFORMATION
SEVERITY    : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM   :
REMEDY      :
NOTES      :

CODE       : 6796
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : CONVERTING BROKEN PIPE TO CANCELLED
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : INFORMATION
SEVERITY    : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM   :
REMEDY      :
NOTES      :

CODE       : 6797
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : SKIPPING %12I64D BYTES
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : INFORMATION
SEVERITY    : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM   :
REMEDY      :
NOTES      :

CODE       : 6798
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY     : RESTORING FROM AN INCREMENTAL BACKUP
CATEGORY    : SYSTEM
TYPE        : INFORMATION
SEVERITY    : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM   :
REMEDY      :
NOTES      :

CODE       : 6799
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : RESTORING FROM A FULL BACKUP  
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM  
TYPE      : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY  : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION:  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY   :  
NOTES   :  

CODE     : 6800  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY  : RESTORING SITE REPLICA TION SERVICE, SKIPPING .STM REMAPPING.  
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM  
TYPE      : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY  : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION:  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY   :  
NOTES   :  

CODE     : 6801  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY  : PROBLEM ADDING DATABASE, SKIPPING...%S, HR=%X  
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM  
TYPE      : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY  : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION:  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY   :  
NOTES   :  

CODE     : 6802  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY  : CMDLINEOPT:%S  
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM  
TYPE      : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY  : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION:  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY   :  
NOTES   :  

CODE     : 6803  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY  : CONNECTING WITH NTAUTH %D, SERVER '%S', LOGIN '%S', PW '%S'  
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM  
TYPE      : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY  : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6804
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CMDLINE BROWSE RETURNING: %D ELEMENTS %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6805
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CMDLINE BROWSE RETURNING NUL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6806
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CMDLINE '%S' %S ON '%S' AND %S A SYSTEM DATABASE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6807
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CMDLINE2 '%S' %S AND %S A SYSTEM DATABASE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 
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CODE : 6808
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DATABASE %s DOES NOT EXIST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6809
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO CREATE VIRTUAL DEVICE '%s' ON SERVER '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6810
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO PERFORM TRANSFER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6811
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WAITING FOR EXTERNALLY INITIATED TRANSFER...
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6812
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TIMED OUT ON USER INTERACTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6813
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO PERFORM EXTERNALLY INITIATED TRANSFER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6814
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXTERNALLY INITIATED TRANSFER COMPLETED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6815
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TIMEOUT ON WAIT FOR SUB-PROCESS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6816
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** AVSQL_ASSIST::BODY() TARGETS COUNT %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>6817</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** AVSQL_ASSIST::BODY() TARGET[%D] = '%S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>6818</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** AVSQL_ASSIST::BODY() NO TARGETS EVEN AFTER EXPANSION!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>6819</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** AVSQL_ASSIST::BODY() WORKING ON TARGET '%S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>6820</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** AVSQL_ASSIST::BODY() CREATING MANAGER FOR '%S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE         : 6821
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : UNABLE TO SUCCESSFULLY PROCESS WORKORDER %S, TARGET %S BECAUSE OF %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
For Whom     :
Remedy       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6822
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : ABORTING WORKORDER %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
For Whom     :
Remedy       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6823
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : CANNOT PROCESS NULL WORKORDER
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
For Whom     :
Remedy       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6824
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** DATABASE %S DOESN'T SEEM TO EXIST!
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
For Whom     :
Remedy       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6825
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : CANCEL REQUEST RECEIVED
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE     : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE     : 6826
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : CANNOT MAKE PLUGIN TEMPORARY DIRECTORY '%s', A FILE IS IN THE WAY!
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE     : 6827
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : ERROR CREATING FILE %s - %s
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : WARNING
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE     : 6828
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR CREATING DIRECTORY %s - %s
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : WARNING
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE     : 6829
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : ERROR SETTING SYSTEM ATTRIBUTE OF %s - %s
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : WARNING
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :

CODE : 6830
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO ALLOCATE STATE OBJECT FOR PID %S.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6831
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO ALLOCATE CALLBACK PORT FOR PID %S.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6832
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TIMEOUT WAITING ON SPAWN FOR WORKORDER %S (PID:%S).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6833
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO ALLOCATE MANAGER OBJECT FOR WORKORDER %S (PID:%S).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6834
SUMMARY      : UNABLE TO ALLOCATE SPAWN OBJECT FOR WORKORDER %s (PID:%s).
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6835
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : BROWSE PLUGIN EXITED WITH '%s'
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6836
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : ERROR FOUND IN WORKORDER
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6837
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : EXCLUDING TARGET '%s'
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6838
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : SQL COMMAND "%s" RESULTED IN THE FOLLOWING MESSAGES AND SQL SERVER SHUT DOWN
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6839</td>
<td>SQLDMO CONNECT VERSION %S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6840</td>
<td>SQLDMO CONNECT APPLICATION %S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6841</td>
<td>SQLDMO CONNECT MAJOR VERSION %D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6842</td>
<td>CAUGHT EXCEPTION TRYING TO DISCONNECT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Severity**: 0:OK

**Generated By**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**Category**: SYSTEM

**Type**: INFORMATION

**Severity**: 0:OK

**Description**: 

**For Whom**: 

**Remedy**: 

**Notes**: 

NOTES :

CODE  : 6843
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : WAITING %d SECONDS BEFORE CONNECT RETRY
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE  : INFORMATION
SEVERITY  : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE  : 6844
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : SQL SERVER VERSION IS OLDER THAN EXPECTED
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE  : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE  : 6845
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : SQL SERVER VERSION IS NEWER THAN EXPECTED
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE  : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE  : 6846
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : *** OBSOLETE *** PERFORMTRANSFER RECEIVED COMMAND 0x%x
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE  : INFORMATION
SEVERITY  : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE  : 6847
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** PERFORMTRANSFER WAITING %d
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6848
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** PERFORMTRANSFER AFTER WAIT %d
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6849
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: SQLVDI: VDS::CREATE OF %s ON INSTANCE '%s' FAILED WITH '%s'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6850
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: READING TABLES
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6851
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: BEWARE: ALL ENTRIES IN %s ARE BEING CONSIDERED VALID
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6852
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DIRELEM::RENAME MAPI CASE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6853
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PARTIALBACKUP_INFO::SLURP_DIRBLOCKS KIND:%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6854
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO APPEND DATA TO BACKUP - DIRECTORY TOO LARGE FOR PREVIEW VERSION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6855
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** ERROR COULD NOT LOAD SECUR32.DLL OR SECURITY.DLL OR CRYPT32.DLL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 
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CODE : 6856
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** Error ox%x creating SSL credentials
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6857
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** Error ox%x negotiating SSL session
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6858
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** Error ox%x reading SECPKG_ATTR_STREAM_SIZES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6859
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** Out of memory
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6860
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Initialized security context failed ox%x
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6861</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>MEMORY ALLOC FAILED IN ESTABLISHSSLHANDSHAKELOOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6862</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>SOCKET_ERROR IN ESTABLISHSSLHANDSHAKELOOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6863</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>SERVER DISCONNECTED IN ESTABLISHSSLHANDSHAKELOOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6864</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>INITIALIZESECURITYCONTEXT SOCKET_ERROR ON SEND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6865
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INITIALIZESECURITYCONTEXT FAILED 0x%X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6866
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** ERROR 0x%X FROM ENCRYPTMESSAGE IN ssl_sspi::sendfunc
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6867
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SENT PARTIAL ENCRYPTED BUFFER IN ssl_sspi::sendfunc
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6868
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** SOCKET DISCONNECT ENCOUNTERED WITH PARTIAL BUFFER RECEIVING SSL DATA FROM SERVER IN ssl_sspi::recvfunc
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 6869
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** Error 0x%x returned by DecryptMessage
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6870
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** Error 0x%x on SSL recv
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6871
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** Error 0x%x returned by ApplyControlToken in DisconnectFromServer
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6872
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** Error 0x%x returned by InitializeSecurityContext in ssl_sspi::DisconnectFromServer
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6873
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** Return Code %d sending close notify in ssl_sspi::DisconnectFromServer
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6874</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>CANCEL REQUEST RECEIVED - NO ASSISTANT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6875</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>SQL VDI TRANSFER ABORTED EXTERNALLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6876</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>INVALID ENTRY IN %S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6877</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>LINE CONTAINS %D SPACE SEPARATED ELEMENTS, EXPECTED 4 OR 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6878
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PARSE_ENTRY FOUND MALFORMED FPCLIPID ENTRY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6879
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : THREAD %s START (BLOBSIZE=%d, BLOBCOUNT=%d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6880
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %s: BLOB %2d IS %2s BYTES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6881
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STATUS: %D BLOB WRITES COMPLETE, %S (AVG BLOB %2d IN %0.2F SECS) - %2/S/SEC
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6882
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6883</td>
<td>THREAD %s DONE: %d BLOB WRITES COMPLETE, %s (AVG BLOB %s) IN %0.2f SECs = %s/sec</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6884</td>
<td>AVTERA UTILITY [%s] (SERVER: %s)</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6885</td>
<td>%s EXAMINED %ld CLIPS, %ld DPN, %ld (%s) DELETED, %ld DELETIONS FAILED</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6886</td>
<td>DELETE ALL DPN CLIPS</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EVENT CODE LISTING

SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6887
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : THIS COMMAND WILL DELETE ALL DPN DATA. ABORT NOW IF THIS IS NOT DESIRED!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6888
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CONTINUING...
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6889
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NON-DELETE MODE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6890
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : POOL OPEN FAILED: %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6891
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : QUERY EXPRESSION CREATE FAILED: %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6892
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : QUERY EXPRESSION SET TYPE FAILED: %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6893
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : QUERY EXPRESSION SELECT FIELD FAILED: %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6894
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : POOL QUERY OPEN FAILED: %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6895
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANCELLED BY USER (%d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6896
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : POOL QUERY FETCH RESULT FAILED: %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6897
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLEANUP COMPLETED NORMALLY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6898
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : QUERY RESULT GET FIELD FAILED: %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6899
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : QUERY RESULT GET CLIPID FAILED: %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6900
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FPCLIP_OPEN(%S) FAILED: %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6901
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID SIZE FOR CLIP %S: ERR=%D, SIZE=%.0F
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6902
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED DOUBLE-CHECK: COULD NOT FIND 'CLIP_TYPE' Attribute in CLIP %S: %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6903
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FPCLIP_CLOSE(%S) FAILED: %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 6904
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLIP DELETE (%S) FAILED: %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6905
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR INFO: %D (SYSTEM %D) - '%S', MESSAGE '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6906
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : QUERY RETURNED INCOMPLETE RESULT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6907
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMPLETE AFTER PREVIOUS INCOMPLETE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6908
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : QUERY ABORTED
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CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6909
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : ABNORMAL TERMINATION; RERUN CLEANUP
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6910
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : QUERY ERROR
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6911
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : %LD CLIPS SCANNED
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6912
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : %LD DPN CLIPS (%S BYTES) FOUND
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6913
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %LD DPN CLIPS (%S BYTES) DELETED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6914
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %LD DPN CLIPS FAILED TO BE DELETED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6915
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LS: USE --CLIPID=<ROOTCLIP>, OR NO ARGUMENTS FOR A LIST OF ROOT CLIP IDS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 6916
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LS: MALFORMED --CLIPID '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 
CODE : 6917
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT OPEN %S (RES=%D) AND NO CLIP GIVEN
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6918
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID DIRECTORY CLIP (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6919
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT LOCATE OBJECT (CLIP=%S, NAME='%S')
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6920
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT LOCATE OBJECT (CLIP='%S', NAME='%S')
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6921
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT OPEN DIRECTORY '%S' (ID=%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6922
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : %s(%s) WAS NOT FOUND
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6923
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : STARTING BACKUP OF DIRECTORIES
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6924
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : UNABLE TO FIND INODE %d(ROOT) IN DUMP STREAM, ABORTING
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6925
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** SNAPPED UP DIRECTORIES FOR ACCOUNT '%s' BACKUP#%d
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :
CODE : 6926
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO READ INPUT FILE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6927
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : READING INPUT '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6928
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT PARSE INPUT :"%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6929
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INCORRECT FORMAT FOR SEARCH RESULTS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6930
**SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

**CODE 6931**

**SUMMARY**: SYNCHRONOUSLY FLUSHED CONTAINER (%D BYTES) %0.4F SECS

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION

**SEVERITY**: 0:OK

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

**CODE 6932**

**SUMMARY**: INTERNAL ERROR: BAD CLIP (H=%s, STATE=%d, OFF=%d, ID="%s") FOUND IN DIRECTORY "%s"

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

**CODE 6933**

**SUMMARY**: FLUSHING OVERFLOW (%P,%P) %D BYTES, SEQ=%d

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION

**SEVERITY**: 0:OK

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

**CODE 6934**

**SUMMARY**: FINISHING OVERFLOW (%P,%P), SEQ=%d

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION

**AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING**
CODE : 6935
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WROTE %S (%S) %4D ENTRIES [%5D+%5D+%7D %D] (%D/%D OPEN) "$S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK

CODE : 6936
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ODD FILE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK

CODE : 6937
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ALREADY_EXPORTED: BYTES_WRITTEN=%D, FSIZE=%D, DATA.SIZE=%D, CI.H=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK

CODE : 6938
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNEXPECTED FILE SIZE BUF.SIZE=%D+DATA.SIZE=%D = %D NOT <= FSIZE=%D: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 6940
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CENTERA CACHE FILE %D DIRTY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6941
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CENTERA CACHE INITIALIZED: %D FILES, %LLD ENTRIES, %LLD USED, MAX COLLISION CHAIN: %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6942
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CENTERA CACHES CLOSED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6943
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CENTERA ERROR: %D (SYSTEM %D) - '%S', MESSAGE '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6944
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: %s: WROTE %d BYTES TO CENTERA (SEQ=%d) IN %0.4F SECS
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WhOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6946
GENERated BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: UNABLE TO GET INFORMATION ON ACCOUNT %s (ERRCODE: %d)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WhOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6947
GENERated BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: BACKUP %d, LABEL \"%s\", %s ALREADY ON TARGET
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WhOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6948
GENERated BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: ARCHIVING BACKUP %d, TIMESTAMP %s, LABEL \"%s\", %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WhOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6949
GENERated BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: EXPORT CACHE HIT (%s) ON DIRECTORY \"%s\"
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
CODE : 6950
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXPORT CACHE HIT (%S) ON FILE "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6951
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ARCHIVE: CENTERA="%S", CACHING ENABLED=%D, CENTERA THREADS=%D, TIMESTAMP=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6952
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO EXISTING CENTERA ROOT FILE ("%S")
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6953
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MALFORMED CENTERA ROOT FILE ("%S")
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
**SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

```
CODE : 6954
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STARTING CENTERA ROOT CLIP=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6955
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO STARTING CENTERA ROOT CLIP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6956
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REPLICATED %D OF %D BACKUPS FOR CLIENT "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6957
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FINAL CENTERA ROOT CLIP=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6958
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR OCCURRED WRITING CENTERA ROOT FILE ("%S")
```
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6959
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CENTERA REPLICATION NOT SUPPORTED

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6961
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO FIND ACCOUNT:%S LABELNUM:%D ON SERVER:%S

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6962
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : READING ACCOUNT '%S', BACKUP#%D

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6963
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ACCOUNT '%S' BACKUP#%D READ SUCCESSFULLY

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
CODE : 6964
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO READ ACCOUNT '%S' BACKUP#%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6965
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CLIENT = %S META_DATA_TO_HASH = %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6966
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** GETLABELNUMBACKUP %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6967
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %D: %S LABELNUM=%D LABEL=%S PLUGIN_NUM=%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 6968
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Setting delta to %d = %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6969
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** No totals
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6970
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Current user (%s) could not enable SE_SECURITY_NAME privilege. All ACLs cannot be backed up
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6971
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Partialbackup_info::slurp_form_server kind:%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6972
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Creating backup view (UEHMVSSV)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6974
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: **** WINSOCK RETURN CODE %d RECEIVING SSL DATA FROM SERVER IN ssl_sspi::recvfunc
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6975
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** BASE
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6976
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: CURRENT USER (%s) COULD NOT ENABLE SE_SECURITY_NAME PRIVILEGE. ACLS CANNOT BE RESTORED
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 6977
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: COULD NOT OPEN INPUT STREAM '%s'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
CODE : 6978
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INITIALIZATION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6979
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** READING DATA
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6980
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** WRITING DIRECTORY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6981
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNKNOWN PHASE!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6982
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EMPTY INPUT '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6983
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO GET ENTRY %d OF INPUT "%s"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6984
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BROWSING DIRECTORY "%s" %s (TIMEOUT:%d SECONDS)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6985
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DIRECTORY "%s" RETURNED %d FILES COMPLETE?%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6986
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NETBIND: '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION

AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>6987</th>
<th>GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>STOPPING LISTEN THREAD (LOOPBACK)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>6988</th>
<th>GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>EMCTAR UTILITY [%S]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>6989</th>
<th>GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>ERROR OCCURRED WALKING %S; TIMEOUT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>6990</th>
<th>GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** MAPIWALK::MAPIWALK THIS=%P %S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 6991
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BADNESS IMPL->pOTABLE == NULL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6992
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BADNESS row_index = %d, rows = %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6993
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT SPECIFY A FILE/DIRECTORY NAME WITH A STREAM FORMAT (ARGS="%s")
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6994
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT SPECIFY A FILE/DIRECTORY NAME WITH A STREAM FORMAT (ARGS="%s")
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 6995
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : PARSING '%S' STREAM FORMAT FROM %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6996
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : NOT-IMPLEMENTED: HARD LINK (%S) NOT IMPLEMENTED YET; TREATED AS SYMBOLIC LINK
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6997
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : STREAM ERROR: INVALID FILE TYPE: %D
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6998
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** %S: ALTERNATE STREAM (\"%S\", %LD BYTES)
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 6999
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : STREAM ERROR: INVALID EMCTAR ENTRY AT STREAM OFFSET %D %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FOR WHOM : REMEDY : NOTES :

CODE : 7000
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** **** SOCKET DISCONNECT ENCOUNTERED WITH PARTIAL BUFFER RECEIVING SSL DATA FROM SERVER IN SSL_SSPI::RECFUNC
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7001
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXITING %S WITH %S SCRIPT FAILURE %LD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7002
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT PARSE SUBSCRIPT BOOLEAN CLAUSE VALUE '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7003
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNKNOWN SUBSCRIPT CLAUSE DIRECTIVE '%S', IGNORED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7004
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQL PLUGIN MUST BE STARTED WITH CTL INTERFACE SPECIFICATION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7005
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RUNNING AVTAR PROCESS LOCK FILE DETECTED (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7006
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO APPEND DATA TO BACKUP = DIRECTORY TOO LARGE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7007
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UPATH_UNIX::PUSHBACK FOUND DIRSEP IN MIDDLE OF STRING '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7008
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7009</td>
<td>EXCHANGE Message plugin (MAPI) is not supported on x64 edition</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7010</td>
<td>AVSQL_ASSIST::MAKE_SNAPVIEW() SNAPVIEW object valid %d, ENTRY_COUNT %d, IMAGE '%s'</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7011</td>
<td>UNABLE TO SUCCESSFULLY PROCESS SNAPVIEW WORKORDER BECAUSE OF %s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7012</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** NETBIND CHANGED FROM . TO %s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMedy :
NOTES :

CODE : 7013
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** HOSTNAME SET TO %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMedy :
NOTES :

CODE : 7014
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO INITIALIZE META DATA DIR ELEMENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMedy :
NOTES :

CODE : 7015
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT RESTORE ALL ACCESS PRIVILEGES ON "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMedy :
NOTES :

CODE : 7016
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT CHMOD META DATA FILE "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMedy :
NOTES :
CODE         : 7017
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : COULD NOT UNLINK META DATA FILE "\%S\"
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7018
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : COULD NOT CHMOD META DATA DIRECTORY "\%S\"
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7019
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : COULD NOT RMDIR META DATA DIRECTORY "\%S\"
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7020
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : MISSING CENTERA SERVER ADDRESS. USE --CENTERA-SERVER=<VALUE> TO SPECIFY IP ADDRESS OR HOST NAME OF CENTERA.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7021
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : OLD LS IS OBSOLETE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7022
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PATHCACHE HIT %d TIMES WITH %d OVERWRITES

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7023
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : READING INPUT "%s"

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7024
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WROTE %s (%0.3f SECS)

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7025
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULDN'T CONNECT TO CENTERA (%s)

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM  :
REMEDY    :
NOTES     :

CODE      : 7026
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : COULD NOT OPEN %s (RES=%d)
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM  :
REMEDY    :
NOTES     :

CODE      : 7027
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : UNABLE TO READ INPUT: '%s'
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM  :
REMEDY    :
NOTES     :

CODE      : 7028
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : CREATING "%s"
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : INFORMATION
SEVERITY  : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM  :
REMEDY    :
NOTES     :

CODE      : 7029
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : SYNTHESIZING VIEW...
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : INFORMATION
SEVERITY  : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM  :
REMEDY    :
NOTES     :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>7030</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>INVALID VIEW PATH: &quot;%s&quot; -- IGNORED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>7031</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>NO VALID PATHS, MAKEVIEW ABORTING.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>7032</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>VIEW %s CONTAINS %d VALID PATHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>7033</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>UPDATING CENTERA (MAXTHREADS=%d)...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>7034</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>UPDATING ROOTS FILE &quot;%s&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7035
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Done
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7036
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FOUND %D OUT OF %D FILES FOR ACCOUNT '%S' BACKUP #%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7037
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO REFERENCE %D OUT OF %D FILES FOR ACCOUNT '%S' BACKUP #%D. VIEW WILL BE INCOMPLETE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7038
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REFERENCED %D OUT OF %D FILES TOTAL.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7039
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FINISHED WITH ALL ACCOUNT/LABELS.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7040
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ILLEGAL FORMAT FOR MERGE PLUGINS FILES:%D DIRS:%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7041
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO FIND BACKUP#%D.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7042
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PATH2 "%s" NOT FOUND IN BACKUP (ERRORCODE %S).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7043
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

CODE : 7044
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DELTADIRITER::NEXT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7045
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** GETLABELNUMBACKUP( %D, %D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7046
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SETTING DELTA TO %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7047
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** DPNOBJ::CONNECT LABELNUM=%D LABELNUM_DELTA=%D RETURN_DELETED=%D TRANSLATE_DIR_NAMES=%D USESPECIAL=%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7048</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>DPNOBJ::CONNECT DEBUG_DPNOBJ</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7049</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>DPNOBJ::CONNECT DEBUG_DELTA</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7050</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** GETLABELNUM( %D, %D )</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7051</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>ITERATOR::NEXT</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7053
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SPECIAL FILE '%S' NOT RESTORED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7054
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INDEXING BACKUP FROM CLIENT "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7055
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INDEXING: FAST="%S" MAXPARALLELFILES="%D"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7056
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INDEXING INTERRUPTED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOMEM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7057
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7058</td>
<td></td>
<td>INDEXING FAILED</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7059</td>
<td></td>
<td>FAST INDEXING NOT SUPPORTED</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7060</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;%s&quot; - FILE COULD NOT BE FULLY RESTORED DUE TO ERROR.</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7061</td>
<td></td>
<td>CANCELLED BY '%S' - EXITING...</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 7062
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TARGETS COUNT %u
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES :

CODE : 7063
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TARGET[%u] = '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7064
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO TARGETS EVEN AFTER EXPANSION!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7065
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WORKING ON TARGET '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7066
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CREATING MANAGER FOR '%s' (hcount %lu)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7067
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CREATING MANAGER FOR SNAPVIEW
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7068
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQLDMO connect CoInitializeEx failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7069
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQLDMO connect CoCreateInstance failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7070
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7071</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>SQLDMO connect Connect failed with '%s'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7072</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>SQLDMO connect %s returned error %d: %s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7073</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>SQLDMO connect QueryInterface error %d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7074</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>AVORACLE_APP::AVORACLE_APP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7075
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ARGC = %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7076
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ARGV[%d]=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7077
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GET_SHORT_PATH GETSHORTPATHNAMEA=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7078
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RUNFLAGS.STORAGEAPP=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 
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Code    : 7079
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : CONTROLPORT=%D
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : INFORMATION
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :

Code    : 7080
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : SESSIONTICKET=%S
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : INFORMATION
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :

Code    : 7081
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : *** OBSOLETE *** WIDPID=%S
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : INFORMATION
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :

Code    : 7082
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : *** OBSOLETE *** WORK=%S
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : INFORMATION
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM    :
REMEDY      :
NOTES       :

Code    : 7083
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY    : CID=%S
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7084
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : TARGET[%D]=%S
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7085
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** Unknown worktype %s in workorder
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7086
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** RESTORE RUNFLAGS.ORACLE_SERVER=%S
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7087
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** Missing server specification in RMAN RESTORE
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
CODE         : 7088
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : RMAN commandargs[%D]=%s
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7089
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** AVORACLE_APP::RUN RET=%D WAIT.ERROR_NUM=%D
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7090
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** DELETED SESSION TICKET %s
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7091
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR DELETING SESSION TICKET %s %d
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :
CODE         : 7092  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** DELETED WORK ORDER FILE %s  
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM  
TYPE         : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY     : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION  :  
FOR WHOM     :  
REMEDY       :  
NOTES        :  

CODE         : 7093  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** ERROR DELETING WORK ORDER FILE %s %d  
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM  
TYPE         : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY     : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION  :  
FOR WHOM     :  
REMEDY       :  
NOTES        :  

CODE         : 7094  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** RUNFLAGS.PEEKQUEUE = %d  
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM  
TYPE         : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY     : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION  :  
FOR WHOM     :  
REMEDY       :  
NOTES        :  

CODE         : 7095  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY      : INCLUDES NOT SUPPORTED IN ORACLE PLUGIN  
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM  
TYPE         : WARNING  
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION  :  
FOR WHOM     :  
REMEDY       :  
NOTES        :  

CODE         : 7096  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY      : EXCLUDES NOT SUPPORTED IN ORACLE PLUGIN  
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7097
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVORACLE_CONTROL::WORKORDER_BACKUP_OR_RESTORE IS_BACKUP=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7098
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVORACLE_CONTROL::WORKORDER_BACKUP_OR_RESTORE 1 - NEW
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7099
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVORACLE_CONTROL::WORKORDER_BACKUP_OR_RESTORE 2
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7100
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S. SPECIFIED OPTION %P
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
CODE : 7101
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVORACLE_CONTROL::WORKORDER_BACKUP_OR_RESTORE 3
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7102
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RUNFLAGS.PLUGINPORT=%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7103
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVORACLE_CONTROL::WORKORDER_BACKUP_OR_RESTORE 3A
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7104
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVORACLE_CONTROL::WORKORDER_BACKUP_OR_RESTORE RUNFLAGS.STORAGEAPP=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7105
REAMARKS
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GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVORACLE_CONTROL::WORKORDER_BACKUP_OR_RESTORE commandargs[%d]=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7106
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVORACLE_CONTROL::WORKORDER_BACKUP_OR_RESTORE 3b
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7107
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVORACLE_CONTROL::WORKORDER_BACKUP_OR_RESTORE 3c ret=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7108
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVORACLE_CONTROL::WORKORDER_BACKUP_OR_RESTORE ret=%d wait.error_num=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7109
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVORACLE_CONTROL::WORKORDER_BACKUP_OR_RESTORE 4
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7110
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVORACLE_CONTROL::WORKORDER_BACKUP_OR_RESTORE 5
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7111
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ATTEMPT TO BROWSE INTO ORACLE DATABASE '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7112
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVTAR_NAME = %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7113
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DUPLICATEHANDLE hWRITEPIPE FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7114
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DUPLICATEHANDLE nREADPIPE FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7115
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WAITFORINPUTIDLE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7116
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ::READFILE BYTESTOWRITE= %D TOTAL_BYTESREAD = %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7117
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ::READFILE BYTESWRITTEN= %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7118
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : GETEXITCODEPROCESS( %P, STILL_ACTIVE ) = %D
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7119
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : AVAMAR   : SBTINIT V1
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7120
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : trace_file=%S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7121
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : INIT: SBT VERSION 1
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7122
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : INIT: PROXY DISABLED
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7123
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INIT: ORASBT_PROXY_MAXFILES=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7124
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NORMAL INIT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7125
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : SBTBACKUP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7126
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FILE=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7127
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BLOCK_SIZE=\%ld
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7128
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** OUTFILENAME=\%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7129
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CHILD PROCESS STARTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7130
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : WAITING FOR AVTAR TO START ... SLEEP 10
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7131
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : sbtclose2
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CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7132
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WAITING AVTAR TO FINISH ...
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7133
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVTAR FINISHED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7134
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SBTCOMMAND %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7135
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : SBEND
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 7136  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : ABNORMAL ENDS  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 7137  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : SBTINFO2  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 7138  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : FILE_NAME_LIST %S  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 7139  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : SBTINFO2 LIST FINISHED  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  
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CODE : 7140
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : SBTINFO2 returning SBTBINFO_NOTFOUND
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7141
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** AVAMAR : SBTINFO2 SBTBINFO_NAME
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7142
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : SBTINFO2 SBTBINFO_LABEL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7143
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : SBTINFO2 SBTBINFO_METHOD_STREAM
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7144
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : SBTINIT2 - build date %s time %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7145
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SBTREAD2: SHORT READ, READ(%d)=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7146
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SBTREMOVE2
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7147
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SBTREMOVE2 FILE %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7148
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : SBTRESTORE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
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CODE          : 7149
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : FILE=%s, BLOCK_SIZE=%ld
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM      :
REMEDY        :
NOTES         :

CODE          : 7150
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : REDIRECT STDOUT
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM      :
REMEDY        :
NOTES         :

CODE          : 7151
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : AVAMAR : SBTWRITE2 (%d)=%d FAILED
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : ERROR
SEVERITY      : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM      :
REMEDY        :
NOTES         :

CODE          : 7152
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : AVAMAR : PROXY SBTPCBACKUP
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR WHOM      :
REMEDY        :
NOTES         :

CODE          : 7153
Sequential Event Code Listing

Code: 7154
Generated By: Client: Unknown
Summary: OSFILE=%S
Category: System
Type: Information
Severity: 0:OK
Description:
For Whom:
Remedy:
Notes:

Code: 7155
Generated By: Client: Unknown
Summary: FILE_INFO=%S, BLOCK_SIZE=%LD, FLAGS=%LD
Category: System
Type: Information
Severity: 0:OK
Description:
For Whom:
Remedy:
Notes:

Code: 7156
Generated By: Client: Unknown
Summary: AVAMAR: PROXY: SBTPCCANCEL
Category: System
Type: Information
Severity: 0:OK
Description:
For Whom:
Remedy:
Notes:

Code: 7157
Generated By: Client: Unknown
Summary: AVAMAR: PROXY: SBTPCEND
Category: System
Type: Information
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7158
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : PROXY sbtpcquerybackup
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7159
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : PROXY sbtpcqueryrestore
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7160
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : PROXY sbtpcrestore
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7161
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : PROXY sbtpcstart
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE   : 7162
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : PROXY sbtpcstatus
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE    : INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE   : 7163
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : PROXY sbtpcvalidate
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE    : INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE   : 7164
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : sbtopen
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE    : INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE   : 7165
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : sbtclose
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE    : INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE   : 7166
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : AVAMAR    : SBTREAD
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7167
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : AVAMAR    : SBWRITE
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7168
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : AVAMAR    : SBREMOVE
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7169
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : AVAMAR    : SBINFO
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7170
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : AVAMAR    : SBTPVT_OPEN_OUTPUT
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7171
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** AVORACLE RETURNING WITH EXITCODE %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7172
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ALL BACKUP PATHS ARE IGNORED IN RANDCHUNK MODE: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7173
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RANDCHUNK MODE: No backup created
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7174
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : (CACHE MERGE)Cannot run multiple avatars at the same time
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 
CODE : 7175
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : (CACHE MERGE) RUNNING AVTAR PROCESS LOCK FILE DETECTED (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7176
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-360 MSG 7176
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7177
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-360 MSG 7177
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7178
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-360 MSG 7178
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7179
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-360 MSG 7179
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7180
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-360 MSG 7180
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7181
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-360 MSG 7181
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7182
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-360 MSG 7182
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7183
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-360 MSG 7183
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
CODE : 7184
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO PIN FILES FOUND
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

CODE : 7185
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PERFORMING A COMMAND FAILURE SLEEP OF %D SECONDS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

CODE : 7186
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REVERT TO PREVIOUS REGISTRATION SETTINGS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

CODE : 7187
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REVERT %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
CODE : 7188
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WAKEUP AFTER HIBERNATE DETECTED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7189
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FIRST WORK REQUEST DELAYED FOR %G SECONDS.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7190
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FIRST WORK REQUEST DELAY FINISHED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7191
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AGENT TERMINATED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7192
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ADDITIONAL PIN FILE '%S' FOUND IN '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>WARNING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CODE**: 7193  
**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: COULD NOT OPEN '%S' FOR OUTPUT, APPLICATION OF ACLS FAILED.  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: ERROR  
**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION**:  
**FOR WHOM**:  
**REMEDY**:  
**NOTES**:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7194</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GENERATED BY</strong>:</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUMMARY</strong>:</td>
<td>COULD NOT RENAME '%S' TO '%S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CATEGORY</strong>:</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TYPE</strong>:</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SEVERITY</strong>:</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DESCRIPTION</strong>:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOR WHOM</strong>:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REMEDY</strong>:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NOTES</strong>:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7195</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GENERATED BY</strong>:</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUMMARY</strong>:</td>
<td>COULD NOT DELETE '%S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CATEGORY</strong>:</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TYPE</strong>:</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SEVERITY</strong>:</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DESCRIPTION</strong>:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOR WHOM</strong>:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REMEDY</strong>:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NOTES</strong>:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7196</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GENERATED BY</strong>:</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUMMARY</strong>:</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO COPY '%S-%S' INTO CHILD PROCESS ENVIRONMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CATEGORY</strong>:</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TYPE</strong>:</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SEVERITY</strong>:</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DESCRIPTION</strong>:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOR WHOM</strong>:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDIY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7197
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP VIEW FILE "%S" CONTAINS %d ENTRIES, EXCEEDING --MAXVIEWENTRIES=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7198
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP VIEW FILE "%S" ENTRY %d CONTAINS INVALID HEXTIME (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7199
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKDUMP::PARSE_DIRENTRIES UNABLE TO FIND DIRELEM FOR %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7200
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKDUMP::PARSE_DIRENTRIES UNABLE TO FIND DIRELEM FOR LARA %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7201
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: UNKNOWN STRING IN STREAM '%s'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7202

GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: BACKUP CANCELLED, WRAPPING-UP SESSION WITH SERVER
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7203

GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: INTERNAL ERROR WITH PATH LEVELS, EXITING.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7204

GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: UNKNOWN STREAMFORMAT '%s', UNABLE TO MERGE STREAMS.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7205

GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: INTERNAL ERROR, CANNOT FIND DIRELEM FOR '%s'
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
CODE : 7206
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULD NOT OPEN '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7207
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INTERNAL ERROR, NULL PREVDE DIRELEM FOR '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7208
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ENTERED %D INCLUDES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7209
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FINISHED READING MAKEVIEW INPUT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7210
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FINISHED GENERATING MAKEVIEW TABLES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7211
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : READING VIEW INPUT FILE '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7212
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT OPEN FILENAME:"%s"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7213
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID ENTRY '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7214
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7215</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>Finished reading makeview input %d entries.</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7216</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>Cache being recreated to support selected option(s) (%S)</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7217</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>CENTREPLDIR: Write of &quot;%S&quot; to Centera failed</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7218</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>CENTREPLFILE: Write of &quot;%S&quot; to Centera failed</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TRUNCATING ARG LIST FOR STREAM %S</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7219
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: NEW ARG LIST %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK

DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7220
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: SHORT (8.3) NAME \"%s\" ALREADY EXISTS WHEN CREATING \"%s\"
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7221
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: NOT RESTORING WINDOWS FILE SUMMARIES.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7222
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: %sUNKNOWN TYPE IN readdir (%d) : %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:
CODE : 7223
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GENERATING EMC TAR STREAM TO PATH "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7224
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %D EXACT STRINGS ENTERED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7225
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXCLUDE EXACT:%D NAMELIST SIZE:%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7226
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT STAT MOUNTPOINT %S (ERRNO=%D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7227
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S: %s

AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>7228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>RETRYING HrMailboxLogon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Code         | 7229                          |
| Generated By | CLIENT:UNKNOWN                |
| Summary      | RETRYING HrMailboxLogon %X %S |
| Category     | SYSTEM                        |
| Type         | INFORMATION                   |
| Severity     | 0:OK                          |
| Description  |                               |
| For Whom     |                               |
| Remedy       |                               |
| Notes        |                               |

| Code         | 7230                          |
| Generated By | CLIENT:UNKNOWN                |
| Summary      | MAPIFILESTREAM::~MAPIFILESTREAM() OpenStoreAndFolder(%S) failed %X - %S |
| Category     | SYSTEM                        |
| Type         | ERROR                         |
| Severity     | 2:PROCESS                    |
| Description  |                               |
| For Whom     |                               |
| Remedy       |                               |
| Notes        |                               |

| Code         | 7231                          |
| Generated By | CLIENT:UNKNOWN                |
| Summary      | MAPIFILESTREAM::~MAPIFILESTREAM() pMsg->SetProps() failed %X - %S |
| Category     | SYSTEM                        |
| Type         | ERROR                         |
| Severity     | 2:PROCESS                    |
| Description  |                               |
For Whom : 
Remedy : 
Notes : 

CODE : 7232
GENERATED BY : Client:Unknown
SUMMARY : mapiFilestream::~mapiFilestream() pOMsg->SaveChanges() failed %X - %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7233
GENERATED BY : Client:Unknown
SUMMARY : impl->pOTable == NULL, disconnected Mailbox %s, skipping...
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7234
GENERATED BY : Client:Unknown
SUMMARY : RANDCHUNK VALIDATE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7235
GENERATED BY : Client:Unknown
SUMMARY : Cannot open history stream for reading, files will not be deleted
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
**SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7236</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client: Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>unknown history string: '%s'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7237</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client: Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>INVALID BLOCKSIZE SPECIFIED (%d), CHANGED TO %d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7238</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client: Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>STREAM COMPLETE: %s BYTES READ FROM STREAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7239</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client: Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** readandparseheader: FAILED padding read (requested=%lld, read=%lld)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7240</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>Client: Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** INVALID HEADER IN readandparseheader (request=%lld, read=%lld)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7241
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO READ PAXREC DATA
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7242
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID BLOCKSIZE SPECIFIED (%D), CHANGED TO %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7243
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO READ SYSTEMINFO OBJECT OF SIZE %LLD, RECEIVED %LLD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7244
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : READ_EMCALT READSIZE OF LENGTH FAILED FNAME:%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7245
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : read_emcalt read of name failed, fname:%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7246
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : read_emcalt read of bufsize failed, fname:%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7247
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** read_emcalt read of altdata failed (request=%LLD, read=%LLD)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7248
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** parseheader_emctar: read of namesize failed (request=%LLD, read=%LLD, hiteof=%d, bytepos:%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7249
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PARSEHEADER_EMCTAR: READ OF EATTR FAILED (NAME:%S REQUEST=%LLD, READ=%LLD, HITEOF?%D, BYTEPOS:%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7250
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLIENT "%S" HAS %D BACKUPS ON TARGET (%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7251
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DONE PARSING XMLFILE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7252
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GENERATING %S STREAM BLOCKSIZE %D TO PATH "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7253
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SOCKET OPEN TIMEOUT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7254
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** LOCATION %s EXISTS AS \"%s\", MOVING IT TO \"%s\"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7255
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** QUERYING IF PATH \"%s\" ALREADY EXISTS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7256
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** PATH \"%s\" EXISTS, MOVING EXISTING BLOCK TO \"%s\"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7257
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** GETTING EXISTING BACKUPS FROM \"%s\"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
**SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 7258

**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:Unknown

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** COPYING %D BACKUPS 

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION

**SEVERITY**: 0:OK

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 7259

**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:Unknown

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** COPYING BACKUP #%D (%LLD) 

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION

**SEVERITY**: 0:OK

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 7260

**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:Unknown

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** WARNING: DELETION OF BACKUP %LLD IN "%S" FAILED DURING MOVE 

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION

**SEVERITY**: 0:OK

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 7261

**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:Unknown

**SUMMARY**: *** OBSOLETE *** BACKUP COPY COMPLETE 

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION

**SEVERITY**: 0:OK

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

**AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING**
CODE : 7262
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTORING BACKUP IN STREAM FORMAT '%s' TO %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7263
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : IGNORING SECTION '%s' IN WORKORDER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7264
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FINISHED READING XML FILE - STARTING PARSE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7265
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REDIRECTED RESTORE TARGET PATH '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7266
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQL TRUNCATE LOG OF '%s' SUCCESSFUL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7267</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>TRUNCATING DATABASE LOG ...</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7268</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>UNABLE TO TRUNCATE DATABASE LOG.</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7269</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>REDIRECTED RESTORE TARGET '%S'</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7270</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>DATABASE NAME CAN CURRENTLY NOT BE SPECIFIED IN REDIRECTED RESTORE TARGET ('%S')</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7271
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FINAL SUMMARY GENERATED SUBWORK %d, CANCELLED/ABORTED %d, SNAPVIEW %d, EXITCODE %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7272
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ORACLE_HOME REGISTRY KEY NOT FOUND. USING DEFAULT.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7273
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULDN'T OPEN %s %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7274
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULDN'T DETERMINE RMAN DIRECTORY FROM ORATAB FILE (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7275
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7276</td>
<td>AVORACLE_APP::GET_MAX_SCN_FROM_RMAN_LOG file not found %S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7277</td>
<td>RUNFLAGS.ORAHOME=%S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7278</td>
<td>TESTING LOG FILE READ LOG FILENAME=%S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7279</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** DO A DEBUGGING BROWSE HERE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Code : 7280
   GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
   SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** ABOUT TO CALL CONTROL.BROWSE_TARGETS, MESS=%S
   CATEGORY : SYSTEM
   TYPE : INFORMATION
   SEVERITY : 0:OK
   DESCRIPTION :
   FOR WHOM :
   REMEDY :
   NOTES :

Code : 7281
   GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
   SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** BACK FROM CONTROL.BROWSE_TARGETS
   CATEGORY : SYSTEM
   TYPE : INFORMATION
   SEVERITY : 0:OK
   DESCRIPTION :
   FOR WHOM :
   REMEDY :
   NOTES :

Code : 7282
   GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
   SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CONTROL.BROWSE_TARGETS = %S
   CATEGORY : SYSTEM
   TYPE : INFORMATION
   SEVERITY : 0:OK
   DESCRIPTION :
   FOR WHOM :
   REMEDY :
   NOTES :

Code : 7283
   GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
   SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** EXACTLY ONE TARGET FILE MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR A BACKUP OR RESTORE
   CATEGORY : SYSTEM
   TYPE : ERROR
   SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
   DESCRIPTION :
   FOR WHOM :
   REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7284
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COULD NOT CREATE AVTAR FLAG FILE %S %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7285
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESTORE DATABASE NAME=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7286
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVER = %S DBID = %S RESTORE_DATE = %S SEQ = %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7287
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CAN'T RESTORE FROM NON-CONTROL FILE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7288
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : YOU CANNOT DELETE THE ARCHIVELOGS UNLESS YOU BACK THEM UP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7289
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RMAN=%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7290
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : rman environment variables:
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7291
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %s-%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7292
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO EXECUTE RMAN FOR WORKORDER:%S, SPAWN FAILED WITH %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7293
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** WAIT ERROR_NUM = %D
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK

DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7294
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** WAIT RET = %D
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK

DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7295
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: RUNFLAGS.UNTIL_SCN = %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK

DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7296
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: READ_SCN = %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK

DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:
CODE : 7297
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ORAHOME=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7298
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TNSNAMES_FILENAME=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7299
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVICE_NAME=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7300
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : sbtinfo2 SBTINFO_NAME %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7301
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR : sbtinfo2 SBTINFO_SHARE_MULTIPLE
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7302
Generated By : Client:Unknown
Summary : AVAMAR  : SBTINFO2  SBTBFINFO_ORDER_RANDOM
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7303
Generated By : Client:Unknown
Summary : AVAMAR  : SBTINFO2  SBTBFINFO_END
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7304
Generated By : Client:Unknown
Summary : ERROR PROCESSING FILE '%s' MESSAGE FROM DATA SOURCE
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7305
Generated By : Client:Unknown
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** ATTEMPTING TO SET UID TO RUN RMAN AS USER %s
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7306</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** FAILED LOOKUP OF UID FOR USER %s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7307</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** ATTEMPTING TO RUN AS ROOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7308</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** COULD NOT SET GID TO %d TO RUN RMAN AS USER %s (ERRNO=%d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7309</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** SET UID TO %d TO RUN RMAN AS USER %s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**CODE** : 7310  
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY** : CANNOT BROWSE SYMBOLIC LINKS (%S)  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : ERROR  
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION** :  
**FOR WHOM** :  
**REMEDY** :  
**NOTES** :  

**CODE** : 7311  
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY** : MAPISTREAM::STREAM_TO_MSG SOME ATTRIBUTES NOT RESTORED.  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : WARNING  
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION** :  
**FOR WHOM** :  
**REMEDY** :  
**NOTES** :  

**CODE** : 7312  
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY** : CANNOT BACKUP SECURITY DESCRIPTOR FOR FILE "%S". ERROR=%D (%S)  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : WARNING  
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION** :  
**FOR WHOM** :  
**REMEDY** :  
**NOTES** :  

**CODE** : 7313  
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY** : SKIPPING MODIFIED FILE WITH MATCHING METADATA (%S): "%S"  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : INFORMATION  
**SEVERITY** : 0:OK  
**DESCRIPTION** :  
**FOR WHOM** :  
**REMEDY** :  
**NOTES** :  

**CODE** : 7314  
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY** : OLD STYLE PATH, THE DATASET SHOULD BE RE-SPECIFIED - %S  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>WARNING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Code** : 7315
**Generated By** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**Summary** : *** OBSOLETE *** SET GID TO %D TO RUN RMAN AS USER %S
**Category** : SYSTEM
**Type** : INFORMATION
**Severity** : 0:OK
**Description** : 
**For Whom** : 
**Remedy** : 
**Notes** : 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>7315</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** SET GID TO %D TO RUN RMAN AS USER %S (ERRNO=%D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>7316</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** COULD NOT SET UID TO %D TO RUN RMAN AS USER %S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>7317</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** --STORAGEAPP_USERNAME=&lt;USER&gt; OPTION NOT SUPPORTED ON WINDOWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>7318</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** FOUND UNEXPECTED END OF STREAM BYTEPOS:%S, REQUESTED:%LLD READ:%LD BYTES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Code : 7319
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FOUND END OF TAR STREAM AT BYTEPOS:%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

Code : 7320
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REACHED END OF BYTE STREAM AT BYTEPOS:%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

Code : 7321
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STREAM ERROR: INVALID FILE TYPE: %d NAME:%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

Code : 7322
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BOTH LABEL NUMBERS (%d) ARE IDENTICAL FOR DIFFERENCE LISTING; NOTHING TO COMPARE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

Code : 7323
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMPARING WITH BACKUP #%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7324
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : <7324>VOLUME TYPE FOR "%s" IS "%s", SUPPORTS COMPRESSION-%d, ENCRYPTION-%d, ACLS-%d, DATASTREAMS-%d, REPARSE-%d, SPARSE-%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7325
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-371 MSG 7325
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7326
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-371 MSG 7326
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7327
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-371 MSG 7327
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7328
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-371 MSG 7328
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7329
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-371 MSG 7329
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7330
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-371 MSG 7330
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7332
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Server version does not support backup of alternate data streams. This data will not be saved. Please upgrade server to at least 3.7.1 to save this data
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
For Whom : 
Remedy : 
Notes : 

CODE : 7333
 GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
 SUMMARY : ERROR PARSING PREVIOUS BACKUP INODE TABLE
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM
 TYPE : ERROR
 SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
 DESCRIPTION:

For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE : 7334
 GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
 SUMMARY : BASE BACKUP NODE TABLE NOT SPECIFIED
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM
 TYPE : WARNING
 SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
 DESCRIPTION:

For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE : 7335
 GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
 SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INTERNAL ERROR, UNABLE TO FIND '%s' IN BASE BACKUP (UNDER '%s' IN INCREMENTAL)
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM
 TYPE : ERROR
 SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
 DESCRIPTION:

For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE : 7336
 GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
 SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT FIND '%s' IN PREVIOUS BACKUP FOR MERGING
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM
 TYPE : ERROR
 SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
 DESCRIPTION:

For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :
CODE : 7337
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MISSING GETDPNINFO data from Server
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7338
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BAD GETDPNINFO version from Server
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7339
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNSUPPORTED GETDPNINFO version from Server: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7340
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BAD GETDPNINFO message/chunk sizes from Server
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7341
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DUMP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7342
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** %LLD
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7343
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : SORT ERROR!
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7344
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : END DUMP
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7345
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : UNABLE TO READ PAXREC DATA
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7346
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FOUND LARGE (%s) SIZE ALTERNATE DATA IN EMC TAR STREAM FOR FILE '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7347
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNRECOGNIZED EMC TAR VERSION '%s' (ONLY VERSION '53' AND '43' ARE SUPPORTED)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7348
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PIPE CONTROL EXTRA BYTES %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7349
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PIPE CONTROL CANNOT FIND ENOUGH DEPHASH VALUES (%
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7350
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** %S-%
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7351
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** INTERNAL ERROR, UNABLE TO FIND '%S' IN BASE BACKUP (UNDER DIRECTORY '%S' WITH INODE NUMBER %LLU IN INCREMENTAL)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7352
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** ATTEMPTED TO STOMP ON INODE_TABLE ENTRY(%LLU, %S) WITH HASH %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7353
SUMMARY: SUCCESSFULLY READ AND PARSED INODE TABLE
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7354
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** BASE SNAPSHOT NODE TABLE NOT SPECIFIED
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7355
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO WRITE INODE TABLE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7356
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT FIND '%s' IN PREVIOUS BACKUP FOR MERGING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7357
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INITIALIZATION FAILURE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7358
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : USING %s ENCRYPTION FOR USER DATA
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
CODE : 7359
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INTERNAL KEY ERROR (LEN=%D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7360
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** KEY SIZE=%d, KEY='%s', ENC=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7361
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** KEY SIZE (%D) DOES NOT MATCH REQUIRED SIZE (%D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7362
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INPUT SIZE=%d, HASH=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7363
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** COMPRESS res=%d, size=%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7364

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNCOMPRESS res=%d, size=%d, hash=%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7365

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** INPUT AND OUTPUT HASHES DO NOT MATCH!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7366

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID OPTIONS: ZLIB COMPRESSION CANNOT BE USED WITH DATA-AT-REST ENCRYPTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS.Fatal
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7367

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STARTED NDMP CATALOG STREAM
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7368
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ndmp_history readline: Line too long, truncating: '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

Code : 7369
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ndmp_history readline: I/O error (%d, errno=%d) on FD %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

Code : 7370
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Unrecognized EMC tar version '%s' (only version '53' and '43' are supported)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

Code : 7371
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** stopwatch:stop() wrapped
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES:

CODE: 7372
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** STOPWATCH::OPERATOR+() OPERANDS INCOMPATIBLE %d %d
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7373
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** STOPWATCH::PLATFORM_CLOCK() UNSUPPORTED CLOCK DESIGNATION %d
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7374
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: FLAG --%s="%s" (%d CHARACTERS) EXCEEDS MAXIMUM LENGTH OF %d, TRUNCATED.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7375
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** NO MATCHING SNAPUPS FOUND.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7376
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** RESTRICTION: Only directory targets are allowed for restore

CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7377
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: BACKUPS FOR %S AS OF %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7378
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** NO MATCHING SNAPUPS FOUND.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7379
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** DELETION OF BACKUP %
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7380
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: DELETED BACKUP %D TIMESTAMP %S LABEL "%S"
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :

REMEDY :

NOTES :

CODE : 7381
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP #%D TIMESTAMP %S LABEL "%S" NOT DELETED; --FORCE OPTION MUST BE USED TO DELETE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :

REMEDY :

NOTES :

CODE : 7382
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** NO MATCHING SNAPUPS FOUND
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :

REMEDY :

NOTES :

CODE : 7383
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BROWSING STARTED ...
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :

REMEDY :

NOTES :

CODE : 7384
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GETTING THE ORACLE_HOME FOR %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :

REMEDY :

NOTES :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7385</td>
<td>CODE 7385: EXACT ORACLE SID: [%S] AND HOME [%S] WERE SPECIFIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7386</td>
<td>CODE 7386: *** OBSOLETE *** LIST SIZE SHOULD BE 1 [%D]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7387</td>
<td>CODE 7387: ALREADY PROCESSED ORACLE HOME [%S]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7388</td>
<td>CODE 7388: SKIPPING NON-LIST NAME=%S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7389</td>
<td>CODE 7389: SID SERVICE_NAME=%S NOT FOUND IN /ETC/ORATAB SKIPPING.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7390</td>
<td>FOUND SERVICE NAME (SID): %s ORACLE_HOME: %s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7391</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** PARSING THE TARGET SID: %s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7392</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** INCORRECT FORMAT FILE SPECIFIED FOR RESTORE: %s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7393</td>
<td>PARSED THE TARGET SID: %s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

CODE : 7394
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CHECKING HOSTNAME: [%s]...
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7395
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** HOSTNAME: [%s] IS NOT LOCAL - %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7396
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ADDING PAIR [ORA_HOME, ORA_SID],[%s,%s]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7397
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ILLEGAL TAR RECORD FOUND, NAME FIELD IS EMPTY AT STREAMOFFSET:%s.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7398
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTRICTION: INCREMENTAL BACKUP OF ANYTHING EXCEPT A FULL VOLUME IS NOT SUPPORTED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7399
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Offset empty for inode %s, but not present in previous backup either
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7400
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Unable to find inode %s at offset '%s' in curstream
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7401
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Unable to find offset for inode:%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7402
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : No stream offset for inode %s was found in the history stream, unable to look up direlem by offset
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7403
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO FIND DIRELEM FOR STREAM OFFSET \"%S\" (%S %S) IN DIRECTORY \"%S\"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7404
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO LOCATE DIRELEM IN CURLIST WITH HISTORY STREAM NAME '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7405
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DELAYING RECEIVE CTL MESSAGE FOR %D MS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7406
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECEIVE CTL MESSAGE DELAY FINISHED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
CODE : 7407
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EMCTARPIPE::FILLHEADER CANNOT FIND ENOUGH DEPHASHES FOR THE STUB FILE DATA
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7408
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OPEN FILE AGENT REPORTED FROZEN VOLUME '%S' CREATED (FOR VOLUME '%S'), BUT THE FROZEN VOLUME DOESN'T EXIST. NOT ATTEMPTING TO USE FROZEN VOLUME.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7409
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FREEZE VOLUME LIST : %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7410
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PARSEHEADER_EMCTAR: READ OF NAMESIZE FAILED (REQUEST=%"LL"d, READ=%"LL"d, HITEOF?%d, BYTEPOS:%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7411
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7411
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7412
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTFILE PIPE CONTROL CANNOT FIND ENOUGH DEPHASH VALUES (%
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7413
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ABORTING DUE TO CONNECTION ERROR (%D, %S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7414
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO LOAD INODE TABLE FROM %S IN THE %S DIRECTORY IN THE BACKUP, HARDLINK RESTORES MAY FAIL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7415
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MISSING LOGICAL/PHYSICAL NAME OF DATA DATA/LOG.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7416
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CAN NOT GET SERVICE NAME FOR '%s'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7417
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVICE FOR '%s' IS '%s'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7418
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO RETRIEVE TIMESTAMPS FOR DATABASE '%s'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDIY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7419
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FORCING FULL BACKUP ON 'MASTER' DATABASE BECAUSE ONLY COMPLETE BACKUP CAN BE PERFORMED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY  :
NOTES  :

CODE  : 7420
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : FORCING FULL BACKUP DUE TO THE FOLLOWING ERROR: %S
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : WARNING
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM  :
REMEDY  :
NOTES  :

CODE  : 7421
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : UNKNOWN BACKUP TYPE '%S'
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM  :
REMEDY  :
NOTES  :

CODE  : 7422
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : %S EXCLUDED
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : INFORMATION
SEVERITY  : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM  :
REMEDY  :
NOTES  :

CODE  : 7423
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : UNABLE TO LOAD METADATA FROM SNAPUP.
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : INFORMATION
SEVERITY  : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM  :
REMEDY  :
NOTES  :

CODE  : 7424
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FOPEN() FAILED FOR %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7425

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR BROWSING BROWSE_SNAPUP%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7426

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXPECTING SINGLE CHILD, BUT GOT %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7427

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR LOADING SQL METADATA%s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7428

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO OUTPUT RETURNED FROM AVTAR
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7429
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ORIGINAL WORKORDER MISSING.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7430
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO BROWSE THE CONTENT OF THE SNAPUP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7431
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR CALCULATING DEPENDENCIES.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7432
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INSTANCE %S NOT FOUND IN SNAPUP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7433
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP AND RESTORE OPERATIONS ARE NOT ALLOWED ON DATABASE TEMPDB
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7434
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : USING SMO FOR SQL DATABASE ACCESS.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7435
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : USING DMO FOR SQL DATABASE ACCESS.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7436
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQLDMO PING_INSTANCE_VERSION PINGSQLSERVERVERSION FAILED WITH '8s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7437
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7437
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7438
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQL CHECK_SERVER CoCreateInstance failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7439
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SQL CHECK_SERVER failed with '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7440
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %SREGISTRATION ERROR: NULL MESSAGE RECEIVED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7441
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLIENT %SREGISTRATION UPDATED %S %S(%S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 7442  
**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: %SREGISTRATION OF CLIENT %S WITH MCS %S:%D SUCCESSFUL.  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: INFORMATION  
**SEVERITY**: 0:OK  
**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

---

**CODE**: 7443  
**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: DONE READING STREAM.  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: INFORMATION  
**SEVERITY**: 0:OK  
**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

---

**CODE**: 7444  
**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: DIRECTORIES BACKED UP SUCCESSFULLY  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: INFORMATION  
**SEVERITY**: 0:OK  
**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

---

**CODE**: 7445  
**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY**: BACKING UP DIRECTORIES  
**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM  
**TYPE**: INFORMATION  
**SEVERITY**: 0:OK  
**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 


CODE : 7446
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT GET NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN SQL RESULT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7447
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %20s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7448
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PHYSICAL: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7449
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LOGICAL : %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7450
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %s %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7451
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT CHANGE UID/GID OF "%S" TO %D/%D (ERRNO=%D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7452
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT CHANGE MODE OF "%S" (ERRNO=%D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7453
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT CREATE FILE "%S" WITH MODE 0400
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7454
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT OPEN ORACLE CREDENTIAL FILE "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7455
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WRITING ORACLE CREDENTIALS TO "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7456
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DELETED ORACLE CREDENTIALS %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7457
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LOGIN ERROR %D: ALL LOGIN CONNECTIONS FAILED - SEE ABOVE WARNINGS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7458
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PROCESSING PART OF LARGE DIRECTORY: "%S" (PROCESSED %"LL"D BYTES IN %D FILES)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
Code : 7459
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : Vista Softlink object %s. Skipping contents.
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7460
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7460
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7461
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7461
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7462
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7462
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7463
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7463
Category : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7464
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 7464
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7465
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 7465
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7466
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 7466
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7467
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 7467
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7468
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7468
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7469
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7469
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7470
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7470
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7471
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7471
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7472
**SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

**SUMMARY**  : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 7472  
**CATEGORY**  : SYSTEM  
**TYPE**      : ERROR  
**SEVERITY**  : 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION** : 
**FOR WHOM**   :  
**REMEDY**     :  
**NOTES**     :  

**CODE**  : 7473  
**SUMMARY**  : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 7473  
**CATEGORY**  : SYSTEM  
**TYPE**      : ERROR  
**SEVERITY**  : 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION** : 
**FOR WHOM**   :  
**REMEDY**     :  
**NOTES**     :  

**CODE**  : 7474  
**SUMMARY**  : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 7474  
**CATEGORY**  : SYSTEM  
**TYPE**      : ERROR  
**SEVERITY**  : 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION** : 
**FOR WHOM**   :  
**REMEDY**     :  
**NOTES**     :  

**CODE**  : 7475  
**SUMMARY**  : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 7475  
**CATEGORY**  : SYSTEM  
**TYPE**      : ERROR  
**SEVERITY**  : 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION** : 
**FOR WHOM**   :  
**REMEDY**     :  
**NOTES**     :  

**CODE**  : 7476  
**SUMMARY**  : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 7476  
**CATEGORY**  : SYSTEM  
**TYPE**      : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7477
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7477
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7478
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7478
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7479
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7479
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7480
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7480
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
CODE : 7481
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7481
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7482
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7482
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7483
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7483
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7484
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7484
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7485
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7485
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7486
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7486
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7487
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7487
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7488
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7488
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7489
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7489
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
CODE  : 7490
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7490
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE  : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE  : 7491
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7491
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE  : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE  : 7492
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7492
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE  : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE  : 7493
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY  : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37X MSG 7493
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE  : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7494
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 7494
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7495
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 7495
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7496
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 7496
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7497
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 7497
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7498
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-37x MSG 7498
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 7499  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED=37x MSG 7499

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 7500  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : %SREGISTRATION ERROR: NULL MESSAGE RECEIVED

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 7501  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : %SREGISTRATION UPDATED %S %S(%S)

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

CODE : 7502  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : %SREGISTRATION OF CLIENT %S WITH MCS %S:%D SUCCESSFUL.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : INFORMATION  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM :  
REMEDY :  
NOTES :  

---

AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING
CODE : 7503
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PROCESSING INVALID BROWSE REQUEST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7504
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EMPTY WORKORDER MESSAGE FOR TARGET '%%s'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7505
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO ALLOCATE STATE OBJECT FOR PID %s.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7506
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO ALLOCATE CALLBACK PORT FOR PID %s.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7507
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ctl_span successfull
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7508
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ctl_man successfull
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7509
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : after ctl_man start successfull
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7510
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Timeout waiting on spann for workorder %s (pid:%d).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7511
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Unable to allocate manager object for workorder %s (pid:%d).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7512
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO ALLOCATE SPANN OBJECT FOR WORKORDER %S (PID:%S).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7513
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : [AVCOMMON_ASSIST::UNITTEST_DUMMY]: BASE DUMMY 1
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7514
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : [AVCOMMON_ASSIST::UNITTEST_DUMMY_2]: BASE DUMMY 2
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7515
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** [AVCOMMON_CTL_SUP::PROCESS_UNIT_TEST: ] MAKING NEW SNAPUP ASSISTANT ...
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
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REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7516
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : [AVCOMMON_CTL_SUP::PROCESS_UNIT_TEST: ] TRYING NEW SNAPUP ASSISTANT ... 
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7517
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RETURNING %s 
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7518
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : USING NON-REENTRANT FUNCTION GETPWNAM() IN AVSPAWN::USER_AS() 
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7519
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DONE READING STREAM 
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7520
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY : Client: Unknown
SUMMARY : Directories backed up successfully
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0: OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7521
GENERATED BY : Client: Unknown
SUMMARY : Backing up directories
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0: OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7522
GENERATED BY : Client: Unknown
SUMMARY : Copying "$s" to server as $s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0: OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7523
GENERATED BY : Client: Unknown
SUMMARY : Backuptag will only be usable by users with the Avamar read privilege due to large size($s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2: PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7525
GENERATED BY : Client: Unknown
SUMMARY : Savestream format not supported on this platform
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
**SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING**

**CODE** : 7526  
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY** : INTERNAL error, unable to find '%s' in base backup (under directory '%s' with node number %"LL"u in incremental)  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : ERROR  
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION** : 
**FOR WHOM** : 
**REMEDY** : 
**NOTES** : 

**CODE** : 7527  
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY** : CANCEL request from server  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : WARNING  
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION** : 
**FOR WHOM** : 
**REMEDY** : 
**NOTES** : 

**CODE** : 7528  
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY** : BACKED up directories for account '%s' backup'd  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : INFORMATION  
**SEVERITY** : 0:OK  
**DESCRIPTION** : 
**FOR WHOM** : 
**REMEDY** : 
**NOTES** : 

**CODE** : 7529  
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**SUMMARY** : RUNNING in interlock mode.  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : INFORMATION  
**SEVERITY** : 0:OK  
**DESCRIPTION** : 
**FOR WHOM** : 

**AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING**
CODE : 7530
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO REGISTER, NO RESPONSE FROM ADMINISTRATOR %S:%D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7531
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO REGISTER %S/%S WITH ADMINISTRATOR %S:%D '%S' (%D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7532
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SESSION TICKET IS NOT IN A VALID BASE64 FORMAT.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7533
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : THE OPEN-FILE-RESTORE-OPTION SETTING WILL NOT BE EFFECTIVE WITHOUT ALSO SETTING EXISTING-FILE-OVERWRITE-OPTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7534
SUMMARY : THE --CREATE (-C) AND --EXTRACT (-X) OPTIONS REQUIRE SMS AUTHENTICATION ON NetWare. Please use the --sms_auth and --sms_password options to specify SMS credentials with backup/restore privileges.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7535

SUMMARY : UNABLE TO INITIALIZE CONNECTION TO TSA. INVALID --sms_auth/--sms_password options?
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7536

SUMMARY : UNABLE TO DISCONNECT FROM TSA.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7537

SUMMARY : XDRCTL CONNECTION IS NOT SUPPORTED ON THIS PLATFORM
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7538

SUMMARY : UNABLE TO CREATE CONNECTION TO %S%
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>ERROR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7539</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&lt;7539&gt;%s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7540</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>NOT-IMPLEMENTED: RESTORING A SINGLE FILE TO TAR STREAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>5:PROCESS_FATAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7541</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>getlabelnumsnap( %d, %d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7542</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated By</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>INTERNAL WARNING: VERY LARGE AMOUNT OF PENDING DATA IN FILEPIPE (%.0F BYTES)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7543
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : a1 '%s', b1a '%s', b2 '%s', b3 '%s', b4 '%s', b5 '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7544
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %d lookups took %0.2f secs = %0.1f us/lookup
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7545
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : attempted to stomp on inode_table entry(%"ll"u, %s, %"ll"d) with hash %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7546
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %"ll"d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7547
Login error %d: All login connections failed - See above warnings

*** OBSOLETE *** Identical name to previous entry found - Skipping %s\r

Capacity limit exceeded: Directory too large (BIGDIRGROUP=%d, Composite limit=%d, Count=%d, Consider using --bigdirgroup=%d): "%s"

Processing part of large directory: "%s" (Processed %"LL"d bytes in %d files)

NTFS soft link "%s": Skipping content.
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7552
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SPECIFIED PATH "%S" DOES NOT EXIST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7553
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SPECIFIED PATH "%S" DOES NOT EXIST; IGNORED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7554
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO $ORACLE_SID VALUE IS DEFINED FOR BMC ORACLE DATABASE BACKUP
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7555
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MALFORMED --BACKUPTAG (%S) FOR BMC MODE %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7556
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: BMC CACHE PREFIX FOR THIS DATABASE IS "%S"
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7557
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: A --backuptag must be specified when using the --bmc option; --bmc option ignored
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7558
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: STARTING BACK UP AT %S AS "%S" ON "%S" (%S) [%S]
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7559
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: UNABLE TO OPEN "%S" FOR BACK-UP.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7560
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANCELLED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7561
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACK UP TARGETS ARE %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7562
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACK UP OF STDIN ON SERVER "%s" FOR %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7563
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACK UP OF "%s" ON SERVER "%s" FOR %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7564
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO PERFORM SNAPSHOT RECYCLING. ABORTING...
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7565</td>
<td>UNABLE TO FREEZE VOLUMES. ABORTING ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7566</td>
<td>PARTIALSNAPUP_INFO::SLURP_DIRBLOCKS KIND:%S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7567</td>
<td>%S -- IGNORED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7568</td>
<td>SETTING ALLOWPROTECTEDRENAMES entry in the Registry to permit restore of WFP files on the next reboot.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTES :

**CODE** : 7569
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY** : COULD NOT OPEN Registry FOR AllowProtectedRenames; WFP FILES WILL NOT BE RESTORED (%S)
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : WARNING
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** :
**REMEDY** :
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 7570
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY** : COULD NOT CREATE AllowProtectedRenames ENTRY IN Registry; WFP FILES WILL NOT BE RESTORED (%S)
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : WARNING
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** :
**REMEDY** :
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 7571
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY** : COULD NOT SET AllowProtectedRenames KEY IN Registry (%S); WFP FILES WILL NOT BE RESTORED ON REBOOT
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : WARNING
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** :
**REMEDY** :
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 7572
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY** : ERROR OPENING FILE %S
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM
**TYPE** : ERROR
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION** :
**FOR WHOM** :
**REMEDY** :
**NOTES** :

**CODE** : 7573
**GENERATED BY** : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY**: Fatal, size overflowed

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 7574

**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: Using NSS to freeze volumes.

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION

**SEVERITY**: 0:OK

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 7575

**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: Unable to initialize NSS, cannot retrieve volume list.

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 7576

**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: Unable to retrieve pool snapshots, browsing may show incorrect results.

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: WARNING

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: 

**FOR WHOM**: 

**REMEDY**: 

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 7577

**GENERATED BY**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

**SUMMARY**: Netware volume %s not found. Not freezing.

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: INFORMATION

**SEVERITY**: 0:OK
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7578
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNKNOWN VOLUME TYPE %S.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7579
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : VOLUME %S IS A TRADITIONAL NETWARE VOLUME.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7580
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : VOLUME %S IS READ-ONLY.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7581
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : VOLUME %S IS NOT MOUNTED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7582
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : VOLUME %s IS A SNAPSHOT VOLUME.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7583
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : VOLUME %s IS A NSS VOLUME.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7584
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO RETRIEVE POOL SNAPSHOTS. SNAPSHOT RECYCLING WILL NOT BE PERFORMED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7585
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RECYCLING POOL SNAPSHOT '%s'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7586
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO DEACTIVATE POOL SNAPSHOT '%s'.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7587
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : UNABLE TO REMOVE POOL SNAPSHOT '%s'.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7588
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : NOT FREEZING VOLUME %s.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7589
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : FREEZING VOLUME %s.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7590
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : UNABLE TO INITIALIZE NETWARE SNAPSHOTS. CANNOT CREATE SNAPSHOT FOR VOLUME '%s'.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7591</td>
<td>UNABLE TO FREEZE VOLUME %S. CANNOT CREATE SNAPSHOT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7592</td>
<td>UNABLE TO ACTIVATE SNAPSHOT FOR VOLUME %S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7593</td>
<td>UNABLE TO RETRIEVE SNAPSHOT NAME FOR VOLUME %S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7594</td>
<td>UNABLE TO MOUNT VOLUME SNAPSHOT %S.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 7595
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED TO IMPORT zAPI's, ret = [%d]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7596
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : z_RootKey failed to get a root key
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7597
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : z_Open failed to open Manage.cmd
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7598
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : z_Write failed to set the data stream
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7599
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NSS failed z_Write()
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7600
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : NSS FAILED Z_READ()
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7601
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : UNABLE TO PARSE NSS RESPONSE.
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7602
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : ERROR PARSING NSS RESPONSE TO XML
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7603
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary : NO RESULT IN NSS RESPONSE.
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7604
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Error sending request to NSS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7605
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Error parsing NSS result.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7606
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Unable to find %s XML element in NSS response.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7607
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Unable to parse NSS result in %s XML element.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7608
SUMMARY : NO NETWARE SECURITY ATTRIBUTES ON FILE '%S'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7609

SUMMARY : NETWARE FILE ATTRIBUTES FOR '%S':
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7610

SUMMARY : \t%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7611

SUMMARY : CANNOT RESTORE EXTENDED NETWARE FILE ATTRIBUTES FOR '%S'. SIZE MISMATCH.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7612

SUMMARY : CANNOT RESTORE EXTENDED NETWARE FILE ATTRIBUTES FOR '%S'. INVALID ATTRIBUTES.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7613
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NOT CONNECTED TO SMS. ABORTING...
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7614
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CLOSE SMS HANDLE BEFORE CALLING OPEN() AGAIN.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7615
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED GENERATING BACKUP LIST, CCODE \[0x\%x\], ERRNO \[0x\%x\]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7616
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO START DATA SET SCAN, CCODE \[0x\%x\], ERRNO \[0x\%x\]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7617
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO RETRIEVE PRIMARY NAME FROM NAME LIST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7618
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO OPEN DATA SET FOR BACKUP, CCODE [0x%x], ERRNO [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7619
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO OPEN CHILD DATA SET FOR RESTORE, CCODE [0x%x], ERRNO [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7620
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNSUPPORTED BACKUP/RESTORE MODE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7621
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: SMS HANDLE NOT OPEN.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7622
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** IO ERROR ENCOUNTERED ****: CCODE [0x%X], ERRNO [0x%X]
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7623
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO CLOSE DATA SET, CCODE [0x%X], ERRNO [0x%X], %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7624
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO CLOSE SMS DESCRIPTOR.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7625
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO END BACKUP SET, CCODE [0x%X], ERRNO [0x%X]
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7626
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO CONNECT TO LOCAL TSA
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7627
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TRYING TO CONNECT TO LOCAL TSA WITH DIFFERENT USERNAME/PASSWORD.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7628
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SMS: UNABLE TO RETRIEVE THE SEPARATOR.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7629
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO GENERATE A LIST OF SMDRS FOR SERVER [%s], CCODE [0x%x], ERRNO [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 
CODE : 7630
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NWSMLISTSMDRs() RETURNED AN EMPTY LIST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7631
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FOUND SMDR [%s]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7632
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SMDR MATCHES TARGET SERVER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7633
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED TO LOCATE A SMDR MATCHING [%s]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7634
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO GENERATE A LIST OF TSAs ON SERVER [%s], CCODE [0x%x], ERNNO [0x%x]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>7635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY:</td>
<td>CLIENT:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>TSA: %s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>7636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY:</td>
<td>CLIENT:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>USING TSA: %s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>7637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY:</td>
<td>CLIENT:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>FAILED TO LOCATE THE FILE SYSTEM TSA ON [%s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>7638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY:</td>
<td>CLIENT:Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO CONNECT TO [%s] TSA, CCODE [0x%x], ERRNO [0x%x]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**FOR WHOM:**

**REMEDY:**

**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 7639
**GENERATED BY:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY:** *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO GENERATE A LIST OF TARGET SERVICES ON SERVER [%s], CODE [0x%x], ERRNO [0x%x]
**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM
**TYPE:** ERROR
**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:**

**REMEDY:**

**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 7640
**GENERATED BY:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY:** \TSA: [%s]
**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM
**TYPE:** INFORMATION
**SEVERITY:** 0:OK
**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:**

**REMEDY:**

**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 7641
**GENERATED BY:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY:** FAILED TO FIND ANY SERVICES ON LIST
**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM
**TYPE:** ERROR
**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS
**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:**

**REMEDY:**

**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 7642
**GENERATED BY:** CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**SUMMARY:** CONNECTING TO TARGET SERVICE %s
**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM
**TYPE:** INFORMATION
**SEVERITY:** 0:OK
**DESCRIPTION:**

**FOR WHOM:**

**REMEDY:**

**NOTES:**
CODE : 7643
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO CONNECT AND AUTHENTICATE TO SERVICE [%s], CCODE [0x%x], ERRNO [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7644
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SUCCESS!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7645
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO FREE SERVICE LIST, CCODE [0x%x], ERRNO [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7646
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO FREE TSA LIST, CCODE [0x%x], ERRNO [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7647
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** FAILED TO FREE SMDR LIST, CCODE [0x%x], ERRNO [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7648
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INIT: Snapshot status error.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7649
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CREATE: Snapshot status error.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7650
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SNAP_CREATE: Pool name '%s' unknown
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7651
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Creating snapshot for pool '%s':
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
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CODE : 7652
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : \$STORED-ON POOL IS '%S'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7653
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : \$SNAPSHOT POOL IS '%S'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7654
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ACTIVATE: SNAPSHOT STATUS ERROR.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7655
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ACTIVATE: POOL NAME '%S' IS UNKNOWN.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7656
UNABLE TO ACTIVATE POOL SNAPSHOT '%s'.

CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7657

UNABLE TO RETRIEVE POOL SNAPSHOT VOLUMES FOR POOL '%s'.

CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7658

UNABLE TO FIND VOLUME SNAPSHOT FOR VOLUME '%s' ON POOL '%s'.

CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7659

DEACTIVATE: SNAPSHOT STATUS ERROR.

CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7660

DEACTIVATE: POOL NAME '%s' IS UNKNOWN.

CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7661
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DEACTIVE: POOL '%S' IS ALREADY DACTIVATED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7662
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SNAPSHOT VOLUME NAME IS UNKNOWN.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7663
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNKNOWN VOLUME STATE!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7664
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GET_VOLUME: POOL NAME '%S' IS UNKNOWN.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES:

CODE: 7665
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: GET_VOLUME: SNAPSHOT STATUS ERROR.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7666
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: SNAPSHOT VOLUME NAME IS '%S'.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7667
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: REMOVE: SNAPSHOT STATUS ERROR.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7668
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: REMOVE: POOL NAME '%S' IS UNKNOWN.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7669
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO REMOVE POOL SNAPSHOT.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0: OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7670
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FOUND UNEXPECTED END OF STREAM BYTEPOS:%s, REQUESTED:%"LL"D READ:%LD BYTES, ERRNO:%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2: PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7671
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : READANDPARSEHEADER: FAILED PADDING READ (REQUESTED=%"LL"D, READ=%"LL"D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2: PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7672
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID HEADER IN READANDPARSEHEADER (REQUEST=%"LL"D, READ=%"LL"D)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2: PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7673
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO READ SYSTEMINFO OBJECT OF SIZE %"LL"D, RECEIVED %"LL"D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2: PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7674
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: READ_EMCALT READ OF ALTDATA FAILED (REQUEST=%"LL"d, READ=%"LL"d)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7675
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: PARSEHEADER_EMCTAR: READ OF EATTR FAILED (NAME:%S REQUEST=%"LL"d, READ=%"LL"d, HITEOF?%D, BYTEPOS:%S)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7676
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: PARSEHEADER_EMCTAR: READ OF %"LL"d BYTES DATA FAILED FOR STUB FILE AT STREAM BYTEPOS %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7678
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: CHUNKER SETTINGS: --MINCHUNKSIZE=%d, --THRESHOLD=%d, --MAXCHUNKSIZE=%d, --FIXEDATOMSIZE=%d
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK

DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:
CODE : 7679
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID CHUNKER SETTINGS (MINCHUNKSIZE=%d, THRESHOLD=%d, MAXCHUNKSIZE=%d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7680
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INVALID FIXED CHUNKER SETTINGS (MINCHUNKSIZE=%d, FIXEDATOMSIZE=%d, MAXCHUNKSIZE=%d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7681
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SETTING OF --MAXCHUNKSIZE=%d EXCEEDS DESTINATION SERVER MAXIMUM OF %d BYTES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7682
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : USER DATA WILL BE RE-CHUNKED AS IT IS REPLICATED (SOURCE MAX=%d, DEST MAX=%d)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7683
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP #%d IS ALREADY PRESENT ON TARGET (HASH AND TIMESTAMP)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7684
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP #%D IS ALREADY PRESENT ON TARGET (TIMESTAMP)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7685
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP #%D HAS DIFFERENT RETENTION (%S != %S)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7686
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP #%D IS ENCRYPTED AND CANNOT BE RE-CHUNKED, NORMAL REPLICATION WILL BE USED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7687
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LOADING FILE CACHE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
CODE : 7688
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FILE CACHE FILE FOR \"%S\" IS LOCKED, PROBABLY DUE TO ANOTHER REPLICATION -- ABORTING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7689
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO OPEN FILE CACHE IN DIRECTORY '\%S' 
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7690
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UPDATING HASH CACHE FILE 
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7691
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Updating file cache file
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>7692</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>INTERNAL UNCOMPRESS/DECRYPT FAILURE, DATA NOT RESTORED CORRECTLY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>ERROR</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>2:PROCESS</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>7693</td>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>SERVER(%S) HAS TEMPORARILY GONE READ-ONLY (%D SECONDS)</td>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>NOTES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>7694</td>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>SERVER(%S) NOT RESPONDING (POSSIBLE NETWORK CONGESTION?) (%D SECONDS)</td>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>NOTES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>7695</td>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>SERVER(%S) IS BACK (%D SECONDS)</td>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>NOTES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>7696</td>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN</td>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>$s=$L&quot;LL&quot;, OVERFLOWS $D BYTE TAR FIELD, FILE NOT INCLUDED IN TAR STREAM: $s</td>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7697</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** COPYING BACKUP %d (%&quot;LL&quot;d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7698</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>*** OBSOLETE *** WARNING: DELETION OF BACKUP %&quot;LL&quot;d IN &quot;%s&quot; FAILED DURING MOVE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7699</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>INVALID DATE/TIME: --AFTER=&quot;%s&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7700</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>INVALID DATE/TIME: --BEFORE=&quot;%s&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7701
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SELECTING %SBACKUPS %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7702
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S INTERRUPTED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7703
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NOT SENDING SESSION INFO & PROGRESS MESSAGES TO RESTORE DPN
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7704
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CURRENT USER (%S) COULD NOT ENABLE SE_BACKUP_NAME PRIVILEGE. SOME FILES MAY FAIL TO RESTORE PROPERLY.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7705
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SKIPPING PROGRESS THREAD IN utar_commands::do_restore
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7706
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTRICTION: CANNOT RESTORE MORE THAN ONE DIRECTORY OR FILE TO 'DUMP' FORMAT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7707
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** EXAMINED SELECTION(s) WITH %S (%S FILES) IN %3.2F MINUTES: %S/HOUR
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7708
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DELETION OF BACKUP %"LL"d IN \"%S\" FAILED DURING MOVE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7709
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SET JUNCTION OPEN DIRECTORY (%S) FAILED: %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING

SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7710
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SET JUNCTION: SET REPARSE POINT [%s] FAILED: %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7711
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : RESTORING VISTA SYMLINK [%s] -> [%s]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7712
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CREATESYMBOLICLINK [%s] RETURNED %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7713
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT RESTORE VISTA SYMLINK ATTRIBUTES: %s LASTERROR=%LD (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
INTERNAL ERROR  

SPECIFIED CATEGORY IS "SYSTEM"  WARNING SEVERITY  

DESCRIPTION:  

FOR WHOM:  

REMEDY:  

NOTES:  

CODE: 7714  

GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  

SUMMARY: OBTAINING CREATE_SYMBOLICLINK [%s] RETURNED %d  

CATEGORY: SYSTEM  

TYPE: WARNING  

SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS  

CODE: 7715  

GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  

SUMMARY: [AVEXCHANGE_CTL_NEW_SUP::CREATE_AND_START_SUP]: SETTING UP SNAPUP ASSIST FACTORY ...  

CATEGORY: SYSTEM  

TYPE: INFORMATION  

SEVERITY: 0:OK  

CODE: 7716  

GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  

SUMMARY: [AVEXCHANGE_CTL_NEW_SUP::CREATE_AND_START_SUP]: SETTING UP RESTORE ASSIST FACTORY ...  

CATEGORY: SYSTEM  

TYPE: INFORMATION  

SEVERITY: 0:OK  

CODE: 7717  

GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  

SUMMARY: [AVEXCHANGE_CTL_NEW_SUP::UNITTEST]: STARTING UNIT TEST ...  

CATEGORY: SYSTEM  

TYPE: INFORMATION  

SEVERITY: 0:OK  

CODE: 7718  

GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: [AVEXCHANGE_CTL_NEW_SUP::UNITTEST]: Unit test done!
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7719
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: [AVEXCHANGE_RESTORE_ASSIST::UNITTEST_DUMMY]: Derived dummy 1
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7720
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: INSIDE AVEXCHANGE_RESTORE_ASSIST::BODY
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7721
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: CTLINTERFACE: [%S]
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7722
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY: CTLCALLPORT: [%D]
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
Description : 
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE          : 7723
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : TARGET[\%d]: %s
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   : 
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE          : 7724
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : ERASING LABELNUM: %s
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   : 
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE          : 7725
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : REMOVING THE OLD MANAGER
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   : 
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

CODE          : 7726
GENERATED BY  : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY       : LISTENING ON PORT %d
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   : 
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :
CODE : 7727
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CREATED DIRECTORY CONTAINER: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7728
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED TO CREATE: %S ERROR %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7729
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ORIGINAL KEY [%S], CLONE [%S]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7730
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CALLING ECDoRESTORECTL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7731
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GET AVTAR STDOUT FAILED
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7732
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WAITING FOR AVTAR TO FINISH
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7733
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVEXCHANGE_ASSIST::HIRE_NEW_MANAGER SUB-PROCESS SPAWN RETURNED %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7734
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MANAGER FINISHED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7735
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVTAR FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE     : 7736
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : RETIRE_MANAGER() NOT RESETING CTL_MAN PROGRESSWRAPUP SENDING
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : INFORMATION
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE     : 7737
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : AVEXCHANGE_RESTORE_WORKORDER: %S
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : INFORMATION
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE     : 7738
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : INSTANCE: %S
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : INFORMATION
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE     : 7739
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : REDIRECTED_RESTORE_TARGET: %S
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : INFORMATION
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
Code     : 7740
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary   : runflags.getInstance=%S
Category   : SYSTEM
Type      : INFORMATION
Severity  : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom : 
Remedy   :
Notes    :

Code     : 7741
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary   : OPENING INSTANCE %S
Category   : SYSTEM
Type      : INFORMATION
Severity  : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom : 
Remedy   :
Notes    :

Code     : 7742
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary   : DATABASE DISPLAY NAME: [%S]
Category   : SYSTEM
Type      : INFORMATION
Severity  : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom : 
Remedy   :
Notes    :

Code     : 7743
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary   : [avexchange snapup assist::unitest_dummy]: DERIVED dummy 1
Category   : SYSTEM
Type      : INFORMATION
Severity  : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom : 
Remedy   :
Notes    :

Code     : 7744
Generated By : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
Summary   : bindir: [%s]
Category   : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7745
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : POSTED TO AVTAR: [%s]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7746
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CALLING EcDoBackupCtl
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7747
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLOSING PIPE...
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7748
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : GET AVTAR STDIN FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7749
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ECDoBackupCtl finished script failed
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7750
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INSIDE AVEXCHANGE_SNAPUP_ASSIST::BODY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7751
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CALLING HIRE_NEW_MANAGER WITH ANNOTATION: %s INSTANCE %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7752
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : REMOVING THE OLD MANAGER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7753
SUMMARY : EXIT MAIN BODY...
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7754

SUMMARY : DATABASE STREAM: [\%s] LENGTH: \%d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7755

SUMMARY : ECDoBackup finished successfully
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7756

SUMMARY : DISPLAY NAME = %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7757

SUMMARY : ERROR WRITING BF 7
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>5:PROCESS_FATAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Code**: 7758  
**Generated By**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**Summary**: AVSQL_ASSIST()::MAKE_SNAPVIEW() CREATING SNAPVIEW OBJECT  
**Category**: SYSTEM  
**Type**: INFORMATION  
**Severity**: 0:OK  
**Description**:  
**For Whom**:  
**Remedy**:  
**Notes**:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>0:OK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Code**: 7759  
**Generated By**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**Summary**: UNABLE TO SUCCESSFULLY PROCESS SNAPVIEW WORKORDER  
**Category**: SYSTEM  
**Type**: ERROR  
**Severity**: 2:PROCESS  
**Description**:  
**For Whom**:  
**Remedy**:  
**Notes**:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>0:OK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Code**: 7760  
**Generated By**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**Summary**: AVEXCHANGE_ASSIST()::MAKE_SNAPVIEW() SNAPVIEW OBJECT VALID=%D, ENTRY_COUNT=%D  
**Category**: SYSTEM  
**Type**: INFORMATION  
**Severity**: 0:OK  
**Description**:  
**For Whom**:  
**Remedy**:  
**Notes**:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>0:OK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Code**: 7761  
**Generated By**: CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
**Summary**: GETCOMPUTERNAME: %S  
**Category**: SYSTEM  
**Type**: INFORMATION  
**Severity**: 0:OK  
**Description**:  
**For Whom**:  
**Remedy**:  
**Notes**:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>0:OK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE: 7762
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: OPENING CLUSTER WITH NETWORK NAME: %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7763
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: FLAGS.SERVER EMPTY OPENING CLUSTER_GROUP :default(NULL)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7764
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: CLUSTER GROUP NETWORK NAME: %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7765
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: ARGUMENTS:
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7766
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7767</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN \n<strong>SUMMARY</strong>: GATHERING CLUSTER RELATED INFORMATION (CLUSTER SERVER NAME)...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7768</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN \n<strong>SUMMARY</strong>: CLUSTER RELATED INFORMATION DONE!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7769</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN \n<strong>SUMMARY</strong>: RUNNING THROUGH CTL INTERFACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7770</td>
<td>CLIENT:UNKNOWN \n<strong>SUMMARY</strong>: [AVORACLE_APP::RUN CTLTEST]: RUNNING EXCHANGE CTL TEST...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7771
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WAITING ON SUP OBJECT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK

DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7772
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : [AVEXCHANGE_APP::RUN CTLTEST]: SENDING A MESSAGE AS TEST ...
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK

DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7773
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EMPTY SUP OBJECT!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK

DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7774
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACK FROM CALLHOME OBJECT TERMINATE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK

DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
Code         : 7775
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : BACKING UP BOTH INFORMATIONSTORE AND DIRECTORY NOT ALLOWED.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

Code         : 7776
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : BACKING UP INFORMATIONSTORE, DO DIRECTORY SEPARATELY.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

Code         : 7777
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : CALL HrESEBackupRestoreGetRegistered with server name: %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

Code         : 7778
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : UNABLE TO CREATE DIRECTORY %S - %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

Code         : 7779
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : SQLDMO PING_INSTANCE_VERSION CoInitializeEx failed with '%S'
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7780
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : SQLDMO ping_instance_version CoCreateInstance failed with '%s'

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7781
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : COULD NOT GET USER INFO FOR '%s'

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7782
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : USER '%s' IS uid=%d, gid=%d

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7783
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : SETTING SPAWN USER/GROUP (%s)

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
CODE     : 7784
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : UNABLE TO SET SPAWN USER/GROUP TO EITHER 'ORACLE' OR 'BIN'
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM  :
REMEDY    :
NOTES     :

CODE     : 7785
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : UNABLE TO SET SPAWN USER/GROUP TO '%S'
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM  :
REMEDY    :
NOTES     :

CODE     : 7786
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : ERROR FOUND IN WORKORDER!
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM  :
REMEDY    :
NOTES     :

CODE     : 7787
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : TARGETS=%S
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : INFORMATION
SEVERITY  : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM  :
REMEDY    :
NOTES     :
CODE : 7788
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** UNABLE TO CREATE COMMAND/LOG FILES FOR CONTROLFILE RESTORE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7789
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TNS CHECK: COMPARING "%S" (%"S") == "%S" (%"S")
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7790
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NAME "%S" IS NOT LOCAL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7791
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : <7791>UNABLE TO RESTORE ACL ON PATH %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7792
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** Downgrade error-code list must be in decimal value.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7793
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR READING SMS DIRECTORY INFO FOR %s. DIRECTORY PERMISSIONS WILL NOT BE BACKED-UP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7794
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR RESTORING SECURITY INFORMATION ON DIRECTORY %s.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7795
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NOT CONNECTED TO TSA; CANNOT RESTORE DIRECTORY SECURITY ATTRIBUTES FOR %s.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7796
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : 0x% query remote certificate
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7797  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : ERROR CODE 0x%x AUTHENTICATING SERVER CREDENTIALS!  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7798  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : INITIAL INITIALIZESECURITYCONTEXT FAILED 0x%lx  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7799  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : THE CLIENT AND SERVER CANNOT ESTABLISH SSL COMMUNICATION, BECAUSE THEY DO NOT POSSESS A COMMON ALGORITHM.  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7800  
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN  
SUMMARY : INITIALIZESECURITYCONTEXT FAILED, THE STUNNEL TLS CERTIFICATE INSTALLED IN THE DATASTORE SERVER IS NOT SIGNED BY A ROOT CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY (CA) THAT IS TRUSTED BY THIS CLIENT  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : ERROR  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES :
CODE : 7801
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** Error 0x%x building subject name
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7802
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** Error 0x%x building issuer name
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7803
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CryptDecodeObjectEx on x509 certificate subject alternate name returned 0x%x
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7804
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** Error 0x%x building subject name
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7805
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** Error 0x%x building issuer name
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7806
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : THE SERVER PROVIDED AN X509 CERTIFICATE THAT DOES NOT CONTAIN AN EXTENSION WITH A SUBJECT ALTERNATE NAME THAT MATCHES THE IF ADDRESS USED TO CONNECT TO THE SERVER
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM

TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7807
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : 0x%x returned by CertGetCertificateChain!
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM

TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7808
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : 0x%x returned by CertVerifyCertificateChainPolicy!
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM

TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7809
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : 0x%x (%s) returned by CertVerifyCertificateChainPolicy!
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM

TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7810
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CertOpenStore returned %d.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7811
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR Client SSL Certificate is not valid yet.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7812
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVAMAR Client SSL Certificate is expired.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7813
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Could not close the certificate store
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
Code : 7814
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Error 0x%x querying connection info
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

Code : 7815
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Unable to open shared library '%s' or a dependent shared library of '%s'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

Code : 7816
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WARNING conversion codepage(s) invalid, from '%s' (%u), to '%s' (%u)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

Code : 7817
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Unable to perform codeset conversion from '%s' to '%s'.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

Code : 7818
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Unable to convert character set of '%s' from %s to utf-8, sending unconverted
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7819
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : METADATAFILE DOES NOT EXIST '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7820
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT OPEN METADATAFILE '%S'
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7821
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %SMETADATAFILE "%S" (%D BYTES)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7822
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO INITIALIZE METADATAFILE ELEMENT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
**Code : 7823**
**Generated By :** CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**Summary :** %SUPDATING ACL "%s" (%d BYTES)
**Category :** SYSTEM
**Type :** INFORMATION
**Severity :** 0:OK
**Description :**

**Code : 7824**
**Generated By :** CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**Summary :** COULD NOT UNLINK META DATA DIRECTORY "%s"
**Category :** SYSTEM
**Type :** WARNING
**Severity :** 2:PROCESS
**Description :**

**Code : 7825**
**Generated By :** CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**Summary :** [AVCOMMON_CTL_SUP::PROCESS_UNIT_TEST: ] MAKING NEW BACKUP ASSISTANT ...
**Category :** SYSTEM
**Type :** INFORMATION
**Severity :** 0:OK
**Description :**

**Code : 7826**
**Generated By :** CLIENT:UNKNOWN
**Summary :** UNABLE TO SET ONE OR MORE VARIABLES IN ENVIRONMENT
**Category :** SYSTEM
**Type :** WARNING
**Severity :** 2:PROCESS
**Description :**

**Code : 7827**
SUMMARY      : DUPLICATE PATH '%s' IN STREAM
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7828

SUMMARY      : FOUND NDMP HISTORY STREAM ENTRIES INDICATING INODE:%s SHOULD HAVE DATA AT STREAMOFFSET:%s BUT CURLIST HAS NO DIRELEM AT THAT OFFSET
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7829

SUMMARY      : UNABLE TO FIND A MATCHING ENTRY IN PREVLIST FOR HISTORYTABLE (%s' -> '%s')
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7830

SUMMARY      : MULTIPLE POTENTIAL PREVLIST ITEMS MATCHED BY HISTORYTABLE (%s' -> '%s')
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7831

SUMMARY      : TIMEOUT SET TO %d SECONDS
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7832
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CLIENT: FAILED TO OPEN %s FOR PROGRESS LOG.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7833
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : YOU MAY NOT SPECIFY MORE THAN ONE OF --CREATE (-C), --EXTRACT (-X), --LIST (-T), --BACKUPS, --VALIDATE, --SHOWLOG OR --DELETE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7834
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PLUGIN-ID CODE LIST MUST BE IN DECIMAL VALUES. (ERROR IN: %s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7835
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INTERNAL WARNING: EXTREMELY LARGE STATS_DATA MESSAGE: KIND=<%s>, LENGTH=%d BYTES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM  :
REMEDY   :
NOTES    :

CODE      : 7836
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : A file named "%S" under path "%S" has unmappable character(s) (designated by '%C'). No alternate file name is available for this file. The file will be skipped.
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM   :
REMEDY     :
NOTES      :

CODE      : 7837
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : A file named "%S" under path "%S" has unmappable character(s) (designated by '%C'). Using alternate file name "%S" instead.
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : WARNING
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM   :
REMEDY     :
NOTES      :

CODE      : 7838
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : Adding %s exclude "%S"
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : INFORMATION
SEVERITY  : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM   :
REMEDY     :
NOTES      :

CODE      : 7839
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY   : Adding %s include "%S"
CATEGORY  : SYSTEM
TYPE      : INFORMATION
SEVERITY  : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM   :
REMEDY     :
NOTES      :
CODE : 7840
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : VSS DOES NOT SUPPORT FREEZING OF ONE OR MORE VOLUMES SPECIFIED IN THE LIST: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7841
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FREEZE EXCLUDING VOLUME '%s' BECAUSE THIS IS A REMOVABLE DRIVE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7842
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FREEZE EXCLUDING VOLUME '%s' BECAUSE THIS IS CD-ROM/DVD-ROM DRIVE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7843
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SETUP_MAILBOX_TABLE FAILURE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7844
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: setup_mailbox_table success
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7845
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: MAPIBASE::OpenStoreAndFolder... HrOpenExchangePublicStore error= %X %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7846
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: MAPISESSION::FilterMailboxTable invalid arg 'pRNs' == NULL
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7847
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: MAPIBASE::FilterMailboxTable... HrMailboxLogon = %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7848
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: MAPIBASE::FilterMailboxTable... HrMailboxLogon='%s %x %s
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7849
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR: HRGETONEPROP((LPMAPIPROP)psStore, PR_USER_ENTRYID, &lpMailOwnerID)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7850
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR: MAPISSESSION->pSession->OpenAddressBook
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7851
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR: M_PAddrBook->OpenEntry
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7852
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR: HRGETONEPROP((LPMAPIPROP)userInterf, PR_EMS_AB_HOME_MDB, &lpMailServer)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 
CODE : 7853
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : LPMAILSERVER: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7854
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : szMsgStore : %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7855
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SKIPPING MAILBOX: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7856
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : mapibase::FilterMailboxTable... HRMailboxLogoff=\s %X \s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7857
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : STARTING THE GETADPUBLICFOLDERSSTRING...
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM
 TYPE : INFORMATION
 SEVERITY : 0:OK
 DESCRIPTION :
 FOR WHOM :
 REMEDY :
 NOTES :

 CODE : 7858
 GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
 SUMMARY : CHECKING LDAP PUBLIC FOLDER: [%s]
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM
 TYPE : INFORMATION
 SEVERITY : 0:OK
 DESCRIPTION :
 FOR WHOM :
 REMEDY :
 NOTES :

 CODE : 7859
 GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
 SUMMARY : MSEXCHOWNINGPFTREBL NOT SET
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM
 TYPE : INFORMATION
 SEVERITY : 0:OK
 DESCRIPTION :
 FOR WHOM :
 REMEDY :
 NOTES :

 CODE : 7860
 GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
 SUMMARY : MAPISESSION::SkipPublicFolder Servers found
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM
 TYPE : INFORMATION
 SEVERITY : 0:OK
 DESCRIPTION :
 FOR WHOM :
 REMEDY :
 NOTES :

 CODE : 7861
 GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
 SUMMARY : MAPISESSION::SkipPublicFolder Server for public folders: [%s]
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM
 TYPE : INFORMATION
 SEVERITY : 0:OK
 DESCRIPTION :

FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7862
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SERVER: [%s] no match
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7863
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ADSGetObject failed with error 0x%X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7864
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INITIAL search string: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7865
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ADSOpenObject failed opening [%s]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 
CODE : 7866
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXECUTE SEARCH FAILED WITH ERROR 0x%x
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7867
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : THE NAME PROPERTY:%S\r
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7868
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PUBLIC FOLDER TO CHECK: [%S]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7869
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : DESCRIPTION PROPERTY NOT AVAILABLE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7870
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TS_MAILBOX...
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7871</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>STARTING THE SkipPublicFolders PROCEDURE...</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7872</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>MAPISSESSIONP-&gt;SkipPublicFolders FAILED.</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7873</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>IDENTICAL NAME TO PREVIOUS ENTRY FOUND - SKIPPING %s</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7874</td>
<td>Client:Unknown</td>
<td>WORKORDER %s DONE WITH STATUS '%s', WRAPUP ALREADY SENT.</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7875
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : WORKORDER %s DONE WITH STATUS '%s', SENDING WRAPUP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7876
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MTFREAD::PROCESSMEDIA(): ERROR OCCURRED DURING PROCESSING "%s"., PROCESS EXITING!
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7877
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXCLUDING CACHEFILE "%s" FROM BACKUP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7878
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO READ SYMBOLIC LINK "%s"., READLINK=%d (%s).
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7879
SUMMARY : BACKING UP "%S" PARTITION "%S" MAY RESULT IN AN INCOMPLETE BACKUP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7880
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COULD NOT OPEN SYSTEM STATE MEDIA "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7881
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PROBLEM PROCESSING SYSTEM STATE "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7882
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : CANNOT PERFORM ACL CHANGE DETECTION (--DETECT-ACL-CHANGES) BECAUSE LAST ACCESS TIME IS NOT ENABLED ON NTFS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7883
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FINISHED AT %S, ELAPSED TIME: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7884
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ACCESS DENIED DUE TO SECURITY CONSTRAINTS, PATH:"%s".
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7885
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INTERCEPTOR CHECK FILE DETECTED RESTORE PROBLEM, PATH:"%s".
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7886
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NTSECURITY::ISDIRECTORYWRITECHECKOK: PROBLEM DELETING CHECK FILE="%s", LASTERROR=0xD (%s)
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7887
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED TO OPEN CHILD DATA SET FOR RESTORE: %s, errno [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7888
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** IO ERROR ENCOUNTERED **** : %s, errno [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7889
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : **** IO ERROR ENCOUNTERED **** : %s, errno [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 5:PROCESS_FATAL
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7890
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED TO CLOSE DATA SET: %s\terrno [0x%x], %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7891
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SMS BUFFER OVERFLOW.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7892
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SMS quick_read() failed.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7893
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY : FAILED TO GENERATE BACKUP LIST, CCODE [0x%x], ERRNO [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7894
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY : FAILED TO START DATA SET SCAN, CCODE [0x%x], ERRNO [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7895
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY : open_data_set() : FAILED TO RETRIEVE PRIMARY NAME FROM NAME LIST, CCODE [0x%x], ERRNO [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7896
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY : open_data_set() : COULD NOT LOCATE THE REQUESTED FILE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:

REMEDY:

NOTES:

CODE: 7897
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: OPEN_DATA_SET() : FAILED TO OPEN DATA SET FOR BACKUP, CCODE [0x%x], ERRNO [0x%x]
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:

REMEDY:

NOTES:

CODE: 7898
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: NNSMTSScanNextDataSet, CCODE [0x%x], ERRNO [0x%x]
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:

REMEDY:

NOTES:

CODE: 7899
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: close_and_end_scan : FAILED TO CLOSE DATA SET, CCODE [0x%x], ERRNO [0x%x], %S
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:

REMEDY:

NOTES:

CODE: 7900
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: close_and_end_scan : Unable to close SMS descriptor.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK

DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM:

REMEDY:

NOTES:
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

CODE : 7901
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : close_and_end_scan : FAILED TO END BACKUP SET, ccode [0x%x], errno [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7902
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : get_name() : NWSMGetDataSetName() failed , ccode [0x%x], errno [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7903
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED TO GENERATE A LIST OF SMDRs FOR SERVER [%s]: %s, errno [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7904
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED TO GENERATE A LIST OF TSAs ON SERVER [%s]: %s, errno [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7905
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED TO CONNECT TO [%s] TSA: %s, errno [0x%x]
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7906
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED TO GENERATE A LIST OF TARGET SERVICES ON SERVER [%s]: %s, ERRNO [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7907
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : FAILED TO CONNECT AND AUTHENTICATE TO SERVICE [%s]: %s, ERRNO [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7908
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SMS_CONNECTToTSA() : FAILED TO CONFIGURE TARGET SERVICE ccode [0x%x], ERRNO [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7909
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SMS_CONNECTToTSA() : TSAFS CONFIGURED, [0x%x], [0x%x]
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>7910</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>FAILED TO FREE SERVICE LIST: %S, ERRNO [0x%x]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>7911</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>FAILED TO FREE TSA LIST: %S, ERRNO [0x%x]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>7912</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>FAILED TO FREE SMDR LIST: %S, ERRNO [0x%x]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>7913</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>PROCCTL::MININTERFACE CONSTRUCTOR - ERROR LOADING PSAPI LIBRARY %D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 7914
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY : PROCNTL::minpsinterface constructor - Error loading kernel32 library %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7915
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY : Creating process lock file \"%s\", threadID=%x
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7916
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY : REPLDATA::REPLDATA() - The hashoff (or this->offset) = %s with sliceoff_ = %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7917
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY : REPLDIR::INIT() - input to REPLDATA : hash value hv[%d] = %s, hashoff = %d, child = %p
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7918
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:Unknown
SUMMARY : Backup #%d does not have plugin id (%I) in the list
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

TYPE : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7919
Generated By : CLIENT:Unknown
Summary : DATA MAY BE RECLAIMED BY GC SINCE REPLICATED ROOTHASH WAS NOT ENTERED, OR REPLICATION IS IN REPORTONLY MODE
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7920
Generated By : CLIENT:Unknown
Summary : PRE-EXISTING DIRECTORY CANNOT BE RESTORED, PATH:"%S".
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7921
Generated By : CLIENT:Unknown
Summary : TARGET SERVER REACHED READ-ONLY LIMIT (SERVER %D)
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description :
For Whom :
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 7922
Generated By : CLIENT:Unknown
Summary : INVALID EXPIRES INPUT VALUE.
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description :
For Whom :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7923
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : CANNOT EXECUTE '%S' SCRIPT: FILE NOT IN PATH:%S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : ERROR
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7924
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : EXAMINED SELECTION(S) WITH %S (%S FILES%S) IN %3.2F MINUTES: %S/HOUR
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7925
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : RESTORED %S FROM SELECTION(S) WITH %S IN %S FILES%S %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7926
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY      : UTAR_COMMANDS::GETVMFSFREESPACE() ERROR IN GETING VDF DATA - %S
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     :
REMEDY       :
NOTES        :

CODE         : 7927
**SUMMARY** : SZBACKUPDATABASEFILE ALLOC FAILED  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : ERROR  
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION** : 
**FOR WHOM** :  
**REMEDY** :  
**NOTES** :  
**CODE** : 7928

**SUMMARY** : BROWSE ENTRY[%D]: %S  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : INFORMATION  
**SEVERITY** : 0:OK  
**DESCRIPTION** : 
**FOR WHOM** :  
**REMEDY** :  
**NOTES** :  
**CODE** : 7929

**SUMMARY** : ORACLE PLUGIN MUST BE STARTED WITH CTL INTERFACE SPECIFICATION  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : ERROR  
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION** : 
**FOR WHOM** :  
**REMEDY** :  
**NOTES** :  
**CODE** : 7930

**SUMMARY** : PLUGIN MISMATCH  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : ERROR  
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION** : 
**FOR WHOM** :  
**REMEDY** :  
**NOTES** :  
**CODE** : 7931

**SUMMARY** : AT LEAST ONE TARGET FILE MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR A BACKUP OR RESTORE  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : ERROR
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7932
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PROCESSING %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7933
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVORACLE_ASSIST:BODY - INVALID REQUEST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7934
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : %S OF %S ABORTED DUE TO %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7935
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : TERMINATING ALL OPERATIONS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :

AVAMAR 5.0 • EVENT CODES LISTING
CODE : 7936
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : No valid targets found. Aborting the operation
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7937
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Failed to open Avtar log file %s errno %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7938
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Failed to open RMAN log file
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7939
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Failed to open RMAN command file
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7940
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7945
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PLUGIN MISMATCH %D VERSUS %D
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7946
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : INCORRECT FORMAT FILE SPECIFIED FOR RESTORE: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7947
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO EXECUTE SQLPLUS, SPAWN FAILED WITH %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7948
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ORACLE INSTANCE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 
CODE : 7949
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO FIND ORACLE INSTANCE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7950
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : NO CODEPAGE SPECIFIED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7951
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SUPPRESSING CODEPAGE SPECIFICATION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7952
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : USING SPECIFIED CODEPAGE %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7953
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : USERNAME SET TO \"ORACLE\"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7954
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : USERNAME SET TO "BIN"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7955
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : USERNAME SET TO "%S"
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7956
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : MML SET TO %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7957
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ADDING TO THE BROWSELIST %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7958
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BROWSE RETURNING WITH %LD ITEMS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7959
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PROBLEM ADDING DATABASE, SKIPPING...%S, HR=%X
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7960
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : SKIPPING DATABASE: [%S] ON USER DEMAND, SKIPPING...%S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7961
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : BACKUP FILE %S OPENED SUCCESSFULLY.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7962
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVEXCH07_FILE_STREAM::WRITEFILE( TOTAL %12I64d ) %8d/sec
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7963
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVEXCH07_FILE_STREAM::READFILE( TOTAL %12I64d ) %8d/sec
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7964
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : AVEXCH07_FILE_STREAM::~AVEXCH07_FILE_STREAM( TOTAL %12I64d ) %8d/sec
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7965
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXCHANGE 07 PLUGIN MUST BE STARTED WITH CTL INTERFACE SPECIFICATION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7966
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : PLUG-IN AVEXCHANGE07 IS STARTED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7967
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : USING NT AUTHENTICATION.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7968
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : USING USER DEFINED CREDENTIALS.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7969
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : EXCHANGE 07 MODULE WebService OR DATABASE NOT SPECIFIED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7970
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : ERROR : COULD NOT FIND STORAGE GROUP &S.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 7971
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : HrESEBackupPrepare error %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7972
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Error in Time2Seconds
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7973
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Server name: %s
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7974
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : Plug-in avexchange07 returning with exitcode %d
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7975
SUMMARY: COMMAND LINE RESTORE.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7976
SUMMARY: COMMAND LINE BACKUP ISN'T IMPLEMENTED!
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7977
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7977
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7978
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7978
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7979
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7979
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7980
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7980
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7981
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7981
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7982
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7982
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7983
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7983
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES:

CODE: 7984
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7984
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7985
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7985
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7986
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7986
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7987
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7987
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM:
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 7988
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7988
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7989
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7990
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7990
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7991
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7991
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7992
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
DESCRIPTION : 
FOR WHOM : 
REMEDY : 
NOTES :

CODE : 7993
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7993
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7994
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7994
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7995
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7995
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7996
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7996
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :
CODE : 7997
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7997
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7998
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7998
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 7999
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** RESERVED-410 MSG 7999
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 10000
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND EXECUTED SUCCESSFULLY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10001
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: LOGIN FAILED - LOGINS DISABLED OR INVALID USER-ID OR PASSWORD
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10002
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: INVALID COMMAND LINE FLAGS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10003
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: LOCK ERROR: PROCESS ALREADY RUNNING OR ERROR CREATING LOCAL LOCK FILE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10004
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: LOCAL FILE PERMISSIONS ERROR
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10005
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: ERROR PROCESSING EXCLUDE LIST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 10006
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: COMMAND FAILED: CANNOT READ LOCAL MOUNT TABLE
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 10007
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: COMMAND FAILED: MISCELLANEOUS ERROR
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 10008
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: COMMAND FAILED: CANNOT ESTABLISH CONNECTION WITH SERVER (POSSIBLE NETWORK OR DNS FAILURE)
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 10009
GENERATED BY: CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY: COMMAND FAILED: ERROR PROCESSING INCLUDE LIST
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:
CODE : 10010
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND COMPLETED BUT WITH OPEN FILE ERRORS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10011
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: RESTORE FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10012
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: ERROR IN SOURCE OR TARGET LIST
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10013
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: EXTERNALLY CANCELLED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10014
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: INTERNAL FAILURE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10015
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: INVALID SESSION TICKET ISSUED BY MANAGEMENT CONSOLE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10016
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: SESSION CANCELLED BY SERVER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10017
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: ERROR INITIALIZING OR USING ENCRYPTED SOCKET CONNECTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10019
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: EXTERNALLY CANCELLED BY ADMINISTRATOR
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
CODE : 10020
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND COMPLETED WITH ERRORS, CLIENT LOG SHOULD BE EXAMINED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10021
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: EXTERNALLY ABORTED BY INT OR TERM SIGNALS
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10022
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: EXTERNALLY CANCELLED BY INT SIGNAL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10023
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: EXTERNALLY CANCELLED BY TERM SIGNAL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10024
GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN

SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: ERROR OCCURRED WHILE PROCESSING DUMP STREAM
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10025

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: UNHANDLED EXCEPTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10026

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: FATAL SIGNAL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10027

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : COMMAND FAILED: NO MATCHING BACKUPS SELECTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 10028

GENERATED BY : CLIENT:UNKNOWN
SUMMARY : OPERATION FAILED BECAUSE TARGET SERVER IS FULL
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM :
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 21001
GENERATED BY : MCS:GUI
SUMMARY : SERVER SHUTDOWN INITIATED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : AN END-USERS INITIATED A SHUTDOWN OF THE SERVER VIA THE CONSOLE.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 21002
GENERATED BY : MCS:GUI
SUMMARY : SERVER NODE SHUTDOWN INITIATED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : AN END-USERS INITIATED A SHUTDOWN OF A NODE IN THE SERVER VIA THE CONSOLE.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 21003
GENERATED BY : MCS:GUI
SUMMARY : SERVER MODULE SHUTDOWN INITIATED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : AN END-USERS INITIATED A SHUTDOWN OF A MODULE IN THE SERVER VIA THE CONSOLE.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 21004
GENERATED BY : MCS:GUI
SUMMARY : SERVER NODE DECOMMISSION INITIATED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : AN END-USERS INITIATED A DECOMMISSION OF A NODE IN THE SERVER VIA THE CONSOLE.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 21005
GENERATED BY: MCS:GUI::ACTIVITY::SUSPEND
SUMMARY: SERVER ACTIVITY SUSPENDED.
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION: AN END-USER SUSPENDED ALL SERVER ACTIVITY VIA THE CONSOLE.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 21006
GENERATED BY: MCS:GUI::ACTIVITY::RESUME
SUMMARY: SERVER ACTIVITY RESUMED.
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION: AN END-USER RESUMED ALL SERVER ACTIVITY VIA THE CONSOLE.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 21007
GENERATED BY: MCS:GUI
SUMMARY: INTERNAL ADMINISTRATOR CLIENT ERROR.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: THE ADMINISTRATOR CLIENT HAS RECEIVED AN UNKNOWN INTERNAL ERROR.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT PLEASE CHECK THE LOG FILE ON THE CLIENT AND SEND IN JAVA EXCEPTION OUTPUT FOR ANALYSIS.
NOTES:

CODE: 21008
GENERATED BY: MCS:GUI
SUMMARY: VERSION MISMATCH.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: THE ADMINISTRATOR CLIENT VERSION DOES NOT MATCH THE ADMINISTRATOR SERVER.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: RUN A VERSION OF THE CLIENT THAT MATCHES A VERSION OF THE SERVER.
NOTES:

CODE: 21009
GENERATED BY: MCS:GUI
SUMMARY : INVALID PORT.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE PORT IS ALREADY IN USE OR THE PORT SPECIFIED IS NOT A VALID INTEGER.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 21010
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::PLUGIN::EDIT
SUMMARY : PLUGIN CATALOG DYNAMICALLY UPDATED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : THE MCCLI COMMAND TO DYNAMICALLY UPDATE THE PLUGIN CATALOG FROM THE PLUGIN FILES WAS ISSUED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 21011
GENERATED BY : MCS:GUI
SUMMARY : BACKUP LISTING TRUNCATED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : IF THE DATA OF INTEREST IS NOT LISTED, REFRESH THE VIEW AND THEN RESELECT YOUR BACKUP. THIS WILL ALLOW YOU TO SELECT OTHER FOLDERS. SELECTING THE SAME FOLDER OR ANY OTHER FOLDER THAT EXCEEDS THE LIMIT WILL CAUSE THE TRUNCATION TO OCCUR AGAIN.
NOTES :

CODE : 21012
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : BACKUP LISTING TRUNCATED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : THE SERVER TRUNCATED THE BACKUP LISTING BECAUSE THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ENTRIES WAS EXCEEDED. THE PREFERENCE MAX_BROWSE_ENTRIES IN MCSERVER.XML SPECIFIES THE LIMIT.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22205
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : BACKUP CANCELLED VIA CONSOLE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A CLIENT BACKUP WAS CANCELLED MANUALLY VIA THE CONSOLE. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE NAME OF THE CLIENT AND INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THE CANCELLATION.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22206
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : BACKUP SUSPENDED VIA CONSOLE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A CLIENT BACKUP WAS SUSPENDED MANUALLY VIA THE CONSOLE. THE BACKUP WILL REMAIN SUSPENDED UNTIL IT IS RESUMED. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE CLIENT NAME AND INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THE BACKUP AND SUSPENSION REQUEST.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22207
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::GROUP::ADD
SUMMARY : NEW GROUP CREATED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A NEW GROUP WAS CREATED. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE GROUP NAME AND INFORMATION PERTAINING TO THE ADDITION.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22208
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::GROUP::EDIT
SUMMARY : GROUP MODIFIED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : THE PROPERTIES OF AN EXISTING GROUP WAS MODIFIED VIA THE CONSOLE. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE GROUP NAME AND INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THE MODIFICATION.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22209
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::GROUP::DELETE
SUMMARY : GROUP DELETED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A group was deleted via the console. The data section contains the group name and information pertinent to the deletion.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22210
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::CLIENT::ADD
SUMMARY : CLIENT ADDED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A new client was created. The data section contains the client name and information pertaining to the addition.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22211
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::CLIENT::EDIT
SUMMARY : CLIENT UPDATED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : At least one of the properties of an existing client was modified. The data section contains the client name and information pertinent to the modification.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22212
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::CLIENT::DELETE
SUMMARY : CLIENT DELETED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A client was deleted via the console. The data section contains the client name and information pertinent to the deletion.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22213
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::SCHEDULE::ADD
SUMMARY : SCHEDULE CREATED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A NEW SCHEDULE WAS CREATED. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE SCHEDULE NAME AND INFORMATION PERTAINING TO THE ADDITION.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22214
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::SCHEDULE::EDIT
SUMMARY : SCHEDULE MODIFIED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : THE PROPERTIES OF AN EXISTING SCHEDULE WAS MODIFIED VIA THE CONSOLE. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE SCHEDULE NAME AND INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THE MODIFICATION.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22215
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::SCHEDULE::DELETE
SUMMARY : SCHEDULE DELETED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A SCHEDULE WAS DELETED VIA THE CONSOLE. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE SCHEDULE NAME AND INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THE DELETION.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22216
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::RETENTION::ADD
SUMMARY : RETENTION POLICY CREATED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A NEW RETENTION POLICY WAS CREATED. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE RETENTION POLICY NAME AND INFORMATION PERTAINING TO THE ADDITION.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22217
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::RETENTION::EDIT
SUMMARY : RETENTION POLICY MODIFIED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : THE PROPERTIES OF AN EXISTING RETENTION POLICY WAS MODIFIED VIA THE CONSOLE. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE RETENTION POLICY NAME AND INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THE MODIFICATION.

FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDIY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22218
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::RETENTION::DELETE
SUMMARY : RETENTION POLICY DELETED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK

DESCRIPTION : A RETENTION POLICY WAS DELETED VIA THE CONSOLE. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE RETENTION POLICY NAME AND INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THE DELETION.

FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDIY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22219
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::DATASET::ADD
SUMMARY : DATASET CREATED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK

DESCRIPTION : A NEW DATASET WAS CREATED. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE DATASET NAME AND INFORMATION PERTAINING TO THE ADDITION.

FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDIY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22220
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::DATASET::EDIT
SUMMARY : DATASET MODIFIED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK

DESCRIPTION : THE PROPERTIES OF AN EXISTING DATASET WAS MODIFIED VIA THE CONSOLE. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE DATASET NAME AND INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THE MODIFICATION.

FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDIY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22221
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::DATASET::DELETE
SUMMARY : DATASET DELETED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION: A dataset was deleted via the console. The data section contains the dataset name and information pertinent to the deletion.

FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 22222
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** BACKUP FAILED
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION: A failure occurred while starting or running a backup.

FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: VIEW THE LOG FILE FOR THE BACKUP IN THE ACTIVITY MONITOR TO DETERMINE THE CAUSE OF THE FAILURE.
NOTES:

CODE: 22223
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** RESTORE FAILED
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION: A failure occurred while starting or running a restore.

FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: VIEW THE LOG FILE FOR THE RESTORE IN THE ACTIVITY MONITOR TO DETERMINE THE CAUSE OF THE FAILURE.
NOTES:

CODE: 22224
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** VALIDATE FAILED
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION: A failure occurred while starting or running a validation on a backup.

FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: VIEW THE LOG FILE FOR THE VALIDATION IN THE ACTIVITY MONITOR TO DETERMINE THE CAUSE OF THE FAILURE.
NOTES:

CODE: 22225
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR
SUMMARY: RETENTION POLICY DELETE FAILED BECAUSE IT IS BEING USED.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION: The retention policy could not be deleted because it is being used by either a group or a client.

FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES

CODE : 22226
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : GROUP DISABLED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A GROUP REQUESTED A BACKUP BUT THE GROUP WAS DISABLED. THE REQUESTED BACKUP WAS NOT PERFORMED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : IF BACKUPS ARE DESIRED FOR THIS GROUP, THE GROUP SHOULD BE ENABLED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22227
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : GROUP DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY CLIENTS.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A GROUP REQUESTED A BACKUP BUT THE GROUP CONTAINED NO CLIENTS TO BACKUP.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : DISABLE THE GROUP UNTIL CLIENTS CAN BE ADDED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22228
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : A CLIENT WAS NOT BACKED UP BECAUSE IT IS DISABLED, RETIRED, OR ITS PLUG-IN(S) HAS BACKUPS DISABLED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A CLIENT OR GROUP REQUESTED A BACKUP BUT ONE OR MORE CLIENTS ARE DISABLED, RETIRED, OR THE CLIENTS PLUGIN-IN(S) HAVE BACKUPS DISABLED. FOR A GROUP BACKUP REQUEST, THE REQUEST WAS SUBMITTED TO ACCOMMODATE THOSE CLIENTS AVAILABLE FOR BACKUP.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : POSSIBLY REMOVE THE CLIENT FROM THE GROUP.
NOTES :

CODE : 22229
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : A ADHOC JOB WAS REJECTED DUE TO FAILOVER STATE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A ADHOC BACKUP OR RESTORE ATTEMPT WAS REJECTED BECAUSE, IN THE CURRENT FAILOVER STATE, THIS SYSTEM IS NOT SUPPOSED TO PROVIDE SUPPORT FOR THIS CLIENT.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : IF THE ALTERNATE SYSTEM IS AVAILABLE, RE-SUBMIT THE ADHOC JOB THERE INSTEAD.
NOTES :
CODE : 22234
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : GROUP DOES NOT EXIST.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : GROUP DOES NOT EXIST, PLEASE CORRECT NAME.
NOTES :

CODE : 22235
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : GROUP ADD FAILED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22236
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLIENT DOES NOT EXIST.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CLIENT DOES NOT EXIST, PLEASE CORRECT NAME.
NOTES :

CODE : 22237
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::CLIENT::ACTIVATE
SUMMARY : CLIENT INVITED TO ACTIVATE WITH SERVER.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22238
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : A CLIENT WITH THIS NAME ALREADY EXISTS AND DUPLICATE NAMES ARE PROHIBITED.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CLIENT ALREADY EXISTS, PLEASE SPECIFY A DIFFERENT NAME.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22239
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY      : *** OBSOLETE *** CLIENT UPDATE FAILED.

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22240
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY      : CLIENT DELETE FAILED.

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES        :

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22241
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY      : CLIENT IS NOT A MEMBER OF GROUP.

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22242
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY      : CLIENT IS ALREADY A MEMBER OF GROUP.
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 22243
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR::GROUP::EDIT
SUMMARY: CLIENT GROUP MEMBERSHIP SUCCESSFULLY UPDATED.
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 22244
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR
SUMMARY: GROUP ACTIVATED.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 22245
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR
SUMMARY: GROUP DEACTIVATED.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 22246
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR
SUMMARY: CLIENT IS NOT A MEMBER OF ANY OTHER GROUP.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:

FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:
CODE         : 22247
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY      : CAN'T DELETE THE GROUP BECAUSE ITS GROUP MEMBERS ARE NOT IN OTHER GROUPS.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : No action required.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22248
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY      : SCHEDULE ALREADY EXISTS.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : Schedule already exists, choose another name.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22249
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY      : SCHEDULE DOES NOT EXIST.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : Schedule does not exist, please correct name.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22250
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY      : CLIENT RECONNECT ERROR - UNSUPPORTED REQUEST.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  : A reconnecting client issued a request that was not recognized by the MCS. No operation was performed. As a precaution, access was denied to this client.
FOR WHOM     : ALL USERS
REMEDY       : The client may be running a software version that is newer than the one supported by this MCS. If so, uninstall the client software and install an older version. Otherwise this may indicate a software defect, and you should contact product support.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22251
SUMMARY : CLIENT WORKORDER ERROR - UNSUPPORTED REQUEST.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A RECONNECTING CLIENT ISSUED A WORK ORDER REQUEST THAT WAS NOT RECOGNIZED BY THE MCS. NO OPERATION WAS PERFORMED. AS A PRECAUTION, ACCESS WAS DENIED TO THIS CLIENT.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : THE CLIENT MAY BE RUNNING A SOFTWARE VERSION THAT IS NEWER THAN THE ONE SUPPORTED BY THIS MCS. IF SO, UNINSTALL THE CLIENT SOFTWARE AND INSTALL AN OLDER VERSION. OTHERWISE THIS MAY INDICATE A SOFTWARE DEFECT, AND YOU SHOULD CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT.
NOTES :

CODE : 22252
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLIENT ADHOC BACKUP REQUEST ERROR - UNSUPPORTED REQUEST.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A RECONNECTING CLIENT ISSUED A ADHOC BACKUP REQUEST THAT WAS NOT RECOGNIZED BY THE MCS. NO OPERATION WAS PERFORMED. THE REQUESTED ADHOC BACKUP WAS NOT PERFORMED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : THE CLIENT MAY BE RUNNING A SOFTWARE VERSION THAT IS NEWER THAN THE ONE SUPPORTED BY THIS MCS. IF SO, UNINSTALL THE CLIENT SOFTWARE AND INSTALL AN OLDER VERSION. OTHERWISE THIS MAY INDICATE A SOFTWARE DEFECT, AND YOU SHOULD CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT.
NOTES :

CODE : 22253
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLIENT ADHOC BACKUP REQUEST ERROR - EXCEPTION.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : AN INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED WHILE A CLIENT WAS REQUESTING AN ADHOC BACKUP. THE REQUESTED ADHOC BACKUP WAS NOT PERFORMED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : THIS IS PROBABLY A SOFTWARE DEFECT. THE LOG FILE FOR THE SERVER MANAGEMENT CONSOLE WILL HAVE DETAILS ON THE JAVA EXCEPTION. CONTACT TECHNICAL SUPPORT.
NOTES :

CODE : 22254
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLIENT ADHOC BACKUP REQUEST ERROR - UNKNOWN ID.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : WHEN A CLIENT ACTIVATES, IT IS ISSUED AN ID NUMBER. A CLIENT REQUESTED AN ADHOC BACKUP, USING AN UNRECOGNIZED ID NUMBER. THE REQUESTED ADHOC BACKUP WAS NOT PERFORMED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE CLIENT'S HOSTNAME. IF THIS CLIENT WAS RECENTLY ACTIVATED, AND A ROLLBACK OCCURRED ON THE SERVER, THE CLIENT'S REGISTRATION, AND BACKUPS MAY BE LOST - RE-ACTIVATE THE CLIENT, Ignoring the "Unactivate Client Warning". IF MORE THAN ONE SERVER IS PRESENT ON THE NETWORK, THIS COULD ALSO BE CAUSED IF DNS OR OTHER PROBLEMS CAUSED THE CLIENT TO CONNECT TO THE WRONG SERVER. IF THIS IS A POSSIBILITY, DO NOT RE-ACTIVATE THE CLIENT.

NOTES :

CODE : 22255
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLIENT ADHOC BACKUP REQUEST ERROR - CLIENT DISABLED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A CLIENT REQUESTED AN ADHOC BACKUP, BUT THE POLICY SETTINGS FOR THE SERVER ARE CLASSIFYING THIS CLIENT AS DISABLED. THE REQUESTED ADHOC BACKUP WAS NOT PERFORMED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : IF BACKUPS ARE DESIRED FOR THIS CLIENT, THE CLIENT MUST BE ENABLED USING THE MANAGEMENT CONSOLE POLICY DIALOG.
NOTES :

CODE : 22256
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLIENT ADHOC BACKUP REQUEST ERROR - CLIENT IS RESTORE ONLY.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A CLIENT REQUESTED AN ADHOC BACKUP, BUT THE POLICY SETTINGS FOR THE SERVER ARE CLASSIFYING THIS CLIENT AS "RESTORE ONLY". NO BACKUP WAS PERFORMED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : SORRY NO REMEDY IS AVAILABLE. BY DESIGN, A RESTORE ONLY CLIENT IS NOT ELIGIBLE TO PERFORM BACKUPS.
NOTES :

CODE : 22257
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLIENT PLUGIN REGISTRATION ERROR - DUPLICATE REGISTRATION.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A CLIENT ISSUED A PLUGIN REGISTRATION REQUEST FOR A PLUGIN THAT IS ALREADY REGISTERED. NO OPERATION WAS PERFORMED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : THIS IS LIKELY TO BE HARMLESS BUT MAY INDICATE A SOFTWARE DEFECT. IF YOU HAVE THE TIME, PLEASE INFORM PRODUCT SUPPORT.
NOTES :

CODE : 22258
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLIENT PLUGIN REGISTRATION ERROR - DELETE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
**Description**: A client attempted to delete a plugin, but the Server Management Console had no record of this plugin in association with the client. No operation was performed.

**For Whom**: All Users

**Remedy**: This condition is likely to be harmless. The delete was not necessary since the plugin was not associated with the client to begin with. Unless a recent rollback was performed, this may indicate a software defect. Feel free to report this to product support.

**Notes**:

**Code**: 22259

**Generated By**: MCS:CR

**Summary**: Client Plugin Registration Error - Unsupported Request.

**Category**: System

**Type**: Warning

**Severity**: 0:OK

**Description**: A client issued a plugin registration request that was not recognized by the MCS. No operation was performed.

**For Whom**: All Users

**Remedy**: The client may be running a software version that is newer than the one supported by this MCS. If so, uninstall the client software and install an older version. Otherwise this may indicate a software defect, and you should contact product support.

**Notes**:

**Code**: 22260

**Generated By**: MCS:CR

**Summary**: Client Plugin Registration Error - Unknown Client.

**Category**: System

**Type**: Warning

**Severity**: 0:OK

**Description**: When a client activates, it is issued an ID number. A client requested a plugin registration, using an unrecognized client ID number. No plugin registration was performed.

**For Whom**: All Users

**Remedy**: The data section contains the client's hostname. If this client was recently activated, and a rollback occurred on the server, the client's registration may be lost - re-activate the client, ignoring the "Unactivate Client Warning".

**Notes**:

**Code**: 22261

**Generated By**: MCS:CR

**Summary**: Client Plugin Registration Error - Unknown Plugin.

**Category**: System

**Type**: Warning

**Severity**: 0:OK

**Description**: A client issued a plugin registration request using a plugin ID that is not recognized by the server. No operation was performed.

**For Whom**: All Users

**Remedy**: The client may be running a software version that is unsupported, either older or newer than the versions supported by this server. If so, uninstall the client software and install the appropriate version. Otherwise this may indicate a software defect, and you should contact product support. The data section includes information which identifies the client.

**Notes**:

**Code**: 22262
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>GENERATED BY</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22263</td>
<td>MCS:CR</td>
<td>CLIENT REGISTRATION ERROR</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>A CLIENT ATTEMPTED TO ACTIVATE, BUT THIS ORGANIZATION'S POLICY DISABLES CLIENT INITIATED REGISTRATION. REGISTRATION WAS DENIED.</td>
<td>ALL USERS</td>
<td>A BACKUP ADMINISTRATOR MUST ACTIVATE THE CLIENT USING THE SERVER MANAGEMENT CONSOLE. (OR CHANGE THE MANAGEMENT CONSOLE PREFERENCES TO ALLOW CLIENT INITIATED REGISTRATIONS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22264</td>
<td>MCS:CR</td>
<td>CLIENT REGISTRATION ERROR</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>ERRORS WERE ENCOUNTERED WHILE ACTIVATING A CLIENT. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE CLIENT NAME AND INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THE REGISTRATION ATTEMPT.</td>
<td>ALL USERS</td>
<td>THIS ERROR CAN BE CAUSED IF A CLIENT ATTEMPTS TO ACTIVATE WHILE THE SERVER DATA NODES ARE INACTIVE. UNLESS PLANNED MAINTENANCE, OR SOME OTHER KNOWN REASON EXPLAINS WHY REGISTRATION WOULD FAIL, YOU SHOULD CONTACT TECHNICAL SUPPORT. IT WOULD EXPEDITE RESOLUTION OF THIS ISSUE IF THE LOG FILES FROM THE MANAGEMENT CONSOLE COULD BE PROVIDED.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22265</td>
<td>MCS:CR</td>
<td>CLIENT INITIATED BACKUPS REFUSED</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>BY ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY DECISION, CLIENT INITIATED ADHOC BACKUPS ARE NOT ALLOWED ON THIS SERVER. A CLIENT REQUESTED AN ADHOC BACKUP. THE REQUEST WAS DENIED AND NO BACKUP WAS PERFORMED.</td>
<td>ALL USERS</td>
<td>NO ACTION IS REQUIRED. THE POLICY OPTIONS DIALOG IN THE MANAGEMENT CONSOLE IS USED TO ENABLE OR DISABLE CLIENT INITIATED ADHOC BACKUPS ON A SYSTEM-WIDE BASIS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CLIENT SENT UNSUPPORTED MESSAGE</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>A CLIENT SENT THE MANAGEMENT CONSOLE A MESSAGE THAT COULD NOT BE INTERPRETED. NO OPERATION WAS PERFORMED.</td>
<td>ALL USERS</td>
<td>THE CLIENT MAY BE RUNNING A SOFTWARE VERSION THAT IS NEWER THAN THE ONE SUPPORTED BY THIS MCS. IF SO, UNINSTALL THE CLIENT SOFTWARE AND INSTALL AN OLDER VERSION. OTHERWISE THIS MAY INDICATE A SOFTWARE DEFECT, AND YOU SHOULD CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE: 22266
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR
SUMMARY: UNKNOWN REQUEST ERROR.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION: A CLIENT SENT A REQUEST THAT WAS NOT RECOGNIZED BY THE MCS. NO OPERATION WAS PERFORMED.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: THE CLIENT MAY BE RUNNING A SOFTWARE VERSION THAT IS NEWER THAN THE ONE SUPPORTED BY THIS MCS. IF SO, UNINSTALL THE CLIENT SOFTWARE AND INSTALL AN OLDER VERSION. OTHERWISE THIS MAY INDICATE A SOFTWARE DEFECT, AND YOU SHOULD CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT.
NOTES:

CODE: 22267
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR
SUMMARY: MISSING MESSAGE.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION: A CLIENT SENT THE MANAGEMENT CONSOLE A PACKET THAT COULD NOT BE INTERPRETED. THE MESSAGE IDENTIFIER WAS MISSING. NO OPERATION WAS PERFORMED.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: THE CLIENT MAY BE RUNNING A SOFTWARE VERSION THAT IS NEWER THAN THE ONE SUPPORTED BY THIS MCS. IF SO, UNINSTALL THE CLIENT SOFTWARE AND INSTALL AN OLDER VERSION. OTHERWISE THIS MAY INDICATE A SOFTWARE DEFECT, AND YOU SHOULD CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT.
NOTES:

CODE: 22268
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR
SUMMARY: AN ADHOC OPERATION WAS ATTEMPTED ON A CLIENT WITH AN UNSUPPORTED PLUGIN.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION: THE ADMINISTRATOR MAINTAINS A LIST A SUPPORTED PLUGINS, WITH ACCEPTABLE VERSION LEVELS. AN ADHOC OPERATION WAS ATTEMPTED ON A CLIENT USING A PLUGIN THAT WAS NOT IN THE LIST OF ACCEPTABLE PLUGINS, OR HAD AN OBSOLETE OR DISABLED VERSION NUMBER.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: UPDATE THE PLUGIN ON THE CLIENT. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE CLIENT'S HOSTNAME.
NOTES:

CODE: 22269
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR
SUMMARY: UNABLE TO ADD A CLIENT TO A GROUP.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: UNEXPECTED CONDITION OCCURRED. CLIENT MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE TO ADD TO A GROUP BECAUSE IT IS NOT IN THE GROUP'S DOMAIN OR ANY OF THE GROUP'S SUB-DOMAINS.
For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: No action required.
Notes:

Code: 22270
Generated By: MCS:CR
Summary: Unable to remove a client from a group.
Category: System
Type: Error
Severity: 2:PROCESS
Description: Unexpected condition occurred.

For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: No action required.
Notes:

Code: 22271
Generated By: MCS:CR
Summary: Client registration error - unable to contact client on port.
Category: System
Type: Warning
Severity: 0:OK
Description: An attempt was made to contact a client on a port but failed.

For Whom: All Users
Remedy:
Notes:

Code: 22272
Generated By: MCS:CR
Summary: Client delete failed - client store.
Category: System
Type: Warning
Severity: 2:PROCESS
Description: Unable to remove the client from the client store.

For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: No action required.
Notes:

Code: 22273
Generated By: MCS:CR
Summary: Client delete failed - group store.
Category: System
Type: Warning
Severity: 2:PROCESS
Description: Unable to remove the client from the group store.

For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: No action required.
Notes:
SEQENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

CODE       : 22274
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY    : CLIENT DELETE FAILED - STILL ACTIVE.
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : WARNING
SEVERITY   : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : UNABLE TO DELETE THE CLIENT BECAUSE A CLIENT BACKUP OR REPLICATION JOB IS STILL IN PROGRESS, OR SERVER IS NOT WRITABLE AT THIS MOMENT.
FOR WHOM    : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY      : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES       :

CODE       : 22275
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY    : CLIENT DELETE FAILED - UNKNOWN EXCEPTION.
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : ERROR
SEVERITY   : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : UNEXPECTED EXCEPTION WHEN ATTEMPTING TO DELETE A CLIENT
FOR WHOM    : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY      : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES       :

CODE       : 22276
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY    : FAILED TO DELETE - IN USE.
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : WARNING
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : FAILED TO DELETE A DATASET BECAUSE IT IS BEING USED BY EITHER A GROUP OR BY A CLIENT.
FOR WHOM    : ALL USERS
REMEDY      : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES       :

CODE       : 22277
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY    : FAILED TO DELETE A SCHEDULE - IN USE.
CATEGORY   : SYSTEM
TYPE       : WARNING
SEVERITY   : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : FAILED TO DELETE A SCHEDULE BECAUSE IT IS BEING USED BY A GROUP OR AN EVENT PROFILE.
FOR WHOM    : ALL USERS
REMEDY      : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES       :

CODE       : 22278
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY    : CLIENT BULKLOAD ENCOUNTERED ONE OR MORE ERRORS.
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM
 TYPE : WARNING
 SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
 DESCRIPTION :
 FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
 REMEDY :
 NOTES :

 CODE : 22279
 GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
 SUMMARY : ERROR PARSING BULKLOAD FILE.
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM
 TYPE : ERROR
 SEVERITY : 0:OK
 DESCRIPTION : AN ERROR WAS ENCOUNTERED WHILE PARSING A XML BULKLOAD FILE
 FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
 REMEDY :
 NOTES :

 CODE : 22280
 GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
 SUMMARY : CLIENT RECONNECT ERROR - HOSTNAME MISMATCH.
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM
 TYPE : WARNING
 SEVERITY : 0:OK
 DESCRIPTION : WHEN A CLIENT ACTIVATES, IT IS ISSUED AN ID NUMBER. AS A SECURITY MEASURE, THIS NUMBER IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE CLIENT'S HOSTNAME. A CLIENT ATTEMPTED TO CONNECT, USING A VALID ID NUMBER, BUT THE CLIENT'S HOSTNAME DOES NOT MATCH THE ONE USED AT THE TIME OF INITIAL REGISTRATION. AS A PRECAUTION, ACCESS WAS DENIED.
 FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
 REMEDY : THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE CLIENT'S HOSTNAME. EITHER THE CLIENT MACHINE HAS BEEN ASSIGNED A NEW HOSTNAME, OR AN ATTEMPTED SECURITY BREACH HAS BEEN DETECTED. IF THIS CLIENT HAS BEEN ASSIGNED A NEW HOSTNAME, FIRST USE THE POLICY DIALOG TO UNACTIVATE THE CLIENT, THEN RE-ACTIVATE THE CLIENT, WHICH WILL UPDATE THE CLIENT LIST TO REFLECT THE NEW HOSTNAME.
 NOTES :

 CODE : 22281
 GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
 SUMMARY : CLIENT RECONNECT ERROR - VALIDATION SERVER NOT AVAILABLE.
 CATEGORY : SYSTEM
 TYPE : WARNING
 SEVERITY : 0:OK
 DESCRIPTION : WHEN A CLIENT ACTIVATES, IT IS ISSUED AN ID NUMBER. A CLIENT ATTEMPTED TO CONNECT, USING AN ID NUMBER THAT WAS UNRECOGNIZED BY THE MCS AND COULD NOT BE VALIDATED. ACCESS WAS DENIED.
 FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
 REMEDY : THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE CLIENT'S HOSTNAME. ATTEMPT TO RESOLVE THE NON RESPONSIVE AVMGR.
 NOTES :

 CODE : 22282
 GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
 SUMMARY : CLIENT RECONNECT ERROR - UNKNOWN ID.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  : WHEN A CLIENT ACTIVATES, IT IS ISSUED AN ID NUMBER. A CLIENT ATTEMPTED TO CONNECT, USING AN UNRECOGNIZED ID NUMBER. ACCESS WAS DENIED.
FOR WHOM     : ALL USERS
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22283
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY      : CLIENT DELETE - UNKNOWN ID.

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  : WHEN A CLIENT ACTIVATES, IT IS ISSUED AN ID NUMBER. A CLIENT ATTEMPTED TO REMOVE ITSELF FROM THE SERVER CLIENT LIST, INDICATING AN UNRECOGNIZED ID NUMBER. NO OPERATION WAS PERFORMED.
 FOR WHOM     : ALL USERS
REMEDY       : THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE CLIENT'S HOSTNAME. THE CLIENT IS ALREADY UNKNOWN BY THE SERVER, SO A DELETE IS NOT NECESSARY - NO REMEDY NEEDED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22286
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY      : CLIENT CHECK IN ERROR - UNKNOWN ID.

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  : WHEN A CLIENT ACTIVATES, IT IS ISSUED AN ID NUMBER. A CLIENT REQUESTED A WORK ORDER, USING AN UNRECOGNIZED ID NUMBER. ACCESS WAS DENIED.
 FOR WHOM     : ALL USERS
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22287
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY      : CLIENT WORK ORDER REQUEST ERROR - VALIDATION SERVER NOT AVAILABLE.

CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  : WHEN A CLIENT ACTIVATES, IT IS ISSUED AN ID NUMBER. A CLIENT REQUESTED A WORK ORDER, USING AN ID NUMBER THAT COULD NOT BE VALIDATED. ACCESS WAS DENIED.
 FOR WHOM     : ALL USERS
REMEDY       : THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE CLIENT'S HOSTNAME.
NOTES        :
CODE         : 22288
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY      : DATASET DOES NOT EXIST.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22289
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY      : RETENTION POLICY DOES NOT EXIST.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  :
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22290
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY      : CLIENT REGISTRATION ERROR - VALIDATION SERVER NOT AVAILABLE.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  : WHEN A CLIENT ACTIVATES, IT ISSUES AN AVMGR COMMAND TO THE DPN TO CHECK FOR A PRIOR REGISTRATION UNDER THE
HOSTNAME. A CLIENT ATTEMPTED TO ACTIVATE, BUT THE HOSTNAME COULD NOT BE CHECKED. ACCESS WAS DENIED.
FOR WHOM     : ALL USERS
REMEDY       : THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE CLIENT’S HOSTNAME.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22291
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY      : CLIENT REGISTRATION ERROR - DUPLICATE REGISTRATION, EXPLICIT DOMAIN SPECIFIED.
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : WARNING
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  : A CLIENT ATTEMPTED TO ACTIVATE, BUT A CLIENT WITH THIS HOSTNAME IS ALREADY ACTIVATED IN OTHER ANOTHER DOMAIN.
REGISTRATION WAS DENIED.
FOR WHOM     : ALL USERS
REMEDY       : ONLY ONE CLIENT WITH A GIVEN HOSTNAME IS ALLOWED IN A SERVER, EVEN IF THE DUPLICATES ARE IN DIFFERENT DOMAINS.
IF THIS IS A MACHINE THAT HAS MOVED DOMAINS, DELETE THE OLD ENTRY BEFORE ACTIVATING UNDER THE NEW DOMAIN. IF YOU HAVE TWO
MACHINES WITH THE SAME HOSTNAME, THIS IS AN UNSUPPORTED CONFIGURATION AND YOU WILL ONLY BE ABLE TO CONFIGURE ONE OF THE MACHINES
FOR BACKUPS.
NOTES        :
CODE : 22292
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLIENT REGISTRATION ERROR - REREGISTRATION.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A CLIENT ATTEMPTED TO ACTIVATE, BUT THE SERVER MANAGEMENT CONSOLE ALREADY HAS A REGISTRATION FOR THIS CLIENT.
REGISTRATION WAS DENIED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : AS A SECURITY PRECAUTION, ONCE A CLIENT HAS ACTIVATED, IT CANNOT ACTIVATE AGAIN. THIS HELPS TO PREVENT IMPOSTERS FROM "HIJACKING" A MACHINE'S IDENTITY BY ACTIVATING UNDER THE "VICTIM'S" NAME. IF THIS IS ACTUALLY A LEGITIMATE RE-REGISTRATION, FOR EXAMPLE A MACHINE HAD IT'S HARD DISK REPLACED, AND IS BEING RE-INSTALLED, YOU CAN ALLOW REREGISTRATION BY HAVING AN ADMINISTRATOR UNCHECK THE ACTIVATED BOX IN THE POLICY DIALOG FOR THE MACHINE.
NOTES :

CODE : 22293
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLIENT REGISTRATION ERROR - DUPLICATE REGISTRATION.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A CLIENT ATTEMPTED TO ACTIVATE, BUT A CLIENT WITH THIS HOSTNAME IS ALREADY ACTIVATED IN OTHER ANOTHER DOMAIN.
REGISTRATION WAS DENIED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : ONLY ONE CLIENT WITH A GIVEN HOSTNAME IS ALLOWED IN A SERVER, EVEN IF THE DUPLICATES ARE IN DIFFERENT DOMAINS. IF THIS IS A MACHINE THAT HAS MOVED DOMAINS, DELETE THE OLD ENTRY BEFORE ACTIVATING UNDER THE NEW DOMAIN. IF YOU HAVE TWO MACHINES WITH THE SAME HOSTNAME, THIS IS AN UNSUPPORTED CONFIGURATION AND YOU WILL ONLY BE ABLE TO CONFIGURE ONE OF THE MACHINES FOR BACKUPS.
NOTES :

CODE : 22294
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLIENT REGISTRATION ERROR - DOMAIN INVALID.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A CLIENT ATTEMPTED TO ACTIVATE, BUT SPECIFIED AN INVALID DOMAINNAME. REGISTRATION WAS DENIED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : IF THE DOMAIN NAME WAS WRONG, FIX IT. IF THE DOMAIN HAS NOT BEEN CREATED YET, CREATE IT USING THE SERVER MANAGEMENT CONSOLE.
NOTES :

CODE : 22295
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLIENT REGISTRATION ERROR - SERVER NOT AVAILABLE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A REGISTRATION REQUEST COULD NOT BE PROCESSED ON THE DPN.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE CLIENT'S HOSTNAME.
NOTES :

CODE : 22296
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLIENT REGISTRATION ERROR - PLUGIN VERSION REJECTED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : THE ADMINISTRATOR MAINTAINS A LIST A SUPPORTED PLUGINS, WITH ACCEPTABLE VERSION LEVELS. A CLIENT ATTEMPTED TO ACTIVATE A PLUGIN THAT WAS NOT IN THE LIST OF ACCEPTABLE PLUGINS, OR HAD AN OBSOLETE OR DISABLED VERSION NUMBER.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : REMOVE OR UPDATE THE PLUGIN ON THE CLIENT. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE CLIENT'S HOSTNAME.
NOTES :

CODE : 22297
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : REQUEST TO RESTORE IS REJECTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : REQUEST TO RESTORE IS REJECTED BECAUSE THE PLUG-IN DOESN'T SUPPORT IT, THE PLUG-IN IS DISABLED, THE CLIENT IS DISABLED, OR THE CLIENT IS NOT ACTIVATED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : VERIFY PLUG-IN CONFIGURATION VIA ADMINISTRATOR, TOOLS, MANAGE ALL AGENTS AND PLUG-INS.
NOTES :

CODE : 22298
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : REQUEST TO VALIDATE IS REJECTED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : REQUEST TO VALIDATE IS REJECTED BECAUSE THE PLUG-IN DOESN'T SUPPORT IT, THE PLUG-IN IS DISABLED, THE CLIENT IS DISABLED, OR THE CLIENT IS NOT ACTIVATED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : VERIFY PLUG-IN CONFIGURATION VIA ADMINISTRATOR, TOOLS, MANAGE ALL AGENTS AND PLUG-INS.
NOTES :

CODE : 22299
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CLIENT REGISTRATION ERROR.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : ERRORS WERE ENCOUNTERED WHILE ACTIVATING A CLIENT. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE CLIENT NAME AND INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THE REGISTRATION ATTEMPT.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY: Check the installation of the client software and verify that all registration parameters are valid. Contact Product Support if problem persist.

NOTES:

CODE: 22301
GENERATED BY: MCS:SS::GROUP::BACKUP
SUMMARY: Scheduled group backups initiated for all clients
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION: Backups have been scheduled for all clients of group. The data section contains the group name and information pertinent to the scheduled group.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: No action required.
NOTES:

CODE: 22303
GENERATED BY: MCS:WO
SUMMARY: Scheduled group backups completed for all clients
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION: All backup activities for all clients in the group have been processed. The data section contains the group name and information pertinent to the completion.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: No action required.
NOTES:

CODE: 22305
GENERATED BY: MCS:WO::CLIENT::BACKUP
SUMMARY: Client backup scheduled.
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: No action required.
NOTES:

CODE: 22307
GENERATED BY: MCS:WO
SUMMARY: During a scheduled group backup, a client with an unsupported plugin was encountered.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION: The administrator maintains a list of supported plugins, with acceptable version levels. During a scheduled group backup, a client's plugin was not in the list of acceptable plugins. The scheduled backup was not performed on this client.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: Remove or update the plugin on the client. The data section contains the client's hostname.
NOTES :

CODE    : 22308
GENERATED BY : MCS:WO::SCHEDULE::RESUME
SUMMARY : Scheduler resumed.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : Scheduler resumed processing.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : No action required.
NOTES :

CODE    : 22309
GENERATED BY : MCS:WO::SCHEDULE::SUSPEND
SUMMARY : Scheduler suspended.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : Scheduler suspended processing.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : No action required.
NOTES :

CODE    : 22310
GENERATED BY : MCS:WO
SUMMARY : Change of the scheduler status to suspended or resumed failed.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : Trying to change the scheduler status to suspended or resumed failed.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : No action required.
NOTES :

CODE    : 22311
GENERATED BY : MCS:SS::GROUP::BACKUP
SUMMARY : Scheduled group backups failed to start
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : Scheduled group backups failed to start
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : No action required.
NOTES :

CODE    : 22312
GENERATED BY : MCS:WO::CLIENT::RESTORE
SUMMARY: CLIENT RESTORE SCHEDULED.
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 22313
GENERATED BY: MCS:WO
SUMMARY: THE JOB THROTTLER HAS REDUCED JOB CAPACITY BECAUSE A CHECKPOINT IS BEING VALIDATED.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 22314
GENERATED BY: MCS:WO
SUMMARY: THE JOB THROTTLER HAS INCREASED JOB CAPACITY BECAUSE A CHECKPOINT VALIDATION HAS COMPLETED.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 22315
GENERATED BY: MCS:WO::CLIENT::VALIDATE
SUMMARY: CLIENT VALIDATE SCHEDULED
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 22316
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR::SCHEDULE::ACTIVATE
SUMMARY: SCHEDULE MANUALLY FIRED
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A SCHEDULE WAS MANUALLY FIRED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22317
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::REPORT::EXPORT
SUMMARY : A REPORT WAS EXPORTED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A REPORT WAS EXPORTED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22318
GENERATED BY : MCS:ES::EVENT::ACK
SUMMARY : EVENT ACKNOWLEDGED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : EVENT ACKNOWLEDGED
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22319
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::AGENT::ADD
SUMMARY : CLIENT AGENT BUILD ADDED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : CLIENT AGENT BUILD ADDED
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22320
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::AGENT::EDIT
SUMMARY : CLIENT AGENT BUILD MODIFIED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : CLIENT AGENT BUILD MODIFIED
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :
CODE : 22321
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::AGENT::DELETE
SUMMARY : CLIENT AGENT BUILD DELETED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : CLIENT AGENT BUILD DELETED
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22322
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::PLUGIN::ADD
SUMMARY : CLIENT PLUGIN BUILD ADDED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : CLIENT PLUGIN BUILD ADDED
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22323
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::PLUGIN::EDIT
SUMMARY : CLIENT PLUGIN BUILD MODIFIED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : CLIENT PLUGIN BUILD MODIFIED
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22324
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::PLUGIN::DELETE
SUMMARY : CLIENT PLUGIN BUILD DELETED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : CLIENT PLUGIN BUILD DELETED
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22325
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::CRG::UPDATE
SUMMARY : GLOBAL CLIENT PREFERENCES UPDATED
CATEGORY     : SECURITY
TYPE         : AUDIT
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  : GLOBAL CLIENT PREFERENCES UPDATED. THESE ARE PREFERENCES THAT ARE APPLICABLE TO ALL CLIENTS.
FOR WHOM     : ALL USERS
REMEDY       : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22326
GENERATED BY : MCS:MS::SNMP_SUB_AGENT::START
SUMMARY      : THE SNMP SUB-AGENT IS RUNNING.
CATEGORY     : SECURITY
TYPE         : AUDIT
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  : THE SIMPLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL (SNMP) SUB-AGENT IS USED TO ALLOW SNMP BASED MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE TO MONITOR STATE INFORMATION OF THE SERVER. IF THE SNMP DAEMON IS NOT RUNNING THIS FUNCTION CAN'T BE PERFORMED.
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22327
GENERATED BY : MCS:MS::SNMPD::START
SUMMARY      : THE SNMP DAEMON IS RUNNING.
CATEGORY     : SECURITY
TYPE         : AUDIT
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  : THE SIMPLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL (SNMP) DAEMON IS USED TO ALLOW SNMP BASED MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE TO MONITOR STATE INFORMATION OF THE SERVER. IF THE SNMP DAEMON IS NOT RUNNING THIS FUNCTION CAN'T BE PERFORMED.
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22328
GENERATED BY : MCS:MS::SYSLOGD::START
SUMMARY      : THE SYSLOG DAEMON IS RUNNING.
CATEGORY     : SECURITY
TYPE         : AUDIT
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  : THE SYSLOG DAEMON IS USED TO LOG IMPORTANT SYSTEM EVENTS. IF SYSLOGD IS NOT RUNNING IMPORTANT EVENTS OR ERRORS MAY NOT BE LOGGED.
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22329
GENERATED BY : MCS:MS::CRON::RESUME
SUMMARY      : CRON JOBS RESUMED
CATEGORY     : SECURITY
Type            : AUDIT
Severity       : 2:PROCESS
Description    : CRON JOBS RESUMED
For Whom       : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy         : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
Notes           

Code            : 22330
GENERATED BY    : MCS:MS::CRON::SUSPEND
SUMMARY         : CRON JOBS SUSPENDED
CATEGORY        : SECURITY
Type            : AUDIT
Severity       : 2:PROCESS
Description    : CRON JOBS SUSPENDED
For Whom       : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy         : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
Notes           

Code            : 22331
GENERATED BY    : MCS:DPN::GC::START
SUMMARY         : GARBAGE COLLECTION STARTED
CATEGORY        : SECURITY
Type            : AUDIT
Severity       : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION     : GARBAGE COLLECTION WAS STARTED ON-DEMAND.
FOR WHOM        : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY         : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES           

Code            : 22332
GENERATED BY    : MCS:DPN::GC::STOP
SUMMARY         : GARBAGE COLLECTION CANCELLED
CATEGORY        : SECURITY
Type            : AUDIT
Severity       : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION     : GARBAGE COLLECTION CANCELLED
FOR WHOM        : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY         : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES           

Code            : 22333
GENERATED BY    : MCS:MS::REPL::START
SUMMARY         : REPLICATION CRON JOB STARTED
CATEGORY        : SECURITY
Type            : AUDIT
Severity       : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION     : REPLICATION CRON JOB STARTED
FOR WHOM        : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : No action required.

NOTES :

CODE : 22334
GENERATED BY : MCS:MS::REPL::STOP
SUMMARY : Replication cron job stopped
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : Replication cron job stopped
FOR WHOM : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY : No action required.
NOTES :

CODE : 22335
GENERATED BY : MCS:MS::CRON::EDIT
SUMMARY : Cron job configuration file updated
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : Cron job configuration file updated
FOR WHOM : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY : No action required.
NOTES :

CODE : 22336
GENERATED BY : MCS:MS::SNMPD::RESTART
SUMMARY : The SNMP daemon is running.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) daemon is used to allow SNMP based management software to monitor state information of the server. If the SNMP daemon is not running this function can’t be performed.
FOR WHOM : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY : No action required.
NOTES :

CODE : 22337
GENERATED BY : MCS:MS::SYSLOGD::RESTART
SUMMARY : The syslog daemon is running.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : The syslog daemon is used to log important system events. If syslogd is not running important events or errors may not be logged.
FOR WHOM : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY : No action required.
NOTES :
CODE         : 22338
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::CLIENT::RESET
SUMMARY      : CLIENT RESET
CATEGORY     : SECURITY
TYPE         : AUDIT
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  : CLIENT RESET
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22339
GENERATED BY : MCS:AVMGRLOGINMODULE::USER::LOGON
SUMMARY      : USER LOGIN SUCCESSFUL
CATEGORY     : SECURITY
TYPE         : AUDIT
SEVERITY     : 1:USER
DESCRIPTION  : USER LOGIN SUCCESSFUL
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22340
GENERATED BY : MCS:MS::SYSLOGD::STOP
SUMMARY      : THE SYSLOG DAEMON WAS STOPPED.
CATEGORY     : SECURITY
TYPE         : AUDIT
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  : THE SYSLOG DAEMON IS USED TO LOG IMPORTANT SYSTEM EVENTS. IF SYSLOGD IS NOT RUNNING IMPORTANT EVENTS OR ERRORS MAY NOT BE LOGGED.
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : START THE SYSLOG DAEMON BY RUNNING "/ETC/INIT.D/SYSLOGD START" ON THE UTILITY NODE.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22341
GENERATED BY : MCS:MS::SNMPD::STOP
SUMMARY      : THE SNMP DAEMON WAS STOPPED.
CATEGORY     : SECURITY
TYPE         : AUDIT
SEVERITY     : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION  : THE SIMPLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL (SNMP) DAEMON IS USED TO ALLOW SNMP BASED MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE TO MONITOR STATE INFORMATION OF THE SERVER. IF THE SNMP DAEMON IS NOT RUNNING THIS FUNCTION CAN'T BE PERFORMED.
FOR WHOM     : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY       : START THE SNMP DAEMON FROM THE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION TAB IN THE ADMINISTRATOR CLIENT.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22342
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY: MCS:MS::SNMP_SUB_AGENT::STOP
SUMMARY: THE SNMP SUB-AGENT WAS STOPPED.
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: THE SIMPLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL (SNMP) SUB-AGENT IS USED TO ALLOW SNMP BASED MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE TO MONITOR STATE INFORMATION OF THE SERVER. IF THE SNMP DAEMON IS NOT RUNNING THIS FUNCTION CAN'T BE PERFORMED.
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: START THE SNMP SUB-AGENT FROM THE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION TAB IN THE ADMINISTRATOR CLIENT.
NOTES:

CODE: 22343

GENERATED BY: MCS:AVMGRLoginModule::USER::LOGOFF
SUMMARY: USER LOGOFF SUCCESSFUL
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 1:USER
DESCRIPTION: USER LOGOFF SUCCESSFUL
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 22344

GENERATED BY: MCS:BS::REPORT::RUN
SUMMARY: REPORT RAN
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: A USER RAN A REPORT.
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 22345

GENERATED BY: MCS:MS::MDS::START
SUMMARY: THE METADATA SEARCH CRON WAS STARTED.
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: THE METADATA SEARCH CRON WAS STARTED.
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 22346

GENERATED BY: MCS:MS::MDS::STOP
SUMMARY: THE METADATA SEARCH CRON WAS STOPPED.
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE METADATA SEARCH CRON WAS STOPPED.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22347
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::ACTIVITY::STOP
SUMMARY : ACTIVITY CANCELLED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A BACKUP/RESTORE/VALIDATE ACTIVITY WAS CANCELLED EITHER BY THE USER OR THE ADMINISTRATOR.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22348
GENERATED BY : MCS:AVMGRLOGINMODULE::USER::LOGON
SUMMARY : MCCLI USER AUTHENTICATION COMMAND SUCCEEDED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : MCCLI USER AUTHENTICATION COMMAND SUCCEEDED
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22349
GENERATED BY : MCS:AVMGRLOGINMODULE::USER::LOGON
SUMMARY : MCCLI USER AUTHENTICATION COMMAND FAILED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : MCCLI USER AUTHENTICATION COMMAND FAILED
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22350
GENERATED BY : MCS:WEBRESTORE
SUMMARY : ZIP FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FAILED TO ZIP AND DOWNLOAD A BACKUP DIRECTORY OR FILE.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22351
GENERATED BY : MCS:MS::CONNECTEMC::SUSPEND
SUMMARY : CONNECTEMC SUSPENDED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : CONNECTEMC SUSPENDED.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22352
GENERATED BY : MCS:MS::CONNECTEMC::SUSPEND
SUMMARY : CONNECTEMC RESUMED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : CONNECTEMC RESUMED.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22353
GENERATED BY : MCS:MS::CONNECTEMC::SUSPEND
SUMMARY : CONNECTEMC STARTED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : CONNECTEMC STARTED.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22354
GENERATED BY : MCS:MS::CONNECTEMC::SUSPEND
SUMMARY : CONNECTEMC STOPPED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : CONNECTEMC STOPPED.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :
CODE : 22355
GENERATED BY : MCS:MS::CONNECTEMC::SUSPEND
SUMMARY : CONNECTEMC RESTARTED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : CONNECTEMC RESTARTED.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22356
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : ENCOUNTERED NULL VIRTUAL MACHINE OBJECT
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : AN OPERATION ATTEMPTED TO ACCESS A VIRTUAL MACHINE THAT NO LONGER EXISTS IN VSPHERE. THIS IS CAN BE CAUSED BY DELETING THE VM FROM VCENTER BUT NOT REMOVING IT FROM THE SERVER.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDIY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22357
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : INITIATED REQUEST TO RECYCLE PROXY POWER.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : INITIATED REQUEST TO RECYCLE PROXY POWER.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDIY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22400
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : INVALID OR NO DATA RECEIVED FROM SERVER
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE CONSOLE SERVER COULD NOT GET THE NECESSARY DATA FROM THE SERVER. THE SERVER EITHER DID NOT RESPOND TO THE DATA REQUEST OR THE DATA RETURNED WAS NOT IN THE FORMAT THAT THE CONSOLE WAS EXPECTING.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : THIS PROBLEM MAY BE INTERMITTENT DEPENDING ON NETWORK AND SERVER LOADING. CHECK THAT THE CONSOLE SERVER IS CONFIGURED TO MANAGE THE CORRECT SERVER. CHECK AND MAKE SURE THAT THE SERVER IS UP AND OPERATIONAL. IF THE SERVER IS UP AND OPERATIONAL, PLEASE CONTACT CUSTOMER SUPPORT.
NOTES :

CODE : 22401
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

CODE : 22402

SUMMARY : COULD NOT SAVE CONSOLE SERVER DATA TO SERVER.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE CONSOLE SERVER COULD NOT SAVE ITS DATA TO THE SERVER WHEN REQUESTED OR AS PART OF SCHEDULED BACKUPS BY THE CONSOLE SERVER.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : THIS PROBLEM MAY BE INTERMITTENT DEPENDING ON NETWORK AND SERVER LOADING. CHECK THE EVENT MONITOR TO SEE IF THIS PROBLEM DOES NOT CORRECT ITSELF AFTER A PERIOD OF TIME. IF IT DOES NOT, VERIFY THAT THE SERVER IS UP AND OPERATIONAL. IF THE SERVER IS UP AND OPERATIONAL, PLEASE CONTACT CUSTOMER SUPPORT.
NOTES :

CODE : 22403

SUMMARY : CONSOLE SERVER DATA WAS SAVED TO SERVER SUCCESSFULLY.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : THE CONSOLE SERVER WAS ABLE TO SAVE ITS DATA TO THE SERVER WHEN REQUESTED OR AS PART OF SCHEDULED BACKUPS BY THE CONSOLE SERVER.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22404

SUMMARY : CONSOLE SERVER ACCESS TO SERVER DATA RESUMED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : THE CONSOLE SERVER IS ABLE TO ACCESS SERVER DATA AGAIN.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22405

GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY::MCS::START

SUMMARY : CONSOLE SERVER ACCESS TO SERVER DATA RESUMED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : THE CONSOLE SERVER IS ABLE TO ACCESS SERVER DATA AGAIN.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :
SUMMARY : MCS Started.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : The Management Console Server was started by the Administrator.
FOR WHOM : All Users
REMEDY : No action required.
NOTES :

CODE : 22406
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY::MCS::STOP
SUMMARY : MCS Stopped.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : The Management Console Server was stopped by the Administrator.
FOR WHOM : All Users
REMEDY : No action required.
NOTES :

CODE : 22407
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : Flush of Administrator Server data to server is overdue.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : The Administrator Server data is normally saved or flushed hourly for disaster recovery purposes. One of these hourly flushes did not occur as scheduled.
FOR WHOM : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY : This problem may be intermittent depending on network and server loading. Check the event monitor to see if this problem does not correct itself after a period of time. If it does not, verify that the server is up and operational. If the server is up and operational, please contact Customer Support.
NOTES :

CODE : 22408
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : A checkpoint of server data is overdue.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : Checkpoints of the server are performed to provide a snap-shot of data that is used for disaster recovery. One of these scheduled checkpoints did not take place as scheduled. If checkpoints are not being performed disaster recovery may not be possible.
FOR WHOM : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY : Contact Product Support
NOTES :

CODE : 22409
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
**SUMMARY**: A CHECKPOINT VALIDATION (HFSCHECK) OF SERVER CHECKPOINT DATA IS OVERDUE.

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: CHECKPOINT VALIDATIONS (HFSCHECKS) OF SERVER CHECKPOINTS ARE PERFORMED TO ENSURE THAT CHECKPOINTS ARE VALID FOR DISASTER RECOVERY NEEDS. A REGULARLY SCHEDULED HFSCHECK DID NOT TAKE PLACE AS SCHEDULED. IF HFSCHECKS ARE NOT BEING PERFORMED DISASTER RECOVERY MAY NOT BE POSSIBLE.

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY**: CHECK TO MAKE SURE THAT CHECKPOINT IS CONFIGURED AND ENABLE IT IF IT'S NOT. CHECK TO MAKE SURE CHECKPOINT VALIDATION IS CONFIGURED AND ENABLE IT IF IT'S NOT. IF CHECKPOINT AND VALIDATION ARE ENABLED AND SCHEDULE AND EITHER NO CHECKPOINT WAS TAKEN OR NO VALIDATION OCCURRED, CONTACT YOUR SUPPORT CENTER.

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 22410

**GENERATED BY**: MCS:DPN_PROXY

**SUMMARY**: THE SERVER ROLL-BACK TIME DOES NOT MATCH THAT OF THE ADMINISTRATOR SERVER.

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: IF THE SERVER IS ROLLED BACK TO A CHECKPOINT IT IS NECESSARY TO RESTORE THE ADMINISTRATOR TO THE STATE IT WAS IN AT THE TIME OF THE CHECKPOINT. IF THIS IS NOT DONE IT MAY RESULT IN LOSS OF DATA.

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY**: PERFORM A RESTORE OF THE MOST RECENTLY FLUSHED ADMINISTRATOR SERVER DATA BY RUNNING "MCSERVER.SH --RESTORE" ON THE ADMINISTRATOR NODE.

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 22411

**GENERATED BY**: MCS:DPN_PROXY

**SUMMARY**: THE FLUSH OF THE CONSOLE DATA TO THE SERVER WAS SKIPPED.

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: WARNING

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: THE FLUSH OF THE CONSOLE DATA TO THE SERVER WAS SKIPPED BECAUSE THE SERVER DOES NOT CURRENTLY ALLOW THIS OPERATION.

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY**: THIS PROBLEM MAY BE INTERMITTENT DEPENDING ON THE STATE OF THE SERVER. A FLUSH IS SKIPPED WHEN THE SERVER IS IN A STATE THAT DOESN'T ALLOW BACKUPS. RESTORING THE SERVER TO THE FULL ACCESS STATE WILL ENABLE FLUSHING AGAIN.

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 22412

**GENERATED BY**: MCS:DPN_PROXY

**SUMMARY**: AN EVENT RECEIVED FROM THE SERVER WAS MALFORMED.

**CATEGORY**: SYSTEM

**TYPE**: ERROR

**SEVERITY**: 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION**: AN EVENT RECEIVED FROM THE SERVER WAS MALFORMED OR INCOMPLETE.

**FOR WHOM**: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL

**REMEDY**: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT

**NOTES**: 

**CODE**: 22410

**GENERATED BY**: MCS:DPN_PROXY
CODE : 22413
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : AN ERROR OCCURRED PARSING AVMAINT OUTPUT.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : AN ERROR OCCURRED PARSING THE OUTPUT FROM AN AVMAINT POLLING COMMAND. IF THIS ERROR OCCURS MULTIPLE TIMES IT MAY BE THE SIGN OF A SERIOUS PROBLEM.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22414
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : CLIENT BACKUP STATISTICS UPDATED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : STATISTICS ON WHETHER A CLIENT HAS ONE OR MORE BACKUPS HAVE BEEN UPDATED FOR ALL CLIENTS. THE EVENT DATA SECTION CONTAINS ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22415
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : THE SERVER IS APPROACHING FULL CAPACITY.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE SERVER HAS REACHED THE DISK FULL CAPACITY WARNING LEVEL.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : EITHER INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF STORAGE AVAILABLE BY ADDING ADDITIONAL STORAGE NODES, OR DECREASE THE AMOUNT OF DATA STORED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22416
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : THE SERVER STORAGE HAS EXCEEDED MAXIMUM OPERATING CAPACITY
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE SERVER NODE IS FULL.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : IMMEDIATELY INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF STORAGE AVAILABLE BY ADDING ADDITIONAL STORAGE NODES, OR DECREASE THE AMOUNT OF DATA STORED. PERFORMING ANY MORE BACKUPS MAY INCAPACITATE THE SERVER, AND REQUIRE REPAIR BY PROFESSIONAL SERVICES.
NOTES :

CODE : 22417
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CODE : 22418
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : THE SYSTEM NAME HAS CHANGED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE SYSTEM NAME HAS CHANGED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22419
GENERATED BY : MCS:LM
SUMMARY : THE SYSTEM ID DOES NOT MATCH THAT STORED BY THE ADMINISTRATOR SERVER.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE SYSTEM ID IS USED TO DETERMINE WHICH SERVER IDENTITY. THIS LIKELY MEANS THIS ADMINISTRATOR SERVER IS MISCONFIGURED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22420
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : THE BYTES PROTECTED QUOTA HAS BEEN EXCEEDED.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE BYTES PROTECTED QUOTA HAS BEEN EXCEEDED. NEW CLIENT REGISTRATIONS WILL BE PREVENTED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22421
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : THE MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE HAS BEEN UPDATED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : THE SCHEDULE FOR RUNNING CRON MAINTENANCE JOBS HAS BEEN UPDATED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22422
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : THE MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE HAS BEEN UPDATED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : THE SCHEDULE FOR RUNNING CRON MAINTENANCE JOBS HAS BEEN UPDATED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : THE CLIENT MESSAGES XML HAS BEEN FIXED UP.
FOR WHOM : PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
REMEDIY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22422
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : THE CLIENT MESSAGES XML HAS BEEN FIXED UP.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE CLIENT MESSAGES XML HAS FAILED TO PARSE. THIS MIGHT HAVE BEEN CAUSED BY RESERVED CHARACTERS IN THE XML DOCUMENT.
FOR WHOM : PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
REMEDIY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22423
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : A DPN POLLER HAS BEEN RESTARTED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A DPN POLLER FAILED TO RUN, AND HAS BEEN RESTARTED. AVAMAR SUPPORT SHOULD GATHER ALL MCSERVER LOGS FOR INSPECTION BY ENGINEERING.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDIY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22424
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : AN ADMINISTRATOR SERVER FLUSH IS NOT CURRENTLY RUNNING.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : AN ADMINISTRATOR SERVER FLUSH IS NOT CURRENTLY RUNNING.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDIY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22425
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : AN ATTEMPT TO SET RETENTION TAG FOR A BACKUP HAS FAILED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : A BACKUP CREATED BY AN OLDER CLIENT HAS FAILED TO SET THE RETENTION TAG.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : Locate the backup in Backup Management and set the retention tag manually using information provided in this event.
NOTES :
CODE : 22426
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : A DATA INTEGRITY ISSUE HAS BEEN DETECTED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 7:SYSTEM_FATAL
DESCRIPTION : A DATA INTEGRITY ISSUE HAS FAILED AND MUST BE RESOLVED. THIS ALERT WILL CONTINUE TO POPUP AT A REGULAR INTERVAL UNTIL CORRECTIVE ACTION IS TAKEN. SEE REMEDY.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : TO DISABLE THE ALERT EITHER PERFORM A SUCCESSFUL FULL VALIDATION FOR THE MOST RECENT CHECKPOINT OR CONTACT CUSTOMER SUPPORT TO OBTAIN A CODE TO DISABLE THE ALERT. THE CODE CAN BE ENTERED BY NAVIGATING TO THE ADMINISTRATOR'S ADMINISTRATION->EVENT MANAGEMENT->UNACKNOWLEDGED EVENTS TAB AND SELECTING THE DISABLE DATA INTEGRITY ALERT OPTION FROM THE ACTION MENU. NOTE THAT ONCE THE ALERT HAS BEEN DISABLED THAT IT WILL COMMENCE AGAIN UPON THE NEXT FAILED VALIDATION.
NOTES :
CODE : 22501
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : FAILED TO MOVE CLIENT.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FAILED TO MOVE A CLIENT TO A NEW LOCATION ON THE DELETE, RETIRE, RENAME, OR MOVE OPERATION.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CHECK TO SEE IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE BY VIEWING THE SERVER STATUS ICON. IF THE SERVER IS INACTIVE, THEN THIS OPERATION IS DISALLOWED. IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE AND AN INTERNAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED THEN CONTACT LOCAL FIELD SUPPORT. AN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR CAN OCCUR IF THE CLIENT IS KNOWN TO THE SERVER BUT NOT TO THE ADMINISTRATOR.
NOTES :
CODE : 22502
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::BACKUP::EDIT
SUMMARY : FAILED TO MODIFY AN EXPIRATION DATE OF A BACKUP.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : AN OPERATION TO DELETE A CLIENT, RETIRE A CLIENT, OR DELETE A DOMAIN RESULTED IN A FAILURE BECAUSE A BACKUP FOR A CLIENT (POSSIBLE IN A DOMAIN) FAILED TO HAVE ITS EXPIRATION MODIFIED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CHECK TO SEE IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE BY VIEWING THE SERVER STATUS ICON. IF THE SERVER IS INACTIVE, THEN THIS OPERATION IS DISALLOWED. IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE AND AN INTERNAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED THEN CONTACT LOCAL FIELD SUPPORT. AN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR CAN OCCUR IF THE CLIENT IS KNOWN TO THE SERVER BUT NOT TO THE ADMINISTRATOR.
NOTES :
CODE : 22504
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>FAILED TO RETRIEVE THE BACKUPS FOR A CLIENT.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>APPLICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>FAILED TO RETRIEVE THE BACKUPS FOR A CLIENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>ALL USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CHECK TO SEE IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE BY VIEWING THE SERVER STATUS ICON. IF THE SERVER IS INACTIVE, THEN THIS OPERATION IS DISALLOWED. IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE AND AN INTERNAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED THEN CONTACT LOCAL FIELD SUPPORT. AN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR CAN OCCUR IF THE CLIENT IS KNOWN TO THE SERVER BUT NOT TO THE ADMINISTRATOR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Code    | 22506                                       |
| Generated By | MCS:BS                                   |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>FAILED TO RETIRE A CLIENT.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>APPLICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>A FAILURE OCCURRED WHILE MARKING THE CLIENT AS BEING RETIRED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>ALL USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>CHECK TO SEE IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE BY VIEWING THE SERVER STATUS ICON. IF THE SERVER IS INACTIVE, THEN THIS OPERATION IS DISALLOWED. IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE AND AN INTERNAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED THEN CONTACT LOCAL FIELD SUPPORT. AN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR CAN OCCUR IF THE CLIENT IS KNOWN TO THE SERVER BUT NOT TO THE ADMINISTRATOR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Code    | 22507                                       |
| Generated By | MCS:BS::DOMAIN::REMOVE                   |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>FAILED TO REMOVE DOMAIN.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>APPLICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>A FAILURE CAN OCCUR IF THE DOMAIN BEING REMOVED CONTAINS GROUPS, DATASETS, OR CUSTOM EVENT PROFILES. A FAILURE CAN ALSO OCCUR IF THERE IS A PROBLEM RETRIEVING OR DELETING A DOMAIN'S CLIENTS OR SUB-DIRECTORIES.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>ALL USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>REMOVE ANY GROUPS, DATASETS, OR EVENT PROFILES FROM THE DOMAIN AND ITS SUB-DIRECTORIES AND TRY THE OPERATION AGAIN. CHECK TO SEE IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE BY VIEWING THE SERVER STATUS ICON. IF THE SERVER IS INACTIVE, THEN THIS OPERATION IS DISALLOWED. IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE AND AN INTERNAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED THEN CONTACT LOCAL FIELD SUPPORT. AN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR CAN OCCUR IF THE CLIENT IS KNOWN TO THE SERVER BUT NOT TO THE ADMINISTRATOR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Code    | 22511                                       |
| Generated By | MCS:BS                                   |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>*** OBSOLETE *** CLIENT WAS DELETED.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>APPLICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>CLIENT WAS DELETED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Whom</td>
<td>ALL USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedy</td>
<td>NO ACTION REQUIRED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 22512
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::CLIENT::RETIRE
SUMMARY : CLIENT WAS RETIRED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : CLIENT WAS RETIRED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22513
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::DOMAIN::DELETE
SUMMARY : DOMAIN WAS DELETED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : DOMAIN WAS DELETED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22514
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : CLIENT WAS RENAMED.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : CLIENT WAS RENAMED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22515
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : CLIENT WAS MOVED.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : CLIENT WAS MOVED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22516
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : FAILED TO UPDATE CLIENT.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FAILED TO UPDATE THE CLIENT'S CONTACT INFORMATION OR FAILED TO RENAME THE CLIENT.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CHECK TO SEE IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE BY VIEWING THE SERVER STATUS ICON. IF THE SERVER IS INACTIVE, THEN THIS OPERATION IS DISALLOWED. IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE AND AN INTERNAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED THEN CONTACT LOCAL FIELD SUPPORT. AN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR CAN OCCUR IF THE CLIENT IS KNOWN TO THE SERVER BUT NOT TO THE ADMINISTRATOR.
NOTES :
CODE : 22517
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CLIENT UPDATED.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE CLIENT'S CONTACT OR OPTIONAL INFORMATION HAS BEEN UPDATED OR THE CLIENT'S NAME HAS BEEN MODIFIED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22518
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::DOMAIN::EDIT
SUMMARY : FAILED TO UPDATE DOMAIN.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FAILED TO UPDATE THE DOMAIN CONTACT INFORMATION.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CHECK TO SEE IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE BY VIEWING THE SERVER STATUS ICON. IF THE SERVER IS INACTIVE, THEN THIS OPERATION IS DISALLOWED. IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE AND AN INTERNAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED THEN CONTACT LOCAL FIELD SUPPORT. AN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR CAN OCCUR IF THE CLIENT IS KNOWN TO THE SERVER BUT NOT TO THE ADMINISTRATOR.
NOTES :

CODE : 22519
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::DOMAIN::EDIT
SUMMARY : DOMAIN UPDATED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE DOMAIN'S CONTACT OR OPTIONAL INFORMATION HAS BEEN UPDATED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22520
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::USER::EDIT
SUMMARY : USER UPDATED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Generated By</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>For Whom</th>
<th>Remedy</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22521</td>
<td>MCS:BS::USER::EDIT</td>
<td>Failed user update.</td>
<td>APPLICATION</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>Failed to update the user's privileges or password.</td>
<td>ALL USERS</td>
<td>Check to see if the server is active by viewing the server status icon. If the server is inactive, then this operation is disallowed. If the server is active and an internal accounting system error occurred then contact local field support. An accounting system error can occur if the client is known to the server but not to the administrator.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22522</td>
<td>MCS:BS::USER::DELETE</td>
<td>Failed user delete.</td>
<td>APPLICATION</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>Failed to remove a user from a domain or client.</td>
<td>ALL USERS</td>
<td>Check to see if the server is active by viewing the server status icon. If the server is inactive, then this operation is disallowed. If the server is active and an internal accounting system error occurred then contact local field support. An accounting system error can occur if the client is known to the server but not to the administrator.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22523</td>
<td>MCS:BS::USER::DELETE</td>
<td>User deleted.</td>
<td>SECURITY</td>
<td>AUDIT</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>User deleted.</td>
<td>ALL USERS</td>
<td>No action required.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22524</td>
<td>MCS:BS::CLIENT::ADD</td>
<td>Failed client add.</td>
<td>APPLICATION</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>Failed client add.</td>
<td>ALL USERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DESCRIPTION: UNABLE TO EITHER ADD THE CLIENT TO THE SERVER OR COULD NOT ACTIVATE THE CLIENT WITH THE ADMINISTRATOR.

FOR WHOM: ALL USERS

REMEDY: CHECK TO SEE IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE BY VIEWING THE SERVER STATUS ICON. IF THE SERVER IS INACTIVE, THEN THIS OPERATION IS DISALLOWED. IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE AND AN INTERNAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED THEN CONTACT LOCAL FIELD SUPPORT. AN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR CAN OCCUR IF THE CLIENT IS KNOWN TO THE SERVER BUT NOT TO THE ADMINISTRATOR.

NOTES:

CODE: 22525
GENERATED BY: MCS:BS
SUMMARY: *** OBSOLETE *** CLIENT ADDED.
CATEGORY: APPLICATION
TYPE: INFORMATION
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: CLIENT ADDED.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 22526
GENERATED BY: MCS:BS::DOMAIN::ADD
SUMMARY: FAILED DOMAIN ADD.
CATEGORY: APPLICATION
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: FAILED TO ADD A DOMAIN.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: CHECK TO SEE IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE BY VIEWING THE SERVER STATUS ICON. IF THE SERVER IS INACTIVE, THEN THIS OPERATION IS DISALLOWED. IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE AND AN INTERNAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED THEN CONTACT LOCAL FIELD SUPPORT. AN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR CAN OCCUR IF THE CLIENT IS KNOWN TO THE SERVER BUT NOT TO THE ADMINISTRATOR.
NOTES:

CODE: 22527
GENERATED BY: MCS:BS::DOMAIN::ADD
SUMMARY: DOMAIN ADDED.
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: DOMAIN ADDED.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 22528
GENERATED BY: MCS:BS::USER::ADD
SUMMARY: FAILED USER ADD.
CATEGORY: APPLICATION
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FAILED TO ADD A USER TO A CLIENT OR DOMAIN. PASSWORDS ARE CASE-SENSITIVE, MUST BE 6-12 CHARACTERS (ALPHANUMERIC, HYphen, PERiod OR UNDERSCORE), AND AT LEAST ONE ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTER. OTHER REASONS INCLUDE UNAVAILABILITY OF SERVER OR ACCOUNTING ERROR.

FOR WHOM : ALL USERS

REMEDY : MAKE SURE THAT THE ASSIGNED PASSWORD IS IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE SERVER PASSWORD FORMAT MENTIONED IN THE DESCRIPTION. CHECK TO SEE IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE BY VIEWING THE SERVER STATUS ICON. IF THE SERVER IS INACTIVE, THEN THIS OPERATION IS DISALLOWED. IF THE SERVER IS ACTIVE AND AN INTERNAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR OCCURRED THEN CONTACT LOCAL FIELD SUPPORT. AN ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ERROR CAN OCCUR IF THE CLIENT IS KNOWN TO THE SERVER BUT NOT TO THE ADMINISTRATOR.

NOTES :

CODE : 22529
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::USER::ADD
SUMMARY : USER ADDED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION : USER ADDED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22530
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : SCHEDULE IS READ-ONLY.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION : A SCHEDULE COULD NOT BE REMOVED BECAUSE IT IS AN INTERNAL, READ-ONLY SCHEDULE.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22531
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : UNEXPECTED EXCEPTION OCCURRED.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION : AN UNEXPECTED EXCEPTION OCCURRED. THE EVENT DATA SHOULD INDICATE THE EXCEPTION. IF IT DOESN'T, VIEW THE ADMINISTRATOR SERVER LOG FILE FOR EXCEPTION INFORMATION.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22532
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : CLIENT(S) SUCCESSFULLY BULK-LOADED.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : CLIENT(s) SUCCESSFULLY BULK-LOADED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22533
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::REPORT::ADD
SUMMARY : REPORT ADDED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : REPORT ADDED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22534
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::REPORT::DELETE
SUMMARY : REPORT DELETED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : REPORT DELETED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22535
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::REPORT::EDIT
SUMMARY : REPORT UPDATED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : REPORT UPDATED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22536
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::REPORT::ADD
SUMMARY : FAILURE ADDING A NEW REPORT.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FAILURE adding a new report.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES : 

CODE : 22537
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::REPORT::EDIT
SUMMARY : FAILURE UPDATING A REPORT.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FAILURE UPDATING A REPORT.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES : 

CODE : 22538
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::REPORT::DELETE
SUMMARY : FAILURE DELETING A REPORT.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FAILURE DELETING A REPORT.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES : 

CODE : 22539
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : REPORT IS BEING USED.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : REPORT CANNOT BE DELETED BECAUSE IT IS BEING USED BY ANOTHER COMPONENT.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : TO DELETE THE REPORT, FIRST REMOVE ITS DEPENDENCIES AND THEN DELETE IT.
NOTES : 

CODE : 22540
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : INVALID NAME CHARACTER OR NAME IS TOO LONG.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE NAME CONTAINS UNACCEPTABLE CHARACTERS OR THE NAME IS TOO LONG.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : ENTER A NAME THAT DOES NOT CONTAIN THE UNACCEPTABLE CHARACTERS "~!@#$%^(){}[]\|,;:"/?:<>"'&" OR THE NAME IS EXCEEDING THE LIMIT. THE LIMIT FOR USER AND ACCOUNT ARE 31 AND 63 RESPECTIVELY.
NOTES : 

CODE : 22541
SUMMARY : DOMAIN ALREADY EXISTS.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : DOMAIN ALREADY EXISTS.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY :
NOTES :

CODE : 22542
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : DOMAIN DOES NOT EXIST.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE DOMAIN ALREADY EXISTS.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : ENTER AN ALTERNATE DOMAIN NAME.
NOTES :

CODE : 22543
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : DOMAIN HAS GROUPS.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE DOMAIN CONTAINS ONE MORE GROUPS.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : GROUPS MUST BE REMOVED FROM THE DOMAIN BEFORE THE DOMAIN CAN BE DELETED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22544
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : DOMAIN HAS DATASETS.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE DOMAIN CONTAINS ONE OR MORE DATASETS.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : DATASETS MUST BE REMOVED FROM THE DOMAIN BEFORE THE DOMAIN CAN BE DELETED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22545
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : DOMAIN HAS EVENT PROFILES.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE DOMAIN CONTAINS ONE OR MORE EVENT PROFILES.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : EVENT PROFILES MUST BE REMOVED FROM THE DOMAIN BEFORE THE DOMAIN CAN BE DELETED.
NOTES : 

CODE : 22546
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : PASSWORD MISMATCH.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE PASSWORD AND PASSWORD CONFIRMATION VALUES DO NOT MATCH.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : REENTER MATCHING PASSWORDS.
NOTES : 

CODE : 22547
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : USER DOES NOT EXIST.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE SPECIFIED USER DOES NOT EXIST FOR THE SPECIFIED PATH.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 22548
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : USER ALREADY EXISTS.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE SPECIFIED USERS ALREADY EXISTS.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : 
NOTES : 

CODE : 22549
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : INVALID PRIVILEGE.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : AN INVALID USER PRIVILEGE WAS SPECIFIED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : 

CODE       : 22550
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY   : INVALID AUTHENTICATOR.
CATEGORY  : APPLICATION
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : AN INVALID USER AUTHENTICATOR WAS SPECIFIED.
FOR WHOM   : ALL USERS
REMEDY     : ISSUE THE MCCLI USER SHOW-AUTH COMMAND TO LIST THE VALID AUTHENTICATORS.
NOTES     :

CODE       : 22551
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY   : CANNOT EDIT RESERVED USER.
CATEGORY  : APPLICATION
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : CANNOT EDIT RESERVED USER.
FOR WHOM   : ALL USERS
REMEDY     :
NOTES     :

CODE       : 22552
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY   : BACKUP DOES NOT EXIST.
CATEGORY  : APPLICATION
TYPE      : ERROR
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : BACKUP DOES NOT EXIST
FOR WHOM   : ALL USERS
REMEDY     :
NOTES     :

CODE       : 22553
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::BACKUP::DELETE
SUMMARY   : BACKUP DELETED.
CATEGORY  : SECURITY
TYPE      : AUDIT
SEVERITY  : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : BACKUP DELETED.
FOR WHOM   : ALL USERS
REMEDY     :
NOTES     :

CODE       : 22555
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::BACKUP::EDIT
SUMMARY: CHANGED BACKUP EXPIRATION.
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: CHANGED BACKUP EXPIRATION.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 22556
GENERATED BY: MCS:BS:BACKUP::EDIT
SUMMARY: CHANGED BACKUP RETENTION.
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: CHANGED BACKUP RETENTION.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 22557
GENERATED BY: MCS:BS:BACKUP::EDIT
SUMMARY: FAILED TO MODIFY RETENTION OF A BACKUP.
CATEGORY: APPLICATION
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: An operation to change the retention tag of a backup resulted in a failure.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: Check to see if the server is active by viewing the server status icon. If the server is inactive, then this operation is disallowed. If the server is active and an internal accounting system error occurred then contact local field support. An accounting system error can occur if the client is known to the server but not to the Administrator.
NOTES:

CODE: 22558
GENERATED BY: MCS:BS
SUMMARY: A DOMAIN OR CLIENT WITH THIS NAME ALREADY EXISTS.
CATEGORY: APPLICATION
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: A domain or client with this name already exists.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY:
NOTES:

CODE: 22559
GENERATED BY: MCS:BS
SUMMARY: THE BACKUP HAS MORE THAN ONE RETENTION TAG.
CATEGORY: APPLICATION
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description : Deleting or changing a backup with multiple retention tags could have wider implication than expected. You could remove retention tags, or force to suppress this warning.
For Whom : ALL USERS
Remedy :
Notes :

Code : 22600
Generated By : MCS:DPN_PROXY
Summary : Server resumes processing requests
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK
Description : The server has resumed processing requests from the Administrator server. The server was not responding to Administrator requests earlier due to it being too busy or was performing a maintenance operation.
For Whom : ALL USERS
Remedy : No action required.
Notes :

Code : 22601
Generated By : MCS:DPN_PROXY
Summary : Server not responsive to requests
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description : The server is not responding to requests from Administrator after many attempts. Administrator will retry the requests again. This could be a temporary situation if the server is extremely busy processing other requests or is in a system maintenance operation. Administrator will retry the requests again. If this message occurs for prolonged period of time outside of the situations mentioned above, please review other events surrounding these messages for indications of other problems.
For Whom : ALL USERS
Remedy : Contact Product Support
Notes :

Code : 22602
Generated By : MCS:DPN_PROXY
Summary : The database encountered an error.
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS
Description : The database encountered an error.
For Whom : ALL USERS
Remedy : Contact Product Support
Notes :

Code : 22603
Generated By : MCS:Script
Summary : Client CID updated and client marked unactivated.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE CLIENT's CID WAS MODIFIED IN ALL DATABASE TABLES CONTAINING THE CID BECAUSE A CALL TO GET THE CID GIVEN THE FULLY-QUALIFIED NAME OF THE CLIENT RESULTED IN A DIFFERENT VALUE. SINCE THE CID FOR THE CLIENT WAS MODIFIED, THE CLIENT IS ALSO MARKED AS BEING UNACTIVATED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22604
GENERATED BY : MCS:SCRIPT
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO UPDATE CLIENT CID AND/OR MARK CLIENT AS UNACTIVATED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : AN ATTEMPT TO UPDATE A CLIENT's CID OR REGISTRATION IN THE DATABASE HAS FAILED. THE DATA SECTION CONTAINS THE CLIENT's HOSTNAME AND OLD AND NEW CID's. EITHER AN ATTEMPT TO RESOLVE THE HOSTNAME WITH A NON RESPONSIVE AVMGR OCCURRED OR THE SQL EXECUTED WAS INVALID.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22605
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : A SERVER NODE HAS GONE OFFLINE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A SERVER NODE HAS GONE OFFLINE.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22606
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : A SERVER NODE HAS CHANGED STATE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A SERVER NODE HAS CHANGED STATE.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22607
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : THE SERVER HAS CHANGED STATE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE SERVER HAS CHANGED STATE.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22608
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::CP::ADD
SUMMARY : A SERVER CHECKPOINT WAS SUCCESSFULLY CREATED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A SERVER CHECKPOINT WAS SUCCESSFULLY CREATED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22609
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::CP::ADD
SUMMARY : A ERROR OCCURRED CREATING A SERVER CHECKPOINT.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A ERROR OCCURRED CREATING A SERVER CHECKPOINT.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22610
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::CP::DELETE
SUMMARY : A SERVER CHECKPOINT WAS SUCCESSFULLY DELETED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A SERVER CHECKPOINT WAS SUCCESSFULLY DELETED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22611
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::CP::DELETE
SUMMARY : A SERVER CHECKPOINT WAS NOT SUCCESSFULLY DELETED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A SERVER CHECKPOINT WAS NOT SUCCESSFULLY DELETED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
CODE : 22612
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::CP::VALIDATE
SUMMARY : STARTING TO VALIDATE A SERVER CHECKPOINT.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : STARTING TO VALIDATE A SERVER CHECKPOINT.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22613
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : A SERVER CHECKPOINT WAS SUCCESSFULLY VALIDATED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A SERVER CHECKPOINT WAS SUCCESSFULLY VALIDATED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22614
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : ERRORS WERE FOUND VALIDATING A SERVER CHECKPOINT.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : ERRORS WERE FOUND VALIDATING A SERVER CHECKPOINT.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : FOLLOW DOCUMENTED PROCEDURE TO IDENTIFY THE SCOPE OF THE ERRORS. THIS WILL INCLUDE REVIEWING THE VALIDATION LOGS AND USING APPROPRIATE TOOLS TO REMOVE BACKUPS THAT CONTAIN THE ERRORS. FOR ASSISTANCE, CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SUPPORT CENTER.
NOTES :

CODE : 22615
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::CPV::STOP
SUMMARY : A CHECKPOINT VALIDATION WAS CANCELLED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A CHECKPOINT VALIDATION WAS CANCELLED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :
CODE : 22616
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : No checkpoint validation is running.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A checkpoint validation cancel failed because there was no validation running
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : No action required.
NOTES :

CODE : 22617
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : The specified checkpoint was not found.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : The specified checkpoint was not found.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : No action required.
NOTES :

CODE : 22618
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : Error reading the checkpoint validation schedule file.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : An error occurred reading the checkpoint validation schedule file. This error could be invalid XML, or other invalid configuration data.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22619
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : The checkpoint validation schedule file has been updated.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : The checkpoint validation schedule file has been updated.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22620
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : THE SPECIFIED CHECKPOINT VALIDATION TYPE IS NOT VALID.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE SPECIFIED CHECKPOINT VALIDATION TYPE IS NOT VALID. THE VALID TYPES ARE FULL, METADATA, PARITY, AND REFCHECK.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22621
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : CANNOT RUN A %TYPE% VALIDATION ON DEMAND.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE SPECIFIED CHECKPOINT VALIDATION TYPE IS NOT VALID. THE VALID TYPES ARE FULL, METADATA, PARITY, AND REFCHECK.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22622
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : CANNOT VALIDATE A CHECKPOINT THAT IS FULLY VALIDATED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE SPECIFIED CHECKPOINT HAS ALREADY BEEN FULLY VALIDATED. VALIDATING IT AGAIN IS NOT NECESSARY.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22623
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : A CHECKPOINT VALIDATION IS ALREADY RUNNING.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A CHECKPOINT VALIDATION IS ALREADY RUNNING. ONLY ONE CHECKPOINT MAY BE VALIDATED AT A TIME.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22624
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::CP::VALIDATE
SUMMARY : STARTING TO CREATE A SERVER CHECKPOINT.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : STARTING TO CREATE A SERVER CHECKPOINT.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22625
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN_PROXY
SUMMARY : NO CHECKPOINT CREATION IS RUNNING.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A CHECKPOINT CREATION CANCEL FAILED BECAUSE THERE WAS NO VALIDATION RUNNING
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22626
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::CPV::STOP
SUMMARY : A CHECKPOINT CREATION WAS CANCELLED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A CHECKPOINT CREATION WAS CANCELLED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22627
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : DOMAIN HAS SCHEDULES.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE DOMAIN CONTAINS ONE MORE SCHEDULES.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : SCHEDULES MUST BE REMOVED FROM THE DOMAIN BEFORE THE DOMAIN CAN BE DELETED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22628
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : DOMAIN HAS RETENTION POLICIES.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE DOMAIN CONTAINS ONE OR MORE RETENTION POLICIES.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22629</td>
<td>THE SERVER IS FORECAST TO REACH CAPACITY IN %WILLREACHCAPACITYIN% DAYS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22630</td>
<td>THE SERVER HAS REACHED CAPACITY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22631</td>
<td>THE SERVER HAS REACHED THE CAPACITY HEALTH CHECK LIMIT. Backup scheduling and dispatching have been suspended. You must acknowledge this event for backup scheduling and dispatching to resume.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22632</td>
<td>A SERVER DISK HAS BECOME SUSPENDED DUE TO DEGRADED DISK THROUGHPUT. It is important to investigate the reason for the degraded disk throughput, and take corrective action if necessary.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Remedy:** Contact Product Support
NOTES : 

CODE : 22633
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::CP::VALIDATE
SUMMARY : CANNOT VALIDATE CHECKPOINT: SERVER CRON JOBS ARE SUSPENDED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : CANNOT VALIDATE A SERVER CHECKPOINT BECAUSE SERVER CRON JOBS ARE CURRENTLY SUSPENDED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES : 

CODE : 22634
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::CP::ADD
SUMMARY : *** OBSOLETE *** CANNOT CREATE CHECKPOINT: SERVER CRON JOBS ARE SUSPENDED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : CANNOT CREATE A SERVER CHECKPOINT BECAUSE SERVER CRON JOBS ARE CURRENTLY SUSPENDED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES : 

CODE : 22635
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::GC::START
SUMMARY : FAILED TO START GARBAGE COLLECTION
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FAILED TO START GARBAGE COLLECTION.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES : 

CODE : 22636
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::GC::STOP
SUMMARY : GARBAGE COLLECTION CANCEL FAILED
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : GARBAGE COLLECTION CANCEL FAILED
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES : 

CODE : 22637
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::MAINT::SUSPEND
SUMMARY : SERVER MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES SUSPENDED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : SERVER MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES SUSPENDED
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22638
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::MAINT::SUSPEND
SUMMARY : FAILED TO SUSPEND SERVER MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FAILED TO SUSPEND SERVER MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22639
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::MAINT::RESUME
SUMMARY : SERVER MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES RESUMED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : SERVER MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES RESUMED
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22640
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::MAINT::RESUME
SUMMARY : FAILED TO RESUME SERVER MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FAILED TO RESUME SERVER MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22641
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::MAINT::WINDOW
SUMMARY : SERVER MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE UPDATED
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : AUDIT
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : SERVER MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE UPDATED.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22642
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::MAINT::WINDOW
SUMMARY : FAILED TO UPDATE SERVER MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FAILED TO UPDATE SERVER MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22643
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::MAINT::WINDOW
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO PERFORM ON DEMAND MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS BECAUSE THE MAINTENANCE SCHEDULER IS RUNNING.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : UNABLE TO PERFORM ON DEMAND MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS BECAUSE THE MAINTENANCE SCHEDULER IS RUNNING. YOU MUST SUSPEND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES FIRST.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : SUSPEND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES. PERFORM DESIRED MAINTENANCE OPERATION(S). THEN RESUME MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES.
NOTES :

CODE : 22644
GENERATED BY : MCS:DPN::CP::ADD
SUMMARY : A ERROR OCCURRED STARTING A CHECKPOINT VALIDATION.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A ERROR OCCURRED STARTING A CHECKPOINT VALIDATION.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22700
GENERATED BY : MCS:MonitorService
SUMMARY : UNABLE TO PING NODE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : BEING UNABLE TO PING GENERALLY INDICATES A NETWORK PROBLEM.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : This event may be the result of an intermittent network outage, and not the result of a problem. Check the status of utility node processes in Services Administration. If you see a problem there then contact Support.

NOTES :

CODE : 22701
GENERATED BY : MCS:MONITORSERVICE
SUMMARY : The login manager is not running.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : The login manager allows enables the use of external authentication databases, which allows the system to use pre-existing login user name/password information for authentication. Without the login manager, the system can only use its internal authentication mechanism.
FOR WHOM : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY : If you are not using the web server or login manager then no action is required. If you are using either then start the login manager by running "/etc/init.d/lm start" on the utility node.
NOTES :

CODE : 22702
GENERATED BY : MCS:MONITORSERVICE
SUMMARY : The web server is not running correctly.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : The web server is either not running, or an error occurred connecting to it. If the web server is not operating then end users cannot perform web restores, or download software installs.
FOR WHOM : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY : If you are not using the web server then no action is required. If you are then start the web server on the utility node.
NOTES :

CODE : 22703
GENERATED BY : MCS:MONITORSERVICE
SUMMARY : The DHCP daemon is not running.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : The DHCP daemon runs on the utility nodes, and is used to manage the network settings of the storage nodes in the server. If the DHCP daemon is not running the storage nodes network settings may expire resulting in loss of network connectivity.
FOR WHOM : Field Support Personnel
REMEDY : If you are not using DHCP then no action is required. If you are then start the DHCP daemon by running "/etc/init.d/dhcpd start" on the utility node.
NOTES :

CODE : 22704
GENERATED BY : MCS:MONITORSERVICE
SUMMARY : The NTP daemon is not running.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE NTP DAEMON IS USED TO SYNCHRONIZE THE TIME IN ALL OF THE NODES IN THE SERVER. IF THE TIMES DO NOT REMAIN SYNCRHONIZED THE STORAGE NODES MAY NOT OPERATE CORRECTLY.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : START THE NTP DAEMON BY RUNNING "/ETC/INIT.D/NTPD START" ON THE UTILITY NODE.
NOTES :

CODE : 22705
GENERATED BY : MCS:MONITORSERVICE
SUMMARY : THE SYSLOG DAEMON IS NOT RUNNING.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE SYSLOG DAEMON IS USED TO LOG IMPORTANT SYSTEM EVENTS. IF SYSLOGD IS NOT RUNNING IMPORTANT EVENTS OR ERRORS MAY NOT BE LOGGED.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : START THE SYSLOG DAEMON BY RUNNING "/ETC/INIT.D/SYSLOGD START" ON THE UTILITY NODE.
NOTES :

CODE : 22706
GENERATED BY : MCS:MONITORSERVICE
SUMMARY : THE SSH DAEMON IS NOT RUNNING.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE SSH DAEMON (SSHD) IS USED TO COMMUNICATE WITH OTHER SERVER NODES. IF SSHD IS NOT RUNNING SOME SERVER FUNCTIONS WILL NOT OPERATE.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : START THE SSH DAEMON BY RUNNING "/ETC/INIT.D/SSHD START" ON THE NODE WHERE SSHD IS NOT RUNNING.
NOTES :

CODE : 22707
GENERATED BY : MCS:MONITORSERVICE
SUMMARY : THE PostGreSQL DATABASE IS NOT RUNNING.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE PostGreSQL DATABASE IS USED TO STORE SERVER CONFIGURATION AND POLICY INFORMATION. IF THE PostGreSQL DATABASE IS NOT RUNNING MOST SERVER FUNCTIONS WILL NOT OPERATE.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : START THE PostGreSQL DATABASE BY RUNNING "DBMAINT.sh --db=on --mcs" ON THE UTILITY NODE.
NOTES :

CODE : 22708
GENERATED BY : MCS:MONITORSERVICE
SUMMARY : THE SNMP DAEMON IS NOT RUNNING.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) daemon is used to allow SNMP based management software to monitor state information of the server. If the SNMP daemon is not running this function can’t be performed.

For Whom : Field Support Personnel
Remedy : Start the SNMP daemon from the Services Administration tab in the Administrator client.
Notes :

Code : 22709
Generated By : MCS:MonitorService
Summary : The SNMP sub-agent is not running.
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION : The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) sub-agent is used to allow SNMP based management software to monitor state information of the server. If the SNMP daemon is not running this function can’t be performed.

For Whom : Field Support Personnel
Remedy : Start the SNMP sub-agent from the Services Administration tab in the Administrator client.
Notes :

Code : 22710
Generated By : MCS:MonitorService
Summary : 3ware RAID controller error
Category : SYSTEM
Type : ERROR
Severity : 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION : The monitoring service detected one or more error message from the 3ware RAID controller. This is indicative of RAID problems.

For Whom : Field Support Personnel
Remedy : Contact Product Support
Notes :

Code : 22711
Generated By : MCS:MonitorService
Summary : 3ware RAID controller warning
Category : SYSTEM
Type : WARNING
Severity : 2:PROCESS

DESCRIPTION : The monitoring service detected one or more warning message from the 3ware RAID controller. This may be indicative of RAID problems.

For Whom : Field Support Personnel
Remedy : Contact Product Support
Notes :

Code : 22712
Generated By : MCS:MonitorService
Summary : 3ware RAID controller information
Category : SYSTEM
Type : INFORMATION
Severity : 0:OK

DESCRIPTION : The monitoring service detected one or more informational message from the 3ware RAID controller.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22713
GENERATED BY : MCS:MONITORSERVICE
SUMMARY : SYSLOG ERROR MESSAGE: %S
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE MONITORING SERVICE DETECTED ONE OR MORE ERROR MESSAGES IN /VAR/LOG/MESSAGES.

FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 22714
GENERATED BY : MCS:MONITORSERVICE
SUMMARY : THE ADA SERVICE IS NOT RUNNING
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE ADA SERVICE IS INSTALLED, BUT IS NOT RUNNING.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : IF YOU WANT TO RUN THE ADA SERVICE THEN START IT.
NOTES :

CODE : 22715
GENERATED BY : MCS:MONITORSERVICE
SUMMARY : VMWARE EVENT OCCURRED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : VMWARE EVENT OCCURRED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 22716
GENERATED BY : MCS:MONITORSERVICE
SUMMARY : CONNECTEMC IS NOT RUNNING.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : CONNECTEMC IS USED TO SEND STATUS INFORMATION TO EMC SUPPORT TO MONITOR YOUR AVAMAR SYSTEM. WHEN CONNECTEMC IS NOT RUNNING, EMC SUPPORT WILL NOT BE NOTIFIED OF CRITICAL ERROR CONDITIONS.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : START CONNECTEMC.
NOTES :
**CODE** : 22717  
**GENERATED BY** : MCS:MONITORSERVICE  
**SUMMARY** : ConnectEMC has been suspended for %HOURS% hours.  
**CATEGORY** : SYSTEM  
**TYPE** : ERROR  
**SEVERITY** : 2:PROCESS  
**DESCRIPTION** : ConnectEMC is used to send status information to EMC support to monitor your Avamar system. When ConnectEMC is suspended, EMC support will not be notified of critical error conditions.  
**FOR WHOM** : All Users  
**REMEDY** : Start ConnectEMC.  
**NOTES** :

---

**CODE** : 22800  
**GENERATED BY** : MCS:AVMGRLOGINMODULE::USER::LOGON  
**SUMMARY** : User login authenticated by the MCS at the root domain.  
**CATEGORY** : SECURITY  
**TYPE** : AUDIT  
**SEVERITY** : 1:USER  
**DESCRIPTION** : Server is inactive or connections to it are failing and it cannot perform user authentication. User authentication has been performed by the MCS at the root domain.  
**FOR WHOM** : Field Support Personnel  
**REMEDY** : Contact Product Support  
**NOTES** :

---

**CODE** : 22801  
**GENERATED BY** : MCS:AVMGRLOGINMODULE::USER::LOGON  
**SUMMARY** : User login failure.  
**CATEGORY** : SECURITY  
**TYPE** : AUDIT  
**SEVERITY** : 1:USER  
**DESCRIPTION** : The user either has insufficient privileges to login, a user account does not exist for the specified user, or the user name and/or password were mis-typed.  
**FOR WHOM** : Field Support Personnel  
**REMEDY** : Contact Product Support  
**NOTES** :

---

**CODE** : 22802  
**GENERATED BY** : MCS:AVMGRLOGINMODULE::USER::AUTH  
**SUMMARY** : User authorization failure  
**CATEGORY** : SECURITY  
**TYPE** : AUDIT  
**SEVERITY** : 1:USER  
**DESCRIPTION** : The user has insufficient privileges to perform a task.  
**FOR WHOM** : Field Support Personnel  
**REMEDY** : Contact Product Support  
**NOTES** :
CODE         : 22901
GENERATED BY : MCS:ES::PROFILE::ADD
SUMMARY      : EVENT PROFILE CREATED
CATEGORY     : SECURITY
TYPE         : AUDIT
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  : A NEW EVENT PROFILE WAS CREATED.
FOR WHOM     : ALL USERS
REMEDY       : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22902
GENERATED BY : MCS:ES::PROFILE::EDIT
SUMMARY      : EVENT PROFILE MODIFIED
CATEGORY     : SECURITY
TYPE         : AUDIT
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  : AN EVENT PROFILE WAS MODIFIED.
FOR WHOM     : ALL USERS
REMEDY       : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22903
GENERATED BY : MCS:ES::PROFILE::DELETE
SUMMARY      : EVENT PROFILE DELETED
CATEGORY     : SECURITY
TYPE         : AUDIT
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  : AN EVENT PROFILE WAS DELETED.
FOR WHOM     : ALL USERS
REMEDY       : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22904
GENERATED BY : MCS:EventService
SUMMARY      : A STALE RETENTION POLICY DURING SCHEDULED BACKUP
CATEGORY     : SYSTEM
TYPE         : INFORMATION
SEVERITY     : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION  : A STALE RETENTION POLICY WAS DISCOVERED DURING A SCHEDULED BACKUP - THE ASSOCIATED BACKUPS WILL NOT BE RETAINED WITHOUT INTERVENTION. THE FIXED DATE RETENTION POLICY ASSOCIATED WITH A SCHEDULED GROUP BACKUP HAS RESULTED IN A BACKUP THAT IS MARKED AS EXPIRED AT THE MOMENT IT IS CREATED.
FOR WHOM     : ALL USERS
REMEDY       : IF THIS SCHEDULED GROUP BACKUP IS OBSOLETE, DELETE IT OR DISABLE IT. OTHERWISE, IF THIS SCHEDULED BACKUP SHOULD BE CONTINUED, EDIT THE RETENTION POLICY ASSOCIATED WITH THIS GROUP AND SPECIFY A EITHER A FUTURE DATE, A RETENTION PERIOD, OR UNLIMITED RETENTION.
NOTES        :

CODE         : 22905
SUMMARY : EVENT EMAIL NOTIFICATION FAILED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : AN ATTEMPT TO SEND EVENT EMAIL NOTIFICATION FAILED. SEE THE DATA PORTION OF THIS EVENT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 22906
GENERATED BY : MCS:EventService
SUMMARY : EVENT THROTTLING STARTED FOR EVENT CODE %EVENTCODE%  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : EVENTS ARE THROTTLED WHEN A LARGE NUMBER OF THE SAME EVENT CODE ARE PUBLISHED IN A SHORT PERIOD OF TIME. THIS EVENT IS PUBLISHED TO INFORM YOU THAT THROTTLING HAS STARTED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 22907
GENERATED BY : MCS:Event
SUMMARY : EVENT THROTTLING ENDED FOR EVENT CODE %EVENTCODE%  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : EVENTS ARE THROTTLED WHEN A LARGE NUMBER OF THE SAME EVENT CODE ARE PUBLISHED IN A SHORT PERIOD OF TIME. THIS EVENT IS PUBLISHED TO INFORM YOU THAT THROTTLING HAS ENDED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :
CODE : 22908
GENERATED BY : MCS:WO
SUMMARY : TEST OF EMAIL NOTIFICATION.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION : AN EMAIL WAS SENT FOR A PROFILE FOR TESTING PURPOSES.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :
CODE : 22909
GENERATED BY : MCS:WO
SUMMARY: AN ERROR OCCURRED READING THE ADMINISTRATIVE LOG PATTERN CONFIGURATION FILE.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: THE ADMINISTRATIVE LOG PATTERN CONFIGURATION FILE CONTAINS A LIST OF PATTERNS TO SEARCH FOR IN /VAR/LOG/MESSAGES.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 22910
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR

SUMMARY: NAMED CUSTOM EVENT PROFILE ALREADY EXISTS.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: CHOOSE ANOTHER NAME.
NOTES:

CODE: 22911
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR

SUMMARY: CANNOT MOVE CLIENT ABOVE GROUP MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: AN ATTEMPT TO MOVE A CLIENT TO A HIGHER DIRECTORY FAILED BECAUSE IT IS A MEMBER OF A GROUP THAT IS BELOW THE DIRECTORY BEING MOVED TO.
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 22912
GENERATED BY: MCS:LM

SUMMARY: YOUR LICENSE HAS EXPIRED.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: WARNING
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: YOUR LICENSE HAS EXPIRED. REFER TO YOUR AVAMAR SYSTEM SOFTWARE INSTALLATION MANUAL FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT OBTAINING AND INSTALLING YOUR AVAMAR SERVER LICENSE.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES:

CODE: 22913
GENERATED BY: MCS:LM

SUMMARY: YOUR LICENSE WILL EXPIRE SOON.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
Type          : WARNING
Severity      : 2:PROCESS
Description   : YOUR LICENSE WILL EXPIRE SOON. REFER TO YOUR Avamar System Software Installation Manual for additional information about obtaining and installing your Avamar Server License.
For Whom      : ALL USERS
Remedy        : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes         :

CODE          : 22914
GENERATED BY  : MCS:EventService
SUMMARY       : EVENT ConnectEMC NOTIFICATION FAILED.
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : ERROR
SEVERITY      : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION   : AN ATTEMPT TO SEND ConnectEMC NOTIFICATION FAILED. SEE THE DATA PORTION OF THIS EVENT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. THIS PROBLEM IS GENERALLY CAUSED BY ConnectEMC BEING NOT INSTALLED.
FOR Whom      : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy        : CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
Notes         :

CODE          : 22915
GENERATED BY  : MCS:WO
SUMMARY       : TEST OF ConnectEMC NOTIFICATION.
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   : A ConnectEMC NOTIFICATION WAS SENT FOR A PROFILE FOR TESTING PURPOSES.
FOR Whom      : ALL USERS
Remedy        : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
Notes         :

CODE          : 23000
GENERATED BY  : MCS:CR
SUMMARY       : CLI COMMAND COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY.
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : INFORMATION
SEVERITY      : 0:OK
DESCRIPTION   :
FOR Whom      : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Remedy        : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
Notes         :

CODE          : 23001
GENERATED BY  : MCS:CR
SUMMARY       : ARGUMENTS REQUIRED BY CLI COMMAND ARE EITHER MISSING OR EMPTY.
CATEGORY      : SYSTEM
TYPE          : WARNING
SEVERITY      : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 23002
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLI COMMAND IS NOT IMPLEMENTED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 23003
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : INVALID DATASET NAME SPECIFIED ON THE CLI.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 23004
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : INVALID SCHEDULE NAME SPECIFIED ON THE CLI.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 23005
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : INVALID RETENTION POLICY SPECIFICATION OR NAME SPECIFIED ON THE CLI.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : IF ADDING A NEW RETENTION POLICY AND THE BASIC OPTION IS A DATE, VERIFY THAT THE DATE IS NOT IN THE PAST.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :
CODE : 23006
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLI CLIENT BULKLOAD ENCOUNTERED ONE OR MORE ERRORS.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 23007
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : INVALID DATASET NAME SPECIFIED ON THE CLI.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 23008
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : DATASET ALREADY EXISTS.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : DATASET ALREADY EXISTS, CHOOSE ANOTHER NAME.
NOTES :

CODE : 23009
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : INVALID PLUGIN SPECIFIED ON THE CLI.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 23010
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : INVALID ID SPECIFIED ON THE CLI.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :
CODE : 23011
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : RETENTION POLICY ALREADY EXISTS.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : RETENTION POLICY ALREADY EXISTS, CHOOSE ANOTHER NAME.
NOTES :
CODE : 23012
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : INVALID ENCRYPTION METHOD SPECIFIED ON THE CLI.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :
CODE : 23013
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : MISUSE OF INTERNAL RETENTION POLICIES.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : YOU CANNOT SPECIFY THE MINIMAL RETENTON OR THE END USER ON DEMAND RETENTION POLICIES FOR GROUPS OR CLIENTS.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : SPECIFY AN ALTERNATE RETENTION POLICY.
NOTES :
CODE : 23014
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : MCS FAILED TO OBTAIN CLIENT ADDRESS.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : MCS FAILED TO OBTAIN CLIENT IP ADDRESS OVER THE OPEN CONNECTION BETWEEN AGENT AND MCS.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CHECK YOUR NETWORK CONFIGURATION.
NOTES :

CODE : 23015
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : AGENT FAILED TO PROVIDE CLIENT ADDRESS DURING REGISTRATION.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : DURING CLIENT REGISTRATION, THE CLIENT'S ADDRESS IS SUPPOSED TO BE PROVIDED TO SERVER AS THE PAGEABLE ADDRESS FOR THE CLIENT. IN THIS CASE, THE AGENT HAS FAILED TO DO SO.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CHECK AGENT AND MCS LOGFILES.
NOTES :

CODE : 23016
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : NAT DETECTED.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION (NAT) HAS BEEN DETECTED. CLIENT'S PRIVATE ADDRESS IS UNREACHABLE.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : REVIEW YOUR NETWORK POLICY AND CONFIGURATION.
NOTES :

CODE : 23017
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : ADDRESS FROM REVERSE LOOKUP FAILED TO MATCH CLIENT ADDRESS.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE ADDRESS RETURNED FROM A REVERSE LOOKUP ON THE OPEN CONNECTION BETWEEN THE CLIENT AND SERVER HAS FAILED TO MATCH THE CLIENT ADDRESS PROVIDED BY THE AGENT.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CHECK YOUR DNS CONFIGURATION.
NOTES :

CODE : 23018
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLIENT RETIRE FAILED - STILL ACTIVE.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : UNABLE TO RETIRE THE CLIENT BECAUSE A CLIENT BACKUP OR REPLICATION JOB IS STILL IN PROGRESS, OR SERVER IS NOT WRITABLE AT THIS MOMENT.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23019</td>
<td>NO ACTION REQUIRED</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>MCS:CR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>CLIENT MOVE FAILED - STILL ACTIVE</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td>UNABLE TO MOVE THE CLIENT BECAUSE A CLIENT BACKUP OR REPLICATION JOB IS STILL IN PROGRESS, OR SERVER IS NOT WRITABLE AT THIS MOMENT</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>NO ACTION REQUIRED</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23020</td>
<td>NO ACTION REQUIRED</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>MCS:CR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>CLIENT UPDATE FAILED - STILL ACTIVE</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td>UNABLE TO UPDATE THE CLIENT BECAUSE A CLIENT BACKUP OR REPLICATION JOB IS STILL IN PROGRESS, OR SERVER IS NOT WRITABLE AT THIS MOMENT</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>NO ACTION REQUIRED</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23021</td>
<td>NO ACTION REQUIRED</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>MCS:CR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>CID IS MISSING OR ZERO</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td>MCS HAS RECEIVED A NON-INITIALIZATION REQUEST WITH CID EITHER MISSING OR BEING ZERO</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>NO ACTION REQUIRED</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23022</td>
<td>NO ACTION REQUIRED</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATED BY</td>
<td>MCS:CR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
<td>EVENT OCCURRENCE DOES NOT EXIST</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>WARNING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVERITY</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR WHOM</td>
<td>FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMEDY</td>
<td>CHECK THAT THE UNIQUE EVENT IDENTIFIER IS VALID</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE : 23023  
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR  
SUMMARY : Activity already completed.  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION :  
FOR WHOM : Field Support Personnel  
REMEDY : No action required.  
NOTES :  

CODE : 23024  
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR  
SUMMARY : An inclusion, exclusion, target, or option for the specified plug-in could not be found.  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION : While attempting to delete a dataset component, such as inclusion, exclusion, target or option, the pattern could not be found for the specified plug-in.  
FOR WHOM : Field Support Personnel  
REMEDY : No action required.  
NOTES :  

CODE : 23025  
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR::CLIENT::ADD  
SUMMARY : Virtual machine client added but contains a non-VMFS datastore.  
CATEGORY : SECURITY  
TYPE : AUDIT  
SEVERITY : 0:OK  
DESCRIPTION : A new virtual machine client was created. The data section contains the client name and information pertaining to the addition. Note that the client contains datastores that are currently not supported for backup.  
FOR WHOM : All Users  
REMEDY : No action required.  
NOTES :  

CODE : 23026  
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR  
SUMMARY : Proxy client delete or retire failed because it is used in one or more vCenter groups.  
CATEGORY : SYSTEM  
TYPE : WARNING  
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS  
DESCRIPTION : The proxy client is in use by one or more vCenter groups.  
FOR WHOM : Field Support Personnel  
REMEDY : Edit the vCenter group(s) and uncheck the selection of the proxy client.  
NOTES :  

CODE : 23100
SUMMARY: A DATA INTEGRITY ALERTS RESET CODE WAS ACCEPTED.
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 0:OK
DESCRIPTION: A USER ENTERED A DATA INTEGRITY ALERTS RESET CODE TO TURN OFF ALERTS FOR A DATA INTEGRITY ISSUE. NO FURTHER DATA INTEGRITY ALERTS WILL BE SENT UNLESS ANOTHER CHECKPOINT FAILS VALIDATION.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 23101
GENERATED BY: MCS:CM
SUMMARY: A DATA INTEGRITY ALERTS RESET CODE WAS REJECTED.
CATEGORY: SECURITY
TYPE: AUDIT
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: A USER ENTERED A DATA INTEGRITY ALERTS RESET CODE TO TURN OFF ALERTS FOR A DATA INTEGRITY ISSUE, BUT THE CODE WAS REJECTED. DATA INTEGRITY ALERTS WILL CONTINUE TO BE SENT.
FOR WHOM: ALL USERS
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 23993
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR
SUMMARY: ATTEMPT TO READ OR WRITE A FILE HAS FAILED.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION: THE FILE MAY NOT EXIST, IT MAY BE PROTECTED, OR YOU MAY NOT HAVE ENOUGH PERMISSION FOR THE ACCESS.
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 23994
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR
SUMMARY: YOU CANNOT DELETE A RESERVED COMPONENT.
CATEGORY: SYSTEM
TYPE: ERROR
SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION:
FOR WHOM: FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY: NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES:

CODE: 23995
GENERATED BY: MCS:CR
SUMMARY: INVALID OPTION SPECIFIED ON THE CLI.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : CORRECT THE INCORRECT OPTION AND RESUBMIT.
NOTES :
CODE : 23996
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLI FAILED TO CONNECT TO MCS.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : VERIFY THE MCS IS RUNNING.
NOTES :
CODE : 23997
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CONFLICTING ARGUMENTS SPECIFIED ON THE COMMAND LINE.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :
CODE : 23998
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLI COMMAND FAILED - INTERNAL.

CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION :
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :
CODE : 23999
GENERATED BY : MCS:CR
SUMMARY : CLI COMMAND FAILED.
For Whom: Field Support Personnel
Remedy: No action required.
Notes:

Code: 25000
Generated By: MCS:MCS
Summary: This system has been designated as failed.
Category: System
Type: Information
Severity: 0:OK
Description: An operator has designated this system as failed, which will allow clients to switch to the failover backup.

For Whom: All Users
Remedy: No action required.
Notes:

Code: 25001
Generated By: MCS:MCS
Summary: This system has been designated as recovered.
Category: System
Type: Information
Severity: 0:OK
Description: An operator has designated this system as recovered from a planned outage (failover), which will allow clients to resume operation with this system instead of the failover backup.

For Whom: All Users
Remedy: No action required.
Notes:

Code: 25002
Generated By: MCS:MCS
Summary: This system has assumed the role of a failover backup for another system.
Category: System
Type: Information
Severity: 0:OK
Description: An operator has designated this system as the currently operating backup for another system, which will allow clients for the failed system to engage in operation with this system instead of their normal primary system.

For Whom: All Users
Remedy: No action required.
Notes:

Code: 25003
Generated By: MCS:MCS
Summary: This system has ceased acting in the role of a failover backup for another system.
Category: System
Type: Information
Severity: 0:OK
Description: This system was previously acting as a failover backup for the clients of another system. An operator has terminated backup/restore support for clients of this other system.

For Whom: All Users
REMEDI

CODE : 30000
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : ACTIVITY COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A BACKUP/RESTORE/VALIDATE ACTIVITY COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY WITH NO EXCEPTIONS.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDI

CODE : 30005
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : ACTIVITY COMPLETED WITH EXCEPTIONS.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A BACKUP/RESTORE/VALIDATE ACTIVITY COMPLETED BUT THERE ARE EXCEPTIONS. THE ACCOMPANYING FAILURE EVENT CODE (FAILURE_EVENT_CODE COLUMN) CONTAINS THE FIRST DETECTED EVENT THAT CAUSED THE FAILURE.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDI

CODE : 30006
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : PARTIALLY COMPLETED REPLICATION ACTIVITY.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A REPLICATION ACTIVITY WAS PARTIALLY COMPLETED DUE TO PREMATURE TERMINATION OF REPLICATION PROCESS. THIS COULD BE A RESULT OF USER MANUALLY TERMINATING THE REPLICATION PROCESS FORM A COMMAND LINE.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDI

CODE : 30010
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS::ACTIVITY::STOP
SUMMARY : ACTIVITY CANCELLED.
CATEGORY : SECURITY
TYPE : INFORMATION
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A BACKUP/RESTORE/VALIDATE ACTIVITY WAS CANCELLED EITHER BY THE USER OR THE ADMINISTRATOR.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDI

NOTES :
CODE : 30900
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : ACTIVITY FAILED - TIMED OUT BEFORE COMPLETION.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A backup/restore/validate activity did not complete within the allotted time and was stopped.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : Check if the scheduling window is long enough for the activity and increase it if it’s not. If activity is allowed to run overtime (not observing schedule end time) then set the overtime flag for the client.
NOTES :

CODE : 30901
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : ACTIVITY FAILED - TIMED OUT BEFORE STARTING.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A backup/restore/validate activity did not start within the allotted time.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : Check if client for which the activity is targeted for is configured properly. Make sure that it is powered on, client software installed and running, attached to network, and can communicate with the administrator server.
NOTES :

CODE : 30902
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : ACTIVITY FAILED - CLIENT WAS GIVEN A WORKORDER BUT DID NOT ACKNOWLEDGE ITS RECEIPT.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A backup/restore/validate activity did not start within the allotted time.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : Contact Product Support
NOTES :

CODE : 30910
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : DROPPED SESSION - NO PROGRESS REPORTED.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A backup/restore/validate activity running on a client failed to report progress for a prolonged period. The session for the activity has been cleaned up in order to allow other activities to run. One possible cause for this is loss of network connectivity for a prolonged period.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : If loss of network connectivity is the cause, the dropped activity will be retried automatically when network connectivity is restored, provided that it is done within the scheduled backup window. No other action is required if the
SUBSEQUENT RETRIES SUCCEED. OTHERWISE, LOCATE THE CAUSE OF THE DROP OUT, CORRECT THE PROBLEM, AND RESUBMIT THE BACKUP REQUEST AGAIN MANUALLY IF A BACKUP IS REQUIRED.

NOTES:

CODE : 30915
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : ACTIVITY FAILED - CLIENT HAS NO DATA SPECIFIED BY DATASET
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : AN ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO BACKUP A CLIENT IN A GROUP FAILED BECAUSE THE CLIENT DOES NOT HAVE ANY DATA MATCHING THE DATA TARGET SPECIFIED IN THE DATASET.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : UPDATE DATASET TO INCLUDE CLIENT DATA OR MOVE CLIENT TO A GROUP THAT UTILIZE A DATASET THAT INCLUDES THE CLIENT DATA.
NOTES :

CODE : 30916
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : ACTIVITY FAILED - PLUGIN NEEDED FOR THE BACKUP IS DISABLED
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A CLIENT OR GROUP REQUESTED A BACKUP BUT THE PLUGIN NEEDED FOR THE BACKUP HAS BEEN DISABLED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CHECK PLUGIN SETTINGS UNDER TOOLS, MANAGE AGENTS AND PLUGINS, AND RE-ENABLE THE PLUGIN IF APPROPRIATE.
NOTES :

CODE : 30917
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : ACTIVITY FAILED - CLIENT INITIATED BACKUP FOR THIS PLUGIN IS DISABLED
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A CLIENT REQUESTED A BACKUP BUT CLIENT INITIATED BACKUP FOR THIS PLUGIN HAS BEEN DISABLED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CHECK PLUGIN SETTINGS UNDER TOOLS, MANAGE AGENTS AND PLUGINS, AND RE-ENABLE CLIENT INITIATED BACKUP IF APPROPRIATE.
NOTES :

CODE : 30918
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : ACTIVITY FAILED - SCHEDULED BACKUP FOR THIS PLUGIN IS DISABLED
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A BACKUP WAS REQUESTED BUT SUCH SCHEDULED BACKUP FOR THIS PLUGIN HAS BEEN DISABLED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CHECK PLUGIN SETTINGS UNDER TOOLS, MANAGE AGENTS AND PLUGINS, AND RE-ENABLE SCHEDULED BACKUP IF APPROPRIATE.
CODE : 30919
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : ACTIVITY FAILED - RESTORE FOR THIS PLUGIN IS DISABLED
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A CLIENT REQUESTED A RESTORE BUT THE PLUGIN NEEDED FOR THE RESTORE HAS BEEN DISABLED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CHECK PLUGIN SETTINGS UNDER TOOLS, MANAGE AGENTS AND PLUGINS, AND RE-ENABLE RESTORE IF APPROPRIATE.
NOTES :

CODE : 30920
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : ACTIVITY FAILED - VALIDATE FOR THIS PLUGIN IS DISABLED
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : A CLIENT REQUESTED TO VALIDATE A BACKUP BUT THE PLUGIN NEEDED FOR THE VALIDATION HAS BEEN DISABLED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CHECK PLUGIN SETTINGS UNDER TOOLS, MANAGE AGENTS AND PLUGINS, AND RE-ENABLE VALIDATE IF APPROPRIATE.
NOTES :

CODE : 30921
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : ACTIVITY FAILED - INCOMPATIBLE OPTION SPECIFIED
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : AN ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO BACKUP OR RESTORE A CLIENT AND AN INCOMPATIBLE OPTION WAS SPECIFIED. THIS IS PROBABLY DUE TO USING AN OLDER CLIENT VERSION THAT DOES NOT SUPPORT THE OPTION. AN EXAMPLE IS BACKING UP A PRE-4.1.0 CLIENT WHEN SERVER AUTHENTICATION IS ENABLED OR SPECIFYING AND ENCRYPTION METHOD OF NONE WHEN SERVER AUTHENTICATION IS ENABLED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 30922
GENERATED BY : MCS:VM
SUMMARY : FAILED TO CONNECT TO VCENTER
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FAILED TO CONNECT TO VCENTER. THE USER NAME AND/OR PASSWORD MIGHT BE INVALID.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :
### Code: 30923
- **Generated By:** MCS:BS
- **Summary:** Client NAH activity with non-unique sessionid for clientname %CLIENTNAME% and pidnumber %PIDNUMBER%
- **Category:** APPLICATION
- **Type:** WARNING
- **Severity:** 2:PROCESS
- **Description:** The client has a bug that it can't guarantee to generate an unique sessionid when it tries to initiate more than one activity concurrently.
- **For Whom:** All Users
- **Remedy:** Contact Product Support
- **Notes:**

### Code: 30924
- **Generated By:** MCS:BS
- **Summary:** Activity with non-unique key values and major data differences for clientname %CLIENTNAME% , pidnumber %PIDNUMBER% , wid %WID%
- **Category:** APPLICATION
- **Type:** WARNING
- **Severity:** 2:PROCESS
- **Description:** Detected an activity with non-unique key values and major data differences, due to an internal processing issue.
- **For Whom:** All Users
- **Remedy:** Contact Product Support
- **Notes:**

### Code: 30925
- **Generated By:** MCS:BS
- **Summary:** Activity with non-unique key values and minor data differences for clientname %CLIENTNAME% , pidnumber %PIDNUMBER% , wid %WID%
- **Category:** APPLICATION
- **Type:** WARNING
- **Severity:** 2:PROCESS
- **Description:** Detected an activity with non-unique key values and minor data differences, due to an internal processing issue.
- **For Whom:** All Users
- **Remedy:** Contact Product Support
- **Notes:**

### Code: 30926
- **Generated By:** MCS:BS
- **Summary:** Duplicate activity for clientname %CLIENTNAME% , pidnumber %PIDNUMBER% , wid %WID%
- **Category:** APPLICATION
- **Type:** WARNING
- **Severity:** 2:PROCESS
- **Description:** Internal issue processing an activity twice.
- **For Whom:** All Users
- **Remedy:** Contact Product Support
- **Notes:**

### Code: 30927
SEQUENTIAL EVENT CODE LISTING

GENERATED BY : MCS:BS

SUMMARY : ACTIVITY FAILED - VIRTUAL MACHINE CLIENT DOES NOT EXIST IN VSPHERE
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : AN ATTEMPT WAS MADE TO BACKUP A VIRTUAL MACHINE CLIENT WHICH NO LONGER EXISTS IN VSPHERE.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CONTACT FIELD SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 30928
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : VIRTUAL MACHINE CLIENT IS IN FAULT TOLERANCE MODE.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : YOU CANNOT PERFORM A BACKUP OF A VIRTUAL MACHINE WHILE IT IS IN FAULT TOLERANCE MODE.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : IF YOU WANT TO OPERATE THIS VIRTUAL MACHINE IN FAULT TOLERANCE MODE, INSTALL THE CORRECT TYPE AND VERSION
AVAMAR CLIENT SOFTWARE IN THE VIRTUAL MACHINE AND USE GUEST BACKUPS TO PROTECT THE DATA.
NOTES :

CODE : 30929
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : VIRTUAL MACHINE CLIENT CONTAINS DISKS THAT CANNOT BE BACKED UP OR RESTORED.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF VIRTUAL MACHINE DISKS CANNOT BE BACKED UP OR RESTORED: RAW DISKS IN PHYSICAL MODE,
INDEPENDENT DISKS, CD-ROM ISO, FLOPPY IMAGE, PARALLEL PORT, AND SERIAL PORT CONFIGURED DISKS. THE FOLLOWING VIRTUAL MACHINE
DISKS ARE SUPPORTED: FLAT VERSION 1 AND 2, RAW VERSION 1 (VIRTUAL MODE ONLY) AND SPARSE VERSION 1 AND 2 DISKS. SUPPORTED
DISKS WILL BE BACKED UP OR RESTORED.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 30930
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : BACKUP FAILED BECAUSE RETENTION POLICY IS ALREADY EXPIRED.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : RETENTION POLICY IS SET TO A PAST DATE.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : PLEASE EXAMINE RETENTION POLICY AND MAKE SURE THE EXPIRATION DATE IS VALID.
NOTES :

CODE : 30931
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : FAILED TO INITIATE VIRTUAL MACHINE BACKUP OR RESTORE.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : FAILED TO INITIATE A BACKUP OR RESTORE FOR A VIRTUAL MACHINE BECAUSE NO PROXY WAS FOUND TO SERVICE THE VIRTUAL MACHINE.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : CHECK THAT PROXY CLIENTS HAVE THE DESIRED DATASTORES CHECKED FOR PROTECTION. THE PROXY CLIENT DATASTORES CHECKED MUST MATCH DATASTORES FOR VIRTUAL MACHINES REQUIRING PROTECTION. FOR SCHEDULED GROUP BACKUPS ADDITIONALLY VERIFY THAT THE GROUP HAS DESIRED PROXIES CHECKED FOR PROTECTION OF VIRTUAL MACHINES BELONGING TO THE GROUP. VERIFY PROXY CLIENTS ARE POWERED ON, ENABLED, AND REGISTERED. FOR RESTORES, VERIFY THERE IS AN AVAILABLE PROXY IN THE DESTINATION DATACENTER.
NOTES :

CODE : 30932
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : VIRTUAL MACHINE PROXY CLIENT IMAGE BACKUP IS NOT SUPPORTED.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : WARNING
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : CANNOT BACKUP A VIRTUAL MACHINE PROXY CLIENT USING THE VMWARE IMAGE PLUGIN.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : PLEASE VERIFY THAT THE GROUP CONTAINING VIRTUAL MACHINE PROXY CLIENTS DOES NOT SPECIFY A VMWARE IMAGE PLUGIN.
NOTES :

CODE : 30933
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : THE VMWARE IMAGE BACKUP DOES NOT CONTAIN THE VIRTUAL MACHINE'S .VMX FILE.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : YOU CAN NOT PERFORM A RESTORE TO A NEW VIRTUAL MACHINE IF THE .VMX FILE IS MISSING FROM THE BACKUP.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : NO ACTION REQUIRED.
NOTES :

CODE : 30998
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
SUMMARY : ACTIVITY STATUS UNKNOWN.
CATEGORY : APPLICATION
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : THE STATUS OF A BACKUP/RESTORE/VALIDATE ACTIVITY COULD NOT BE DETERMINED. THIS COULD BE AN ADMINISTRATOR BACKUP APPLICATION ERROR.
FOR WHOM : ALL USERS
REMEDY : COLLECT ALL INFORMATION AND LOGS ASSOCIATED WITH THIS ACTIVITY AND CONTACT PRODUCT SUPPORT
NOTES :

CODE : 30999
GENERATED BY : MCS:BS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>FOR WHOM</th>
<th>REMEDY</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90000</td>
<td>A QA DEBUG EVENT OCCURRED.</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>INFORMATION</td>
<td>0:OK</td>
<td>An event was generated by a QA test. See data portion for more information.</td>
<td>PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT</td>
<td>This event is intended for internal use only. Please ignore this event in production environment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99995</td>
<td>Client event code not found in event catalog.</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>An event occurred on the backup client in which there's no matching description in the event catalog.</td>
<td>Field Support Personnel</td>
<td>Make sure the latest event catalogs are installed. If yes, report incident to your field engineer.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99996</td>
<td>Administrator event code not found in event catalog.</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>An event occurred on the administrator server in which there's no matching description in the event catalog.</td>
<td>Field Support Personnel</td>
<td>Make sure the latest event catalogs are installed. If yes, report incident to your field engineer.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99997</td>
<td>GSAN event code not found in event catalog.</td>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>2:PROCESS</td>
<td>An event occurred on the GSAN server in which there's no matching description in the event catalog.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUMMARY: ACTIVITY FAILED - CLIENT ERROR(S).**

**CATEGORY: APPLICATION**

**TYPE: ERROR**

**SEVERITY: 2:PROCESS**

**DESCRIPTION:** A backup/restore/validate activity failed. The accompanying client error code (ERROR_CODE column) contains the first detected event that caused the failure.

**FOR WHOM:** ALL USERS

**REMEDY:** Obtain the failure event code, consult event/error code manual, follow remedy specified for each error code, and resubmit activity request.

**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 90000

**GENERATED BY:** GSAN:QA_DEBUG

**SUMMARY:** A QA DEBUG EVENT OCCURRED.

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** INFORMATION

**SEVERITY:** 0:OK

**DESCRIPTION:** An event was generated by a QA test. See data portion for more information.

**FOR WHOM:** PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

**REMEDY:** This event is intended for internal use only. Please ignore this event in production environment.

**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 99995

**GENERATED BY:** Client:Unknown

**SUMMARY:** Client event code not found in event catalog.

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** ERROR

**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION:** An event occurred on the backup client in which there's no matching description in the event catalog.

**FOR WHOM:** Field Support Personnel

**REMEDY:** Make sure the latest event catalogs are installed. If yes, report incident to your field engineer.

**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 99996

**GENERATED BY:** MCS:Event

**SUMMARY:** Administrator event code not found in event catalog.

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM

**TYPE:** ERROR

**SEVERITY:** 2:PROCESS

**DESCRIPTION:** An event occurred on the administrator server in which there's no matching description in the event catalog.

**FOR WHOM:** Field Support Personnel

**REMEDY:** Make sure the latest event catalogs are installed. If yes, report incident to your field engineer.

**NOTES:**

**CODE:** 99997

**GENERATED BY:** GSAN:Unknown

**SUMMARY:** GSAN event code not found in event catalog.

**CATEGORY:** SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : AN EVENT OCCURRED ON THE DATA NODES IN WHICH THERE'S NO MATCHING DESCRIPTION IN THE EVENT CATALOG.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : MAKE SURE THE LATEST EVENT CATALOGS ARE INSTALLED. IF YES, REPORT INCIDENT TO YOUR FIELD ENGINEER.
NOTES : 

CODE : 99998
GENERATED BY : MCS:Event
SUMMARY : EVENT CODE NOT FOUND IN EVENT CATALOG.
CATEGORY : SYSTEM
TYPE : ERROR
SEVERITY : 2:PROCESS
DESCRIPTION : AN EVENT OCCURRED IN WHICH THERE'S NO MATCHING DESCRIPTION IN THE EVENT CATALOG.
FOR WHOM : FIELD SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REMEDY : MAKE SURE THE LATEST EVENT CATALOGS ARE INSTALLED. IF YES, REPORT INCIDENT TO YOUR FIELD ENGINEER.
NOTES : 